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Preface
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL AUDIT AND ACCOUNTING MANUAL
This manual contains material from Sections 4600, 5100, 5600, 5610,
9200, 9230, and 10,700 of the looseleaf AICPA Audit and Accounting
Manual which is updated quarterly.
It also contains Section 3000
of the looseleaf AICPA Financial Statement Preparation Manual also
updated quarterly.
This is a nonauthoritative kit of practice aids prepared by the
staff of the AICPA.
Users are urged to refer directly to AICPA
Audit and Accounting Guides and other authoritative pronouncements.
The authors hope the manual will be helpful to local firms and
practitioners in the conduct of their audits of local governmental
units. However, no generalized material, such as that included in
this manual, can be a substitute for development and implementation
by a firm of a system of quality control that is appropriately com
prehensive and suitably designed to a firm's organizational struc
ture, its policies, and the nature of its practice.
The sole responsibility for this material rests with the staff of
the Technical Information Division. This material has not been ap
proved, disapproved, or otherwise acted upon by the senior techni
cal committees of the AICPA or the Financial Accounting Standards
Board. Comments and suggestions may be addressed to the following:
Susan Cornwall, CPA
Technical Information Division
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

Susan L. Menelaides
Director
Technical Information
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Financial Reporting Entity Worksheet*
Potential Component Unit

Year-End

Contact N a m e _______________________ T itle _______________________

P h o n e ---------------------------------

Prepared:

Reviewed:

Reviewed:

B y _________ D a te ______________ B y _________ D a te ______________ B y _________ D a te ______________

INTRODUCTION
This form should be prepared for the fiscal year in which GASB Statement No. 14, The Financial Reporting Entity,
is applied. In subsequent years, the form may be updated, as necessary, and filed in the permanent file. The following
7 paragraphs were taken from the Statement.
The Statement establishes standards for defining and reporting on the financial reporting entity. It also establishes
standards for reporting participation in joint ventures. It applies to financial reporting by primary governments,
governmental joint ventures, jointly governed organizations, and other stand-alone governments; and it applies
to the separately issued financial statements of governmental component units. In addition, the Statement should be
applied to governmental and nongovernmental component units when they are included in a governmental financial
reporting entity.
The financial reporting entity consists of (a) the primary government, (b) organizations for which the primary
government is financially accountable, and (c) other organizations for which the nature and significance of their
relationship with the primary government are such that exclusion would cause the reporting entity’s financial state
ments to be misleading or incomplete.
The definition of the reporting entity is based primarily on the notion of financial accountability. A primary govern
ment is financially accountable for the organizations that make up its legal entity. It is also financially accountable
for legally separate organizations if its officials appoint a voting majority of an organization’s governing body and
either it is able to impose its will on that organization or there is a potential for the organization to provide specific
financial benefits to, or to impose specific financial burdens on, the primary government. A primary government may
also be financially accountable for government organizations that are fiscally dependent on it.
A primary government has the ability to impose its will on an organization if it can significantly influence the
programs, projects, or activities of, or the level of services performed or provided by, the organization. A financial
benefit or burden relationship exists if the primary government (a) is entitled to the organization’s resources; (b) is
legally obligated or has otherwise assumed the obligation to finance the deficits of, or provide financial support to,
the organization; or (c) is obligated in some manner for the debt of the organization.
M ost component units should be included in the financial reporting entity by discrete presentation. Some component
units, despite being legally separate from the primary government, are so intertwined with the primary government
that they are, in substance, the same as the primary government and should be reported as part of the primary
government [by blended presentation]. [In paragraph 41 of the Statement, the GASB states that they are studying
circumstances under which foundations, similarly affiliated organizations, and PERS might be included in the
financial reporting entity and that appropriate pronouncements will be issued at a later date.]
* Source = Utah State Auditor’s Office, Financial Reporting Entity Worksheet

1

There may be organizations that do not meet the definition for inclusion in the financial reporting entity. They should,
nevertheless, be reported as a fiduciary fund of the primary government if the primary government has a fiduciary
responsibility for them.
This Statement is effective for financial statements for periods beginning after December 15, 1992. Earlier applica
tion is encouraged. [This Statement supersedes NCGA Statement No. 3, NCGA Statement No. 7, and NCGA
Interpretation No. 7.]

CONCLUSION (check one)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This potential component unit should be reported (in the financial statements of the primary government) in the
following manner:
____

-

Excluded From Presentation

____

-

Blended Presentation

____

-

Related Organization Footnote Disclosure

____

-

Discrete Presentation

2

FINANCIAL REPORTING
ENTITY WORKSHEET (FREW)

Financial Reporting Entity Flowchart
Check the appropriate boxes:
2

1
Is the PCU legally
separate?

No

Does the PG hold the
PCU’s corporate powers? Yes
No

Yes

3
Did the PG appoint a
voting majority of the
PCU’s board?

Blended Presentation

No

4
Does the fiscal
dependency criterion
apply?

Yes

5
Would it be misleading to
exclude the PCU because
of its relationship with
No
the PG?

No

Yes

Yes

No
7
Does the CU provide
services entirely or almost
entirely to the PG?
Yes

6
Is the PG able to impose
its will on the PCU?

Excluded from
Presentation

Yes

Discrete Presentation

No

No
8
Is there a financial
benefit/burden
relationship?

10

9
Yes

Are the two boards
substantively the same?

Is the PCU included as a
part of another PG?
No

No

Yes

Blended Presentation

Yes

11
Would this PG be the
most appropriate
reporting entity?

Yes

No

Related Organization
Footnote Disclosure

PCU - Potential Component Unit
PG - Primary Government
3

Financial Reporting Entity Worksheet
FLOWCHART QUESTIONS
These questions correspond to the flowchart questions on the previous page. ¶ numbers refer to GASB Statement
No. 14.
1. Is the PCU legally separate? (¶15)
If answer is “Yes,” proceed to question #3., otherwise proceed to next
question.
Consider:
Do either of these conditions exist?
a. Per review of the (check, as applicable) ____ corporate charter
or ____ Code (provide Code reference ___________________),
the PCU was created as a “body corporate” or a “body corporate
and politic.”
b. The PCU possesses the corporate powers that would distinguish it
as being legally separate from the PG. [See description of “corporate
powers” in question #2. below.]

____ Yes ____ No ____ N/A

____ Yes ____ No ____ N/A

Explanations:

2. Does the PG hold the PCU’s corporate powers? (¶15)
Proceed to page #1 of this form and conclude.

____ Yes _____ No ____ N/A

Consider:
Corporate powers generally give an organization the capacity to have a
name; the right to sue and to be sued in its own name without recourse
to a state or local governmental unit; and the right to buy, sell, lease, and
mortgage property in its own name.
Explanations:

3. Did the PG appoint a voting majority of the PCU’s board? (¶22-24)
If answer is “Yes,” proceed to question #6., otherwise proceed to next
question.
Consider:
Do all of the following conditions exist?
a. The PG appoints a controlling majority of the PC U ’s governing
board.
b. The legal provisions for appointment of the PC U ’s officials provide
for continued appointment authority, o r i f n o t, the PG has the ability
to unilaterally abolish the PCU.
c. The PG ’s appointment authority is substantive and not severely
limited by a nominating or confirming process.
Explanations:
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____ Yes ____ No _____ N/A

____ Yes ____ No ____ N/A

4.

Does the fiscal dependency criterion apply? (¶16-18, 21b)
If answer is “Yes,” proceed to question #7., otherwise proceed to
next question.
Consider:
a. Does the PG have substantive authority to do any of the following?
1) Approve, or modify the PC U ’s budget.
2) Approve the PC U ’s tax rates or other rates or charges.
3) Approve the PC U ’s issuance of bonded debt, if it is legal to issue
bonded debt.
b. PCU dependence upon PG funding is not considered when
answering this question. However, this may be considered in
answering question #5.

------- Yes ---------No -------- N/A

____ Yes ------- No ------- N/A

Explanations:

5. Would it be misleading to exclude the PCU because of its relationship
with the PG? (¶39-41)
If answer is “Yes,” proceed to question #7., otherwise proceed to
page #1 of this form and conclude. Also, if answer is “No,” consider
the joint venture reporting requirements in ¶69-78.
Consider:
a. Is the nature and significance of the relationship between the
PCU and the PG such that exclusion from the financial reporting
entity would render the PG ’s financial statements incomplete or
misleading?
b. Some specific criteria that may be considered include the following:
1) Does the PCU issue debt or solicit contributions on behalf of
the PG?
2) Is the purpose of the PCU to benefit the PG?
3) Does the temporary nature of the PCU emphasize that the debt
and revenues are, in substance, the debt and revenues of the PG?
4) Is the PCU dependent upon PG funding to maintain its function
or existence?

____ Yes ____ No _____ N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes
Yes

No
No

N/A
N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Explanations:

6.

Is the PG able to impose its will on the PCU? (¶25-26)
If answer is “Yes,” proceed to question #9., otherwise proceed to
question #8.
Consider:
a. Does the PG have the ability to do any of the following?
1) Remove appointed members of the PC U ’s board at will?
2) Modify or approve the budget of the PCU?
3) Modify or approve rate or fee changes affecting revenues?
4) Veto, overrule, or modify the decisions (other than those
in 2) and 3) above) of the PCU’s governing body?
5

____ Yes ____ No _____ N/A

____ Yes ____ No ____ N/A

b.
c.

5) Appoint, hire, reassign, or dismiss those persons responsible for
the day-to-day operations (management) of the PCU?
This criterion is based on the PG ’s ability or authority, not necessarily
the demonstrated ability, to impose its will on the PCU.
Other conditions may also indicate that a PG has the ability to
impose its will on a PCU.

Explanations:

7.

Does the component unit provide services entirely or almost entirely
to the PG? (¶53b)
Proceed to page #1 of this form and conclude.
Consider:
Do either of these conditions exist?
a. [Direct services] The PCU provides direct services entirely, or
almost entirely, to the PG.
b. [Exclusive, indirect benefit] The PCU provides services exclusively,
or almost exclusively, which benefit the PG even though the PCU
does not provide the services directly to the PG?

____ Yes ____ No ____ N/A

____ Yes ____ No ____ N/A

Explanations:

8.

Is there a financial benefit/burden relationship? (¶27-33)
If answer is “No,” proceed to page #1 of this form and conclude,
otherwise proceed to next question.
Consider:
Do any of the following conditions exist, either directly or indirectly,
for the PG or for any of the PG’s component units? (A transaction did
not have to occur in order to meet any of the following.)
a. Legally entitled to or can otherwise access the PC U ’s resources
(other than a residual interest in the event of a dissolution).
b. Legally obligated, or has otherwise assumed the obligation, to
finance the deficits of the PCU.
c. Legally obligated, or has otherwise assumed the obligation, to
provide financial support to the PCU.
d. Obligated “in some manner” for the debt of the PCU. (Any of
the following conditions would indicate that a PG is obligated
“in some manner.”)
1) The PG is legally obligated to honor deficiencies to the extent
that proceeds from other default remedies are insufficient.
2) The PG is required to temporarily cover deficiencies with its
own resources until funds from the primary repayment source
or other default remedies are available.
3) The PG is required to provide funding for reserves maintained by
the debtor PCU, or to establish its own reserve or guarantee fund
for the debt.
6

____ Yes ____ No ____ N/A

____ Yes ____ No ____ N/A

4) The PG is authorized to provide funding for reserves maintained
by the debtor PCU or to establish its own reserve or guarantee
fund and the PG establishes such a fund. (If a fund is not estab
lished, the considerations in 6) and 7) below may nevertheless
provide evidence that the PG is obligated “in some manner.”)
5) The PG is authorized to provide financing for a fund maintained
by the debtor PCU for the purpose of purchasing or redeeming
the PC U ’s debt, or to establish a similar fund of its own, and the
PG establishes such a fund. (If a fund is not established, the
considerations in 6) and 7) may nevertheless provide evidence
that the PG is obligated “in some manner.”)
6) The debtor PCU explicitly indicates by contract, such as the
bond agreement or offering statement, that in the event of default
the PG may cover deficiencies although it has no legal obligation
to do so. That is, the bond offering statement may specifically
refer to a law that authorizes the PG to include an appropriation
in its budget to provide funds, if necessary, to honor the debt
of the PCU.
7) Legal decisions within the state or previous actions by the PG
related to actual or potential defaults on another organization’s
debt make it probable that the PG will assume responsibility for
the debt in the event of default.
Explanations:

9.

Is the PCU included as a part of another PG? (¶38)
If answer is “Yes,” proceed to question #11., otherwise proceed to
next question.

____ Yes ____ No ____ N/A

Consider:
In some instances, the financial accountability criteria indicate that
a PCU is a component unit of a particular PG. However, that PCU
may also be fiscally dependent on another state or local government.
However, a PCU should be included as a component unit of only one
reporting entity.
Explanations:

10. Are the two boards substantively the same? (¶53a)
If answer is “No,” proceed to question #7., otherwise proceed to
page #1 of this form and conclude.
Consider:
“ Substantively the same” means sufficient representation of the PG ’s
entire governing body on the component unit’s governing body to allow
complete control of the component unit’s activities. This criterion will
rarely, if ever, apply to a state government because of the impracticality
of providing sufficient representation of the state’s entire governing body.

7

____ Yes ____ No ____ N/A

Explanations:

11.

Would this PG be the most appropriate reporting entity? (¶38)
If answer is “Yes,” proceed to question #10., otherwise proceed to
page #1 of this form and conclude.
Consider:
Professional judgment should be used to determine the most appropriate
entity. Usually, fiscal dependency on a local government, not the financial
burden on the state created by legislatively established aid distribution
formulas, should govern in determining the appropriate reporting entity
of school districts.
Explanations:

8

____ Yes _____ No ____ N/A

AAM Section 4600
Illustrative Internal Control Structure
Questions—State and Local Governmental Units
.010 The following is a list of illustrative internal control structure questions an auditor might raise concerning
a state or local governmental unit. The extent of internal control structure policies and procedures that an organization
should establish is a judgment that must be made by the management of the entity. The judgment is affected by cir
cumstances, such as the size of the organization and the number of personnel available, and by conclusions about the
relationship of costs and benefits. These illustrative questions are numbered merely for organization purposes. The
numbers are in no way intended to infer completeness or a preferred sequence. A firm that believes the questionnaire
approach is appropriate for its practice should develop its own internal control structure questionnaires based on its
own needs and preferences. In any event, users of checklists and questionnaires should recognize that important mat
ters in a particular set of circumstances may not be covered in a standard checklist.
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I. Control Environment*
.020 The control environment represents the collective effect of various factors on establishing, enhancing, or
mitigating the effectiveness of specific policies and procedures. Such factors include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Management’s philosophy and operating style
The entity’s organizational structure
Personnel policies and practices
Methods of assigning authority and responsibility
Management’s control methods for monitoring and following-up on performance, including internal
auditing and budgeting
• Various external influences that affect an entity’s operations and practices
.030 The control environment reflects the overall attitude, awareness, and actions of the legislative, management,
staff, and others concerning the importance of the control and its emphasis in the entity.
.040 The following questions are to assist the auditor in obtaining an understanding of the control environment
and assessing the control risk.
Audit
Tests of
Controls

ASSERTIONS

Rights
Valuation Presentation Program
Existence
or
and
or
or W/P
Complete
and
ness
Obligations Allocation Disclosure Reference
Occurrence

.050 A. M anagement’s Philosophy and Operating Style
1. Does management often enter into particularly high-risk
ventures, or is extremely conservative in accepting risks?
2. Does management conduct business on a high ethical
plane and insist that others do so, or pay little attention
to ethical issues?
3. Does management have to meet rigid targets to receive a
portion of their compensation (e.g., bonus), particularly
when such targets are considered unreasonably difficult?
4. What is management’s attitude and actions toward finan
cial reporting, including disputes over application of
accounting treatment (e.g., selection of conservative
versus liberal accounting policies; whether accounting
principles have been misapplied, important financial
information not disclosed, or records manipulated or
falsified)?
5. Is management conscientious and applies integrity with
the judgmental aspects of reporting, when developing
estimates?
6. Is there frequent interacting between senior management
and operating management, particularly for geographically
removed units?
7. W hat is management’s attitude toward the data processing
and accounting functions, and their concerns about the
reliability of financial reporting and safeguarding assets?
8. Has management communicated a commitment to a
strong internal control structure to employees during the
past year?
9. Does management periodically review the internal control
structure to ensure that it is being enforced?
10. W hat is management’s attitude towards overriding or
bypassing established controls?

—

—

Substantive
Tests
Program
Reference
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* The control environment questions in AAM section 4600.020—.100 specifically apply to governmental entities and are not intended to be all inclusive. The
auditor should also consider the illustrative control environment inquiries in AAM section 4400.050—.110, which may apply to governmental entities.
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Audit
Tests of
Controls

ASSERTIONS

Valuation Presentation Program
Rights
Existence
orW /P
or
and
Complete
or
and
Obligations Allocation Disclosure Reference
Occurrence
ness

11. Has management conveyed the message that ethics cannot
be compromised and have employees received and
understood that message?
12. Does the “tone at the top” include explicit moral guidance
about what is right and what is wrong, and is it established
and communicated throughout the organization?
.060 B. Organizational Structure
1. Is the organizational structure so simple that it cannot
adequately monitor the organization’s activities, or so
complex that it inhibits the necessary flow of information?
2. Does management fully understand their control respon
sibilities and possess the requisite experience and levels
of knowledge commensurate with their positions?
3. Is there an adequate definition of key managers’ respon
sibilities and an appropriate understanding of those
responsibilities?
4. Do key managers possess the appropriate knowledge and
experience in light of their responsibilities?
5. Is the entity’s organizational structure appropriate so as
to provide the necessary information flow to manage its
activities?
6. Are the reporting relationships appropriate?
7. To what extent are organizational modifications made in
light of changing conditions?
8. Are there sufficient quantities of employees, particularly in
management and supervisory capacities?
9. Is the organization chart current?
10. Is the organization properly synchronized for the program/
budget structure?
11. Are goals and objectives for the organization current and
in writing?
12. Are functional statements current and in writing and
consistent with organization chart?
.070 C. Personnel Policies and Procedures
1. Do personnel practices include:
a. A code of conduct?
b. Provisions for conflict of interest disclosure?
2. Are there accurate and up-to-date performance standards?
3. Are the performance standards consistent with the
operating plan?
4. Is there periodic performance review (appraisal) of all
employees?
5. Are there sufficient training opportunities to ensure all
employees are competent to perform work assigned?
6. To what extent are policies and procedures for hiring,
training, promoting, and compensating employees in
place?
7. To what extent are employees made aware of their
responsibilities and expectations of them?
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Valuation Presentation Program
or
Complete
and
or
and
or W/P
Occurrence
ness
Obligations Allocation Disclosure Reference

8. Is there appropriate remedial action taken in response to
departures from approved policies and procedures and
violations of the code of conduct?
9. Are there adequate employee candidate background
checks, particularly with regard to prior actions or
activities considered to be unacceptable by the entity?
10. Are there adequate employee retention and promotion
criteria, and related information gathering techniques,
related to compliance with the code of conduct or other
behavioral guidelines?
11. Do management performances standards include provisions
for maintaining adequate internal controls?
12. Are employees adequately supervised?
13. Are staffing levels adequate?
14. Is turnover low?
15. Do employees have copies of their current position
description?
16. Is orientation training conducted for new employees?
17. Are employees aware of their rights to communicate
with any official of rank higher than their immediate
supervisor?
.080 D. Authority and Responsibility
1. Are delegations of authority and responsibility current
and in writing?
2. Do the delegations of authority and responsibility reflect
the segregation of duties concept?
3. Are the job descriptions descriptive of the jobs actually
performed?
4. Do the delegations of authority and responsibility grant
officials necessary authority to carry out functions for
which they are responsible?
5. Are employees held accountable for performance and
results achieved?
6. Do managers routinely follow-up on delegations of
authority and responsibility to subordinates?
.090 E. Management Control Methods
1. Is there a long-range planning process?
2. Is the budgeting system integrated with the planning
process?
3. Are plans and budgets effectively communicated
throughout the organization?
4. Are responsibilities for budget preparation, adoption,
execution, and reporting segregated?
5. Is a budget calendar used for the orderly submission and
approval of the budget?
6. Are budgets prepared for all significant activities
regardless of whether mandated by law?
7. Is the budget prepared in sufficient detail providing a
meaningful tool with which to monitor subsequent
performance?
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8. Is citizen input obtained through budget hearings?
9. Has the budget been submitted to the legislative body for
approval and is there clear communication to operation
departments or agencies of the effects of legislatively
mandated budget modifications, either increases or
decreases?
10. Are interfund and interdepartmental transfers included in
the budget?
11. Is the type of budgeting performed compatible with the
accounting system?
12. Are budgets published if required by law?
13. Are estimated revenues and appropriations recorded in
the accounting records for later comparison to actual
amounts realized or incurred?
14. Have procedures been adopted and communicated estab
lishing authority and responsibility for transfers between
budget categories?
15. Is the flow of expenditures or commitments controlled
through the use of an allotment system?
16. Does the accounting department submit approval as to
availability of funds before the issuance of a purchase
order or expenditure commitment?
17. Are requests for supplemental appropriations or budget
changes processed and approved in the same manner as
the original budget is processed and approved?
18. If liabilities and expenditures are recorded on an encum
brance or obligation basis, are there controls to ensure
knowledge of outstanding commitments?
19. Are actual expenditures compared to budget with
reasonable (monthly) frequency and on a timely basis?
20. Are reports discussed with departmental personnel and
are there explanations for significant variations from
budget?
21. Are executive and legislative branches notified of expen
ditures in excess of appropriations or budgets?
22. Are actual results of operations against budget published
if required by law?
23. Are the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal con
trol structure policies and procedures relevant to the
entity’s transaction classes and are account balances
periodically evaluated?
24. Are measures implemented to correct weaknesses?
25. Are there clearly established levels of operational and
financial accountability?
26. Are program evaluations/management reviews routinely
performed?
27. Are audits routinely performed?
28. Are procedures in place and adhered to which require
prompt implementation of resolved audit findings or program/management review results?
29. Are policies and procedures current and in writing?
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30. Are policies and procedures consistent with statutory
authorities?
31. Are all policies and procedures clearly stated and syste
matically communicated (manuals, handbooks, etc.)?
32. Do the policies and procedures support the internal con
trol structure?
33. Are there channels of communication for people to
report suspected improprieties?
a. Ability to contact someone other than a direct
supervisor?
b. Anonymity permitted?
34. Is feedback provided to people who report suspected
improprieties and do they have immunity from reprisals?
a. Is management receptive to such reports?
35. Are outside parties made aware for the entity’s ethical
standards?
36. Is there timely and appropriate follow-up action by
management resulting from external party communica
tions, such as :
a. Customer complaints?
b. Notification of errors in billings?
c. Notification of inappropriate behavior by an
employee?
37. Are there mechanisms to identify and react to changes
that can have a more dramatic and pervasive effect on
the entity, and may demand the attention of senior
management? Some examples include:
a. New laws or regulations that affect the entity or its
activities,
b. New or redesigned information systems,
c. New technology incorporated into the information
systems.
.100 F. External Influences
1. Is the organization subject to external forces or pressures
which make it vulnerable to errors?
2. Does the public perceive this organization to be ade
quately controlled?
Phase 1:
Preliminary Risk Assessment
Phase 2:
Final Risk Assessment—Based on audit tests of controls
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II. Accounting System
.110 The accounting system consists of the methods and records established to identify, assemble, analyze, clas
sify, record, and report an entity’s transactions and to maintain accountability for the related assets and lia
bilities. The auditors should obtain knowledge of the accounting system to understand:
• The classes of transactions in the entity’s operations that are significant to the financial statements.
• How those transactions are initiated.
• The accounting records, supporting documents, computer media, and specific accounts in the financial
statements involved in the processing and reporting of transactions.
• The accounting processing involved from the initiation of a transaction to its inclusion in the financial
statements, including how the computer is used to process data.
• The financial reporting process used to prepare the entity’s financial statements, including significant
accounting estimates and disclosures.
.120 The following questions are to assist the auditors in obtaining an understanding of the accounting system
and assessing the control risks.
ASSERTIONS

Audit
Tests of
Controls

Rights
Valuation Presentation Program
Existence
or
or
Complete
and
and
o r W/P
Occurrence
ness
Obligations Allocation Disclosure Reference

.130 A. General
1. Does the entity have adequate written statements and
explanations of its accounting policies and procedures?
(Written accounting policies and procedures may include
such matters as:
(i) Chart of accounts accompanied by explanations
of the items to be included in the various accounts.
(ii) Identification and description of the principal
accounting records, recurring standard entries,
and requirements for supporting documentation.
For example, this may include information about
the general ledger, source journals, subsidiary ledg
ers, and detail records for each significant class
of transactions.
(iii) Expression of the assignment of responsibilities
and delegation of authority including identification
of the individuals or positions that have authority
to approve various types of recurring and non
recurring entries.
(iv) Explanations of documentation and approval
requirements for various types of recurring and
non-recurring transactions and journal entries.
Documentation requirements, for example, would
include the basis and supporting computations
required for adjustments and write-offs.
(v) Instructions for determining an adequate cutoff
and closing of accounts for each reporting period.)
2. Are accounting policy and procedure manuals updated as
necessary?
3. Are manuals distributed to appropriate personnel?
4. Do procedures exist to ensure that only authorized per
sons can alter or establish a new accounting principle,
policy, or procedure to be used by the entity?
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Audit
Tests of
Controls
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Existence
Rights
Valuation Presentation Program
or
Complete
or
and
and
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Occurrence
ness
Obligations Allocation Disclosure Reference

5. Does the principal accounting officer of the entity have
adequate authority over accounting employees and
principal accounting records at all locations?
6. Are the principal accounting, treasury, and custody
functions segregated?
7. Are the responsibilities for maintaining the general
ledger segregated from those for maintaining subsidiary
ledgers?
8. Are the responsibilities for maintaining the general
ledger and custody of assets segregated?
9. Is access to the general ledger and related records
restricted to those who are assigned general ledger
responsibilities?
10. Are there adequate facilities for custody of the general
ledger and related records?
(Examples of such facilities include fire-resistant locked
cabinets, vaults, physical barriers, separate rooms,
limited access to work areas, alarms, and other detection
devices.)
11. Is appropriate insurance coverage maintained in amounts
required by statutes or entity policy?
(Such insurance may include loss of records coverage
and fidelity bonding of employees in positions of trust.)
12. Are the preparation and approval functions for journal
entries segregated?
13. Are all journal entries reviewed and approved by desig
nated individuals at appropriate levels in the entity?
(The levels at which journal entries are reviewed and
approved will usually vary depending on whether the
entries are recurring, or non-recurring, routine or
unusual, accumulations of routine transactions, or
adjustments of balances requiring estimates and
judgments.)
14. Are all journal entries adequately explained and
supported?
(Explanation and support for an entry should be suffi
cient to enable the person responsible for its review and
approval to reasonably perform this function.)
15. Do all journal entries include approval in accordance
with management’s general or specific authorization?
16. Are all journal entries subject to controls over complete
ness of processing?
(Examples of controls over completeness of processing
include pre-numbering of journal vouchers and account
ing for all numbers used, accumulation of control totals
of dollar amounts debited and credited, and standard
identification numbers for recurring entries.)
17. Do all journal entries include adequate identification of
the accounts in which they are to be recorded?
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.140 B. Electronic Data Processing
Segregation o f Duties
1. Is the EDP department independent from the accounting
and operating departments for which it processes data?
2. Does appropriate segregation of duties exist within the
data processing function for (a) systems development
(design and programming), (b) technical support (main
tenance of systems software), and (c) operations?
3. In smaller and minicomputer installations with limited
opportunities for segregation of duties, do procedures
exist for user departments to—
• Utilize batch or other input controls?
• Control master file changes?
• Balance master files between processing cycles?
4. Do the personnel policies of the EDP function include
such procedures as reference checks, security state
ments, rotation of duties, and terminated employee secu
rity measures that enhance segregation o f duties and
otherwise improve controls?

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Procedural Controls
User Controls
5. Do controls exist over preparation and approval of input
transactions outside the EDP department and is the
department prohibited from initiating transactions?
6. Does the user exercise control procedures over input to
ensure that all approved input is processed correctly
through the system and only once?
7. Do controls exist over entry of data in on-line systems to
restrict access to terminal and data entry to authorized
employees?
8. Do on-line systems controls exist that prevent documents
from being keyed into the system more than once and
that perm it tracing from computer output to data source
and vice versa?
9. Do controls exist over changes to master files, such as
requiring preparation of specific forms indicating data to
be changed, approval by a supervisor in the user depart
ment, and verifying against a printout of changes?
10. Do user controls exist over rejected transactions through
the use of a computerized suspense file of rejected trans
actions or an auxiliary manual system?
11. Does user department management reconcile output
totals to input totals for all data submitted, reconcile
the overall file balances, and review outputs for
reasonableness?
Application Controls
12. Do procedures exist within the data processing control
function that provide that data is properly controlled
between the user and the EDP department?
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13. Do controls exist over data entry, for example, that
include adequate supervision, up-to-date instructions,
key verification of important fields, and self-checking
digits?
14. Do program controls exist over entry of data into on
line systems?
15. Is input data edited and validated?
16. Do data processing controls exist over rejected
transactions?
17. Do controls exist for balancing transactions and master
files?
18. Do procedures exist within the data processing control
function concerning review and distribution of output?
General Controls
19. Do controls exist over changes to system software?
20. Do controls exist over the use and retention of tape and
disk files, including provisions for retention of adequate
records to provide backup capabilities?
21. Do controls exist that limit access to data processing
equipment, tapes, disks, system documentation, and
application program documentation to authorized
employees?
22. Is a job accounting system (or console logs) used to
ensure that scheduled programs are processed and
proper procedures followed and that supervisory
personnel know that only required programs have been
processed?
23. Are EDP department employees supervised for all
shifts?
24. Are procedures to be followed by computer operators
documented?
25. Is the data processing system documented such that the
organization could continue to operate if important data
processing employees leave?
26. Do procedures exist to protect against a loss of important
files, programs, or equipment?
27. Are equipment, programs, and data files covered by
insurance?
28. Are there user-approved written specifications for new
systems and modifications to existing application
systems?
29. Are there written procedures to test and implement new
systems and modifications to existing application
systems?
.150 C. Financial Reporting
Segregation o f Duties
1. Is the final review and approval of financial reports
segregated from the responsibility for preparation of the
reports?
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Procedural Controls
General Ledger
2. Is there a formal plan of organization for the unit of
government under which reporting responsibilities are
clearly defined and reasonably aligned?
3. Is the principal accounting officer over accounting
records and accounting employees supervised at all
locations?
4. Is there general ledger control over all assets and trans
actions of all departments of the organization?

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Closing
5. Are procedures and policies for closing the accounts for
a reporting period sufficient to ensure that accounts are
closed, adjusted, and reviewed on a timely basis?
6. Do procedures exist to ensure that all accounting systems
have included all transactions applicable to the reporting
period?
7. Are valuation reserves or other account balances based
on estimates reviewed and approved?
8. Are all journal entries reviewed, approved, and
supported by adequate descriptions or documentation?
9. Do controls exist that ensure that only authorized
individuals can initiate entries?

—
—
—

—
—

—

Combining
10. Do procedures exist to ensure the orderly and effective
accumulation of financial data?
11. Do procedures exist for the orderly processing of
financial data received from departments and other
accounting units?
12. Do procedures exist to permit the recording and review
of special entries generated in the combining process?

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Preparation, Review and Approval
13. Do procedures exist to ensure that financial reports are
supported by either underlying account records or other
documentation?
14. Do procedures exist providing reasonable assurances
that all data required to be included in legal as well as
public reports are properly disclosed?
15. Do procedures exist to ensure that financial reports are
prepared on a consistent basis?
16. Are financial reports reviewed and approved at appropri
ate levels of management and, if appropriate, by the
legislature before public release?
17. Are there procedures to ensure that all requirements for
filing of financial reports are met (for example, senior
levels of government, bondholders, and the public)?
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.160 D. Identified Significant Account Balances and
Transaction Classes
1. Cash?
2. Investments?
3. Revenues and Receivables?
4. Capital Assets?
5. Procurement and Payables?
6. Employee Compensation?

—
—
—
—
—
—

Phase 1:
Preliminary Risk Assessment
Phase 2:
Final Risk Assessment—Based on audit tests of controls
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III. Control Procedures
.170 Control procedures are those policies and procedures in addition to the control environment and accounting
system that management has established to provide reasonable assurance that specific entity objectives will
be achieved. Control procedures have various objectives and are applied at various organizational and data
processing levels. They may also be integrated into specific components of the control environment and the
accounting system. Generally, they may be categorized as procedures that pertain to—
• Proper authorization of transactions and activities.
• Segregation of duties that reduce the opportunities to allow any person to be in a position to both perpe
trate and conceal errors or irregularities in the normal course of his duties—assigning different people the
responsibilities of authorizing transactions, recording transactions, and maintaining custody of assets.
• Design and use of adequate documents and records to help ensure the proper recording of transactions
and events, such as monitoring the use of pre-numbered shipping documents.
• Adequate safeguards over access to and use of assets and records, such as secured facilities and authoriza
tion for access to computer programs and data files.
• Independent checks on performance and proper valuation of recorded amounts, such as clerical checks,
reconciliations, comparison of assets with recorded accountability, computer-programmed controls,
management review of reports that summarize the detail of account balances (for example, an aged trial
balance of accounts receivable), and user review of computer-generated reports.
.180 Questions for the following functional areas have been included to assist the auditor in obtaining an under
standing of the control procedures and assessing the control risk:
• Cash
• Investments
• Revenues and Receivables
• Capital Assets
• Procurement and Payables
• Employee Compensation
ASSERTIONS

Audit
Tests of
Controls

Existence
Valuation Presentation Program
Rights
or
or
Complete
and
and
or W/P
Occurrence
ness
Obligations Allocation Disclosure Reference

Cash
.190 A. Segregation of Duties
1. Are responsibilities for collection and deposit prepara
tion functions segregated from those for recording cash
receipts and general ledger entries?
2. Are responsibilities for cash receipts functions segre
gated from those for cash disbursements?
3. Are responsibilities for disbursement preparation and
disbursement approval functions segregated from those
for recording or entering cash disbursements information
on the general ledger?
4. Are responsibilities for the disbursement approval func
tion segregated from those for the disbursement, voucher
preparation, and purchasing functions?
5. Are responsibilities for entries in the cash receipt and
disbursements records segregated from those for general
ledger entries?
6. Are responsibilities for preparing and approving bank
account reconciliations segregated from those for other
cash receipt or disbursement functions?
7. If EDP is used, is the principle of segregation of duties
within processing activities maintained?
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Procedural Controls
Collections
8. Are all receipts deposited on a timely basis (preferably
daily)?
9. Do controls exist over the collection, timely deposit,
and recording of collections in the accounting records
in each collection location?
10. Is the general accounting department notified on a
timely basis of cash receipts from separate collection
locations?
11. Are daily reported receipts compared on a test basis to
bank statements to verify timeliness of deposits?
12. Is a restrictive endorsement placed on each incoming
check upon receipt?
13. Are “not sufficient funds” checks delivered to someone
independent of processing and recording of cash
receipts?
14. Do procedures exist for follow-up of “not sufficient
funds” checks?
15. Do controls exist to ensure that checks are returned
promptly for deposit if checks received are forwarded
to be used as posting media to taxpayers’ or customers’
accounts?
16. Are receipts controlled by cash register, pre-numbered
receipts, or other equivalent means if payments are made
in person (over the counter)?
17. Are receipts accounted for and balanced to collections
on a daily basis?
18. Do facilities exist for protecting undeposited cash
receipts?

—

Disbursements
19. Does control exist over warrant or check-signing
machines as to signature plates and usage?
20. Are procedures provided for immediate notification to
banks when warrant or check signers leave the unit or
are otherwise no longer authorized to sign?
21. Are invoices and supporting documents furnished to the
signer prior to signing the warrant or check?
22. Are reasonable limits set on amounts that can be paid by
facsimile signatures?
23. Are two signatures required on warrants or checks over
a stated amount?
24. Are signature plates maintained in the custody of the
person whose facsimile signature is on the plate when
not in use?
25. Are signature plates under the signer’s control when in use?
26. Is the recording machine read by the signer or an appro
priate designee to ascertain that all checks or warrants
signed are properly accounted for by comparison to
document control totals?
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27. Are signed warrants or checks delivered directly to the
mailroom making them unaccessible to persons who
requested, prepared, or recorded them?
28. Is the drawing of warrants or checks to cash or bearer
prohibited?

—

—

Custody
29. Are controls maintained over the supply of unused and
voided warrants or checks?
30. Are bank accounts properly authorized?
31. Are depositories periodically reviewed and formally
reauthorized?
32. Do controls and physical safeguards exist surrounding
working (petty cash) funds?
33. Is adequate fidelity insurance maintained?
34. Are separate bank accounts maintained for each fund, or
if not, is there adequate fund control over pooled cash?

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Detail Accounting
35. Do procedures exist to ensure that collections and dis
bursements are recorded accurately and promptly?
36. Do procedures exist for authorizing and recording inter
bank and interfund transfers and for providing for proper
accounting for those transactions?

—
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—

General Ledger
37. Does general ledger control exist over all bank accounts?
38. Are bank statements and paid warrants or checks deliv
ered in unopened envelopes directly to the employee
preparing the reconciliation?
39. Do procedures exist for steps essential to an effective
reconciliation, particularly—
• Comparison of warrants or checks in appropriate
detail with disbursement records?
• Examination of signature and endorsements, at least
on a test basis?
• Accounting for numerical sequence of warrants or
checks used?
• Comparison of book balances used in reconciliations
with general ledger accounts?
• Comparison of deposit amounts and dates with cash
receipt entries?
• Footing of cash books?
40. Are all reconciliations and investigations of unusual
reconciling items reviewed and approved by an official
who is not responsible for receipts and disbursements,
including recording evidence of the review and approval
by signing the reconciliation?
41. Are checks outstanding for a considerable time periodi
cally reviewed for propriety?
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Phase 1:
Preliminary Risk Assessment
Phase 2:
Final Risk Assessment—Based on audit tests of controls
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.200 B. Investments
Segregation of Duties
1. Are responsibilities for initiating, evaluating, and
approving transactions segregated from those for detail
accounting, general ledger, and other related functions?
2. Are responsibilities for initiating transactions segregated
from those for final approvals that commit government
resources?
3. Are responsibilities for monitoring investment market
values and performance segregated from those for
investment acquisition?
4. Are responsibilities for maintaining detail accounting
records segregated from those for general ledger entries?
5. Are custodial responsibilities for securities or other
documents evidencing ownership or other rights
assigned to an official who has no accounting duties?
6. If EDP is used, is the principle of segregation of duties
within processing activities maintained?

___

___

—

___

___

—

—

—

—

Procedural Controls
Approval
7. If applicable, are procedures adequate to ensure that
only investments that are permitted by law are acquired?
8. Are investment policy guidelines formally established
and periodically reviewed?
9. Is the investment program integrated with the cash
management program and expenditure requirements?
10. Have authority and responsibility been established for
investment opportunity evaluation and purchase?
11. Is the performance of the investment portfolio periodi
cally evaluated by persons independent of investment
portfolio management activities?
12. Are procedures formally established governing the level
and nature of approvals required to purchase or sell an
investment?
13. Are competitive bids sought for certificate of deposit
purchases?

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

Custody
14. Do adequate physical safeguards and custodial proce
dures exist over—
• Negotiable and nonnegotiable securities owned?
• Legal documents or agreements evidencing ownership
or other rights?
15. Are dual signatures or authorizations required to obtain
release of securities from safekeeping or to obtain access
to the government unit’s safe deposit box?
16. Are persons with access to securities authorized by the
legislative body?
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17. Are all securities registered in the name of the govern
ment unit?
18. Are securities periodically inspected or confirmed from
safekeeping agents?
19. Are individuals with access to securities bonded?

—

—

—

—

—

Detail Accounting
20. Are detail accounting records maintained for
investments?
21. Do procedures exist to ensure that transactions arising
from investments are properly processed, including
income and amortization entries?
22. Do controls exist to ensure that investment earnings are
credited to the fund from which resources were provided
for the investment?
23. Are periodic comparisons made between income
received and the amount specified by the terms of the
security or publicly available investment information?
24. Do controls exist to ensure that transactions are recorded
on a timely basis?

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

General Ledger
25. Do procedures exist for reconciling the detail accounting
records with the general ledger control?
26. Is the nature of investments included in general ledger
balances periodically reviewed?
Phase 1:
Preliminary Risk Assessment
Phase 2:
Final Risk Assessment—Based on audit tests of controls
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.210 C. Revenues and Receivables
Segregation of Duties
1. Are responsibilities for billing property taxes and serv
ices segregated from collection and accounting?
2. Are responsibilities for maintaining detail accounts
receivable records segregated from collections and
general ledger posting?
3. Are collection, control, and deposit of funds activities
segregated from the accounting records maintenance
function?
4. Are property tax assessment rolls maintained by
individuals not engaged in any accounting or collection
function?
5. Are responsibilities for entries in the cash receipts
records segregated from those for general ledger entries?
6. If EDP is used, is the principle of segregation of duties
within processing activities maintained?

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Procedural Controls
Data and File Maintenance
Property taxes
7. Do controls exist to ensure that additions, deletions,
transfers, and abatements are properly and timely
reflected in property tax records?
8. Do procedures exist to make property assessments in
accordance with the law or legislative intent with prompt
adjustment of records?

—

—

—

—

—

Sales, income, and other taxes
9. Are filed returns cross-referenced against a data base of
previous taxpayers?
10. Are records organized and integrated in such a fashion
that probable taxpayers are identified as a result of
reporting of other governmental activities such as
licensing?

—

—

License fees and permits
11. If annual payments are involved, do procedures exist to
ensure that previous years’ records are properly updated
for new registrants and withdrawals?
12. Are updated records used as the basis for billing persons
subject to payment?

—

—
—

—

—

—

Fines, forfeitures, and court fees
13. Are court and other records of payments due maintained
and used as a basis for collections?
14. Do procedures exist surrounding the control, issuance,
and disposition of traffic violations to ensure that
amounts due are assessed and collected?
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Enterprise and other service revenues
15. Are controls maintained that provide assurances that
customer data base and, where appropriate, usage
records are accurately maintained to ensure that amounts
due are billed?
Billing/Remittance Verification
Property taxes
16. Do controls exist within the billing system to ensure that
eligible property owners are billed?
17. Do controls exist to ensure that tax assessments are being
properly applied against tax rates and special charges are
being considered in the preparation of billing amounts?
18. Do controls exist to ensure that tax exemptions are
within the law and properly approved?

—

—

—

—

—

Sales, income, and other taxes
19. Are returns reviewed for mathematical accuracy?
20. Are current year’s taxpayers’ returns correlated with
prior year’s returns and are differences reviewed and
accounted for?
21. Are claims for refunds reviewed and approved separately?
22. Are audits or returns filed to provide reasonable
assurance that taxable income is properly reported?

—

—

—

—

—

License fees and permits
23. Are current year receipts compared to those for prior
years and are explanations of variations reviewed by sen
ior officials?

_

___

Fines, forfeitures, and court fees
24. Do procedures exist providing for correlation of amounts
collected with records of court proceedings?
25. Are tickets for fines, arrests, and so forth sequentially
numbered and satisfactorily accounted for?

—

—

—

—

—

Enterprise and other service revenues
26. If billing is based on usage, are service readings performed in a timely fashion?
27. Are assignments of meter readers periodically rotated?
28. Do billing procedures exist providing for identification
and investigation of unusual patterns of use?

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

General
29. Are taxes and fees billed in a timely fashion?
30. Do procedures exist designed for other revenue areas
ensuring timely payment of amounts due?
31. Are rates of taxes, fines, fees, and services periodically
reviewed and approved by the legislative body?
32. Are programs of tax exemption or relief periodically
reviewed and approved by the legislative body?
33. Are utility rate schedules authorized by the legislative
body?
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34. Do procedures exist providing for timely notification of
the accounting department at the time tax, service, or
other billings or claims are prepared and rendered?
35. Do numerical or batch-processing controls exist over
tax, fee, service, or other billings?
36. Do controls exist over the billing of miscellaneous
revenues (for example, sidewalk replacement and tree
removal assessments)?
37. Do procedures exist to prevent the interception or altera
tion by unauthorized persons of billings or statements
after preparation but before they are mailed?
38. Does an individual independent of receivables record keep
ing promptly investigate disputes with billing amounts
that are reported by taxpayers or service recipients?
39. Do controls exist providing reasonable assurances that
restricted revenues are expended only for restricted
purposes?

—

—

—

C ollection

40. Is restrictive endorsement placed on incoming checks as
soon as received?
41. Do procedures exist providing reasonable assurances
that interest and penalties are properly charged on delin
quent taxes, fees, or charges for service?
42. Do procedures exist providing for the timely filing of
liens on property for nonpayment in all cases permitted
by law?
43. Do controls exist surrounding the collection, timely
deposit, and recording of collections in the accounting
records at each collection location?
44. Is the general accounting department notified of cash
receipts from separate collection centers on a timely basis?
45. If payments are made in person, are receipts for payment
used and accounted for and balanced to collections?
46. Are amounts collected on behalf of other governments
segregated and remitted on a timely basis?
47. Are taxes and fees collected by another unit of govern
ment monitored to assure timely receipt and are amounts
received subjected to reviews for reasonableness?
48. Are delinq uent accounts reviewed and considered for
charge-off on a timely basis?
49. Are write-offs or other reductions of receivables for
mally approved by senior officials not involved in the
collection function?
50. Do procedures exist providing for execution of all legal
remedies to collect charged-off or uncollectible accounts,
including tax sale of property, liens, and so forth?
A ccounts R eceiv able R eco rd K eeping

51. Do controls in the system exist that provide assurances
that individual receivable records are posted only from
authorized source documents?
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52. Are aggregate collections on accounts receivable recon
ciled against postings to individual receivable accounts?
53. Are statements of account balance mailed on a timely
basis, where appropriate (for example, in proprietary
funds)?

—

—

—

—

General Ledger
54. Are trial balances of individual receivable accounts pre
pared on a timely basis?
55. Are trial balances reconciled with general ledger control
accounts and are reconciling items investigated by some
one other than accounts receivable clerks?
56. Are aged accounts receivable balances periodically
reviewed by supervisory personnel?
57. Do procedures exist providing for timely and direct
notification of the accounting department of billings and
collection activities?

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Grant and Entitlement Monitoring
Grants
58. Is responsibility for monitoring grant activities properly
fixed?
59. Is grant activity monitored from a centralized location?
60. Do procedures exist to monitor compliance with—
• Financial reporting requirements?
• Use of funds and other conditions in accordance with
grant terms?
• Timely billing of amounts due under grants?
61. Is grant activity accounted for so that it can be separated
from the accounting for locally funded activities?
62. Is there a system for obtaining grantor approval before
incurring expenditures in excess of budgeted amounts or
for unbudgeted expenditures?
63. Are grant revenues and disbursements processed under
the same degree of controls applicable to the organiza
tion’s other transactions (budget, procurement, etc.)?
64. Are requirements included in subgrantee agreements that
the subgrantee comply with the primary grant agreement
conditions as well as the grantee’s standards?
65. Do reasonable procedures and controls exist to provide
assurances of compliance with recipient eligibility
requirements established by grants?
66. Is an indirect cost allocation plan established?
67. Is the plan approved by all grantor agencies?
68. Is audit cognizance established for rates generated by the
plan?
Entitlements
69. Is the amount of funds received compared with the
amount anticipated by a responsible official and are
unusual variances investigated?
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70. Do procedures exist to ensure that funds received are
spent in accordance with legal requirements and spend
ing restrictions?
71. Are statistical or data reports that form the basis for rev
enue distribution reviewed by a responsible official
before submission?
Phase 1:
Preliminary Risk Assessment
Phase 2:
Final Risk Assessment—Based on audit tests of controls
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.220 D. Capital Assets
Segregation of Duties
1. Are responsibilities for initiating, evaluating, and
approving capital expenditures, leases, and maintenance
or repair projects segregated from those for project
accounting, property records, and general ledger
functions?
2. Are responsibilities for initiating capital asset transac
tions segregated from those for final approvals that com
mit government resources?
3. Are responsibilities for the project accounting and prop
erty records functions segregated from the general ledger
function?
4. Are responsibilities for the project accounting and prop
erty records functions segregated from the custodial
function?
5. Are responsibilities for the periodic physical inventories
of capital assets assigned to responsible officials who
have no custodial or record keeping responsibilities?
6. If EDP is used, is the principle of segregation of duties
maintained within processing activities?

___

___

___

___

___

—

Procedural Controls
Authorization
7. Are those individuals authorized to initiate capital asset
transactions identified and is there clear definition of the
limits of their authority?
8. Are guidelines established with respect to key considera
tions such as prices to be paid, acceptable vendors and
terms, asset quality standards, and the provisions of
grants or bonds that may finance the expenditures?
9. Is a separate capital projects budget prepared?
Executive or Legislative Approval
10. Is written executive or legislative approval required for
all significant capital asset projects or acquisitions?
11. Do procedures exist for authorizing, approving, and
documenting sales or other dispositions of capital assets?
12. Do procedures exist for approving decisions regarding
financing alternatives and accounting principles, prac
tices, and methods?
13. Do procedures exist providing for obtaining grantor (federal/state) approval, if required, for the use of grant
funds for capital asset acquisitions?
14. Are grant-funded acquisitions subjected to the same con
trols as internally funded acquisitions?
15. Are supplemental authorizations required, including, if
appropriate, those of the grantor agency, for expenditures
in excess of originally approved amounts?
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Project Accounting
16. Is a qualified employee or independent firm engaged to
inspect and monitor technically complex projects?
17. Are project cost records established and maintained for
capital expenditure and repair projects?
18. Do reporting procedures exist for in-progress and com
pleted projects?
19. Do procedures exist to identify completed projects so that
timely transfers to the appropriate accounts can be made?
20. Is the accounting distribution reviewed to ensure proper
allocation of charges to fixed asset and expenditure
projects?
21. If construction work is performed by contractors, do
procedures exist to provide for and maintain control over
construction projects and progress billings?
22. Does the unit of government have the right to audit con
tractors’ records?
23. Is the right to audit contractor records during project
performance exercised?
24. Do audits of contractors cover compliance with EEO,
Davis Bacon, and other regulations and contract terms,
in addition to costs?

__
—

___

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

_
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—
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Asset Accountability
25. Are detail property records maintained for all significant
self-constructed, donated, purchased, or leased assets?
26. Is the accountability for each asset established?
27. Do procedures exist for periodic inventory of documents
evidencing property rights (for example, deeds, leases,
and the like)?
28. Do physical safeguards over assets exist?
29. Do procedures exist ensuring that purchased materials
and services for capital expenditure and repair projects
are subjected to the same levels of controls as exist for
all other procurements (for example, receiving,
approval, checking)?
30. Are detailed property records periodically compared
with existing assets?
31. Are differences between records and physical counts
investigated and are the records adjusted to reflect
shortages?
32. Do procedures exist ensuring that capital assets are ade
quately insured?
33. Are lease transactions subjected to control procedures
similar to those required for other capital expenditures?
34. Is equipment properly identified by metal numbered tags
or other means of positive identification?
35. Are fully depreciated assets carried in the accounting
records as a means of providing accounting control?
36. Do procedures exist for monitoring the appropriate dis
position of property acquired with grant funds?
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General Ledger
37. Are detailed property records periodically reconciled
with the general ledger control accounts?
38. Do procedures and policies exist to—
• Distinguish between capital projects’ fund expendi
tures and operating budget expenditures?
• Identify operating budget expenditures to be capital
ized in the fixed asset fund?
• Distinguish between capital and operating leases?
• Govern depreciation methods and practices?
39. If costs are expected to be charged against federal grants,
are depreciation policies or methods of computing
allowances in accord with the standards outlined in
OMB circulars or grantor agency regulations; if not, is
depreciation charged to grants adjusted accordingly?
40. Are the accounting records adjusted promptly—both
the asset and related allowance for depreciation—
when items of plant and equipment are retired, sold,
or transferred?
Phase 1:
Preliminary Risk Assessment
Phase 2:
Final Risk Assessment—Based on audit tests of controls
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.230 E. Procurement and Payables
Segregation of Duties
1. Are responsibilities for the requisitioning, purchasing,
and receiving functions segregated from the invoice
processing, accounts payable, and general ledger
functions?
2. Are responsibilities for the purchasing function
segregated from the requisitioning and receiving
functions?
3. Are responsibilities for the invoice processing and
accounts payable functions segregated from the general
ledger functions?
4. Are responsibilities for the disbursement preparation and
disbursement approval functions segregated from those
for recording cash disbursements and general ledger
entries?
5. Are responsibilities for the disbursement approval func
tion segregated from those for the disbursement prepara
tion function?
6. Are responsibilities for entries in the cash disbursement
records segregated from those for general ledger entries?
7. If EDP is used, is the principle of segregation of duties
maintained within processing activities?

—

—

Procedural Controls
Requisitioning
8. Are purchases of goods and services initiated by
properly authorized requisitions bearing the approval of
officials designated to authorize requisitions?
9. Are requisitions pre-numbered and are those numbers
controlled?
10. Is the appropriation to be charged indicated on the pur
chase requisition by the person requesting the purchase?
11. Before commitment, are unobligated funds remaining
under the appropriation verified by the accounting or
budget department as sufficient to meet the proposed
expenditure?
12. Are requests for special purpose (nonshelf items)
materials or personal services accompanied by technical
specifications?
Purchasing
13. Are purchasing authorizations structured to give
appropriate recognition to the nature and size of pur
chases and the experience of purchasing personnel?
14. Do approval procedures exist for purchase order and
contract issuance?
15. Are purchase prices periodically reviewed by a responsi
ble employee independent of the purchasing department?
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16. Are competitive bidding procedures used?
17. If practicable, are contract or purchasing officer’s areas
of responsibility rotated on a regular basis?
18. Do provisions in contracts for materials, services, or
facilities acquired on other than a fixed price basis pro
vide for an audit of contractors’ costs, with payments
subject to audit results?
19. Do procedures exist for public advertisement o f non
shelf item procurements in accordance with legal
requirements?
. .
20. Are recurring purchases and documentation of the
justification for informal rather than competitive bids
periodically reviewed?
21. Are policies regarding conflicts of interest and busi
ness practice policies established, documented, and
distributed?
22. Are purchase orders and contracts issued under numeri
cal or some other suitable control?
23. Are an adequate number of price quotations obtained
before placing orders not subject to competitive bidding?
24. Is splitting orders prohibited to avoid higher levels of
approval?
25. Are price lists and other appropriate records of price
quotations maintained by the purchasing department?
26. Is a record of suppliers who have not met quality or
other performance standards by the purchasing depart
ment maintained?
27. Are procedures modified when funds disbursed under
grant or loan agreements and related regulations impose
requirements that differ from the organization’s normal
policies?
28. Are procedures instituted to identify, before order entry,
costs and expenditures not allowable under grant (federal/state) programs?
29. Is an adequate record of open purchase orders and agree
ments maintained?
30. Are purchases made for the accommodation of employees
prohibited or adequately controlled?
31. If construction contracts are to be awarded, are bid and
performance bonds considered?
32. Does predetermining selection criteria exist for awarding
personal service or construction contracts and is ade
quate documentation of the award process required?
33. Are changes to contracts or purchase orders subjected
to the same controls and approvals as the original
agreement?

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Receiving
34. Are receiving reports prepared for all purchased goods?
35. Do procedures exist for the filing of claims against car
riers or vendors for shortages or damaged materials?
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36. Are steps taken to ensure that goods received are
accurately counted and examined to see that they meet
quality standards?
37. Is a permanent record of material received by the receiv
ing department maintained?
38. Are receiving reports numerically accounted for or
otherwise controlled to ensure that all receipts are
reported to the accounting department?
39. Are copies of receiving reports sent directly to purchas
ing, accounting, and, if appropriate, inventory record
keeping?
40. Is a government technical representative assigned to
monitor and evaluate contractor performance and
approve receipt of services with respect to procurements
of special purpose materials, services, or facilities?
41. If a receiving department is not used, do adequate
procedures exist to ensure that goods for which payment
is made have been received and are verified by someone
other than the individual approving payment that goods
have been received and meet quality standards?

___

—

—

—

—

_

_

—

—

—

Invoice Processing
42. Do invoice processing procedures provide for—
• Obtainment directly from issuing departments of
copies of purchase orders and receiving reports?
• Comparison of invoice quantities, prices, and terms
with those indicated on the purchase order?
• Comparison of invoice quantities with those indicated
on the receiving reports?
• As appropriate, checking accuracy of calculations?
43. Are all invoices received from vendors in a central
location, such as the accounting department?
44. Do procedures exist ensuring that the accounts payable
system is properly accounting for unmatched receiving
reports and invoices?
45. Are requests for progress payments under long-term
contracts related to contractors’ efforts and are they for
mally approved?
46. Do procedures exist for processing invoices not involv
ing materials or supplies (for example, lease or rental
payments, utility bills)?
47. Do procedures exist ensuring accurate account distribu
tion of all entries resulting from invoice processing?
48. If applicable, is access to the EDP master vendor file
limited to employees authorized to make changes?
49. Does the accounting department maintain a current list
of those authorized to approve expenditures?
50. Do procedures exist for submission and approval of
reimbursement to employees for travel and other
expenses?
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51. Is control established by the accounting department over
invoices received before releasing them for departmental
approval and other processing?
52. Is the distribution of charges in the accounting depart
ment reviewed by a person competent to pass on the
propriety of the distribution?
53. Are invoices (vouchers) reviewed and approved for com
pleteness of supporting documents and required clerical
checking by a senior employee?
54. If an invoice is received from a supplier not previously
dealt with, are steps taken to ascertain that the supplier
actually exists?
55. Are payments made only on the basis of original
invoices?
56. Is responsibility fixed for seeing that all cash discounts
are taken and, if applicable, that exemptions from sales,
federal excise, and other taxes are claimed?
57. Are differences in invoice and purchase order price,
terms, shipping arrangements, or quantities referred to
purchasing for review and approval?
58. Does the accounting department record and follow up
partial deliveries?
59. Are the accounting and purchasing departments
promptly notified of returned purchases, and are such
purchases correlated with vendor credit advices?
60. Is the program and expenditure account to be charged
reviewed for propriety and budget conformity?
61. Do check signers or other responsible officials deter
mine that restricted revenues are expended only for res
tricted purposes?
62. If applicable, do procedures exist to ensure adjustment
of the reserve for encumbrances (obligations) when
invoices are prepared for payment?

_
—

—

_

___

—

—

___

—
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___
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Disbursements
63. Do procedures exist for disbursement approval and war
rant or check-signing?
64. Is there control over warrant or check-signing machines
as to signature plates and usage?
65. Do procedures exist to notify banks when a new signer
is authorized or a previous signer leaves the employ of
the government?
66. Is the signer furnished with invoices and supporting data
and are they reviewed prior to signing the warrant or
check?
67. Are reasonable limits set on amounts that can be paid by
facsimile signatures?
68. Are two signatures required on all warrants or checks
over a stated amount?
69. Are signature plates maintained in the custody of the
person whose facsimile signature is on the plate when
not in use?

—

—

Substantive
Tests
Program
Reference

Audit
Tests o f
Controls

ASSERTIONS

Valuation Presentation Program
Rights
Existence
or W/P
or
and
or
and
Complete
Obligations Allocation Disclosure Reference
ness
Occurrence

70. Are plates only under the signer’s control used and does
that person or an appropriate designee record machine
readings to ascertain that all checks or warrants signed
are properly accounted for?
71. Are invoices and supporting documents cancelled by or
in the presence of the signer at the time of signing?
72. Are signed warrants or checks delivered directly to the
mail room, making them inaccessible to persons who
requested, prepared, or recorded them?
73. Are warrants or checks cross-referenced to vouchers?
74. Are warrants or checks controlled and accounted for
with safeguards over those unused and voided?
75. Is the drawing of warrants or checks to cash or bearer
prohibited?
76. Do procedures exist ensuring that warrants or checks
that have been signed and issued are recorded promptly?

—

—

__
—
—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Accounts Payable Encumbrances or Obligations
77. Are statements from vendors compared on a regular
basis with recorded amounts payable?
78. If an encumbrance (obligation) system is used, are out
standing purchase orders reconciled to the reserve for
encumbrances (obligations) on a monthly basis?
79. Are encumbrance (obligation) entries recorded only on
the basis of approved purchase orders?
80. Do procedures exist ensuring that accounts payable and
encumbrances (obligations) are applied against the
appropriate account?
81. Do procedures exist ensuring that department heads are
notified of payments made against accounts payable and
encumbrances (obligations)?

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

General Ledger
82. Are trial balances of reserve for encumbrances (obliga
tions) and accounts payable prepared on a regular basis?
83. Are trial balance footings checked and traced to the
individual items as well as comparing the total to the
general ledger balance by an employee other than the
accounts payable clerk?
84. Are transactions between funds in all affected funds
posted in the same accounting period and on a timely
basis?
Grant and Entitlement Monitoring
85. Are grants disbursed only on the basis of approved
applications?
86. Are reporting and compliance requirements defined (for
example, in regulations) and communicated to grantees?
87. Do procedures exist to monitor grantee compliance with
grant terms?
88. Are financial operations of grantees subjected to
periodic and timely audit?
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—

—

—
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—
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—
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89. Are recipients monitored sufficiently and on a timely
basis to permit curtailment of any abuse before complete
funds disbursement?
90. Are funds disbursed to grantees only on an as-needed
basis?
91. Does the level of grant approval authority appear
appropriate?
92. Is failure by grantees to meet financial reporting require
ments investigated on a timely basis?
93. Are grantees required to evidence correction of previously
detected deficiencies before approval of an extension or
renewal of a grant?
94. Do entitlement procedures exist ensuring that statistics
or data used to allocate funds are accurately accumulated
(for example, census bureau forms)?
95. Are statements of recipient compliance required with
entitlement conditions (for example, statement of assur
ances) to be filed and does a responsible official review
them?
96. Are audited financial statements or other compliance
requirements of entitlement recipients reviewed on a
timely basis and are unusual items investigated?
Phase 1:
Preliminary Risk Assessment
Phase 2:
Final Risk Assessment—Based on audit tests of controls
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.240 F. Employee Compensation
Segregation of Duties
1. Are responsibilities for supervision and timekeeping
functions segregated from personnel, payroll processing,
disbursement and general ledger functions?
2. Are responsibilities for the payroll processing function
segregated from the general ledger function?
3. Is payroll distribution supervised by employees—
• Who are not responsible for hiring or firing employees?
• Who do not approve time reports?
• Who take no part in payroll preparation?
4. Are responsibilities for initiating payments under
employee benefit plans segregated from accounting and
general ledger functions?
5. Is the payroll bank account reconciled regularly by
employees independent of all other payroll transaction
processing activities?
6. If EDP is used, is the principle of segregation of duties
maintained in processing activities?

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

___
—

Procedural Controls
Personnel
7. Are all changes in employment (additions and termina
tions), salary and wage rates, and payroll deductions
properly authorized, approved, and documented?
8. Are notices of additions, separations, and changes in
salaries, wages, and deductions promptly reported to the
payroll-processing function?
9. Are appropriate payroll records maintained for accumu
lated employee benefits (vacation, pension data, etc.)?
10. Are terminating employees interviewed as a check on
departure and as a final review of any termination settle
ment by the personnel department?
11. Do written personnel policies exist?
12. Are controls established to ensure that payroll costs
charged to grants are in compliance with grant
agreements?
13. Are payroll and personnel policies governing compensa
tion in accordance with the requirements of grant
agreements?
14. Are wages at or above the federal minimum wage?

—

—

_
—

--

—

___

_

Supervision/Timekeeping
15. Are hours worked, overtime hours, and other special
benefits reviewed and approved by the employee’s
supervisor?
16. Do records and procedures exist for timekeeping and
attendance?
17. Are time cards or other time reports reviewed for com
pleteness and approved by the employee’s supervisor?
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—

—

—
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_

—
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Substantive
Tests
Program
Reference

18. If time cards are used, are they punched only by the
employees to whom they are issued?
19. Is the time clock placed in a position where it can be
observed by a supervisor?
20. Do procedures exist for authorizing, approving, and
recording vacations, holidays, and sick leave and is com
pensatory time controlled and approved?
Payroll Processing
21. Do controls exist over payroll preparation?
22. Are changes to the EDP master payroll file approved and
documented?
23. Is access to the EDP master payroll file limited to
employees who are authorized to make changes?
24. Are completed payroll registers reviewed and approved
before disbursements are made?
25. Are documents supporting employee benefit payments
(such as accumulated vacation or sick leave) reviewed
before disbursements are made?
26. Are comparisons (reconciliations) of gross pay of cur
rent to prior period payrolls reviewed for reasonableness
by a knowledgeable person not otherwise involved in
payroll processing?
27. Is the payroll (examination of authorizations for changes
noted on reconciliations) reviewed by an employee not
involved in its preparation?
28. Is the distribution of dollars and hours of gross pay
balanced with the payroll registers, and reviewed by
someone independent but knowledgeable in this area?
29. Is a comparison to amounts appropriated and budgeted
included in the review?
30. Are payroll advances to officials and employees pro
hibited or are they subjected to appropriate review?
Disbursement
31. Are signature plates and the use of the payroll check
signing machines kept under control of the official
whose name appears on the signature plate or an
employee to whom he had delegated that responsibility?
32. Is a log maintained that reconciles the counter on the
check-signing machine with the number of checks issued
in each payroll?
33. Is a separate, imprest-basis, payroll bank account
maintained?
34. Is the payroll bank account reconciled on a regular
basis?
35. Are payroll check endorsements compared, on a test
basis, with signatures on file by someone independent of
the payroll department?
36. Is someone independent of the payroll department com
paring payments made in cash, which require signed
receipts, with signatures on file on a test basis?
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37. Is the supply of unused payroll checks controlled?
38. Are employees required to provide identification before
being given checks or pay envelopes?
39. Are employees prohibited from accepting another
employee’s pay?
40. Are unclaimed wages returned to a custodian indepen
dent of the payroll department?
41. Do employees who distribute checks or pay envelopes
make a report of unclaimed wages directly to the
accounting department?
42. Are payments of unclaimed wages made at a later date
only upon presentation of appropriate evidence of
employment and are they approved by an officer or
employee who is not responsible for payroll preparation
or time reporting?
43. Are W-2 forms compared to payroll records and mailed
by employees not otherwise involved in the payroll
process?
44. Do procedures exist for investigating returned W-2s?
45. Are payroll checks periodically distributed by the inter
nal auditors to ascertain that employees exist for all
checks prepared?

—

—

Phase 2:
Final Risk Assessment—Based on audit tests of controls
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46. Do adequate account coding procedures exist for
classification of employee compensation and benefit
costs so that such costs are recorded in the proper
general ledger account?
47. Are accrued liabilities for unpaid employee compensa
tion and benefit cost properly recorded or disclosed?

Preliminary Risk Assessment

Program
Reference

—

General Ledger

Phase 1:

Substantive
Tests
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IV. Administrative Controls
.250 When conducting audits in accordance with the Single Audit Act of 1984, the auditor needs to identify the
administrative controls that need to be in place in order to properly administer its federal assistance
programs.
.260 These controls are normally established by an entity based on the m ajor requirements with which the entity
must comply. Paragraphs .330 through .410 are common control procedures which need to be documented
and tested to support the auditor’s report on internal administrative controls.
.270 A. General Compliance Requirements
1. Political Activity (Compliance Supplement)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Ordinances prohibiting partisan political activity.
Posters stating the prohibition against partisan political activity.
Employee policy statement, handbook or policy manual prohibiting partisan political activity.
Expenditure approval process, i.e., expenditures reviewed by a person who is knowledgeable of this
restriction.

2. Davis-Bacon Act (Compliance Supplement)
a. The practice of obtaining prevailing wage rates published in the Federal Register or obtained from the
Department of Labor and comparing these rates with rates paid by contractors or subcontractors based
on payroll records submitted to the grantee.
b. The practice of interviewing contractors’ or subcontractors’ laborers to verify their wage rates and to
compare them to the prevailing wage rate.
c. The practice of posting prevailing wage rates and the provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act at job sites.
d. Existence of provisions in contracts expressly requiring compliance with Davis-Bacon Act.
e. Assignment of responsibility to monitor contractors for compliance with contract terms, including Davis
Bacon provision.
f. Periodic requests of the Division of Labor Standards for their findings regarding the existence of any dis
criminatory practices by the grantee.
3. Civil Rights (Compliance Supplement)
a. Existence of a civil rights policy—prohibiting discrimination.
b. Existence of an affirmative action policy—encouraging the use of minority firms and employment of
individuals from minority groups.
c. Methods of communicating the civil rights/affirmative action policy such as posters, notations on letter
head, etc.
d. Accumulation of data and preparation of periodic reports reflecting status in achieving affirmative action
goals.
e. Designated compliance officer to receive and process civil rights inquiries and complaints.
f. Self-evaluation procedures to ensure compliance by grantee.
g. Practice of holding open meetings to ensure the public is knowledgeable of the grantee’s management
philosophy and major policy issues.
h. Practice of holding public hearings regarding such topics as the use of federal funds and the location of
federally financed facilities.
i. Published grievance procedures.
j. Distribution of policies and grievance procedures via the employee handbook.
4. Cash Management (Compliance Supplement)
a. Practice of deferring request for reimbursement until after the related expenditure is incurred.
b. Existence of a cash log showing expenditures and cash balances for federal financial programs.
c. Assignment of responsibility for requesting grant drawdowns to a person who has access to and utilizes
the cash log and is knowledgeable of the cash management requirements.
d. Utilization of adequate cash forecasting methods (when grant reimbursements are requested prior to
incurring the expenditure).
e. Reviewed and documented approval of grant drawdown requests by a person knowledgeable of the cash
management restrictions.
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f. Inclusion of pertinent requirements in grantee’s investment policy.
g. Depository agreement stipulating FDIC/FSLIC and segregation of account requirements.
h. Inclusion in requests for banking services of pertinent requirements.
5. Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition (Compliance Supplement)
a. The existence of a policy statement co m p atib le with federal regulations regarding relocation assistance
and real property acquisition.
b. The existence of a “relocation officer,” i.e., the assignment of a person to monitor compliance with fed
eral requirements.
c. Proper training, copies of regulations and other procedures to ensure that persons responsible for
administering programs involving relocation or real property acquisition are made aware of federal
requirements.
d. Utilization of a checklist of federal requirements by persons responsible for administering programs
involving relocation or real property acquisition.
e. Practice of sending pamphlets to persons being relocated, informing them of their rights and the
prescribed procedures.
f. Practice of requesting written acknowledgement of persons being relocated that the required procedures
and rights were made available to them.
g. Existence of a review function over the acquisition of real property for compliance with federal
requirements.
6. Federal Financial Reports (Compliance Supplement)
a. Tickler file to ensure reports (including grant closeout reports) are filed timely (preferably centralized).
b. Assignment of responsibility for preparing reports (perhaps included as a duty in the employee’s job
description).
c. Policy of requiring review and written approval of federal financial reports for accuracy and timeliness of
submission.
d. Periodic documented reconciliations of federal financial reports to the general ledger (or to work sheets
that are reconciled to the general ledger).
7. Allowable Costs/Cost Principles (OMB Circular A-87)
a. Review of expenditures by a person knowledgeable of the provisions of OMB Circular A-87.
b. Involvement in the grant application/budget process by a person knowledgeable of the provisions of
OMB Circular A-87.
c. Utilization of a checklist denoting allowable, unallowable and possibly unallowable costs by persons
authorizing and/or reviewing expenditures charged to grant programs.
d. Existence of written policies regarding expenditures eligible for federal reimbursements.
e. Utilization of a person knowledgeable of indirect cost principles for preparation of the plan.
f. Assignment of responsibility for reviewing indirect cost allocations to a person knowledgeable of the
requirements.
g. Periodic documented reconciliation of costs accumulated in the indirect cost pool to the general ledger.
h. Utilization of an outside expert to prepare or periodically review the indirect cost allocation plan and/or
adherence to the plan.
8. Drug-Free Workplace Act
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Existence of drug-free workplace policy.
Designated compliance officer.
Tickler file to ensure grant certifications are filed timely for each grant.
Checklist or sign-off sheet to ensure policy is distributed to employees paid with federal funds.
Assignment of responsibility for reporting violations to the Federal government.

9. Administrative Requirements (Common Rule)
a. Interest earned on advances:
(1) Existence of cash log showing interest earned on advances.
(2) Assignment of responsibility to remit such interest to appropriate Federal Agency at least quarterly.
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b. Period of availability of funds:
(1) Review of expenditures to ensure charges result from obligations of the funding period unless carry
over of unobligated balances is permitted.
(2) Assignment of responsibility to liquidate all obligations incurred under the award no later than 90
days after the end of the funding period.
(3) Tickler file to ensure liquidation of obligations and submission of annual Financial Status Report (SF
269).
c. Program income:
(1) Establishment of records to track program income (and costs to generate program income if Federal
Agency authorizes netting of income and costs.)
(2) Assign responsibility for ensuring that current program income is deducted from current allowable
costs in determining federal drawdowns or reimbursements.
(3) When authorized by Federal Agencies, assign responsibility of ensuring program income is used
only in authorized manner. For example:
• program income is added to the total funds committed to the project; or
• program income is used to meet cost sharing or matching requirements.
(4) Establish a grant “Master Control” sheet that indicates how program income is to be used on each
grant.
d. Real property:
(1) Maintenance of real property records, including sources of financing, percentage of federal owner
ship, cost, and other pertinent information.
(2) Periodic reviews made to ensure real property is used for the originally authorized purposes.
(3) Assign responsibility for obtaining disposition instructions for real property and disposing of real
property no longer needed for the originally authorized purpose through:
• Retention of title.
• Sale of property.
• Transfer of title.
e. Equipment:
(1) Existence of fixed asset inventory system, which include sources of financing for fixed assets,
percentage of federal ownership, location cost, and other pertinent information.
(2) Documentation in fixed asset manual of federal requirements relating to frequency of conducting
inventory (every two years), transfer, property utilization, property disposition, and accounting.
(3) Review of fixed asset purchases, maintenance, safeguarding, transfers, and dispositions by a person
knowledgeable of the requirements.
f. Supplies:
(1) Maintenance of inventory records of unused supplies.
(2) Establish a policy regarding unused and unneeded supplies and the requirement to compensate the
awarding Agency for its share.
g. Subawards to debarred and suspended parties:
(1) Assign responsibility for ensuring that awards are not made to any debarred or suspended parties.
h. Procurement:
(1) Incorporation of federal procurement standards in grantee’s purchasing policy.
(2) Knowledge of procurement-related restrictions by persons involved in the review and award of contracts
(3) Review of purchase requisitions aid/or purchase orders by persons knowledgeable of procurement
requirements.
i. Subgrants:
(1) Inclusion of a provision for compliance with the Common Rule in every subgrant.
(2) Inclusion of other significant provisions in every subgrant.
(3) Policy to make subgrantees aware of the regulations imposed on them.
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j. Revolving Fund repayments:
(1) Establish revolving fund records that include information necessary to track repayments.
(2) Establish policy to ensure repayments are made on a timely basis.
.280 B. Example of Specific Requirements
Major Program—Specific Compliance Requirements
Community Development Block Grant
Besides documenting and testing the internal administrative controls over the general compliance requirements, the
internal administrative controls over program-specific requirements need to be documented and tested. The controls
and control procedures may vary significantly among governments so the individual circumstances in a particular
government need to be examined. This section provides an example of the types of questions that may be asked to
provide information about internal administrative controls over specific program requirements.
A. Types of services allowed or unallowed
1. W hat control procedure does the entity have in place to ensure that activities funded by the program are
for allowable purposes and meet one of the national objectives?
2. W hat control procedure does the entity have in place to ensure that not more than 20 percent of the total
grant is expended for planning and administration?
B. Eligibility
The auditor is not expected to make tests for recipient eligibility.
C. Matching, level of effort, and/or earmarking requirements
There are no matching, level of effort, or earmarking requirements.
D. Reporting requirements
1. W hat control procedure does the entity use to ensure that the grantee performance report is fully com
pleted and submitted within two months after the end of each program year?
2. What control procedures are in place to ensure other Federal reports required by the program are identi
fied, fully completed and submitted on a timely basis?
E. Special tests and provisions
1. W hat control procedures exist to ensure that program funds are not obligated or expended before the
receipt of H U D ’s approval of a Request for Release of Funds (RROF) and environmental certification?
2. How does the entity ensure that all projects requiring an environmental review receive one?
3. What procedures do you employ to ensure that income earned under this program, if any, is properly
accounted for and utilized in accordance with federal laws and regulations?
4. Describe the accounting processing involved from initiating the transaction to its inclusion in the finan
cial statements, including how the computer is used to process data.
This understanding involves knowledge of the ways in which transactions are valued, classified,
recorded, and summarized in the journals and ledgers.
After gaining an understanding of the direct flow of accounting information from its origin through the
processing system to its compilation in the general ledger, an understanding of the processing steps,
including how transactions are valued, classified, recorded and summarized, and control points at each
processing step needs to be obtained.
5. Describe the financial reporting process including the extent of client procedures to prepare significant
accounting and disclosure estimates. Also, describe the way in which general ledger information is sum
marized to arrive at the amounts and disclosures reported in the financial statements.
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AAM Section 5100
Designing the Audit Program
The objective of an audit is to express an opinion on whether
financial statements present fairly in all material respects, an
entity's financial position, results of operations, and cash flows
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. This
conclusion may be expressed only when the auditor has formed such
an opinion on the basis of an audit performed in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards.
The procedures that the
auditor plans to use to gather evidence are outlined in an audit
program.
Audit procedures unique to single audit engagements are
covered in Sections XIV, Federal Financial Assistance and XV,
Financial Assistance Supplement.
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AAM Section 5600
Illustrative Audit Program for State and Local Governmental Units
The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
I. Engagement Planning and Administration
A. Engagement Planning Procedures
1. Determine that a signed engagement let
ter, proposal or contract covering the
current engagement is on file.
Read
letter for any special provisions.
2. Determine that decision to accept en
gagement (in case of new client) or to
retain client has been documented.
3. Review those suggested reference mate
rials shown in AAM section 5610 which
are relevant to the scope of the en
gagement.
4. If this is a new client, ascertain that
required
communications
in
SAS
7,
Communications Between Predecessor and
Successor Auditors, if any, have been
made.
5. Ascertain that all applicable indepen
dence rules, particularly those related
to performance of accounting services,
have been complied with.
6. Obtain an initial, overall understand
ing of the client’s operations:
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DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
a. Determine type of local government
(home rule status, etc.).

____

b. Inquire of management and assess
management’s identification of local
laws which pertain to the basic plan
or organization and related respon
sibilities of executive, legisla
tive, and administrative personnel.

____

c. Inquire if the local government is
required to have a single audit.
Contact the entity's oversight or
cognizant audit agency to determine
if the agency has any concerns or
special instructions which need to
be taken into consideration in plan
ning and conducting the audit.

____

d. Determine that audit will satisfy
relevant legal, regulatory, or con
tractual requirements.

____

e. If audit does not satisfy d above,
communicate this to the management
and the audit committee (or others
with equivalent authority, such as
Board of Directors, Board of Trust
ees) either in writing or orally.
If orally, document in workpapers.

____

f. List local government officials and
members of governing body by name
and title.

____

g. Determine types of reports that need
to be issued.

____

h. Determine which governmental units
are to be included in the financial
statements as a possible component
unit of the reporting entity.

____

i. Determine the extent of involvement
of other audit firms and inquire
about their independence and profes
sional reputation.
Clearly define
the responsibilities of each audit
firm and which firm is the primary
auditor.

____
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DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
j. Review prior y e a r ’s reports and fi
nancial statements.

____

k. Review prior y e a r ’s working papers
and permanent file, particularly the
following:
(1) Internal control questionnaires,
memoranda, and related summary
evaluation notes.

____

(2) Engagement time summary records.

____

(3) Adjusting
entries.

____

and

reclassification

(4) Audit partner memoranda regard
ing consultations on accounting
and auditing matters.

____

(5) Suggestions for next audit.

____

l. Review most recent management let
ter.

____

m. Discuss engagement with firm per
sonnel previously assigned and/or
responsible for nonaudit services.

____

n. Review any interim financial state
ments or reports for current year to
determine whether amounts and rela
tionships appear reasonable in com
parison to prior year.

____

o. Review client’s correspondence file.

____

p. Obtain copies of meetings of the
governing body and relevant commit
tees.

____

q. Obtain copy (including all amend
ments) of client's current budget.
(For all funds legally budgeted.)

____

r. Obtain current property tax calen
dar.

____

s. Obtain a list of all related par
ties.

____
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DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
t. Make appropriate notations regarding
matters to be discussed with audit
partner, manager or in-charge audi
tor.
7. Discuss the following (and other appro
priate) matters with appropriate client
personnel (including the audit commit
tee of the governing body, if appli
cable) :
a. Changes in operations,
pending/planned changes.

including
____

b. Changes in accounting methods or ac
counting principles applied.

____

c. Changes in key personnel (accounting
and data processing).

____

d. Significant accounting or reporting
problems.

____

e. Principal findings of internal audi
tor, if applicable.

____

f. Changes in data processing methods
or equipment.

____

g. Significant
tingencies.

____

legal matters and con

h. Disposition of prior y e a r ’s manage
ment letter points.

____

i. Disposition of prior year's reportable conditions.

____

j . Extent of
provided.

____

client

assistance

to

be

k. Timing of preliminary audit work,
inventory observation, confirmation
procedures, final audit work, etc.
l. Due dates for delivery of report(s).
m. Closing information to be prepared
(check applicable items):
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____

DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
(1) Closing Journal Entries

_______________

(2) Post Closing Trial Balance

_______________

(3) Audit Adjusting Entries

_______________

(4) Reversing Journal Entries

_______________

n. Other Matters (prepare list and at
tach to program).

_______________

o. Make appropriate notations regarding
matters to be discussed with audit
partner, manager or in-charge audi
tor.

____ ___________

8. Identify significant accounting esti
mates which should be made and recorded
by the client.

_______________

9. If client has internal audit staff,
read reports and related correspon
dence, and consider possible effect of
internal audit work and findings on
scope of the examination.

_______________

10. Contact oversight or cognizant agency
when applicable, to obtain its per
spective on key compliance issues.

_______________

11. Obtain an understanding of the effect
of laws, regulations, and ordinances
having a direct and material effect on
the financial statements:
a. Obtain from management a
such laws and regulations.

list

of
_______________

b. Assess the accuracy and completeness
of the list provided by management
by considering knowledge obtained
from prior audits, discussions with
the entity's chief financial offi
cer, legal counsel or grant adminis
trator, the review of agreements,
the review of minutes, inquiries of
audit oversight organizations and
grantors, and the review of avail

able

information

obtained

from

(state) societies of CPAs or asso
ciations of governments.
Document
the assessment for inclusion in the
working papers.
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_______________

DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
12. Obtain an understanding of the cli
e n t ’s
internal
control
structure,
including those aspects relating to
compliance with the laws and regula
tions identified above, to assist in
the planning of the determination of
the nature, timing, and extent of tests
to be performed:
a. Complete questionnaires_and prepare
flowcharts
and/or
narrative
de
scriptions relating to the client's
policies, procedures, and records
relevant to audit planning.
Con
sideration should be given to all
three
elements
of
the
internal
control structure to obtain suf
ficient knowledge of the design of
relevant policies and procedures to
determine whether those policies and
procedures have been placed in oper
ation.
b. Assess control risk for financial
statement
assertions,
including
those relating to compliance with
laws and regulations that have a
direct and material effect on the
financial statements.
(1) For each assertion for which
control risk is assessed at the
maximum, record that conclusion
in the working papers.
(2) For each assertion for which a
lowering of control risk below
the
maximum
is
deemed
both
feasible and efficient:
(a) Identify the key policies
and procedures which will be
subjected to audit tests.
(b) Conduct audit tests to de
termine how the policies or
procedures were applied, the
consistency with which they
were applied, and by whom
they were applied.
Working
papers relating to the tests
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should describe the policy
or procedure tested, test
objectives,
sample selec
tion, test criteria, test
results,
and
conclusions
concerning the effectiveness
of policies or procedures.

____

(c) Document conclusions in the
working papers concerning
the assessed level of con
trol risk for the assertion.

____

13. Perform appropriate analytical proce
dures and determine effect on the na
ture, timing, and extent of other audit
procedures.
For selected account bal
ances and classes of transactions, com
pare recorded amounts to:
a. Prior year amounts, adjusted for
known changes from the prior year to
the current year;

____

b. Current year amounts to
amounts and/or forecasts;

____

budgeted

c. Other financial/nonfinancial infor
mation for which plausible relation
ships exist; and

____

d. Prepare notes concerning unusual or
unexpected
transactions,
events,
amounts, ratios or trends that might
have planning ramifications. Also,
explain the dispositions made of
such matters.

____

14. Use the understanding obtained of the
internal control structure and consider
factors influencing audit risk to eval
uate the risk of material misstatements
arising from errors, irregularities,
and/or illegal acts, including the risk
of
management
misrepresentations.
Document conclusions in the working

papers and their effects on engagement
staffing, extent
overall strategy
scope of audit.

of supervision,
for the conduct
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15. Use the information obtained or de
veloped concerning materiality levels,
the internal control structure and the
related assessments of control risk,
the results of analytical procedures,
and the evaluation of other factors im
pacting on audit risk to plan:
a. The nature, timing,
substantive tests;

and

b. Staffing requirements
levels of supervision;

extent

and

of

related

c. The overall strategy for the conduct
and scope of audit; and
d. Revisions to the audit program.
16. Estimate time required to complete
audit procedures and prepare appro
priate planning documents (engagement
time summary, scheduling and staffing
summary, e t c .).
17. Hold a planning conference among the
audit partner, manager, or in-charge
auditor
(and
firm
specialists,
if
deemed necessary), and:
a. Discuss information obtained and re
sults of procedures performed to
date based on completion of previous
steps.
b. Discuss any special audit risks or
client conditions (see Appendix B)
deemed to exist.
c. Ascertain that recent accounting/
auditing pronouncements affecting
the client have been considered.
d. Develop plans to solve known or an
ticipated accounting/auditing prob
lems .
e. Determine tentative minimum amount
for judging materiality of possible
past adjustments.
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f . Discuss types/general formats of re
ports to be rendered and planned de
livery dates.

----

g. Discuss possible rotation of certain
auditing procedures as well as areas
of audit emphasis.

----

h. Discuss methods to maximize the
amount of interim work to be done.

____

i. Obtain and record
approval for:

audit

partner’s

(1) Technique(s) used to document
the internal control structure.

____

(2) Approach used to audit computer
generated records.

____

(3) Use
of
methods.

____

statistical

sampling

(4) Assessment of audit risk and ma
teriality.

____

(5) Audit programs.

____

(6) Time budget and staffing of en
gagement.

____

(7) Prepare a memorandum summarizing
the results of the planning con
ference, particularly all deci
sions reached.

____

18. Prepare listing of schedules/analyses
to be prepared by client (and working
paper set-ups, if considered neces
sary) and deliver to client.

____

B. Engagement Administration and Supervision
Procedures
1. Communicate results of planning confer
ence with client and firm personnel to
staff persons assigned to the engage
ment, particularly matters relating to
portions of engagement assigned to
them.
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2. Schedule
priority
ties to
areas of

timing of work to be done on
basis, assigning top priori
more significant or problem
engagement.

____

3. Obtain all documents and information
required for the permanent file and
remove superseded materials for filing
in a closed file.

____

4. Accumulate all points to be included in
the report on the internal control
structure or in the management letter
(or to be communicated verbally to the
client).

____

5. Ascertain that all steps in all audit
programs have been considered and/or
completed, and that any modifications
to the programs resulting from changed
conditions have been properly approved
and documented.

____

6. Review financial statements and notes
and determine:
a. The adequacy of evidence gathered in
response to unusual or unexpected
balances identified during audit
planning or audit performance;

____

b. The existence of unusual or unex
pected balances or relationships
which have not been evaluated; and

____

c. Whether additional evidential matter
is necessary to explain unexpected
differences between reported amounts
and expected amounts or relation
ships.

____

7. Ascertain that working papers include
appropriate memoranda regarding con
sultations with firm specialists, out
side consultations and resolution of
differences of opinion, if any, among
firm personnel regarding accounting/
auditing matters.

____
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8. Determine
that
differences between
the accounting records and the evi
dential matter gathered during the
application of audit procedures have
been evaluated as to both their quan
titative and qualitative effects.
9. In the event that illegal
noted, determine that:
a. An understanding of the
the acts was obtained;

acts

were

nature

b. The circumstances in which
curred were evaluated;

----

of
----

it oc
____

c. The effect of the illegal act on the
financial statements was considered;
and

____

d. Such other auditing procedures as
indicated necessary in the circum
stances were performed.

____

10. Determine that required communications,
proper as to form and content, have
been made as necessary to disclose
irregularities
and/or
illegal
acts
noted during the course of the audit.

____

11. Determine whether the audit work per
formed indicates that a substantial
doubt exists with regard to the local
government's ability to continue as a
going concern for a reasonable period
of time. If a substantial doubt exists:
a. Obtain information about manage
ment's plans, assess the expected
effectiveness of the plans,
and
gather evidence to evaluate perti
nent provisions of those plans and
to support audit conclusions con
cerning the local government's a 
bility or inability to continue as a
going concern;

----

b. Evaluate the adequacy of the related
financial statement disclosures; and

____
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c. Consider
report.

the

effects

on the

audit

12. Determine that the following matters
have been communicated to those who
have responsibility for oversight of
the financial reporting process (for
example, the audit committee or others
with equivalent authority or responsi
bility) and include documentation to
that effect in the working papers:
a. Management’s responsibility for the
internal control structure and the
financial statements;
b. Audit conducted in accordance with
GAAS or GAGAS provides reasonable,
rather than absolute, assurance;
c. Significant accounting policy imple
mentation or change;
d. Significant unusual transactions and
the methods used to account for
them;
e. Significant accounting policies re 
lating to controversial or emerging
areas for which there is no authori
tative guidance or consensus;
f. Processes used by management to de
velop sensitive accounting estimates
and the basis for audit conclusions
concerning the reasonableness of
those estimates;
g. Significant audit adjustments;
h. The auditor’s responsibility for
other information in documents con
taining audited financial state
ments;
i. Disagreements with management;
j . Consultations by management
other accountants;
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k. Major issues discussed with manage
ment prior to retention;

---- ---- ----

l. Difficulties encountered in perform
ing the audit;

---- ---- ----

m. Irregularities and/or illegal acts;

---- ---- ----

n. Significant deficiencies in the de
sign or operation of the internal
control structure ("reportable con
ditions"); and,

---- ---- ----

o. Other matters relevant to oversight
responsibilities.

____ ____ ____

13. Ascertain that all working papers have
been headed, indexed, cross-referenced,
initialed, and dated.
If they were
initially prepared by client,
they
should be marked "Prepared by Client"
or "PBC."

_______________

14. Accumulate all pending items in one
listing,
and dispose of all other
follow-up or "TO DO" sheets and any
other similar notations in the files.

____ ____ ____

15. Ascertain that all time has been posted
to the daily time control records, and
record totals on the engagement time
summary.
Write explanations for any
significant variations between budgeted
and actual time.

____ ____ ____

This audit program section has been completed in accordance with
firm policy.
Date

Done by

Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
II. Cash
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A. Cash exists— To determine that cash balances as stated in
the balance sheet properly represent cash and cash items on
hand, in banks, or in transit. (Assertions 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5)
B. Properly classified— To determine that cash is properly
classified in the financial statements and adequate
disclosure
(by segregation or otherwise)
is made of
restricted or committed funds and of cash not subject to
immediate withdrawal and accounts with credit balances.
(Assertions 3, 4, and 5)
C. Credit Risk Classified Properly— To determine that deposits
are properly classified as to credit risk as required by
GASB Statement No. 3.
(Assertions 4 and 5)
D. GAAP consistency— To determine that applicable accounting
principles have been consistently applied. (Assertions 4
and 5)

NOTE:

The letters preceding each of the above audit objec
tives serve as identification codes. These codes are presented
in the objective column when the audit step accomplishes the
specific objective. If the letter appears in brackets, i.e.,
[A], [B], etc., the audit procedure only secondarily accom
plishes the objective.
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Procedures:
A.

B.

Evaluation of Internal Control Structure
1. Review the documentation and conclu
sions resulting from the steps taken
to understand and test the internal
control structure policies,
proce
dures, and records relevant to plan
ning the audit of cash.

----

2. Consider the understanding obtained of
the internal control structure, the
assessed level of control risk (to
gether with assessment of inherent
risk), and the acceptable level of
detection
risk
to
determine
the
nature, timing, and extent of sub
stantive tests.

____

3. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following the consideration of
the internal control structure and
related audit risks.

____

Analytical Procedures
1. Review the planning procedures appli
cable to analytical procedures per
formed on cash and consider the result
of the procedures in determining the
nature, timing, and extent of other
audit procedures.

____

2. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following consideration of the
results of the analytical procedures.

____

3. If analytical procedures are used for
substantive testing purposes, document
the basis for the expected relation
ship, the results of the comparison of
the recorded amount to the expecta
tion, and the results of the evalua
tion of unexpected differences be
tween the recorded amount and the
expectation.

____
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C.

Other Auditing Procedures

A

1. Where material, count cash on hand,
reconcile balances on hand to required
amounts and obtain signature of custo
dian acknowledging return of funds
intact.

A

2. Confirm year-end balances by direct
correspondence with the banks for all
bank accounts that were open during
any part of the year, and obtain list
of authorized check signers for perma
nent file.

[A]

3. Obtain copies of client’s bank recon
ciliations at the end of the year.

A

4. Substantiate reconciling items as fol
lows:
a. Whenever audit work is performed
prior to the client receiving the
bank statement, or whenever other
wise deemed appropriate,
obtain
directly from the bank, bank cutoff
statements and related supporting
documents.
b. Trace deposits in transit to subse
quent bank statements and to cash
receipts records.
Examine the re
ceipted deposit slip to determine
whether the funds were deposited
on, or prior to, the balance sheet
date and whether there was any ex
traordinary delay between the date
received per books and date depos
ited per bank.
c. Test checks dated on or before bal
ance sheet date but clearing after
the balance sheet date to determine
that they appear on the list of
outstanding checks.
d. Compare checks listed on the list
of outstanding checks in excess of
$_____ , including both those that
have been subsequently paid and
those that have not been paid, to
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the cash disbursements records as
to amount.

A

[A]

[A]

A C

A C

e. Investigate the date of issuance
for any large checks not cleared in
the month following year-end. For
those checks actually issued after
the balance sheet date,
record
audit adjustments.

----

f . Trace any significant transfers be
tween banks or accounts of a bank
(including
investment
accounts)
near
year-end
to
verify
both
transactions have been recorded in
the same accounting period.

____

g. Investigate any remaining signifi
cant reconciling items not covered
above.

____

5. Prepare proof(s) of
priate time periods.
deposits in transit
4 (b) for all periods
of cash was prepared.

cash for appro
Substantiate any
as outlined in
in which a proof

6. Consider reversing old
checks.
(Investigate
$________ .)

____
outstanding
those
over
----

7. Review receipts, etc., issued shortly
before and shortly after year-end to
determine that all cash collected has
been recorded in the proper period.

____

8. Obtain copies of all collateral agree
ments the local government has with
depositories and consider confirming
the collateral with the bank or agency
holding the collateral securities.
Determine if the collateral complies
with legal requirements and if the
market value is adequate to secure the
funds on deposit.

____

9. Test collateralization throughout the
year to determine its adequacy.
Note
instances in which the local govern
m e n t ’s
uncollateralized
deposits
during the period significantly ex65
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ceeded that category of credit risk at
balance sheet date.
C

10. Determine if deposits at any time
during the year materially exceeded
amounts on deposit as of the end of
the year. Determine reasons for signi
ficant fluctuations (check here if
reason is due to normal fluctuating
cash flow requirements ______ ).

A B

11. Identify which individual funds are
required by law or other contractual
agreement to maintain separate bank
accounts and ascertain that separate
bank accounts are maintained and note
any withdrawal restrictions or other
commitments which may exist.

C [D]

12. Review client’s classifications as to
credit risk for note disclosure.
13. Make appropriate notations regarding
matters to be discussed with audit
partner, manager, and in-charge au
ditor.
D.

Overall Conclusions
1. In our opinion, we have obtained suf
ficient
and
competent
evidential
matter to provide reasonable assurance
that:
a. Cash balances as stated in balance
sheet properly represent cash and
cash items on hand, in banks or in
transit;
b. Cash is properly classified in the
financial statements and adequate
disclosure
(by
segregation
or
otherwise) is made of restricted or
committed funds and of cash not
subject to immediate withdrawal and
accounts with credit balances;
c. Deposits are properly classified as
to credit risk as required by GASB
Statement No. 3; and,
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d. Applicable accounting principles
have been consistently applied;
Except as follows:

Date
Done by
Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
III. Investments
Financial Statement Assertions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A. Investments exist— To determine that the physical evidence
of ownership of investments reported in the financial
statements (stock certificates, bonds, notes, etc.) are on
hand or held in custody or safekeeping by others for
account of the client.
(Assertions 1, 2, and 3)
B. GAAP conformity— To determine that the basis on which the
investments are stated is in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles,
consistently applied.
(Assertions 4 and 5)
C. Income recognition— To determine that income from invest
ments has been accounted for properly.
(Assertions 4 and
5)
D. Proper classification— To determine that investments and
the related income are properly classified and described in
the financial statements.
(Assertions 4 and 5)
E. Properly disclosed— To determine that adequate disclosure
has been made of the pledging of any investments and credit
risks are properly disclosed as required by GASB Statement
No. 3.
(Assertions 2, 3, and 5)
F. In accordance with laws— To determine that investments are
made in accordance with state and local laws and regula
tions. (Assertions 3 and 5)
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G. GAAP consistency— To determine that applicable accounting
principles have been consistently applied. (Assertions 4
and 5)
NOTE:
The letters preceding each of the above audit objec
tives serve as identification codes. These codes are present
ed in the objective column when the audit step accomplishes
the specific objective.
If the letter appears in brackets,
i.e., [A], [B], etc., the audit procedure only secondarily ac
complishes the objective.
DONE
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Procedures:
A.

B.

Evaluation of Internal Control Structure
1. Review the documentation and conclu
sion resulting from the steps taken to
understand and test the internal con
trol structure policies, procedures,
and records relevant to planning the
audit of investments.

____ ____ ____

2. Consider the understanding obtained of
the internal control structure, the
assessed level of control risk (to
gether with the assessment of inherent
risk), and the acceptable level of de
tection risk to determine the nature,
timing,
and extent of substantive
tests.

____ ____ ____

3. Revise the audit program, as appro
priate, following the consideration of
the internal control structure and
related audit risks.

____ ____ ____

Analytical Procedures
1. Review the planning procedures appli
cable to analytical procedures per
formed on investments and consider the
result of the procedures in determin
ing the nature, timing, and extent of
other audit procedures.

____ ____ ____

2. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following consideration of the
results of the analytical procedures.

____ ____ ____
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3. If analytical procedures are used for
substantive testing purposes, document
the basis for the expected relation
ship, the results of the comparison of
the recorded amount to the expecta
tion, and the results of the evalua
tion of unexpected differences between
the recorded amount and the expecta
tion.
C.

Other Auditing Procedures
1. Obtain an understanding of state and
local investment laws and regulations.

____

2. Obtain a list of investments owned
showing location and identify owner
ship by fund.

----

3. Confirm or examine each security and
compare with the list. Determine that
the beginning and ending serial num
bers are the same for all securities
where there is no activity during the
year.

----

4. Mail confirmations on securities held
by others.

____

5. Verify all changes between date of
physical inspection and date of bal
ance sheet.

____

6. Test accrued interest to balance sheet
da t e .

----

7. Test amortization of premiums (or dis
count) paid, where applicable.

____

C [D]

8. Verify collections of interest.

____

D [G]

9. Obtain market values at balance sheet
date and value of collateral and in
vestigate significant differences from
recorded values to determine if any
write-downs are necessary.

____

10. Test investment transactions during
the year to determine that investments
are in accordance with statutory re
quirements (if applicable).

____

[F]
[A]
[D]
A

[A]
A [D]

C [D]
B C

F
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C [D]

[C]
[D]
C D

E [G]

11. Test interest revenue accounts in the
various funds and reconcile interest
income to the investment transactions.

____

12. Select investment transactions, test
the income thereon and
trace to
amounts recorded in the various funds.

____

13. Verify that all investments and re
lated income were applied to the pro
per fund of ownership.

____

14. Review GASB
sures :

Statement No.

3 disclo

a. Any significant violations of state
statutes, local charters, resolu
tions or ordinances, grant regula
tion, or internal policies in the
investment of local funds.

----

b. Determine whether basis of valua
tion (e.g., cost, market value, or
lower of cost or market value) is
in accordance with GAAP, and that
appropriate
allowances
and/or
write-downs have been provided.
(Especially treasury bills.)

____

c. Any commitments at the balance
sheet date to resell securities
under yield maintenance repurchase
agreements.
Yes _______
No ________

____

d. Determine types of investments made
during the year but not owned as of
the balance sheet date.
For ex
ample:
_______
State Investment Pool
_______
Repurchase Agreement
_______
Federal Securities
_______
Other

----

e. Any reverse repurchase agreements
used during the year. If yes, See
GASB Statement No. 3.
Yes ________
No ________

____
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E

E [G]

F

F

F [G]

[E] F
[G]

15. Review
client’s
classification
of
investments as to credit risk for note
disclosure.

____

16. Review client’s disclosures under GASB
Statement No. 3 for overall adequacy.

____

17. Make appropriate notations regarding
matters to be discussed with audit
partner, manager, and in-charge audi
tor.

____

18. Review minutes of governing body or
investment committee for approval of
transactions.

____

19. Review for unusual transactions
risk or churning).

____

(high

20. Review management’s intended holding
period and liquidity requirements in
the case of a decline in market value.

____

21. Concerning repurchase agreements:
a. Review terms of outstanding re
purchase commitments. Terms should
include the types and coupon rate
of collateral and the repurchase
date and prices.

____

b. Consider reputation and reliability
of collateral holders. Those hold
ers should be bank or trust compa
nies that are independent of the
broker-dealer arranging the trans
action
and
that
specialize
in
providing safe-keeping services.

____

c. Review the reputation and financial
position of broker-dealers or other
parties to the transaction.

____

d. Consider the financial credibility
and legal responsibility of any
company or agency that is insuring
completion of the transaction.

____
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e. Review broker’s advice and other
documentation regarding the com
pletion of the repurchase trans
action during the period following
the balance sheet date.
f. Review and evaluate internal audit
procedures
covering
repurchase
agreement activities.
A

22. If the client is a buyer/lender (and
surrendered possession of the securi
ties):
a. Examine securities held or request
confirmation of securities held in
safekeeping and determine who holds
legal title to the securities.
b. If custodian is of uncertain or
questionable reputation and relia
bility, obtain third party review
or perform procedures concerning
controls over the safekeeping of
the security of the custodian.
c. Test collateral
ties .

value

of

securi

D. Overall Conclusions
1. In
our
opinion,
we
have
obtained
sufficient and competent evidential
matter to provide reasonable assurance
that:
a. The physical evidence of ownership
of investments reported in the fi
nancial statements (stock certifi
cates, bonds, notes, etc.) are on
hand or held in custody or safe
keeping by others for account of the
client;
b. The basis on which the investments
are stated is in accordance with
generally accepted accounting prin
ciples, consistently applied;
c. Income from investments has been ac
counted for properly;
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d. Investments and the related income
are properly classified and de
scribed in the financial statements;

_______________

e. Adequate disclosure has been made of
the pledging or hypothecation of any
investments and credit risks are
properly disclosed as required by
GASB Statement No. 3;

_______________

f . Investments are made in accordance
with state and local laws and regu
lations; and,

_______________

g. Applicable
accounting
principles
have been consistently applied;
Except as follows:

Date
Done by

Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only. The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
IV. Revenues and Receivables
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A. To determine that revenue accounts and related income and
expense accounts include all transactions that relate to
the period.
(Assertions 1, 2, and 5)
B. To determine that receivables are authentic and probably
collectible.
(Assertions 1 and 3)
C. To determine that valuation allowances and deferred revenue
are appropriate.
(Assertions 4 and 5)
D. To determine that the descriptions, classifications, and
related disclosures are adequate and not misleading.
(As
sertion 5)
E. To determine that all loss contingencies related to revenue
are identified and reported or disclosed. (Assertions 2, 3,
and 5)
F. To determine that applicable accounting principles have
been consistently applied. (Assertions 4 and 5)
NOTE: The letters preceding each of the above audit objectives
serve as identification codes.
These codes are presented in
the objective column when the audit step accomplishes the
specific objective. If the letter appears in brackets, i.e.,
[A], [B], etc., the audit procedure only secondarily accom
plishes the objective.
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Procedures:
A. Evaluation of Internal Control Structure
1. Review
the
documentation
and
con
clusions resulting from the steps taken
to understand and test the internal
control structure policies, procedures,
and records relevant to planning the
audit of revenue and receivables.

____

2. Consider the understanding obtained of
the internal control structure, the
assessed level of control risk (to
gether with assessment of inherent
risk), and the acceptable level of
detection risk to determine the nature,
timing,
and
extent
of
substantive
tests.

____

3. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following the consideration of the
internal control structure and related
audit risks.

____

B. Analytical Procedures
1. Review the planning procedures ap
plicable
to
analytical
procedures
performed on revenue and receivables
and consider the result of the pro
cedures in determining the nature,
timing,
and extent of other audit
procedures.

____

2. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following consideration of the
results of the analytical procedures.

____

3. If analytical procedures are used for
substantive testing purposes, document
the basis for the expected relation
ship, the results of the comparison of
the recorded amount to the expectation,
and the results of the evaluation of
unexpected
differences
between
the
recorded amount and the expectation.

____
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C. Other Auditing Procedures— Revenue
1. General property taxes.
A [B]

[A] D

[A] D

A B D
[F]

A C
[E]
A [B]

D

[A]

a. Determine that the appropriate tax
was properly levied.

----

(1) Determine that property assess
ments have been made in com
pliance with laws.

----

(2) Determine
rates are
laws.

----

that
property
tax
in compliance with

(3) Determine that appropriate tax
status (e .g ., tax-exempt, com
mercial) has been applied.

____

b. Confirm current tax settlements and
trace tax distribution into funds.

____

c. Determine that tax allocations among
funds are in accordance with origi
nal levy.

____

d. Confirm
amounts
of
special
or
supplemental tax distributions and
trace into proper funds, relating
to:
(1) Back taxes collected.

____

(2) Tax objections overruled.

____

e. Compute adjustments to allowance for
uncollectibles or deferred revenue
accounts.

____

f . Determine that property taxes were
properly authorized for nonpayment
of taxes and the major receipts were
properly recorded on a timely basis.

____

g. Determine that taxing policies and
procedures are properly disclosed in
the notes to the financial state
ments .

____

h. Determine that all properties
included in the tax roll.

____
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2. Sales, income, or other taxes.
A B

A

A B

A

A B

a. Review the methods used by the local
government to reasonably assure that
all taxes due have been remitted
(for example, systems providing for
the cross-referencing of returns to
a data base showing prior returns,
registered corporations, etc.)

____

b. Determine that proper accruals have
been made to record sales, income,
or other taxes held by other govern
ments at fiscal year end.

____

c. Evaluate
the
reasonableness
of
amounts estimated for income taxes
receivable or refunds payable.

____

d. Select a sample of returns and
verify that the tax liability was
computed in accordance with govern
ing laws and regulations and that
related payments were deposited and
properly recorded in the accounting
records.

____

e. Test year-end cutoff
self-assessed taxes.

____

of

recording

3. Revenue from federal, state and county
agencies.
A B

A C

A B

a. Confirm revenue received from feder
al, state and county agencies di
rectly with the appropriate agency.

____

b. Determine that grant revenues earned
based on expenditures are properly
accrued.

____

c. Review significant
tions and related
grant reports.

____

grant applica
monitoring and

d. Review minutes of legislative pro
ceedings to identify grants received
and their restrictions.

____

e. Review monitoring procedures used by
management.

____
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4. Licenses and permits.
[A]
[B ]

A

A

A

A B

a. Determine licenses and permits in
effect and rates set by ordinance.

----

(1) On a test basis, trace collec
tions from persons or busines
ses ordinarily required to pay
fees to accounting records.

____

b. Trace cash entries from license and
permit stub books to cash receipts
records on a test basis.

____

c. Compare licenses and permit revenue
by totals to previous year and
explain any material variation.

____

d. Reconcile inventories of licenses
and permits to revenues where ap
propriate.

____

e. Review applications or renewal bills
for proper charge, and trace col
lections to accounting records.

____

5. Franchise fees.
A B

a. Review franchise ordinances and com
pare fees as indicated therein with
amounts received.

____

6. Fines.
a. Review client's procedures for ac
counting for arrest tickets and
determine that tickets are being
properly disposed of through the
collection of cash or authorized
dismissal.

____

A B C

b. Verify collection of fines.

____

A

c. Compare fine revenue
previous
years
and
material variation.

____

A B F

A B

by totals to
explain
any

d. Determine that fines are distributed
in accordance with governing regu
lations .
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7. Utility or other enterprise revenues.
[A] B

a. Examine rate schedules and author
ization for charges.

A B

b. Where charges are based on variable
quantities or volume of usage, test
records of usage such as meter
reader reports.

A B

c. Test computations of billings for a
selected period, watching to see
that authorized rates are in use,
especially for local government of
ficials and employees.

A

d. Trace collections for a selected
period into the accounts receivable
subledger and cash receipts.

A B

e. Determine reasonableness of enter
prise revenues when compared to
records showing the production of
goods or services.
8. Sale of property and equipment.

B

a. Review minutes of corporate body for
authority
to
sell
property
and
equipment.

A

b. Trace sale proceeds to cash receipts
records.

A

c. Determine that major dispositions
have been removed from the property
and equipment records.

A

d. Determine that proceeds are credited
to the proper fund as required by
law and that any receivables are
properly classified.
9. Rentals of property and equipment.

A B

a. Examine authorizing laws and regu
lations,
schedules,
contracts,
leases and other documents governing
the
use
of public
property
by
others.
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A [D]

A

b. On a test basis, compare the amounts
of billings against terms of rental
agreements.

----

c. Trace collections into cash receipts
for selected periods.

----

10. Special assessments.
A

A D

D

a. Trace collections of assessments,
interest and penalties into cash re
ceipts for selected periods.

____

b. Trace the public benefit portion of
all assessments
into the public
benefit fund or debt service fund.

____

c. On an overall basis determine that
collections are being accounted for
in the proper assessment roll.

____

11. Interfund transfers.
D
D

D [F]

a. Obtain or prepare a schedule
transfers between funds.

of
____

b. Determine authorizations and amount
of such transfers by review of the
budget or minutes of the client’s
governing body.

____

c. Determine that all transfers are
properly classified as operating or
eguity and reported accordingly in
the financial statements.

____

12. Other revenues.
A

A [C]

a. Schedule any other revenue accounts
of material amount and perform audit
procedures determined necessary.

____

b. Review estimate of unbilled revenues
and compare to subsequent billings.

____

D. Other Auditing Procedures— Receivables
1. All Receivables.
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a. If accounts receivable are not being
confirmed, document the reason. One
of the following is acceptable:
(1) Accounts receivable are imma
terial to the financial state
ments.
(2) Use of confirmations
ineffective.

would

be

(3) Combined assessed level of in
herent and control risk is low
(as noted in a . (1) above), and
the assessed level, in conjunc
tion with other evidence (ana
lytical procedures or other sub
stantive tests) reduced audit
risk to an acceptably low level
for applicable financial state
ment assertions.
2. Property taxes receivable.
A B

a. Examine or obtain
the following:

by

confirmation

(1) Assessed valuation for the tax
levy year under review.
(2) Tax rates and tax extensions by
fund.
(3) A listing by dates of property
taxes distributed to the local
government.
D

b. Trace property tax levies and re
mittances to the various funds to
determine that revenues were proper
ly allocated to the appropriate
funds in accordance with governing
laws and regulations.

A [C]

c. Where the local government records
property tax remittances on the cash
basis of accounting, determine at
the end of the fiscal year that such
revenue has been applied to the res
pective property tax receivable ac
counts, by tax levy years.
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A

d. Determine that the current tax le
vies, by funds, have been journal
ized to reflect the levy as a pro
perty tax receivable, and the credit
to a revenue line item.

[A] B

e. Review the tax rates, by funds, to
determine that they do not exceed
statutory limits.

[A] B

f. Review the tax extensions as com
puted by the county, and compare
with the client's tax-levy ordi
nance.

C E

g. Review the adequacy of the provision
for uncollectible taxes based on
prior collection experience.
3. Interfund accounts.

A D

A
B

A D

A B C
D

a. Obtain a schedule of all interfund
and intrafund account balances.

____

b. Determine that they are in recipro
cal balance.

____

c. Review minutes of local government
and appropriate bond ordinances for
authorization of interfund activity.

____

d. Trace interfund transactions between
funds and to underlying documenta
tion.

____

e. Review ending balances of accounts
as to:
(1) Aging of balances.

____

(2) Reason for transactions.

____

(3) Method
pated.

of

liquidation

antici
____

(4) Proper reporting classification.

____

(5) Collectibility.

____
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4. Special assessments receivable.
A

B

A

A B

[A] C

B

B

a. Obtain a list of all assessments
receivable balances and compare the
total of these balances to the
general ledger control accounts.

____

b. Verify on a test basis that the
calculations for the installments
receivable are correct.

____

c. Determine on a test basis that the
proper amount of interest has been
charged to outstanding assessment
installments.

____

d. Consider
confirmation
of
unpaid
assessment balances directly with
property owners, especially signifi
cant or old balances.

____

e. Trace the deferred public benefit
portion into the long-term debt
account group.

____

f. Review all adjustments
counts for authority.

____

to the

ac

g. Inquire as to any pending legal
suits regarding bonds or vouchers.

____

5. Other receivables.
A B

a. Obtain a list of each type of re
ceivable, such as from other govern
mental units or others:
(1) Sales taxes.

____

(2) State income taxes.

____

(3) Utility taxes.

____

(4) Court fines.

____

(5) Grants.

____

(6) Motor fuel tax.

____

(7) All other (employees, suppliers,
citizens, etc.).

____
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B C E

A

A B

B C

B E
B E

B E
A

b. Obtain an aged listing of accounts
receivable. Test the accuracy of the
listing.

----

c. Reconcile balance with general led
ger.

—

d. Consider confirmation by mail of in
dividual accounts with large balan
ces.

—

e. Obtain
or
list
subsequent
col
lections of past due items to date
of examination.

----

f. Review uncollectible accounts writ
ten off for authority and propriety.

____

g. Review uncollectibility of accounts
with responsible personnel and de
termine proper allowance is estab
lished for possible uncollectible
accounts.

____

h. Review all large
during the year.

____

credits

issued

i. Cross check between the receivable
account and the related revenue
account.

____

E. Other Auditing Procedures— Cash Receipts
E
A

A

1. Foot and cross-foot cash journal for a
selected period and trace totals to
ledger accounts.

____

2. See that cash receipts are deposited
intact and timely up to the date the
audit is made, or for a selected sample
thereof,
that is,
that each day's
deposits is equal to the previous day's
receipts.

____

F. Overall Conclusions
1. In our opinion, we have obtained suf
ficient and competent evidential matter
to provide reasonable assurance that:
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a. Revenue accounts and related income
and expense accounts include all
transactions that relate to the
period;

_______________

b. Receivables are authentic, properly
classified, and probably collect
ible;

_______________

c. Judgments on which valuations, al
lowances and deferred revenue are
based are arrived at rationally and
responsibly;

_______________

d. Descriptions,
classifications and
related disclosures are adequate and
not misleading;

_______________

e. All
the
and

loss contingencies related to
revenue cycle are identified
recorded or disclosed; and,

_______________

f. Applicable
accounting
principles
have been consistently applied.

_______________

Date
Done by

Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
V. Expenditures, Expenses and Payables
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A. Expenditure/expense accounts include all costs and expenses
applicable to the period and all losses and estimated fu
ture expenses that should be reflected in the period and,
that classification is consistent with the accounting sys
tem and generally accepted accounting principles. (Asser
tions 1, 2, 4, 5)
B. Amounts payable are properly authorized, represent the
correct amounts of currently payable items and reflect all
outstanding obligations. (Assertions 2, 3, 5)
C. Prepaid
and
(Assertion 4)

accrued

accounts

are

properly

stated.

D. Account descriptions, classifications and related disclo
sures are adequate and not misleading. (Assertion 5)
E. All loss contingencies are identified and
closed. (Assertions 2, 3, 5)

recorded or dis

F. Legal requirements relating to purchasing, payrolls,
disbursements have been complied with. (Assertion 3)
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The letters preceding each of the above audit objec
tives serve as identification codes. These codes are presented
in the objective column when the audit step accomplishes the
specific objective.
If the letter appears in brackets, i.e.,
[A], [B], etc., the audit procedure only secondarily accom
plishes the objective.
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Procedures:
I. Evaluation Of Internal Control Structure
A. Review the documentation and conclusions
resulting from the steps taken to under
stand
and
test
the
internal
control
structure
policies,
procedures,
and
records relevant to planning the audit of
expenditures.
B. Consider the understanding obtained of the
internal control structure, the assessed
level of control risk
(together with
assessment of inherent risk), and the
acceptable level of detection risk to
determine the nature, timing, and extent
of substantive tests.
C. Revise the audit program, as appropriate,
following
the
consideration
of
the
internal control structure and related
audit risks.
II. Analytical Procedures
A. Review the planning procedures applicable
to analytical procedures performed on ex
penditures of cash and consider the result
of the procedures in determining the na
ture, timing, and extent of other audit
procedures.
B. Revise the audit program, as appropriate,
following consideration of the results of
the analytical procedures.
C. If analytical procedures are used for
substantive testing purposes, document the
basis for the expected relationship, the
results of the comparison of the recorded
amount to the expectation, and the results
of the evaluation of unexpected differ-
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ences between the recorded amount and the
expectation.

----

III. Other Auditing Procedures— Expenditures/Expen
ses
A. General— For selected expenditures/expenses (excluding payroll expenditures), per
form the following procedures:
A [B]
[C ]

F

1. Examine supporting documents and com
pare to disbursement records, noting:

----

a. authorization for disbursement and
approval of supporting document.

----

b. data supporting
invoice such as
purchase order and receiving report.

____

c. evidence of check of clerical accu
racy.

____

d. cancellation of document.

____

e. duplicate payment of billing whole
or in part.

____

f. that payment of bill when entered on
disbursement or purchase record was
charged to proper expenditure and
appropriation account or reserve for
encumbrances.

____

g. that appropriation balance was suf
ficient to receive charge for ex
penditures .

____

h. authorized check signer.

____

i. that
discounts
offered.

were

taken

when
----

j . that purchase was
period received.

recorded

in the
----

B. Disbursements.
[A]

1. Observe control over blank checks.

____

[A]

2. Review disbursements journal for period
under audit for unusual items.

----
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C. Appropriations.
F

[A] F

F

1. Determine that reported budget amounts
are supported by original adopted ap
propriations
adjusted
for
properly
authorized budget amendments.

____

2. Examine budget for the year under audit
and determine if related expenditures
plus encumbrances are within the ap
propriations.

____

3. Determine if the appropriation ordi
nances comply with governing legal
provisions and relate directly to tax
levy ordinances.

____

D. Purchases.
[B] D
F

A B
A B
A

1. Review the applicable ordinance or
regulation setting forth the procedure
for making purchases, and determine
that selected purchases were made or
awarded in accordance with these regu
lations.
Bid files should be examined
on a test basis for those purchases for
which competitive bids are required.

____

2. Check invoice for correct
accuracy of mathematics.

____

3. Compare purchase order,
port and invoice.

price

and

receiving re

4. Note purchases from local
officials or employees.

____
government
____

E. Payrolls— For selected payroll disburse
ments, perform the following procedures:
F

[A] F

1. Compare the rates of pay shown on the
individual payroll records and on the
payroll summaries with the salary and
appropriation ordinances.

____

2. Examine time cards for approval.

____
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A B D

A B
[F]

B
A B F

[D] F

[A]

D

D

3. Determine that payroll amounts
payroll record are charged to
appropriation account and that
are recorded on individual
records.

on the
proper
amounts
payroll
----

4. Distribute the payroll checks for any
pay period, maintaining control over
unclaimed checks until all have been
claimed by authorized personnel.

----

5. Compare payroll amounts with
keeping or attendance records.

----

time

6. Pay special attention to endorsements
on payroll checks, noting especially
those checks cashed by any department
of the local government and investigate
thoroughly.

----

7. Verify payment of the various payroll
deductions to the proper authority.

____

8. For selected employees, verify that
appropriate entries were made to the
client's leave records.

____

9. Determine if client has a deferred
compensation plan.
If a plan exists,
obtain required information for agency
fund and footnote disclosure.

----

10. Determine
if local government pays
post-retirement health care or life
insurance costs. Obtain description of
policies and related costs for current
ye a r .

----

F. Other payroll.
A B

F

1. Review for retroactive pay increases,
large overtime payments, and other un
usual compensation arrangements.

----

2. Review pay rates for compliance with
policies or labor contract provisions.

____
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G. Bond and interest expenditures/expenses.
A B D
F

A B

A

1. Examine bond ordinances and tax levies
for retirement of bonds and interest
provisions
and
other
material
re
quirements and test compliance there
with.
a. Prepare
a
statement
of
general
bonded debt to determine that taxes
to be received in the future will be
adequate to retire all bonds and
meet interest payments due.

____

2. Examine cancelled bonds and interest
coupons
making
sure
that
all
are
properly cancelled, and reconcile to
payments made.

____

3. If bonds are registered, confirm with
paying agents the receipt of advances
shown as having been made by the local
government and also the bonds and
interest coupons paid and cancelled by
paying agency during the year.

____

a. Schedule
the
cash
transactions
carried on by paying agent’s office
and make a part of working papers.

____

H. Construction and improvement expenditures.
A B F

C D

E F

1. Check the minutes for action taken by
the governing board pertaining to con
struction or bond ordinances where ap
plicable.

____

2. Where federal, state or local govern
ment monies are used, check any regu
latory laws or regulations issued by
that governmental authority.

____

3. Determine that amounts paid are in ac
cordance with the terms of contracts.

____

A D

4. Ascertain amounts of contracts payable
which are due but unpaid.

A F

5. Review
bids,
contracts,
partial
payments, changes in orders, etc., in
connection with major construction.
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F

6. Note purchases from local
officials or employees.

A D

7. Trace in-house construction work orders
to closing and transfer to GFAAG.
I . Trust and agency
disbursements.

fund

government

expenditures

and

D

1. Trace collections into trust and agency
funds of the local government on a test
basis.

A D

2. Note and examine the properly
reports supporting payments to
governmental agencies.

A B F

3. For client employee retirement con
tributions, in addition to the steps
noted above, confirm the amount of the
local government’s actuarial liability
to that organization.
Also, for any
pension funds compute statutory lia
bility.

filed
other

J. Other expenditures/expenses.
A B

1. Determine that expenditures/expenses
made by or on behalf of key officers
are reasonable.

A

2. Schedule any other expenditure or ex
pense accounts of material amount and
perform audit procedures determined
necessary.
IV. Other Auditing Procedures— Liabilities
A. Accounts or vouchers
brances.

payable

and

encum

1. Obtain schedule of accounts payable and
encumbrances at end of audit period.
Consider confirmation of large accounts
payable balances and trace encumbrances
to unfilled purchase orders.
2. Reconcile detail of liabilities to gen
eral ledger accounts.
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B
A B

A B

3. For selected entries in accounts pay
able examine underlying documentation.

____

4. Examine invoices received and payments
made subsequent to year-end on a test
basis to determine if any should be
included in period being audited.

____

5. Ascertain nature and extent of unencum
bered purchase commitments at year end.

____

B. Deposits.
C

1. Obtain and reconcile detailed records
to general ledger.

____

C

2. Confirm balances on a test basis.

____

C

3. If interest is paid, test payments made
of interest or interest accrued as of
end of period being audited.

____

4. Review the provisions of any related
ordinances and test for compliance.

____

5. Determine whether deposits are refunda
ble in full or part.

____

6. Determine whether records of "bid” or
"good faith” deposits are made.

____

C F
A C

[F]

C. Taxes levied or collected for other units
of government.
B

B D

1. Verify collections, payments and bal
ances on hand and collected balances
due other units.

____

2. Determine that such items are recorded
as liabilities to others.

____

D. Accrued salaries and wages.
B C F

1. If the client accrues salaries and
wages and payroll taxes, the accuracy
of such accruals should be verified.
(Do accruals relate to budget provi
sions?)
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E. Taxes or fees collected in advance.
AB

1. If taxes, licenses or fees have been
collected in advance, they should be
recorded as deferred revenue.
Verify
these amounts with reference to sup
porting documents and consider confir
mation of amounts.

B D

2. Set up as a liability, duplicate tax or
fee collection not disposed of.

B

3. Trace disposition of items recorded at
beginning of period.
F . Compensated absences.
1. Obtain the local government's personnel
policies and procedures and review the
provisions relating to the accrual and
payment of compensated absences.

A B
[C] D

2. Obtain the schedule prepared by the lo
cal government to compute the liabili
ties for compensated absences and de
termine by appropriate tests that:
a. The schedule is arithmetically cor
rect;
b. All qualifying employees are includ
ed and that all employees included
on the schedule are qualified;
c. Appropriate salary and benefit rates
are applied;
d. Leave balances shown by the schedule
are consistent with selected employ
ee leave records; and,
e. The schedule is correct as to the
employing fund.

A D

3. Determine that the current and long
term portions of the liability have
been recorded in accordance with GASB
Codification section C60.
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E

G. Review client’s file concerning litiga
tion, including attorney’s invoices re
ceived during and after the period under
audit.

E

H. Inquire as to material commitments to pur
chase or construct property, equipment,
etc.
V. Other Auditing Procedures— Prepaid Items

[C]

A. Summarize the type and amount of
assets and prepaid items such as:

other

1. Unexpired insurance.
2. Prepaid rent.
3. Supplies inventories.
4. Advances.
5. Unamortized expense.
6. Deposits.
7. Other (itemize).
C

B. Ascertain propriety of amounts by review
of calculations, supporting documents, re
lated expense accounts, etc.

C

C. Confirm when considered necessary.
VI. Other Auditing Procedures— Cash
Disbursements

[A]
[B]

A. Foot and cross-foot cash journals for a
selected period and trace totals to ledger
accounts.

A

B. Account for all checks issued or voided.

A

C. Examine checks issued during period being
audited or for a selected sample thereof,
for the following:
1. Entry to cash disbursement's records as
to number, date, payee and amount.
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2. Authorization of governing body for is
suance.

____ ____ ____

3. Check signers and cosigners.

____ ____ ____

4. Inspect endorsements and signatures.

____ ____ ____

VII. Overall Conclusions
A. In our opinion, we have obtained suffi
cient and competent evidential matter to
provide reasonable assurance that:
1. Expenditure/expense accounts include
all costs and expenses applicable to
the period and all losses and esti
mated future expenses that should be
reflected
in the
period
and
that
classification is consistent with the
accounting system and generally ac
cepted accounting principles;

____ ____ ____

2. Accounts payable are properly author
ized, represent the correct amounts of
currently payable items and reflect all
outstanding obligations;

____ ____ ____

3. Prepaid and accrued accounts are prop
erly stated;

____ ____ ____

4. Account descriptions, classifications
and related disclosures are adequate
and not misleading;

____ ____ ____

5. All loss contingencies are identified
and recorded or disclosed; and,

____ ____ ____

6. Legal requirements relating to purchas
ing, payrolls, and disbursements have
been complied with;
Except as follows:

Date
Done by
Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
VI. Inventories
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A. Inventories physically exist, in good condition,
cumbered by pledge or lien. (Assertions 1, 2, 3)

unen

B. The accounts reflect all inventory held for sale in the or
dinary course of operations. (Assertions 3, 5)
C. Estimates of realizable value are carefully and consis
tently made.
(Assertion 4)

NOTE:

The letters preceding each of the above objectives
serve as identification codes.
These codes are presented in
the objective column when the audit step accomplishes the
specific objective. If the letter appears in brackets, i.e.,
[A], [B], etc., the audit procedure only secondarily accom
plishes the objective.

DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
Procedures:
A. Evaluation of Internal Control Structure
1. Review the documentation and conclu
sions resulting from the steps taken to
understand and test the internal con
trol structure policies, procedures,
and records relevant to planning the
audit of inventories.
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2. Consider the understanding obtained of
the internal control structure, the as
sessed level of control risk (together
with assessment of inherent risk), and
the acceptable level of detection risk
to determine the nature, timing, and
extent of substantive tests.

----

3. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following the consideration of the
internal control structure and related
audit risks.

----

B. Analytical Procedures
1. Review the planning procedures appli
cable to analytical procedures per
formed on inventory and consider the
result of the procedures in determining
the nature, timing, and extent of other
audit procedures.

----

2. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following consideration of the
results of the analytical procedures.

----

3. If analytical procedures are used for
substantive testing purposes, document
the basis for the expected relation
ship, the results of the comparison of
the recorded amount to the expectation,
and the results of the evaluation of
unexpected
differences
between
the
recorded amount and the expectation.

____

C. Other Auditing Procedures
A

C

B

A

1. Observe the taking of physical inven
tories and make test counts of various
items.
Record quantities and descrip
tion of items selected for test counts.

____

2. Ascertain that obsolete and damaged
stock has been appropriately identified
and valued.

----

3. Ascertain that proper cut-off is
fected with respect to purchases
consumption.

----

ef
and

4. Trace quantities and descriptions per
audit test counts into final inventory
sheets.
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B

[B] C

B C

B

5. Test clerical accuracy of inventories
as to:
a. Unit prices.

____

b. Extensions.

____

c. Footings.

____

d. Totals to summaries.

____

6. Select several items included in the
inventory test counts and verify prices
to determine that the inventory has
been consistently valued.

____

7. Compare the dollar amount of inventory
by fund to prior periods and investi
gate any material fluctuations consid
ering the reasonableness of the change
in relation to the expected change.

----

8. Compute and analyze turnover rates for
significant inventories.

____

9. Make appropriate notations regarding
matters to be discussed with audit
partner, manager, or in-charge auditor.

____

D. Overall Conclusions
1. In our opinion, we have obtained suffi
cient and competent evidential matter
to provide reasonable assurance that:
a. Inventories physically exist,
good
condition,
unencumbered
pledge or lien;

in
by

b. The accounts reflect all inventory
held for sale in the ordinary course
of operations;
Cost of inventory items is measured
in accordance with generally ac
cepted accounting principles, con
sistently applied; and
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d. Estimates of realizable value are
carefully and consistently made;
Except as follows:

This audit program section has been completed in accordance with
firm policy.
Date
Done by
Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
VII. Property— Governmental Type Funds
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A. The property represented by the accounts exists, is owned
by the local government,
and is unencumbered except as
indicated.
(Assertions 1, 3)
B. Additions have been properly recorded, are recorded at the
proper amount and are authentic. (Assertions 2, 4, 5)
C. The cost or other basis of recording property is in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
(Assertions 4, 5)
D. Accounting for the use and disposition of
property is
consistent from period to period
and in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles. (Assertion 4, 5)
E. The control over general fixed assets has
established. (Assertion 1)

NOTE:

been properly

The letters preceding each of the above audit objec
tives serve as identification codes. These codes are present
ed in the objective column when the audit step accomplishes
the specific objective.
If the letter appears in brackets,
i.e., [A], [B], etc., the audit procedure only secondarily ac
complishes the objective.
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Procedures:
A. Evaluation of Internal Control Structure
1. Review the documentation and conclu
sions resulting from the steps taken to
understand and test the internal con
trol structure policies, procedures,
and records relevant to planning the
audit of property.

----

2. Consider the understanding obtained of
the internal control structure, the as
sessed level of control risk (together
with assessment of inherent risk), and
the acceptable level of detection risk
to determine the nature, timing, and
extent of substantive tests.

____

3. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following the consideration of the
internal control structure and related
audit risks.

____

B. Analytical Procedures
1. Review the planning procedures appli
cable to analytical procedures per
formed on property and consider the
result of the procedures in determining
the nature, timing, and extent of other
audit procedures.

____

2. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following consideration of the
results of the analytical procedures.

____

3. If analytical procedures are used for
substantive testing purposes, document
the basis for the expected relation
ship, the results of the comparison of
the recorded amount to the expectation,
and the results of the evaluation of
unexpected differences between the re
corded amount and the expectation.

____

C. Other Auditing Procedures
A [B]
C E

1. When detailed records are maintained,
the auditor should test by physical in
spection that items are on hand and
that the detailed property records are
in agreement with the appropriate con
trol accounts.
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B [C]
E

C D
[E]

D E

[A] E

B

B C

A

[B ]

[A] E

2. Examine invoices or other documentation
for additions to the fixed assets dur
ing the period. Determine if the addi
tions have been authorized, classified
in the accounts correctly and added to
the property records.
Determine capi
talization policy regarding amounts.

____

3. Test to determine that disposals were
authorized and properly recorded in the
property records and trace proceeds in
to the record of cash receipts or re
ceivables.

____

4. For construction work-in-progress, ob
tain or prepare an analysis by project,
test mathematical accuracy,
examine
documentary support for major addi
tions,
test transfers to permanent
assets at end of year.
Consider con
firming status of construction con
tracts with contractors.

____

5. Review insurance policies to determine
if property and equipment coverage is
adequate.

____

6. Test that all major repairs, additions
and replacements have been authorized
by the governing body; if legally re
quired.

—

7. Review allowances for depreciation if
the local government maintains such
records (most local governments do not
keep such records,
except where an
Enterprise Fund or Internal Service
Fund is involved).

____

8. Examine deeds on newly acquired real
estate and inquire into status of rec
ords for deeds on property acquired in
prior periods.

----

9. Observe physical safeguards.

----

10. Make appropriate notations regarding
matters to be discussed with audit
partner, manager, or in-charge auditor.
D. Overall Conclusions
1. In our opinion, we have obtained suf
ficient and competent evidential matter
to provide reasonable assurance that:
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a. The property represented by the ac
counts exists, is owned by the local
government and is unencumbered ex
cept as indicated;
b. Additions are properly recorded, are
recorded at the proper amount, and
are authentic;
c. The cost or other basis of recording
property is in accordance with gen
erally accepted accounting prin
ciples;
d

Accounting for the use and disposi
tion of property is consistent from
period to period and in accordance
with the generally accepted account
ing principles; and,

e. The control over general fixed as
sets has been properly established.

____

This audit program section has been completed in accordance with
firm policy.
Date
Done by
Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
VIIA. Property and Equipment, and Related Depreciation— Proprietary
type funds
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A. Property exists— To determine that the property exists and
is owned by the entity.
(Assertion 1)
B. Additions, appropriate — To determine that additions to
property are authentic, recorded at cost and properly
distinguished from maintenance and repairs expense. (As
sertions 1, 2 and 3)
C. Retirements recorded — To determine that retirements of
property together with the proceeds from salvage and
related cost to remove are properly recognized. (Assertions
1, 2 and 4)
D. Depreciation appropriate— To determine that a proper amount
of depreciation expense is allocated to the period based on
the asset cost, estimated life and salvage, and use of
acceptable methods consistently applied, and adequately
presented in the financial statements.
(Assertions 4 and
5)
E. Recoverable value— To determine that the net carrying value
as presented in the financial statements is expected to be
recoverable through the ordinary course of business.
(Assertion 4)
F. Encumbrances identified— To determine that any encumbrances
and liens are identified and adequately disclosed in the
financial statements.
(Assertion 5)
G. Proper
classification — To determine
that
significant
amounts of idle property and equipment are properly stated,
classified and described.
(Assertion 5)
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H. Proper disclosure— To determine that significant amounts of
fully depreciated assets are considered for disclosure.
(Assertion 5)
NOTE:
The letters preceding each of the above audit objec
tives serve as identification codes. These codes are present
ed in the objective column when the audit step accomplishes
the specific objective.
If the letter appears in brackets,
i.e., [A], [B], etc., the audit procedure only secondarily ac
complishes the objective.
DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
Procedures:
A. Substantive Test Procedures

A [B]

C [D]

1. Obtain (or update) an understanding of
the client’s policies concerning capi
talization of assets and related depre
ciation methods and depreciable lives.

____

2. Consider a tour of the client’s facili
ties for new staff assigned to the en
gagement, or for the entire audit team
if significant changes have occurred.

____

3. Consider the extent to which it may be
practicable
to
perform
substantive
tests prior to the balance sheet date.

____

4. Obtain or prepare the following
ules:

sched

a. Summary schedule of property, plant
and equipment, and related deprecia
tion (by major asset classification)
including the following:
(1) Beginning and ending asset bal
ances at cost.

____

(2) Asset additions at cost.

____

(3) Asset retirements
tions.

____

and disposi

(4) Other changes.

____

(5) Depreciation method and life.

____

(6) Beginning and ending balances of
the allowances for depreciation.

____

(7) Additions to the allowances for
depreciation accompanied by an
analysis of amounts expensed,
absorbed in inventory, and capi
talized.

____
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[A][B]
[C]
B C

A B [C]
F

(8) Reductions of the allowances for
depreciation for retirements and
dispositions.

____

b. Additions at cost showing the de
scription, date acquired, transac
tion reference (purchase order num
ber, check number, work order num
ber, etc.), estimated useful life,
and cost for all additions of $ ___
or over.
(Also see step 14 below.)

____

c. Retirements and dispositions showing
the description, date of acquisi
tion, date of retirement or disposi
tion, cost, accumulated deprecia
tion, net carrying value, proceeds
of disposition, and gain or loss on
disposition (Also see step 14 be
low.)

____

d. Analysis
of
maintenance
expense
showing each transaction of $ _____
or greater (or all transactions) for
the year or period.

____

5. Trace opening balances per the summary
schedules to closing balances per the
prior y e a r ’s working papers.

----

6. Trace amounts per the summary schedule
to the general ledger, the detailed
asset records, and to the schedules of
additions, and retirements and disposi
tions;
recompute
the
footings
and
crossfootings of the schedules.

____

7. Perform the following tests of selected
additions:
a. Determine the addition has been
authorized by reference to such
sources as minutes of the meetings
of the Board of Directors or Finance
Committee
and/or
capital
asset
budgets reviewed by the Board of
Directors or Finance Committee or by
evidence of approval by appropriate,
responsible personnel, in accordance
with prescribed policies.

____

b. Examine such supporting documents as
purchase contracts,
paid checks,
vendors' invoices, purchase orders,
receiving
reports,
work
orders,
engineers' reports, etc.

____
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A C [D]

A C G H

c. Trace transactions to appropriate
entries in the detailed records.

----

d. For construction in progress examine
supporting work orders, documenta
tion in support of costs incurred
such as contractors’ invoices, re
ports and correspondence from engi
neers and/or architects regarding
completion and trace transfers from
the construction in progress ac
counts to other property accounts.

----

e. Physically inspect selected (or all)
major additions.

----

f. Inquire about related dispositions.

----

g. Determine whether additions conform
with the company's capitalization
policy.

----

h. Determine that installment purchas
es, if any, are properly recorded.

____

i. By reference to purchase contracts
and contractors billings identify
related liabilities to be recorded
in connection with debt or other
payables.

----

8. Perform the following tests of disposi
tions:
a. Determine disposition has been pro
perly authorized.

____

b. Examine such supporting documents as
bills of sale, contracts, delivery
memoranda, e t c .

____

c. Trace retirements
property records.

----

to

the

detailed

d. Determine that deductions from the
asset accounts and related accumu
lated depreciation are correct.

----

e. Determine that gain or loss on dis
position has been correctly classi
fied and recorded.

----

9. For fully depreciated assets, determine
whether the assets are still used and
not retired from service.

----
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A C G H

A D G H

D [E ]

10. Determine that assets retired from ser
vice, if material, have been removed
from the property, plant and equipment
accounts and related accumulated depre
ciation accounts, and are carried at
amounts which are not in excess of rea
lizable value.

____

11. Review lease agreements for new leases
and determine whether leased assets
which should be capitalized have been
capitalized, and that related deprecia
tion is being determined using an ap
propriate method and life.

____

12. Review provisions for depreciation and
amortization, and:
a. Determine whether the methods and
depreciable lives used in the cur
rent year are consistent with the
preceding year and are reasonable.

____

b. Test computation of depreciation and
amortization.

----

c. Determine that amounts of deprecia
tion capitalized in construction in
progress are reasonable and appro
priate.
d

Ascertain that obsolescence, if any,
is being properly recognized by ad
justments of depreciable lives.

e. Trace addition to the depreciation
allowances to the applicable general
ledger expense accounts.
B

B C

[A][D]

13. Review maintenance expense and examine
supporting documentation for selected
transactions to determine that the
amounts have been properly classified.

----

14. Obtain or prepare and test an analysis
of qualified additions and early dispo
sitions of qualified property in a for
mat which provides for determination of
the investment tax credit.
(This may
be incorporated into schedules for ad
ditions and dispositions.)

----

15. Review the following relationships for
the current and preceding year and ob
tain explanations for significant fluc
tuations [SAS No. 56 (AU section 329)]:
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a. Dispositions of property and equip
ment to replacements.

---- ---- ----

b. Accumulated depreciation to plant
and equipment balances at cost.

---- ---- ----

c. Current year depreciation and amor
tization to plant and equipment bal
ances at cost.

---- ---- ----

B. Section Complete
1. The objectives
have been met.

of

this

audit

program
---- ---- ----

This audit program section has been completed in accordance with
firm policy.
Date
Done by
Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
VIIB. Low Risk Property and Equipment, and Related Depreciation and
Amortization— Proprietary type funds
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A. Property exists— To determine that the property exists and
is owned by the entity.
(Assertion 1)
B. Additions appropriate — To determine that additions to
property are authentic recorded at cost and properly
distinguished from maintenance and repairs expense. (As
sertions 1, 2 and 3)
C. Retirements recorded— To determine that retirements of
property together with the proceeds from salvage and
related cost to remove are properly recognized. (Assertions
1, 2 and 4)
D. Depreciation appropriate— To determine that a proper amount
of depreciation expense is allocated to the period based on
the asset cost, estimated life and salvage, and use of
acceptable methods consistently applied, and adequately
presented in the financial statements.
(Assertions 4 and
5)
E. Recoverable value— To determine that the net carrying value
as presented in the financial statements is expected to be
recoverable through the ordinary course of business.
(Assertion 4)
F. Encumbrances identified— To determine that any encumbrances
and liens are identified and adequately disclosed in the
financial statements.
(Assertion 5)
G. Proper
classification — To determine
that
significant
amounts of idle property and equipment are properly stated,
classified and described.
(Assertion 5)
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H. Proper disclosure— To determine that significant amounts of
fully depreciated assets are considered for disclosure.
(Assertion 5)
I. GAAP conformity— To determine that the financial statement
presentation and disclosure of plant, property, and equip
ment and related depreciation is in conformity with gener
ally accepted accounting principles consistently applied
(Assertion 5)
NOTE:
The letters preceding each of the above audit objec
tives serve as identification codes.
These codes are pre
sented in the objective column when the audit step accomplish
es the specific objective. If the letter appears in brackets,
i.e., [A], [B], etc., the audit procedure only secondarily ac
complishes the objective.
DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
Procedures:
A. Substantive Test Procedures
1. A determination has been made that
there is a low level of combined in
herent risk and control risk for all
assertions related to property.
2. Obtain (update) an understanding of the
client’s policies concerning capital
ization of assets and related depre
ciation methods and depreciable lives
(book and ta x ) .
[ B ] [ C]
[ D]

3. Review the activity in the general led
ger for property and equipment and the
related depreciation accounts, as well
as repairs and maintenance for the
period being audited and:
a. Note and investigate any entries
which appear unusual in source or
amount.
b. Compare the opening balance(s) for
the period with the final closing
balance(s) per the working papers
and reports for the preceding pe
riod.

[A][B][C]
[D][E][F]
[G][H][I]

4.Obtain or prepare the following sched
ules:
a. Summary schedule of property, plant,
and equipment, and related deprecia
tion (by major asset classification)
including the following:
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(1) Beginning
and
ending
balances at cost.

asset

(2) Asset additions at cost.

____

(3) Asset retirements
tions.

____

and disposi

(4) Insurance coverage limits.

____

(5) Other changes.

____

(6) Depreciation method and life.

____

(7) Beginning and ending balances of
the allowance for depreciation.

____

(8) Additions to the allowances for
depreciation accompanied by an
analysis of amounts expensed,
absorbed in inventory, and capi
talized.

____

(9) Reductions of the allowances for
depreciation for retirements and
disposition.
(10) Dollar value of amounts owed on
property.
b. Additions at cost showing the de
scription,
date acquired,
trans
action reference
(purchase order
number, check number, work order
number,
etc.),
estimated
useful
life, and cost for all additions of
$ _____ or over.
c

Retirements and dispositions showing
the description, date of acquisi
tion, date of retirement or disposi
tion, cost, accumulated deprecia
tion, net carrying value, proceeds
of disposition, and gain or loss on
disposition.

d. Analysis
of
maintenance
expense
showing each transaction of $ _____
or greater (or all transactions) for
the year or period.
[A][B][C]

____

5. Trace opening balances per the summary
schedules to closing balances per the
prior year's working papers.
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6. Review the following relationships for
the current and preceding year and ob
tain explanations for significant fluc
tuations [SAS No. 56 (AU section 329)]:

[A][B][C]
[D][F][G]
[H]

a. Dispositions of property and equip
ment to replacements (dollar value
as well as number of units).
b. Accumulated depreciation to plant
and equipment balances at cost.
c. Current year depreciation and amor
tization to plant and equipment bal
ances at cost.
d. Additions with budgeted amounts.

____ ____ ____

e. Gains and losses on disposals.

____ ____ ____

f . Amortization/depreciation expense to
net sales.

____ ____ ____

g. Maintenance expense to prior
expense and budgeted amount.

____ ____ ____

h. Value
of
property
compared
amounts owed on property.

year
to
____ ____ ____

B. Section Completion
1. The objectives
have been met.

of

this

audit

program
____ ____ ____

This audit program section has been completed in accordance with
firm policy.
Date
Done by
Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
VIII. Financing (Including Equity Accounts)
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A. All financing commitments, both those connected with re
corded financing (assets pledged, covenants, etc.) and
those related to prospective or "off balance sheet” finan
cing, are identified. (Assertions 1, 2)
B. All financing commitments are properly authorized and clas
sified. (Assertions 2, 3, 5)
C. All transactions are recorded in the correct period and
amount. (Assertions 2, 4)
D. The cost of financing is accounted for in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles. (Assertions 4, 5)
E. All changes in equity
(Assertions 2, 4, 5)

accounts

are

properly

F. All equity balances are properly reported.
5)

recorded.

(Assertions 2,

G. If the government is subject to the rebate calculation and
refund requirements of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA):
(Assertion 3)
a. The calculation has been made as required by law/regulation (annually on the anniversary date of each bond
issue);
b. The refund has been made as required (30 days after the
end of the fifth rebate year); and,
c. Liabilities resulting from a failure to comply with re
bate and refund requirements have been properly recorded
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as a loss contingency and/or disclosure has been made in
the notes of potential loss of tax exempt status.
NOTE:
The letters preceding each of the above audit objec
tives serve as identification codes. These codes are present
ed in the objective column when the audit step accomplishes
the specific objective. If the letter appears in brackets,
i.e., [A], [B], etc., the audit procedure only secondarily ac
complishes the objective.
DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
Procedures:
A. Evaluation of Internal Control Structure
1. Review the documentation and conclu
sions resulting from the steps taken to
understand and test the internal con
trol structure policies, procedures,
and records relevant to planning the
audit of financing.
2. Consider the understanding obtained of
the internal control structure, the
assessed level of control risk (to
gether with assessment of inherent
risk), and the acceptable level of
detection risk to determine the nature,
timing,
and
extent
of
substantive
tests.
3. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following the consideration of the
internal control structure and related
audit risks.
B. Analytical Procedures
1. Review the planning procedures applica
ble to analytical procedures performed
on financing and consider the result of
the procedures in determining the na
ture, timing, and extent of other audit
procedures.

____

2. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following consideration of the
results of the analytical procedures.

____

3. If analytical procedures are used for
substantive testing purposes, document
the basis for the expected relation
ship, the results of the comparison of
the recorded amount to the expectation,
and the results of the evaluation of
unexpected
differences
between
the
recorded amount and the expectation.

____
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C. Other Auditing Procedures— Notes, Tax A n 
ticipation Warrants and Contracts Payable
[A] B
C

1. Determine that all obligations of this
nature have been properly authorized.
Schedule and verify changes in all ob
ligation accounts for the year.

[A] B
C

2. Circularize note holders.
Determine
interest rates, collateral, liens, and
security agreements, if any.

B C D

3. Determine that warrants, e t c ., have not
been issued in excess of legal limita
tions and confirm that payments have
been made in accordance with legal re
quirements.

C

4. Determine that interest paid or accrued
has been computed correctly.

B C

5. Determine any amount of retainage on
construction billings in situations
where construction projects are pres
ent. Examine contracts for proper au
thority.

[A] B
C

6. Determine that leases have been proper
ly classified as capital or operating.
D. Other Auditing Procedures— Loans and Ad
vances

B C

1. Determine that all obligations of this
nature have been properly authorized.
Schedule and verify changes in all ob
ligation accounts for the year.

C D

2. Trace receipts to cash receipts.

C D

3. Determine that all items are properly
recorded as a liability.

C

4. Determine that all payments have been
made as required.

C [D]

5. Verify interest rates and accruals.

E. Other Auditing Procedures— Bonded Debt
A B

1. Review
debt.

bond

register

B

2. Check amounts authorized to records of
election ordinances authorizing new is
sues in the current period.
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B C

3. Trace proceeds of new bond issues to
bank
account using broker’s confir
mation as a source of verification
account for unissued bonds, if appli
cable.

C D

4. Reconcile bonds issues at beginning of
period and at end of period.

C D

5. Test interest expense for period and
scrutinize it for any indication of
unrecorded long-term debt.

C D

6

B

7. Determine compliance with bond ordi
nance requirements for establishment
and maintenance of restrictive ac
counts.

C

8. Verify payment of current year's matur
ities.
(Examine cancelled bonds and
interest coupons.)

C D

9. Confirm directly with the paying agent
any year-end balances (including can
celled bonds and coupons on hand); that
each issue has been serviced properly;
and that the client has complied with
all necessary requirements during the
year.

Verify bonds and coupons due but not
paid with paying agent where appro
priate.

B C D

10. Determine that cash on hand with the
paying agent is recorded as both an
asset and a liability.

B

11. Review underlying documentation for any
other long-term debt.

B

12. Determine that the total outstanding
debt does not exceed the legal restric
tions.
F. Other Auditing Procedures— Other Debt

B

1. Review documentation supporting com
pliance with debt covenants. Review for
waiver in case of noncompliance.

B

2. Review calculation of debt limits com
pared to outstanding debt.
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G. Other Auditing Procedures— Arbitrage Re
bate and Refund Requirements Under The Tax
Reform Act of 1986
G

1. Obtain a listing of obligations issued
since August 15, 1986, the effective
date of 1986 TRA.

G

2. Obtain for each bond issue the certifi
cate as to arbitrage issued by bond
counsel which is essential for an un
derstanding of the compliance require
ments relative to a bond issue.

G

3. Determine whether:
a. The foregoing bonds are subject to
arbitrage rebate calculation and
refund requirements of the TRA;
b. The procedures adopted to ensure
compliance with the arbitrage pro
visions of TRA are adequate.
Con
sideration should be given to wheth
er competent guidance has been re
ceived in this area from counsel and
others;
c. Accounting records are maintained by
debt issue for proceeds, related
investment earnings,
and related
rebate amounts, if any;
d. Debt proceeds and bond issue reserve
funds have been invested and the
nature of the investment. Income on
State and Local Government Series
(SLGS) Program investments and in
come on tax exempt obligations will,
as a general rule, be exempt from
arbitrage;
e. The arbitrage rebate calculation has
been made annually on the bond issue
anniversary date and whether the re
bate amount has been placed in a se
parate account. The rebate calcula
tion is generally made through the
use of purchased software or by con
sultants ;
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f. The appropriate rebate refund pay
ment was made to the U.S. Treasury
within 30 days after the end of the
fifth rebate year.
The rebate pay
ment must be:
(1) 90% of the
amount, and

calculated

(2) All
interest
rebate amount;

earned

rebate
on

the

g. Any penalties have been imposed by
the Internal Revenue Service for
failure to comply with the TRA;
h. The government has been advised of
the possible loss of tax exempt
status on bond issues for failure to
comply with the provisions of the
TRA; and,
i. The rebate amount and penalties, if
any, are properly reported in the
financial statements and/or dis
closed in the notes thereto.
G

4. Determine whether the local govern
m e n t ’s record retention policy requires
records to be maintained for 6 years
after the bonds are retired.
H. Other Auditing
ment Entity

A

Procedures— Local

Govern

1. Sinking fund requirement and reserves.
a. Examine the statutes, charter or
ordinance with respect to the method
of calculating annual sinking fund
and reserve requirements.
b. Determine that the reserve for re
tirement of sinking fund bonds is
set-up on a basis provided by law.
If there are no legal provisions
respecting the basis of calculating
requirements, see that such require
ments are set-up on an actuarial
basis.

c. Note whether the reserve indicates
correctly the amount of assets which

should be in the fund.
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E F

d. Note whether contributions and earn
ings thereon are in accordance with
requirements.

____

e. Determine that restricted assets are
invested in the classes of securi
ties as required by law, if appli
cable.

____

f. Determine that sinking fund invest
ments mature early enough to meet
the bonds to be retired from the
fund.

____

2. Fund balances, retained earnings,
serves, and designations.

re

a. Review the minutes of the governing
body,
boards,
charter,
and debt
agreements to identify the authori
zations for reservations or designa
tions of fund balances. Determine
that such reserves and designations
are properly recorded and disclosed.

____

b. Review
ance.

____

balances

for

legal

compli

c. Analyze all transactions to the re
serve accounts for the year.

____

d. Analyze all transactions to fund
balances
or
retained
earnings
accounts for the year to determine
that
all
such
transactions
are
properly reported in the financial
statements or notes.

____

e. Verify the validity of any adjust
ment to the fund balance or, where
applicable, retained earnings ac
counts, and determine appropriate
reporting if material.

____

I. Overall Conclusion
1. In
our
opinion,
we
have
obtained
sufficient and competent evidential
matter to provide reasonable assurance
that:
a. All
financing
commitments,
both
those connected with recorded finan
cing and those related to prospec
tive or "off balance-sheet" finan
cing are identified;
122
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b. All financing commitments are prop
erly authorized and classified;

---- ---- ----

c. All transactions are recorded in the
correct period and amount;

---- ---- ----

d. The cost of financing is accounted
for in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles;

---- ---- ----

e. All changes in equity accounts are
properly recorded;

---- ---- ----

f. All equity
reported;

---- ---- ----

balances

are

properly

g. The arbitrage rebate calculation, if
required, has been made as required
by law/regulation;

---- ---- ----

h. The arbitrage refund has been made
as required by law/regulation; and,

____ ____ ____

i. There are no loss contingencies due
to noncompliance that have not been
properly recorded or disclosed.

____ ____ ____

Except as follows:

This audit program section has been completed in accordance with
firm policy.
Date
Done by
Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
IX. Insurance
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A. The local government has provided reasonable coverage for
risks of loss. (Assertion 3)
B. Self-insurance programs are properly authorized and in
accordance with state and local laws and regulations.
(Assertion 3)
C. Self-insurance program premiums have been properly assessed
and recorded in benefiting funds.
(Assertions 3, 4, 5)
D. Claims payable for self-insurance programs have been pro
perly determined and recorded.
(Assertions 2, 3, 4, 5)
E. Claims paid by self-insurance programs conform to selfinsurance program requirements.
(Assertion 3)
F. Note disclosures relative to the local government’s insur
ance programs provide adequate disclosure. (Assertion 5)
NOTE:
The letters preceding each of the above audit objec
tives serve as identification codes. These codes are present
ed in the objective column when the audit step accomplishes
the specific objective.
If the letter appears in brackets,
i.e., [A], [B], etc., the audit procedure only secondarily ac
complishes the objective.
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Procedures:
A. Evaluation of Internal Control Structure
1. Review the documentation and conclu
sions resulting from the steps taken to
understand and test the internal con
trol structure policies, procedures,
and records relevant to planning the
audit of insurance.

----

2. Consider the understanding obtained of
the internal control structure, the
assessed level of control risk (to
gether with assessment of inherent
risk), and the acceptable level of de
tection risk to determine the nature,
timing,
and
extent
of
substantive
tests.

----

3. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following the consideration of the
internal control structure and related
risks.

____

B. Analytical Procedures
1. Review the planning procedures appli
cable to analytical procedures per
formed on cash and consider the result
of the procedures in determining the
nature, timing, and extent of other
audit procedures.

____

2. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following consideration of the
results of the analytical procedures.

____

3. If analytical procedures are used for
substantive testing purposes, document
the basis for the expected relation
ship, the results of the comparison of
the recorded amount to the expectation,
and the results of the evaluation of
unexpected differences between the re
corded amount and the expectation.

____

C. Other Auditing Procedures
A
A

1. Obtain a copy of the local government’s
insurance register.

----

2. Verify the accuracy of the insurance
register by comparing the referenced
policy information to the insurance
policy.

----
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A

3. Determine that the insurance register
is complete by comparing recorded pre
mium payments to the insurance poli
cies shown by the insurance register.
Trace covered property to the property
records.

A B
[F]

4. Prepare a schedule showing the types of
risks of loss to which the local gov
ernment is exposed and how those risks
are handled (for example, through com
mercial insurance, self-insurance, pub
lic risk pool, etc.).

B

5. Where applicable, review local govern
ment resolutions, minutes, state stat
utes, etc., authorizing the retention
of risk (self-insurance program).

C D

6. For self-insurance programs accounted
for within an internal service fund,
determine that premiums are:
a. Recorded as charges for services in
the internal service fund;
b. Recorded as expenditures/expenses of
the insured funds; and,
c. Based on the loss experience of the
internal service fund and allocated
to the insured funds on a reason
able basis.

D E

7. Determine that claims and related ex
penditures/ expenses have been recog
nized in accordance with GASB Codifi
cation section C50. Claims payable may
be estimated through a case-by-case
review of all claims, the application
of historical experience to the out
standing claims, or a combination of
those methods.

D

8. Determine that the estimated liability
includes INBR losses and that the basis
used to establish such estimates is
reasonable.

D F

9. Determine that the liability has been
properly recorded and reported:
a. For the general fund, claims payable
are recorded using the modified ac
crual basis, with the current por
tion recorded as an expenditure and
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a fund liability and the long-term
portion recorded in the general
long-term debt account group.
b. For internal service funds, the to
tal of claims payable are reported
as internal service funds liabili
ties.
E

10

E

11. Examine claims paid subsequent to the
close of the fiscal year to determine
the existence of unrecorded payables.

----

12. Determine that consideration has been
given to recording properly authorized
interfund receivables and payables to
eliminate internal service fund defi
cits.

____

C

Select
a
representative
sample
of
claims paid and verify that the claimed
losses were documented and that the
payments made conform to program pro
visions .

C

13. Determine that assets accumulated to
pay claims are appropriately shown as
reserved or designated for self insur
ance.

F

14. Determine the accuracy and completeness
of related note disclosures.
D. Overall Conclusions
1. In our opinion, we have obtained suf
ficient and competent evidential matter
to provide reasonable assurance that:
a. The local government has provided
reasonable coverage for risks of
loss;

----

b. Self-insurance programs are properly
authorized and in accordance with
state and local laws and regula
tions;

—

c. Self-insurance program premiums have
been properly assessed and recorded;

____

d. Claims payable for self-insurance
programs have been properly deter
mined and recorded;

----
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e. Claims payable for self-insurance
programs conform to self-insurance
requirements; and,

____ ____ ____

f. Note disclosures relative to the
local government’s insurance pro
grams provide adequate disclosure;
Except as follows:

This audit program section has been completed in accordance with
firm policy.
Date
Done by
Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
X. Pension Trust Funds
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A. The physical evidences of ownership of investments reported
in the financial statements (stock certificates, bonds,
notes, etc.) are on hand or held in custody or safekeeping
by others for account of the client's pension trust funds.
(Assertion 1, 2, 3)
B. Adequate disclosure has been made of the pledging of any
investments, and credit risks are properly disclosed as
required by GASB Statement No. 3. (Assertions 3, 5)
C. Investments and the related income are properly valued, al
located, classified, and described in the financial state
ments. (Assertions 2, 4, 5)
D. Insurance contracts and accounts established to fund em
ployee benefits are appropriately reported in the financial
statements. (Assertions 4, 5)
E. The amounts received or due the plan have been determined
in accordance with plan requirements and recorded and re
ported in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles, including the establishment of an appropriate
valuation allowance. (Assertions 3, 4, 5)
F. Benefit payment amounts conform to plan provisions.
tion 3)

(Asser

G. Financial statement representations are consistent with ac
tuarial findings.
(Assertions 4, 5)
H. Applicable accounting principles have been consistently ap
plied. (Assertions 4, 5)
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I. Required supplementary information has been presented in
accordance with guidelines established for its presentation
and measurement. (Assertions 2, 5)

NOTE:

The letters preceding each of the above audit objec
tives serve as identification codes. These codes are present
ed in the objective column when the audit step accomplishes
the specific objective.
If the letter appears in brackets,
i.e., [A], [B], etc., the audit procedure only secondarily ac
complishes the objective.
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Procedures:
A. Audit Planning
1. Discuss the following with pension plan
administrators, trustees, or other ap
propriate client officials:
a. Covered employees, retirees, etc.

____

b. Participating employers.

____

c. Types of plans (defined benefit or
defined contribution plan).

____

d. Date of latest actuarial review or
update, name and address of actuary,
and GASB Statement No. 5 actuarial
requirements.

____

e. Names and titles of client contact
personnel and their respective re
sponsibilities
for
the
plan
or
plans.

____

f. Funding of plan (self-insured,
sured, or split-funded).

____

in

g. Custody of investments.

____

h. Responsibility for plan adminis
tration and location of accounting
records and participant's data.

____

i . The extent that records are auto
mated and whether the local govern
ment or an outside EDP service pro
cesses plan data.

____

j . Citations of applicable statutes and
rules.

____

k. The nature and extent of special
reporting requirements, if any, and
related audit requirements.

____
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l. The extent of involvement, if any,
of specialists, consultants, inter
nal auditors, and other independent
auditors.

----

m. Basis upon which financial state
ments are prepared (whether NCGA
Statement 1, NCGA Statement 6, FASB
Statement No. 34, or other).

----

n. Significant changes in accounting
principles, plan provisions, actu
arial methods, etc.

----

o. Significant contracts,
or contingencies.

----

litigation,

p. If assets are held by a trustee, the
nature of the trustee arrangement
("directed trust" or "discretionary
trust").

----

q. The extent to which component unit
pension plans exist.

____

2. Read the pension plan instruments, in
cluding amendments, to determine how
the plan works, its funding, partici
pating employers and employees, basis
for determining benefits, etc.

____

3. Read state and local statutes and rules
authorizing the retirement programs and
note all pertinent laws of potential
material impact (for example, provi
sions
specifying
legal
investment
types).

____

4. Read agreements with trustees, invest
ment advisers, and insurance companies.

____

5. Obtain and review relevant policy and
procedure manuals and flowcharts.

____

6. Read the prior year's annual report and
current and prior year filings with
regulatory agencies.

----

7. Obtain from other independent auditors
special purpose reports on the internal
accounting control structure of service
organizations which were responsible
for executing, recording, and /or pro
cessing financial or finance-related
data (for example, trustees with sig-
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nificant responsibility for pension
plans or investment administration).

____

8. Read reports from actuaries, trustees,
insurance companies, other independent
auditors, and internal auditors.

____

9. Coordinate audit progress with trus
tees,
actuaries,
services
centers,
employers, other independent auditors,
internal
auditors,
and
others,
as
necessary.

____

10. Consider integration of pension trust
fund audit procedures with those speci
fied for other segments (for example,
use of payroll sample item to test par
ticipant records).

____

B. Evaluation of Internal Control Structure
1. Review the documentation and conclu
sions resulting from the steps taken to
understand and test the internal con
trol structure policies, procedures,
and records relevant to planning the
audit of the pension trust fund and
related areas.

____

2. Consider the understanding obtained of
the internal control structure, the
assessed level of control risk (to
gether with assessment of inherent
risk), and the acceptable level of
detection risk to determine the nature,
timing,
and
extent
of
substantive
tests.

----

3. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following the consideration of the
internal control structure and related
audit risks.

____

C. Analytical Procedures
1. Review the planning procedures appli
cable to analytical procedures per
formed on the pension trust funds and
related areas and consider the result
of the procedures in determining the
nature, timing, and extent of other
audit procedures.

____

2. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following consideration of the
results of the analytical procedures.

____
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3. If analytical procedures are used for
substantive testing purposes, document
the basis for the expected relation
ship, the results of the comparison of
the recorded amount to the expectation,
and the results of the evaluation of
unexpected differences between the re
corded amount and the expectation.
D. Other Auditing Procedures— Investments
Obtain an analysis of changes
vestments during the period.

[A] B
[C]

in

in

Obtain evidence (by confirmation or
physical count) concerning the exis
tence and ownership of the investments.

A

2

B

3. Obtain
information
concerning
any
liens, pledges, or other security in
terests by reviewing minutes, agree
ments, and confirmations.

A B

4. For assets held by a trustee, obtain
and review information concerning the
trustee’s responsibility and financial
capability.

C

5. Reconcile amounts confirmed or counted
to recorded accountability.

[A]
[B] C
H

6. Test investment transactions for proper
authorization, legality, proper record
ing as to dates, amounts, quantities,
descriptions, and computation and allo
cation of gains and losses.

C H

7. Determine that income accruing from
investments has been properly allocated
and recorded.

C H

8. Obtain market values at balance sheet
date and investigate significant dif
ferences from recorded values to de
termine if any write-downs are neces
sary.

B

9. Review GASB
sures .

A C

Statement

No.

3

disclo

10. Perform such procedures as necessary to
satisfy audit objectives concerning
plan investments administered by trus
tees. (Note: It may be necessary to
perform auditing procedures
at the
trustee’s offices.) The extent of the
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trustee's responsibility for investment
decisions, the physical location of
available records, and the extent to
which relevant reports of other inde
pendent auditors are available.
D

11. For plan assets
company:

held by an

insurance

a. Read the contracts between the con
tract holder and the insurance com
pany.
b. Confirm with the insurance company:
(1) Contributions
ments.

or

premium

pay

(2) Interest,
dividends,
refunds,
credits, and changes in value
and whether such amounts have
been charged or credited during
the year on an estimated or ac
tual basis.
(3) The contract value or the fair
value of the funds at the plan's
year-end and the basis for de
termining such values.
(4) The amount of insurance company
fees and other expenses.
(5) Annuity
paid.

purchases

or

benefits

(6) Transfers between funds or ac
counts.
c. Reconcile the confirmed balances and
transactions with amounts recorded
and reported by the client.
d. Where it appears that records must
be evaluated at the insurance com
pany to satisfy audit objectives,
consider requesting special purpose
reports from the insurance company's
independent auditors or internal au
ditors.
e. Evaluate
terms.

compliance

with

contract

f. Evaluate reasonableness of amounts
credited to the contracts.
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g. Evaluate the sufficiency of related
note disclosures.
E.
E

E

E H

E H

E H

E H
E H

E H
E

E

----

Other Auditing
Procedures — Contribu
tions and Related Receivables
1. Obtain a list of participating em
ployers (for multi-employer plans) and
test its completeness by comparing the
list to appropriate plan documents,
statutory requirements, etc.

----

2. Obtain a schedule showing contributions
received or receivable sorted by em
ployer and compare to the list of par
ticipating employers.

----

3. Test contribution reports for
metic accuracy,
use of the
contribution rates, the use
proper payroll or salary base
and proper posting to cash
records and bank statements or
reports.

____

arith
proper
of the
amount,
receipt
trustee

4. Test posting from the employer contri
bution reports to participant records
and from participant records to con
tribution reports.

----

5. Reconcile contributions received to the
p l a n ’s cash receipt records and bank
statements or trustee records.

----

6. Confirm
directly
with
contributors
amounts contributed and receivable.

____

7. Review accruals for conformance with
generally accepted accounting prin
ciples.

____

8. Evaluate the reasonableness of the
p l a n ’s allowance for doubtful accounts.

----

9. Compare contribution rates used to
those recommended by the plan's actuary
and those required by statute or rule.

----

10. Consider the results of the auditing
procedures applied to participant data
and their effect,
if any,
on the
amounts recorded as contributions and
contributions receivable.

----
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E

11. Review note disclosures relative to
pension plan contributions and related
receivables.
F. Other Auditing Procedures— Benefit
ments and Payables

F H

Pay

1. For selected participants or benefici
aries receiving benefit payments:
a. Evaluate file documentation support
ing
eligibility
and
authorizing
payments.
b. Recompute benefit payment amounts
and compare to actual payments.
c. Examine
cancelled
check
amount, date, signatures,
dorsements.

as
and

to
en

d. Verify proper posting to cash dis
bursement, participant, and general
ledger records.
F

2. For a sample of cancelled benefit pay
ment checks, compare payee, amount,
date, signatures, and endorsements to
related file documentation authorizing
the payment and verify proper posting
to cash disbursement, participant, and
general ledger records.

F

3. Evaluate the continued eligibility of
participants or beneficiaries to whom
payments have been made over an un
usually long period of time.

F

4. Investigate
benefit
payment
checks
which have been outstanding for a long
period of time.

F

5. Confirm benefit payments with selected
participants or beneficiaries and com
pare confirmation signatures with re
lated file documentation.

F H

6. Evaluate benefit payment accruals for
conformance with generally accepted
accounting principles.
G. Other Auditing Procedures — Participants
Data and Plan Objectives

E F

1. By reviewing pertinent sections of the
pension plan instrument, statutes, or
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rules, identify participant data which
should be tested because of its use in
determining vesting, eligibility and/or
benefit amounts (for example, demo
graphic data, payroll data, benefit
levels and options, etc.).
E

2. For selected participants, verify re
levant participant file data by com
paring it to corroborative employer
records
(such as payrolls, employee
earnings
records,
personnel
files,
etc.).

E F

3. For selected employees, trace payroll
data to participant file data.

E F

4. Confirm participant file data with par
ticipants.

E

5. Review tests, if any, by the plan ad
ministrator of data submitted by em
ployees (for multi-employer plans).

E

6. Consider obtaining a special report
from employer auditors concerning the
application of procedures similar to
those described above.

G

7. With regard to actuarial valuations of
defined benefit plans:
a. Obtain information concerning the
professional
qualifications
and
reputation of the actuarial firm.
b. Obtain an understanding of the actu
ary's methods and assumptions.
c. Submit an inquiry
concerning:

to

the

actuary

(1) Whether the actuarial valuation
considers all pertinent provi
sions of the plan, including any
changes to the plan or other
events affecting the actuarial
calculations.
(2) Relationships between the actu
ary and the plan or an employer
which may impair the actuary's
objectivity.
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(3) Aggregate and selected individ
ual participant data amounts
used in the actuarial valua
tions.
(4) Whether the actuary has reviewed
the relevant portions of the fi
nancial statements and agrees
with such information as pre
sented.
d. Verify the accuracy and completeness
of the participant data used in the
actuarial valuations.
E F

8. With respect
plans:

to

defined

contribution

a. Verify that allocations of income or
loss,
investment appreciation or
depreciation,
administrative
ex
penses, and forfeitures have been
made in accordance with plan pro
visions.
b. Employer contributions
properly allocated.

have

been

c. Employee contributions have been
credited to the proper participant
account and investment medium.
d. Verify that the sum of individual
accounts reconciles with total net
assets available for benefits.
H. Review Procedures— Required Supplementary
Information
1. With regard to 10-year historical trend
information, inquire of management as
to the methods used in preparing the
information including:
a. Whether it is measured and presented
in accordance with the guidelines of
GASB.
b. Whether the methods of measurement
or presentation have been changed
from those of the prior period and
the reasons for such changes.
c. Any significant assumptions or in
terpretations underlying the mea
surement or presentation.
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2. Compare the information for consistency
with:
a. Management’s responses to the above
inquiries.
b. Audited financial statements.
c. Other knowledge obtained during the
examination of the financial state
ments.
3. Consider whether representations on
required
supplementary
information
should be included in the request for
the management representation letter.

____

4. Make additional inquiries if appli
cation of the above procedures in
dicates that the 10-year historical
trend information may not be measured
or presented in accordance with GASB
guidelines.

----

I. Overall Conclusion
1. In our opinion, we have obtained suf
ficient evidential matter to provide
reasonable assurance that:
a. The physical evidences of ownership
of investments reported in the fi
nancial statements (stock certifi
cates, bonds, notes, etc.) are on
hand or held in custody or safekeep
ing by others for account of the
client's pension trust funds;

----

b. Investments and the related income
are
properly
valued,
allocated,
classified and described in the fi
nancial statements;

____

c. Adequate disclosure has been made of
the pledging of any investments and
credit risks are properly disclosed
as required by GASB Statement No. 3;

____

d. Insurance contracts and accounts
established to fund employee bene
fits are appropriately reported in
the financial statements;

----
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e. The amounts received or due the plan
have been determined in accordance
with plan requirements and recorded
and reported in conformity with gen
erally accepted accounting prin
ciples, including the establishment
of an appropriate valuation allow
ance;

____ ____ ____

f. Benefit payment amounts conform to
plan provisions;

____ ____ ____

g. Financial statement representations
are consistent with actuarial find
ings;

____ ____ ____

h. Applicable
accounting
principles
have been consistently applied; and,

____ ____ ____

i. Required supplementary information
has been presented in accordance
with guidelines established for its
presentation and measurement;

____ ____ ____

Except as follows:

This audit program section has been completed in accordance with
firm policy.
Date
Done by
Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only. The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
XI. Financial Reporting
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A. The financial statements being reported upon are fairly
stated in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles consistently applied, including all required
disclosures, or in accordance with another comprehensive
basis of accounting. (Assertions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)
B. Our report on the examination is appropriately worded, and
in conformity with generally accepted auditing standards.

NOTE:

The letters preceding each of the above audit objec
tives serve as identification codes. These codes are presented
in the objective column when the audit step accomplishes the
specific audit objective.
If the letter appears in parenthe
sis, i.e., [A], [B], etc., the audit procedure only second
arily accomplishes the objective.

DONE
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Procedures:
A. Evaluation of Internal Control Structure
1. Review the documentation and conclu
sions resulting from the steps taken to
understand and test the internal con
trol structure policies, procedures,
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and records relevant to planning
audit of financial reporting.

the
____

2. Consider the understanding obtained of
the internal control structure, the as
sessed level of control risk (together
with assessment of inherent risk), and
the acceptable level of detection risk
to determine the nature, timing, and
extent of substantive tests.

____

3. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following the consideration of the
internal control structure and related
audit risks.

____

B. Analytical Procedures
1. Review the planning procedures appli
cable to analytical procedures per
formed on the financial statements and
consider the result of the procedures
in determining the nature, timing, and
extent of other audit procedures.

____

2. Revise the audit program, as appropri
ate, following consideration of the
results of the analytical procedures.

____

3. If analytical procedures are used for
substantive testing purposes, document
the basis for the expected relation
ship, the results of the comparison of
the recorded amount to the expectation,
and the results of the evaluation of
unexpected differences between the re
corded amount and the expectation.

____

C. Other Auditing Procedures
A

A

1. Obtain,
general
papers,
ger and

or prepare a trial balance of
ledger accounts for the working
trace balances to general led
foot the trial balance.

____

2. Review
client’s
year-end
adjusting
journal entries for unusual items.

____
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A

3. Post all adjusting and reclassification
journal entries that have properly been
approved by firm and client personnel
to the working papers, and give a copy
of appropriate entries to the client
for posting to the books.

A

4. Prepare a summary of passed adjustments
which reflects the net effect of such
adjustments on individual fund assets,
liabilities, equity, revenue, and ex
penditures. Determine if the overall
effect on each fund type is material
and state conclusion in summary.
Con
sider the need for additional audit
adjustments.

A

5. Extend trial balances
amounts
reported
in
statements.

A

6. Obtain confirmation
client's attorneys.

and compare to
the
financial

letters

from

the

a. Ascertain that replies received are
complete and that all contingencies
mentioned are considered for pos
sible disclosure in the financial
statements.
b. Obtain opinion as to compliance of
the budget adoption and approval
process.
A

7. Obtain signed minutes representation
letter and ascertain that we have re
ceived and reviewed all minutes listed
in the letter.

A

8. Obtain signed management representation
letter. Include appropriate reference
to budget adoption.

A

9. Examine the appropriate statements of
economic interests for purposes of re
view regarding any possible conflicts
of interest.
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A

A

B
A

10. Examine and schedule surety bonds. De
termine legal requirements with regard
to adequacy of coverage.

____

11. Ascertain that all required disclosures
are included in the financial state
ments or notes.
See AICPA Disclosure
Checklists for State and Local Govern
mental Units.

____

12. Ascertain that the independent audi
tors' report is appropriately worded.

____

13. Have the client review and approve the
final draft of the financial state
ments.

____

14. Make appropriate notations regarding
matters to be discussed with audit
partner, manager, or in-charge auditor.

____

D. Overall Conclusions
1. In our opinion, we have obtained suf
ficient and competent evidential matter
to provide reasonable assurance that:
a. The financial statements being re
ported upon are fairly stated in
accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles consistently
applied,
including
all
required
disclosures, or in accordance with
another comprehensive basis of ac
counting; and,
b. Our report on the audit is appropri
ately worded and in conformity with
generally accepted auditing stan
dards;
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Except as follows:

This audit program section has been completed in accordance with
firm policy.
Date
Done by
Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
XII. Budget Compliance
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
I. Audit Procedures to Test Budgetary Compliance
A. Examine evidence of monitoring process for
budgetary controls.
B. Review evidence of corrective action taken
on significant variations from budget
noted from the monitoring process.
C. Review documentation of interim changes to
budgeted reviews.
D. Compare prior year's actual expenditures
and revenues to current budget.
E. Compare interim budget reports with actual
results for evidence of noncompliance.
F. For any material excess of expenditures
over appropriations in individual funds:
1. Determine whether such excess consti
tutes a violation of law.
2. Determine whether such excess has ade
quately been disclosed.
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G. Review reconciliation
GAAP bases.

of

budgetary

and
____ __________

This audit program section has been completed in accordance with
firm policy.
Date
Done by
Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
XIII.

Subsequent Events
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A.

There are no significant unrecorded liabilities as of the
date of the balance sheet.
(Assertions 2, 3 and 5)

B.

The effect of any significant or unusual transactions
occurring during the period from the balance sheet date
to the date of our report is adequately considered or
disclosed in the financial statements.
(Assertions 1, 2,
4 and 5)

NOTE:
The letters preceding each of the above audit objec
tives serve as identification codes.
These codes are
presented in the objective column when the audit step
accomplishes the specific objective.
If the letter appears
in parenthesis, i.e., [A], [B], etc., the audit procedure
only secondarily accomplishes the objective.
DONE
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Procedures:
A. Review Procedures
1. For period following balance sheet
date, perform the following procedures
in the areas summarized below.
This
audit program is not to be considered
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an all-inclusive summary of procedures
to be performed but only a guide; the
industry, accounting procedures, and
internal control structure of the local
government should be considered in de
termining the nature and extent of the
review.
2. Attach a memorandum setting forth other
records reviewed, steps performed, and
your conclusions regarding the above
subsequent events review.
B. Scope of Review
From: _____________ (Audit Date)
To: _____________ (Report Date - Last
Date of Significant
Field Work)
A

1. For vouchers recorded in subsequent
period, account for all serial numbers
for subsequent period
(No. ______ to
No. _______ ) and examine vouchers over
$______________ for unrecorded liabili
ties.

A

2. For vendors' invoices in process of
being recorded at date of report, scan
invoices and examine invoices over
$_______________ for unrecorded liabil
ities.

A B

3. Check register:
a. Account for all checks issued
subsequent period (No. _________
No. _______ ).

in
to

b. Scan check register or numerical
check file in subsequent period for
amounts over $____________ not sup
ported by voucher.
c. Examine
support
for
items
over
$____________ noted in 3.b. for un
recorded liabilities.
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B

B

B

A B

A B

4. Review interim financial statements for
period subsequent to balance sheet date
and relate them to statements being
reported on as well as to statements
for comparable prior periods. Investi
gate any significant differences, re
sults, events, or changes in accounting
method.

____

5. Review all journal entries and scan
general ledger for subsequent period
for any large ($__________ ) or unusual
entries and obtain explanation of en
tries noted.

____

6. Review cash receipts summaries and re
view cash receipts data not entered in
cash receipts summary for the subse
quent period for large ($__________ ) or
unusual items and obtain explanation.

____

7. Review minutes of governing body and
important committee meetings.
(Note:
Where minutes have not been prepared in
final form, obtain draft copies or in
quire as to what transpired in the
meetings.)

____

8. Inquire of responsible officials as to
the following items (attach memorandum
or comments regarding significant mat
ter discussed):
a. Receivables:
(1) Exceptional bad debt losses.

____

b. Property and equipment:
(1) Purchase or sale of major plant/
equipment.

____

(2) Commitments or plans for major
purchases or sales of plant/
equipment.

____

(3) Loss of plant/equipment due to
fires, abandonment, etc.

____
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c. Liabilities:
(1) New borrowings, including impor
tant covenants agreed to in con
nection therewith.
(2) Liabilities in dispute or being
contested, such as creditors'
invoices.
d. Litigation:
(1) Pending lawsuits and/or settle
ments of lawsuits.
(2) Wage negotiations or strikes in
progress or pending.
(3) Penalties assessed (such as en
vironmental type penalties).
(4) Loss of significant grant funds
or notices of potential disal
lowances .
e . Other matters:
(1) Changes in accounting
financial policies.

and/or

(2) Illegal acts.
(3) Others (list as applicable):

9. Make appropriate notations regarding
matters to be discussed with audit

partner, manager, or in-charge auditor.
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C. Overall Conclusions
1. In our opinion, we have obtained suffi
cient and competent evidential matter
to provide reasonable assurance that:
a. There are no significant unrecorded
liabilities as of the date of the
balance sheet; and,

____ ____ ____

b. The effect of any significant and/or
unusual transactions occurring dur
ing the period from the balance
sheet date to the date of our report
is adequately considered and/or dis
closed in the financial statements;
Except as follows:

This audit program section has been completed in accordance with
firm policy.
Date
Done by

Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only.
The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
XIV. Federal Financial Assistance (Single Audit)
Financial Statement Assertions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Existence or occurrence.
Completeness.
Rights and obligations.
Valuation or allocation.
Presentation and disclosure.

Objectives:
A. The financial statements of the entity are presented
conformity with GAAP. (Assertions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)

in

B. The local government’s internal control structure provides
reasonable assurance that it is managing Federal and state
financial assistance programs in compliance with applicable
laws and regulations.
(Assertions 1 and 2)
C. The local government has complied with laws and regulations
that have a material effect on the financial statements and
on each major federal financial assistance program.
(As
sertions 1, 2 and 3)
NOTE:
The letters preceding each of the above audit objec
tives serve as identification codes. These codes are presented
in the objective column when the audit step accomplishes the
specific objective.
If the letter appears in parenthesis,
i.e., [A], [B], etc., the audit procedure only secondarily ac
complishes the objective.
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Procedures:
A. Audit Planning
1. Review applicable laws, regulations,
and other references governing perform
ance of the single audit of Federal fi
nancial assistance (see Section 5610) .

____

2. Obtain a copy of the local government’s
single audit report from the preceding
year.
Make note of Federal programs,
reportable conditions relating to the
internal control structure, and any
compliance findings.
Obtain copy of
client’s corrective action plan.
De
termine if any state programs are to be
included in the audit scope.

____

3. Review and discuss with responsible
local government officials the proce
dures used to administer Federal pro
grams.

____

4. Obtain a schedule of Federal financial
assistance, reconcile the schedule to
the general accounting records, and:
a. Determine that the schedule includes
all types of Federal assistance as
defined by OMB Circular A-128, para
graph 5.b .

____

b. Determine that the schedule reports
Federal "programs," not individual
grants.
Federal programs are de
fined in the Catalog of Federal Do
mestic Assistance.

____

c. Determine the entity for Single Au
dit purposes.

____

d. Where appropriate contact the cogni
zant agency and receive input on
important areas.

____

e. Determine that the schedule shows at
a minimum:
(1) The program title and the CFDA
number for each program, unless
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the program is not included in
the Catalog of Federal Domestic
Assistance.
Those programs not
included in the Catalog should
be shown as other Federal as
sistance;
(2) Total expenditures for each Fed
eral program by grantor, depart
ment, or agency; and,
(3) Total Federal financial
tance expenditures.

assis

5. Rank the federal programs in descending
order by expenditure amount, determine
the major program threshold, and iden
tify the major Federal financial assis
tance programs.
6. For testing internal controls:
If ex
penditures for all major programs do
not exceed 50 percent of total Federal
financial assistance program expendi
tures, or if the local government has
no major Federal financial assistance
programs, select the largest nonmajor
programs until at least 50 percent of
total Federal financial assistance ex
penditures are included.
7. Review samples selected during tests of
the internal control structure and the
audit of the general purpose financial
statements and identify nonmajor pro
gram transactions included therein.
8. Prepare a working paper showing the
Federal programs to be subjected to
further auditing procedures and indi
cate the nature of the procedures to be
applied to each program.
Such proce
dures may include:
a." Obtaining an understanding” of the
internal control structure policies
and procedures relevant to the pro
grams administered (required for all
Federal programs; however, see PCIE
Position Statement No. 3 that pro
vides for the rotation of nonmajor
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programs on a 3-year basis for pur
poses of obtaining an understanding
of the internal control structure).

____

b. Internal control structure evalua
tion (required for all major pro
grams and nonmajor programs selected
pursuant to the ”50 percent rule”) .

____

c. Program compliance review (required
for all major programs to determine
compliance with laws and regulations
material in effect to the respective
program).

____

d. Transaction compliance review (re
quired for nonmajor program trans
action selected for testing as a
result of the audit of the general
purpose financial statements).

____

9.While testing internal controls, obtain
an understanding of the possible ef
fects on each major program (and the
largest nonmajor programs if the 50%
rule must be applied) of applicable
program laws, rules, and regulations.
Document this understanding by listing
those
laws,
rules,
and regulations
which may have a material effect on the
allowability of program expenditures in
the event of substantial noncompliance.
These
laws,
rules,
and regulations
shall be considered during the evalua
tions of administrative controls, tests
of transactions, and other procedures
deemed necessary (e.g., tests of com
pliance with matching requirements).

____

10. Determine if the local government has
an indirect cost allocation plan.

____

11. Determine the extent to which grantor
funds have been disbursed to subrecipi
ents.

____

12. Discuss with client the format desired
for the Single Audit Report (included
in the CAFR, separate Single Audit Re
port, etc.).

____
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B. Internal Control Structure Evaluation
1. Identify the significant categories of
internal controls.
2. For major and nonmajor programs obtain
an understanding of the internal con
trol structure policies and procedures
relevant to the programs administered.
(Note:
PCIE Statements 2 and 3 permit
obtaining an understanding of the in
ternal control structure for nonmajor
programs on a 3-year cycle.)
3. For major programs (and selected non
major programs selected pursuant to the
"50 percent rule"), perform tests of
controls to evaluate the effectiveness
of the design and operation of the
internal control structure policies and
procedures relevant to preventing or
detecting material noncompliance with:
a. Specific Requirements:
For example
of common procedures which should be
evaluated as part of a basis for
issuing an opinion on compliance
with laws and regulations applicable
to
Federal
financial
assistance
programs, see AAM section 4600.
(1) Types of services allowed or not
a 1lowed;

____

(2) Eligibility;

____

(3) Matching, level
earmarking;

of

effort,

or
____

(4) Reporting;

____

(5) Special tests and provisions.

____

b. General Requirements:
For examples
of common control procedures which
should be evaluated as part of a
basis for issuing an opinion on com
pliance with laws and regulations
applicable to federal financial as
sistance programs, see AAM section
4600.
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(1) Civil rights;

____

(2) Political activity;

____

(3) Cash management;

____

(4) Davis-Bacon Act;

____

(5) Relocation assistance and real
property management;

____

(6) Federal financial reports;

____

(7) Allowable costs/cost principles;

____

(8) Drug-Free Workplace Act;

____

(9) Administrative requirements.

____

c. Revise audit program as appropriate.

____

C. Compliance Procedures

A [C]

1. For selected grants determine that
grant receipts were properly recorded,
classified, and that reguests were in
compliance with grant conditions.

____

a. Review receipts issued shortly be
fore and shortly after year-end to
determine that all cash collected
has been recorded in the proper pe
riod.

____

2. For each major Federal and state pro
gram, select a sample of expenditures
charged and determine whether:
a. Expenditures appeared reasonable and
necessary for the program;

____

b. Expenditures
were
for
allowable
charges under the terms of the pro
gram and were adequately documented;

____

c. Expenditures were properly author
ized and recorded as to program,
account, amount, and period;

____
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C

C

d. Records document that those who re
ceived services or benefits were
eligible to receive them.

____

e. Expenditures were in accordance with
the provisions of OMB Compliance
Supplement for Single Audits of
State and Local Governments appli
cable to the particular transaction;

____

f . Expenditures were in accordance with
the provisions of OMB Circular A-87
applicable to the particular trans
action;

____

g. Expenditures were in accordance with
the provisions of OMB Circular A-102
and the "Common Rule" to the extent
applicable to the grantor and the
particular transaction; and,

____

h. Expenditures were in accordance with
applicable State laws and program
requirements.

____

3. For each major Federal and state pro
gram and selected nonmajor Federal pro
grams, as applicable, perform general
(see supplemental audit program on gen
eral requirements) and specific compli
ance tests. List programs and attach
separate work programs based on the
Compliance Supplement for Single Audits
of State and Local Governments or other
sources (grants agreements, etc.):
a . ______________________________________

____

b. ______________________________________

____

c . ______________________________________

____

d. ______________________________________

____

4. Determine that nonmajor program trans
actions tested as part of the audit of
the general purpose financial state
ments comply with the laws and regula
tions applicable to each of the respec
tive transactions. This includes the
following:
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a. Expenditures appeared reasonable and
necessary for the program;
b. Expenditures
were
for
allowable
charges under the terms of the
program and were adequately docu
mented ;
c. Expenditures were properly author
ized and recorded as to account,
amount, and period.
d. Records document that those who re
ceived services or benefits were
eligible to receive them; and,
e. Amounts were determined according to
Circular A-87 and Circular A-102.
D. Test of Subrecipient Compliance
1. If the local government does not pass
through federal monies to subrecipients
(receiving at least $25,000) of Federal
programs, check here ____ and omit the
balance of this section.
C

2. Determine all subrecipients
at least $25,000.

C

3. Review the local government’s controls
established to monitor that the subre
cipient spent the Federal funds in com
pliance with applicable laws and regu
lations.
(OMB Circulars A-87, A-102,
and A-128)

c

4. Determine that the local government
monitored the subrecipient audit re
ports (the subrecipient must have met
the audit requirements of A-110 or
A-128)
or has taken any corrective
measures required.

receiving

E . Property
A

1. For selected property items acquired
with grant funds, review the property
records to determine that the records
include a description of the property,
a serial number or other identification
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number, the source of the property, who
holds title, acquisition date, cost,
location, use and condition of the
property, percentage of Federal parti
cipation, and disposition data.
2. Determine that title to the property
has been properly recorded in the gov
ernment' s name.
3. Determine that a physical inventory of
property is taken and reconciled to the
property records at least once every
two years.
4. For property dispositions, review sup
porting documentation to ascertain the
conditions of disposition and determine
that any required settlements have been
made with the awarding agency.
F. Reporting on Federal and State Financial
Assistance
1. Determine that we have requested con
firmation letters from the client’s
attorneys which included references to
the Single Audit. Ascertain that re
plies are complete and that all contin
gencies are mentioned, as well as any
issues of noncompliance with Federal
regulations, are considered for pos
sible disclosure in the Single Audit
Report.
2. Determine that the signed management
representation letter(s) contained re
ferences regarding Single Audit rep
resentations.
3. If the local government requests that
the Report on Federal and State Finan
cial Assistance be included with their
annual financial statements, prepare
the Independent Auditor' s Report on
such financial statements and determine
that it is appropriately worded and
dated.
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4. If the client requests a separate Re
port on Federal and State (if appli
cable) Financial Assistance, prepare
the Independent Auditor's Report on the
schedule of Federal and State financial
assistance.

____

5. Prepare the schedule of findings and
questioned costs.
(See Appendix D.)

____

6. Prepare the Independent Auditor's Re
port on the internal control structure
based on an evaluation made as part of
the audit of the general purpose finan
cial statements.

____

7. Prepare the Independent Auditor's Re
port on Internal Control Structure Used
in Administering Federal Financial A s 
sistance Programs required by the Sin
gle Audit Act.

____

8. Prepare the Independent Auditor's Re
port on compliance with laws and regu
lations that may have a material effect
on the general purpose financial state
ments.

____

9. Prepare the Independent Auditor's Re
ports on compliance required by the
Single Audit Act.

____

10. Review the Single Audit Report draft
with appropriate local government of
ficials.

____

G. Overall Conclusion
1. In our opinion, we have obtained suf
ficient and competent evidential matter
to provide reasonable assurance that:
a. The local government has complied
with laws and regulations that may
have a material effect upon the
financial statements;
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b. That the local government’s internal
control structure provides reason
able assurance that the local gov
ernment is managing its Federal pro
grams according to the applicable
laws and regulations;

---- ---------

c. That the local government has com
plied with laws and regulations that
may have a material effect upon each
major Federal program, according to
generally accepted auditing stan
dards, the provisions of Government
Auditing Standards. promulgated by
the U.S. General Accounting Office,
as they pertain to financial audits,
the Single Audit Act of 1984 (Pub.
Law No. 95-502) the provisions of
the
Office
of
Management
and
Budget's Circular No. A-128, Audits
of State and Local Governments, and
the Compliance Supplement for Single
Audits of State and Local Govern
ments, except as follows:

____ ____ ____

This audit program section has been completed in accordance with
firm policy.
Date

Done by

Reviewed by
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The material included in this section is presented
for illustrative purposes only. The illustrative au
dit objectives and illustrative audit procedures are
neither all-inclusive nor are they prescribed mini
mums.
The illustrative audit procedures are numbered
merely to organize the materials; those numbers are
not intended to imply completeness or a prescribed
sequence.
The nature, extent and timing of the au
diting procedures to be applied on a particular en
gagement are a matter of professional judgment to be
determined by the auditor based on the specific facts
and circumstances.
XV. Financial Assistance Supplement
A. Test of General Compliance Requirements
1. Political Activity
Compliance Requirement— Federal funds cannot be used for
partisan political activity of any kind by any person or
organization involved in the administration of feder
ally-assisted programs. (Hatch Act ( 5 U.S.C. 1501-1508)
and Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970 as amended
by Title VI of the Civil Service Reform Act (Public Law
95-454, Section 4728)).
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Auditing Procedures
a. Test the expenditures and related
records for indications of lobbying
activities, publications, or other
materials intended for influencing
legislation or similar type costs.

____

b. Test the personnel and payroll rec
ords, and identify persons whose
responsibilities or activities in
clude political activity.

____

c. Test whether the above costs, if any
exist, are charged, directly or in
directly, to federally-assisted pro
grams.

____
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2. Davis-Bacon Act
Compliance Requirement— When required by the Federal
grant program legislation, all laborers and mechanics
employed by contractors or subcontractors to work on
construction projects financed by Federal assistance
must be paid wages not less than those established for
the locality of the project by the Secretary of Labor.
(40 Stat. 1494, Mar. 3, 1921, Chap. 411, 40 U.S.C.
276A-276A-5)
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Auditing Procedures
a. Identify the programs involving con
struction activities.

----

b. Review selected construction con
tracts and subcontracts and deter
mine whether they contain provisions
requiring the payment of "prevail
ing" wages.

____

c. Review the Government's system for
monitoring applicable contractors
and subcontractors with respect to
payment of prevailing wages and
evaluate for adequacy.

----

d. Review the monitoring system for
contracts for selected programs and
determine whether there is adherence
to prescribed procedures.

____

e. For Governments who have not devel
oped a system, or whose system is
not operating effectively:
(1)

(2)

Obtain the "local" DOL wage de
termination from the recipient,
the architect/engineer
(A/E)
managing the project, or DOL.

____

Obtain from the auditee payroll
registers of the construction
company and test to determine
whether wages paid conform to
the prevailing wages.

____
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3. Civil Rights
Compliance Requirement— No person shall, on the grounds
of race, color, national origin, age, or handicap, be
excluded from participation in or be subjected to
discrimination in any program or activity funded, in
whole or in part, by Federal funds.
Discrimination on
the basis of sex or religion is also prohibited in some
Federal programs. (Age— 42 U.S.C. 6101 et seq.; Race— 42
U.S.C. 2000d; Handicap— 29 U.S.C. 794.)

DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
Auditing Procedures
a. Determine whether the governmental
unit has announced a formal policy
of nondiscrimination.
b. For recipients employing 15 or more
persons, ascertain whether a person
has been designated to oversee civil
rights compliance.
c. Ascertain from the grant agree
ment(s) whether any of the programs
contain prohibitions against dis
crimination on the basis of sex or
religion.
d. Ascertain the number of complaints
filed with Federal, State and/or
local agencies responsible for en
suring nondiscrimination in govern
ment programs during the fiscal
year, the status of unresolved com
plaints or investigations and the
actions taken on resolved complaints
or completed investigations.
e. Ascertain whether programs contain
prohibitions against discrimination
in employment; for those programs
(1) review the annual report filed
with the Equal Employment Oppor
tunity Commission (EEOC), if any and
(2) ascertain the number of com
plaints or completed investigations;
and, (3) review the status of unre
solved complaints or investigations
and the actions taken on unresolved
complaints or completed investiga
tions.
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DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
f. Determine whether facilities
fi
nanced by Federal funds that are
required to be located in a nondiscriminatory manner are so lo
cated.
g. Obtain representation and/or attor
ney letters to determine if any
civil rights suits have been adjudi
cated or are pending.

---- ---- ----

4. Cash Management
Compliance Requirement — Grantee financial management
systems shall include procedures to minimize the time
elapsed between the transfer of funds from the U.S.
Treasury and disbursement of funds by the Grantee.
Advances made by primary recipients to secondary
recipients shall conform substantially to the same
standards of timing and amount as apply to advances by
Federal agencies to primary recipient organizations.
(OMB Circular A-102; Intergovernmental Cooperation Act
of 1968, P.L. 90-577 (sec. 403), as amended by P.L.
96-470, Title I, Section 10-1 (b)).

DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
Auditing Procedures
a. Review the Government's cash fore
casting process and evaluate for
adequacy.1

____ ____ ____

b. Review the Government's system for
requesting Federal funds and evalu
ate whether it is adequate to keep
Federal Cash disbursements limited
to the Government's immediate needs.

____ ____ ____

c. For selected grant programs, deter
mine dates and amounts for selected
advances, drawdowns, and other re-

1For purposes of the compliance supplement, adequacy can be
interpreted as providing a reasonable assurance that the system or
procedures, if followed, will result in the intended event or
action occurring.
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DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
ceipts of Federal funds and compare
to the dates the funds were dis
bursed or checks were presented to
the banks for payment.

____ ____ ____

d. For the same programs, evaluate the
size of the balances in relation to
the program's needs.

____ ____ ____

e. Review the Government's system for
monitoring advances and payment re
quests
by
secondary
recipients.
Evaluate whether the system is suf
ficient to limit payments to amounts
needed to meet immediate cash re
quirements.

____ ____ ____

f . Review
ted by
if the
excess
why.

____ ____ ____

selected cash reports submit
subrecipients and determine
reports show large amounts of
cash.
If they do, ascertain

5. Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition
Compliance Requirements
Federal aid programs may require the acquisition of
property by a public agency and subsequent displacement
of households and businesses.
Grant recipients acquiring property in the administra
tion of Federal aid must carryout certain actions sys
tematically, e.g., have property appraised in presence
of owner, review appraisals, set price and negotiate
settlements. Similarly, when displacements (relocations)
are involved, the recipient must, for example, provide
assistance systematically in locating replacement hous
ing, assure that it meets acceptable standards and main
tain records on all acquisitions and displacements (Uni
form Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition
Policies Act of 1970 (URA) (Public Law 91-646 as amended
by the Uniform Relocation Act Amendments of 1987, Title
IV of the Surface Transportation and Relocation Act
of 1987 (1987 Amendments) Public Law 100-17, 101 Stat.
246-256 (See Common Rule Appendix B ) .
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DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
Auditing Procedures
a. Ascertain whether the recipient is
administering a Federal or feder
ally assisted program that involves
the acquisition of property or the
displacement of households or busi
nesses by a public agency.

____ ____ ____

b. Review the organization’s system for
compliance with relocation assis
tance and real property acquisition
requirements and evaluate for ade
quacy.

____ ____ ____

c. Review the monitoring system for
relocation and acquisition activity
for selected programs and determine
whether there is adherence to the
prescribed procedures.

____ ____ ____

6. Federal Financial Reports
Compliance Requirement— Most Federal programs require
the periodic submission of financial reports that fall
within one or more of the following three categories.
The special requirement for each grant program is
presented in the Reporting Requirements (III-D) section
for that program.
The suggested audit procedures are
provided below to facilitate the requirements for the
auditor to comment on completeness and accuracy [Section
.41 “Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and
Cooperative Agreements to State and Local Governments"
(Common Rule) and Treasury Circular 1075 “Withdrawal of
Cash from the Treasury for Advances under Federal Grant
and other Programs"]:
a. Section .41,
“Uniform
Administrative
Require
ments for Grants and Cooperative Agreements to State
and Local Governments,” list four required financial
reports that apply to most of the programs described
in this document.
(1) Financial Status Report (SF 269 or SF 269A)—
Reports status of funds for all nonconstruction
programs.
(2) Request for Advance or Reimbursement (SF 270)—
Request funds for nonconstruction programs when
advance letter of credit or predetermined ad
vance payments are not used.
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(3) Outlay Report and Request for Reimbursement for
Construction Programs (SF 271) — Requests for
reimbursements and reports status of funds for
construction programs.
(4) Federal Cash Transaction (SF 272)— Reports cash
transactions and balances for Grantees receiving
cash by letter of credit or treasury checks.
b. Treasury Circular 1075 lists two alternative
management reports, one of which applies to
program financed through letters-of-credit:
(1) Request for Payment on Letter of
Status of Funds Report (SF 183).

Credit

cash
each
and

(2) Payment Voucher on letter of Credit (TFS 5041).
c. Certain Federal agencies have received OMB approval
to adapt the above reports or require other finan
cial reports to meet their particular program needs.
DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
Auditing Procedures
(1) Review the procedures for pre
paring the Federal financial
reports and evaluate for ade
quacy.

_______________

(2) Sample Federal financial re
ports for each material program
and review for completeness of
submission.

_________

(3) Trace data to the supporting
documentation,
i.e.,
work
sheets, ledgers, etc.

____ ____ ____

(4) Review adjustments made to the
general ledger amounts in the
report affecting Federal pro
grams and evaluate for propri
ety.

____ ____ ____

____

7. Allowable Costs/Cost Principles
Compliance Requirement (Direct and Indirect Costs)
The cost of a federally-supported program is comprised
of the allowable direct cost of the program plus its
allocable portion of allowable indirect costs less
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applicable credits.
Federal cost principles are
designed to provide that federally-assisted programs
bear their fair share of recognized costs as determined
by allowable cost principles.
No provision for profit
or other increment above cost is intended.
OMB Circular No. A-87, "Cost Principles for State and
Local Governments," establishes principles and standards
for determining costs applicable to grants, contracts,
and other agreements with State and local governments
and federally-recognized Indian Tribal governments.
A
cost is allowable for Federal reimbursement only to the
extent of benefits received by Federal programs, and
costs must meet the basic guidelines of allowability,
reasonableness, allocability and remain the net of all
applicable credits.
[OMB Circular No. A-87 is issued under the authority of
the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, as amended; the
Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950, as amend
ed; Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1920; and, Executive
Order 11541.]
DONE
WP
BY DATE R E F .
Auditing Procedures
For transactions selected by the au
ditor which involve Federal funds,
determine whether the costs meet the
criteria set forth in the "Basic Guide
lines" of Circular A-87, Attachment A,
paragraph C, i.e., that the cost is:
a. Necessary and reasonable for the
performance and administration of
the Federal program and be allocable
thereto under the provisions of the
Circular.

____ ____ ____

b. Authorized or not prohibited under
State or local laws or regulations.
Certain costs require specific ap
proval by the grantor agency while
some costs are not allowable as set
forth in Circular A-87, Attachment
A.

_______________

c. Conforms to any limitations or ex
clusions set forth in Circular A-87,
or limitations in the program agree
ment or specific requirements in the
program regulations.

____ ____ ____
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DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
d. Given consistent treatment with po
licies, regulations and procedures
applied uniformly to Federal and
non-Federal activities of the gov
ernmental unit.

_______________

e. Given consistent accounting treat
ment within and between accounting
periods and not allocable to or in
cluded as a direct cost of a Federal
program if the same or similar costs
are allocated to the Federal program
as an indirect cost.

____ ____ ____

f . Determined in accordance with gener
ally accepted accounting principles.

____ ____ ____

g. Not included as a cost or used to
meet cost sharing requirements of
other federally-supported activity
of the current or prior period.

_______________

h. Net of all applicable credits, e.g.,
volume or cash discounts, refunds,
rental
income,
trade-ins,
scrap
sales, direct billings (in the case
of indirect cost), etc.

_______________

i. Supported by underlying documenta
tion,
e.g.,
time and attendance
payroll records, time and effort
records for employees charged to
more than one activity, approved
purchase orders, receiving reports,
vendor invoices, cancelled checks,
etc., as appropriate, and is cor
rectly charged as to program, ac
count, amount and period.

____ _________

Compliance Requirement (Indirect Costs Only)
In order to get reimbursed for indirect costs or
centralized services, recipients must prepare cost
allocation plans
(CAP)
and/or indirect cost rate
proposals (IDCRP) that provide a basis for allocating
indirect costs to Federal programs.
Each State, State
department and major local unit of government, as well
as any other organization specifically requested to do
so, must submit its CAP/IDCRP to its cognizant agency
for approval. Other unlisted organizations must prepare
the appropriate plans/proposals and maintain them on
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file for later review but may use their results in the
meantime.
CAPs and IDCRPs are usually prepared on a prospective
basis using actual financial data from a prior year or
budgeted data for the current year.
When the actual
costs for the year are determined the difference between
the originally proposed costs and the actual costs are
either carried forward to a subsequent CAP/IDCRP or
adjusted with the granting Federal agency on a retro
active basis. In cases where fixed rates are determined
and approved by the cognizant Federal agency, subsequent
adjustments are not made.
There are three types of plans/proposals:
•

State and Local Government-Wide Cost Allocation
Plans — which describe the methods to be used for
billing centralized services (such as computer cen
ters, fringe benefits, motor pools, etc.) to indi
vidual user organizations/activities (referred to as
Section II costs) and which allocate the costs of
unbilled central services (such as accounting, per
sonnel, etc.) to the individual user departments or
activities (Section I costs).

•

Departmental or Local Indirect Cost Rate Proposals—
which combine the billed or allocated costs (if any)
from the Statewide or local-wide plan with the
departmental or local level indirect costs and
compute an indirect cost rate(s) to be used in
charging indirect costs to direct programs and
activities.

•

Public Assistance Cost Allocations Plans — which
describe the methods to be used to allocate State-or
local-wide allocated or billed indirect costs and
departmental indirect, administrative, and operating
costs of State or local welfare or human services
organizations to the Medicaids, Food Stamps, Child
Welfare programs, etc.
These plans are required by
the terms of 45 CFR Part 95 which incorporates
Circular A-87 by reference and are required to be
revised and submitted to the Federal Government
whenever an organizational or programmatic change
invalidates the currently-approved approach.

Audit procedures must be tailored according to the size
and type of organization being reviewed.
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DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
Auditing Procedures

(General)

Determine whether indirect costs or
centralized or administrative services
are being charged to Federal awards.
If not, the rest of this section does
not apply.
If such costs are being
charged,
the
following
guidelines
should be followed:
a. Obtain and read the current
and/or Negotiation Agreement
determine the types of rates
procedures required.

CAP
and
and
____

b. Select a sample of claims for re
imbursement submitted to the Federal
agency and determine if the amounts
charged and rates used are in accor
dance with the plan and if rates are
being properly applied to the appro
priate base.

____

c. Determine whether the CAPs or IDCRPs
have been approved by the appropri
ate Federal agency and whether or
not the resultant rates or amounts
charged are final or are still open
to adjustment or revision, either
immediately or as a carryover ad
justment in a future period.
If
approved and final, the results of
the audit work shall be reflected,
if appropriate, in recommendations
for future procedural improvements.

____

d. Review on a test basis supporting
documentation to determine whether:
(1) The indirect cost pool or cen
tralized service costs contain
only items that are consistent
with the applicable cost prin
ciples and negotiated agree
ments.
(2) The methods of allocating the
costs are in accordance with the
provisions of Circular A-87,
other applicable regulations and
negotiated agreements.
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DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
(3) Statistical data (e.g., square
footage, population, operating
time, miles driven, case counts,
salaries and wages) in the pro
posed allocation or rate bases
are reasonable, updated as ne
cessary and do not contain any
material omissions.
(4) Time studies or time and effort
reports (where and if utilized)
are mathematically and statis
tically accurate, are implement
ed as approved, and are based on
the actual effort devoted to the
various functional and program
matic activities to which the
salary
and
wage
costs
are
charged.
(5) The indirect costs charged to
Federal programs are supported
by amounts recorded in the ac
counting records from which the
most recently-issued financial
statements were prepared.
(6) Other adjustments are made to
compensate
for
differences
between actual and estimated
costs of fiscal years.
Auditing
Procedures — State-Wide
Local-Wide Plans

and

a. For
Section
II
(direct
billed)
services, determine whether:
(1) The rate basis
includes all
users and treats them in a con
sistent manner.
(2) Any retained earning or unex
pended earnings (including re
serves) are present and, if so,
determine:
(a) if they have
been computed in accordance with
the applicable cost principles,
(b) if they are excessive in
amount, and (c) whether a refund
has been made to the Federal
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DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
Government for its fair share of
any amounts thereof which have
been removed (transferred out)
or borrowed from the fund.

____ ____ ____

(3) Fringe
benefit
allocations,
charges or rates deal fairly
with differing levels, if any,
of benefits provided to dif
ferent classes of employees.

____ ____ ____

(4) Independent actuarial studies
appropriate for self-insurance
programs and certain type of
fringe benefit programs are per
formed and, if so, are kept cur
rent.

____ ____ ____

b. Costs chargeable directly to Federal
grants or any other direct activity
(including any costs required for
matching or cost sharing) have been
excluded from the pool of indirect
costs and been included in the base.

____ ____ ____

c. The users of services are billed in
a consistent manner and billing
rates (or charges) have been adjust
ed to eliminate profits and unallow
able costs.

____ ____ ____

8. Drug-Free Workplace Act
Compliance Requirement
All grantees receiving grants, including cooperative
agreements, from any Federal agency must certify that
they will provide a drug-free workplace, or, in the case
of a grantee who is an individual, certify to the agency
that his or her conduct of grant activity will be drugfree. Making the required certification has been a pre
condition of receiving a grant from a Federal agency
since March 18, 1989. Every grantee, except a State or
State agency, is required to make this certification for
each grant. A State or a State agency may elect to make
a single annual certification to each Federal agency
from which it obtains grants if the Federal agency has
designated a central location for submission.
The grantee certifies that it will provide a drug-free
workplace by:
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a. Publishing a policy statement notifying employees
that the unlawful manufacture, distribution, dis
pensing, possession or use of a controlled substance
is prohibited in the grantee’s workplace and speci
fying the actions that will be taken against employ
ees for violation of such prohibition;
b. Establishing an ongoing drug-free awareness program
to inform employees about:
•

The dangers of drug abuse in the workplace;

•

The grantee’s policy of maintaining a drug-free
workplace;

•

Any available drug counseling, rehabilitation,
and employee assistance programs; and,

•

The penalties that may be imposed upon employees
for drug abuse violations occurring in the
workplace;

c. Making it a requirement that each employee to be
engaged in the performance of the grant be given a
copy of the statement required by paragraph a;
d. Notifying the employee in the statement required by
paragraph a. that, as a condition of employment
under the grant, the employee will:
•

Abide by the terms of the statement; and

•

Notify the employer in writing of any criminal
drug statute conviction for a violation occur
ring in the workplace no later than five calen
dar days after such conviction;

e. Notifying the agency in writing within ten calendar
days after receiving notice under subparagraph
(d) (2) from an employee or otherwise receiving
actual notice of such conviction;
f. Taking one of the following actions, within 30 cal
endar days of receiving notice under subparagraph
(d)(2), with respect to any employee who is so con
victed:
Taking appropriate personnel action against such
an employee, up to and including termination; or
Requiring such employee to participate satis
factorily in a drug abuse assistance or rehabil
itation program approved for such purposes by a
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Federal, State, or local health, law enforce
ment, or other appropriate agency.
[Public Law 100-690 Title V, Subtitle D, 41 USC 701
et se q .]

DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
Auditing Procedures
a. Determine through discussions with
employees and written communications
to employees whether the grantee has
taken action to provide a copy of
the policy statement to each employ
ee engaged in the performance of a
grant.
b. Ascertain whether the statement con
tains all the necessary notifica
tions.
c. Determine whether the grantee had
established an ongoing drug-free
awareness program which meets the
requirements outlined above.
d. Determine whether the report made to
Federal grantor agencies on convic
tion of employees is filed and com
plete.
e. Test a sample of employee files and
determine whether the report made to
Federal grantor agencies on convic
tions of employees is complete and
if convictions were reported within
10 calendar days after the employer
received any notice of an employee's
conviction.
f. Ascertain whether the grantee took
the required personnel or treatment
referral action within 30 calendar
days after receiving notice of an
employee conviction.
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9. Administrative Requirements
Federal assistance programs, with certain exceptions,
are subject to the provisions of ’’Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements to
State and Local Governments" (Common R u l e ) . The Common
Rule does not apply to grants and subgrants to State and
local institutions of higher education or State and
local hospitals; block grants authorized by the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981; entitlement grants
and other grants or payment programs specified in the
Common Rule.
These exceptions are specified in the
Common Rule under the Applicability provisions of
Subpart A.
Three Common Rule administrative requirements, financial
reporting, cost principles and cash management princi
ples, are covered elsewhere in this section. The audi
tor should also consider those common agency administra
tive requirements listed below from Subpart C of the
Common Rule. Agency regulations for those grant program
requirements not covered by the Common Rule are address
ed in departmental regulations.
•

Interest earned on advances

•

Period of availability of funds

•

Program income

•

Real property

•

Equipment

•

Supplies

•

Subawards to debarred and suspended parties

•

Procurement

•

Subgrants

•

Revolving fund repayments

DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
Auditing Procedures
a. Determine the applicable administra
tive requirements that are material
to the Federal awards.
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____ ____ ____

DONE
WP
BY DATE REF.
b. Review and evaluate internal con
trols in the administrative areas
selected for review.

____ ____ ____

c. Test transactions for compliance.

____ ____ ____

This audit program section has been completed in accordance with
firm policy.
Date
Done by
Reviewed by
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Appendix A — Auditing and Reporting Concerns
During an audit engagement, the auditor should be aware that
often there are signals that may indicate a potential audit or
reporting problem. Some signals or indicators may suggest the need
to modify audit procedures.
Listed below are examples of indicators the auditor may
encounter in an audit of a governmental unit.
It should be noted
that the existence of a particular indicator does not necessarily
mean there is a problem requiring extended audit procedures.
The
list, however, should be considered by the auditor in performing
analytical procedures and in designing his/her audit procedures.
Items Highlighted Through Review of Financial Ratios or Statistics
•

•

•

Revenue-based indicators:
—

Decreasing value of taxable property.

—

Increasing
levy.

—

Increasing ratios of maximum legal tax rates.

—

Increasing ratios of actual revenues below budgets.

—

Litigation
actions.

ratios

of

relative

delinquent

to

taxes

equalization

to

of

total

tax

assessment

Expenditure-based indicators:
—

Increasing excesses of expenditures over revenues.

—

Increasing incidence of actual expenditures in excess
of budgets.

—

Continuing increases in amount
benefits of pension programs.

of

unfunded

vested

Cash management indicators:
—

Increasing
ments.

—

Increasing amounts of unpaid current obligations.

—

amounts

of

aggregate

short-term

invest

Decreasing income from short-term investments (that are

not a result of falling interest rates).
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•

Debt Indicators:
—

Increasing ratio of bond indebtedness to total property
value.

—

Increasing need
requirements.

—

Increasing use
expenditures.

—

Increasing amount of short-term borrowing
unpaid at the end of the fiscal year.

to
of

borrow

to

long-term

meet

debt

debt

service

fund

current

to

remaining

Nonfinancial Indicators
•

•

Client Personnel:
—

Rapid turnover.

—

Management changes.

—

Weak financial personnel.

—

Unfilled positions due to budget limitations.

—

Internal auditors
than auditing.

"special

tasks"

rather

Client relationships with auditors:
—

•

performing

Accounting and reporting disputes.

Weaknesses in accounting information system:
—

Lack of internal controls.

—

Poor cutoffs.

—

Reports not issued on a timely basis.

—

Inability to reconcile
ledger balances.

—

Large
number
confirmations.

—

Client’s inability to prepare meaningful
activity.

—

Lack of timely or no budget status reports.

of

detailed

exceptions
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records
in

to

general

transactions

or

analyses of

Appendix B— Federal Transaction Test Criteria
The following criteria are those that often are applied during
the audit of Federal transactions. These criteria are presented as
examples only. Judgment must be used to determine the test crite
ria to be applied to a particular Federal program or transaction.
1. Was the expenditure contemplated in the approved budget?
2. Were only costs applicable to the Federal Financial Assis
tance Program charged?
3. Was the expenditure made in accordance with specific prog
ram compliance requirements and other limitations or exclu
sions in the Federal assistance agreement?
4. Was the classification of direct or indirect charges in ac
cordance with cost allocation plan(s) or grant agreements?
5. Was prior approval obtained from the Federal granting agen
cy, if appropriate?
6. Was there adequate documentation supporting the expendi
ture, including all authorization signatures, evidence of
preaudits, etc?
7. Does the expenditure appear to be necessary and reasonable
and "benefit” or assist in the accomplishment of the goals
of the Federally assisted program?
8. Was the expenditure properly coded and recorded?
9. Were capital expenditures properly recorded in the property
records and identified as required by Federal administra
tive guidelines, specific program compliance requirements,
and Federal assistance agreements?
10.

Do assets acquired with the sample Federal expenditure
exist and are they being used for the purpose for which
they were acquired?

11. Was the expenditure given consistent accounting treatment
and applied uniformly and equitably to all benefitting activities/programs, both Federally assisted and otherwise?
12. Was the expenditure net of any applicable credits?
13. Was the expenditure incurred during the authorized grant
period or authorized extension thereto?
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14. Were the charges incurred in accordance with competitive
purchasing procedures, if applicable?
15.

If an expenditure was in violation of any Federal regula
tions or grant agreement terms and the auditee has asserted
that such violations were approved by the Federal grantor
agency, was such approval documented in writing by the Fe
deral agency?
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Appendix C — Criteria for Determining Questioned Costs
Criteria established to determine and report questioned costs
vary from one Federal agency to another. Many of the criteria are
imposed by Congress at the time programs are authorized and funds
are provided; however, other criteria are established through Fed
eral agency regulations. Generally, the criteria for determining
and reporting questioned costs are as follows:
• Unallowable costs. Certain costs are specifically unallow
able under the general and special award conditions or agency
instructions.
(They include, but are not limited to, pre
grant and postgrant costs and costs in excess of the approved
grant budget either by category or in total.)
• Undocumented costs.
Costs are charged to the grant
for
which adequate detailed documentation does not exist, for ex
ample, to demonstrate their relationship to the grant or the
amounts involved.
• Unapproved costs. Costs that are not provided for in the
approved grant budget, or costs for which the grantor con
tract provisions or applicable cost principles require the
awarding agency's approval, but for which the auditor finds
no evidence of approval.
• Unreasonable costs. Costs incurred that may not reflect the
actions that a prudent person would take in the circumstan
ces, or assigning an unreasonably high valuation to in-kind
contributions.
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AAM Section 5610
Suggested Supplemental reference Materials for Use With Illustra
tive Audit Programs for State and Local Governmental Units
.01

Suggested Supplemental Reference Materials

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

(AICPA)

Codification of Statements on Auditing Standards
Audit and Accounting Guide - Audits of State and Local
Governmental Units (Revised Edition, 1986)
Audit and Accounting Guide - Audit Sampling
Audit Guide - Consideration of the Internal
Structure in a Financial Statement Audit

Control

Audit and Accounting Guide - Audits of Employee Benefit
Plans
Audit Risk Alert - State and Local Governmental Devel
opments - 1992
Technical Practice A i d s . Sections 6950, and 6955 - State
and Local Governmental Units and Single Audit Act of
1984
Ethics Interpretation 501-3 - "Failure to Follow Stan
dards and/or Procedures or Other Requirements in
Governmental Audits"
Statement of Position 89-6 - Auditors' Report in Audits
of State and Local Governmental Units
Statement of Position 90-9 - The Auditor's Consideration
of the Internal Control Structure Used in Administering
Federal Financial Assistance Programs Under the Single
Audit Act (SOP 90-9)
Statement on Auditing Standards No. 68 - Compliance A u 
diting Applicable to Governmental Entities and Other
Recipients of Governmental Financial Assistance
Statements on Quality Control Standards
Quality Control for a CPA Firm

-

System

of

Disclosure Checklists for State and Local Governmental
Units
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Governmental Accounting Standards Board
Codification of Governmental Accounting
Reporting Standards, May 31, 1990

and

Financial

Office of Management and Budget
Circular A-50 Revised:

Audit Follow-up (9-82)

Circular A-87 Revised:
Cost Principles for State and
Local Governments (1-81) (Formerly FMC 74-4)
Circular A-102:
Grants and Cooperative Agreements With
the State and Local Governments (March 11, 1988)
Circular A-128:
(4-85)

Audits of State and Local Governments

Questions and Answers on the Single Audit Provisions of
OMB Circular A-128,
"Audits of State and Local
Governments” (November 1987 Catalog of Federal Domestic
Assistance)
Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance
Compliance Supplement for Single Audits of State and
Local Governments- Uniform Requirements for Grants to
State and Local Governments (Revised September 1990)
General Accounting Office
Government Auditing Standards (1988 Revision)
Interpretation of Continuing Education Training Require
ments (April 1991)
U. S. Department of Education
Student Financial Assistance Programs Audit G uide:
1990

March

President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency (Single Audit
Committee)
Federal Cognizant Agency Audit Organization Guidelines
(including PCIE Position Statements)
Other

Public Law 98-502, Single Audit Act of 1984
Intergovernmental Cooperation Act
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Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Co
operative Agreements to State and Local Governments "Common Rule” - Published March 11, 1988, Federal
Register with individual Federal Agency Actions
Applicable Federal Rules and Regulations
Applicable State Laws and Administrative Rules and Regu
lations
Local Government Charter
Local Laws, Rules, and Regulations
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AAM Section 9200
Partner's Functional Area Engagement Review Program
YES
I. .010

Independence

A. Were the policies and procedures established
by the firm appropriately followed?
(Are
the policies and procedures in accordance
with the AICPA Statements on Quality Control
Standards?)

___

B. If the firm was not independent, was the
lack of independence disclosed in a report
limited to a disclaimer of opinion for a
public company, or if applicable, to a com
pilation report for a nonpublic company?

---

C. Was any evidence noted during the audit
which may indicate impaired independence
(including a lack of objectivity or threat
ened litigation), and if so, was the matter
identified and appropriately resolved?

___

D. Was timely and appropriate assurance of in
dependence of other firms engaged to perform
segments of the engagement obtained?

___

E. For non-SEC clients, were the fees for the
prior y e a r ’s services paid prior to issuance
of the report for the current engagement?

___

F. For SEC clients, if the fees for the prior
y e a r ’s services were not paid prior to the
commencement of the current engagement, were
the SEC rules for unpaid professional fees
adhered to as well as the AICPA rules?

___

II. .020

Assigning Personnel to Engagements

A. Were the policies and procedures established
by the firm appropriately followed?
(Are
the policies and procedures in accordance
with the AICPA Statements on Quality Control
Standards?)

___

B. Were scheduling and staffing requirements
approved on a timely basis by the appropri
ate person?

___
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NO

N/A

YES

III.

C. Is the level of experience of the personnel
assigned or supervision given appropriate
for the auditor’s assessment of the level of
risk for the engagement?

___

D. Were the personnel assigned to the engage
ment sufficiently trained for the technical
expertise required?

___

.030

Consultation

A. Were the policies and procedures established
by the firm appropriately followed?
(Are
the policies and procedures in accordance
with the AICPA Statements on Quality Control
Standards?)

___

B. If according to firm policy, consultation
was required, was appropriate consultation
made and documented?

___

C. If a difference of opinion on a practice
problem existed between engagement personnel
and a specialist or other consultant, was
the difference resolved in accordance with
firm policy and appropriately documented?

___

IV. .040

Supervision

A. Were the policies and procedures established
by the firm appropriately followed?
(Are
the policies and procedures in accordance
with the AICPA Statements on Quality Control
Standards?)

___

B. Was audit planning adequately documented in
the working papers, including any changes in
the original plan?

___

C. Were appropriate personnel assigned to the
engagement involved in the planning process?

___

D. Was background information related to spe
cialized industry developed or, if infor
mation was obtained from prior engagements,
was it updated for changed circumstances
(e.g., proposed work program, manpower re
quirements, etc.)?

___

E. Was the overall audit plan approved by the
appropriate person and conveyed to the en
gagement staff?

___
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NO

N/A

YES
F. Was adequate supervision provided consider
ing the background and experience of person
nel assigned to the engagement?
G. If specialized skills were used (e.g., com
puter auditing, statistical sampling, etc.)
were they evaluated by persons with training
in these areas? [SAS No. 48 (AU section
311)]
H. Were hours charged by the partner and mana
ger both adequate and appropriately timed to
provide for planning and supervision as the
job progressed?
I. Were the form and content of audit working
papers adequate and prepared in accordance
with firm policy?
J. If required by firm policy, were all forms,
checklists, and questionnaires for the fol
lowing areas adequately completed and modi
fied, where appropriate, for the engagement:
1. Planning checklists?
2. Consideration
structure?

of

the

internal

control

3. Audit work programs?
4. Financial statement disclosures?
5. Time budgets and progress reports?
6. Working papers
reviews?

and

financial

statement

K. If standardized forms, checklists, etc.,
were not used for any of the above areas, is
there other adequate documentation?
L. Was the guidance in the relevant literature,
including AICPA audit and accounting guides,
considered during the engagement?
M. Was an appropriate review made of the report
and financial statements to determine that
they conform to professional standards and
firm policy?
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NO

N/A

YES
V.

.050

NO

N/A

Professional Development

A. Were the policies and procedures established
by the firm appropriately followed?
(Are
the policies and procedures in accordance
with the AICPA Statements on Quality Control
Standards?)

___ ___ ___

B. Does it appear that there was adequate onthe-job training (consider such things as
pre-and post-audit conferences, tour of cli
e n t ’s facilities, monitoring staff progress,
etc.)

___ ___ ___

C. Were the staff on the engagement properly
evaluated based on the work performed?

___ ___ ___

VI. .060

Acceptance and Continuance of Clients

A. Were the policies and procedures established
by the firm appropriately followed?
(Are
the policies and procedures in accordance
with the AICPA Statements on Quality Control
Standards?)

___ ___ ___

B. Did the firm comply with its Quality Review
guidelines for acceptance and continuance of
clients?

___ ___ ___

This audit engagement has been completed in accordance with profes
sional standards and firm policy.
Partner__________________________________________
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Date_______________

AAM Section 9230
Partner's Engagement Review Program for Local Governmental Units
YES
I. General Audit Procedures
A.

.010

General

1. Has the "Partner's Functional Area Review
Program" (see AAM Section 9200) been com
pleted?
2. In planning the audit engagement, did the
firm properly consider:
a. Matters affecting the government, such
as specialized accounting practices,
economic conditions, federal and state
laws and regulations, and technologi
cal changes?
(SAS No. 22; AU section
311)
b. Definition of the reporting entity
indicating the related organizations,
functions, and activities which are
either included or excluded from the
financial statements
in accordance
with GASB Cod. Sec. 2100?
c. Preliminary judgment about material
ity levels for audit purposes? (SAS
No. 47; AU section 312)
d. Anticipated reliance on internal con
trol structure? (SAS No. 47 and SAS
No. 55; AU sections 312 and 319)
e. Conditions that may require extension
or modification of audit tests, such
as the possibility of material errors
or irregularities and management's
ability to override controls?
(SAS
No. 53; AU section 316)
f. Factors affecting the continued func
tioning of the government, such as
legal limitations on revenue, expendi
tures, or debt service?
g. Other audit risks?
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NO

N/A

YES
3. If the firm succeeded a predecessor ac
countant, did it:
a . Communicate with the predecessor ac
countant to ascertain whether there
were disagreements between the pre
decessor accountant and the entity’s
management on accounting or auditing
matters and consider the implications
of such matters in accepting the
client?

___

b. Make other inquiries of the predeces
sor accountant on significant matters?

___

c. Satisfy itself on the fair presenta
tion of opening balances, such as by
reviewing the predecessor account
a n t ’s working papers?

___

4. If consideration was given to the work of
internal auditors
in determining the
scope of the audit, was it done in accor
dance with SAS No. 65 (AU section 322)?

___

5. If the engagement included work performed
by joint auditors or by another office
correspondent, or affiliate of the firm:
a. Do the instructions to the other of
fice or firm appear adequate?

___

b. Does it appear that control exercised
over the work of others through super
vision and review was adequate?

___

c. Was there appropriate
open matters?

___

follow-up

of

d. In those cases where another firm is
used, were appropriate inquiries made
as to its independence and profes
sional reputation?

___

e. For a jointly signed audit report, are
there indications that the auditor has
conducted sufficient audit procedures
to warrant signing the report in an
individual capacity?
6. Did the firm obtain an understanding of
the internal control structure which
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___

NO

N/A

YES
consists of the control environment, the
accounting system, and control procedures?
(SAS No. 55; AU section 319)
a. Was the understanding of the internal
control structure documented?
(SAS
No. 55; AU section 319)
b. Did the firm assess the control risk?
(SAS No. 55; AU section 319)
c. If the firm assessed control risk at
below maximum level:
(1)

Were specific internal control
structure policies and proce
dures relevant to specific as
sertions that are likely to pre
vent or detect material misstate
ments identified?
(SAS No. 55; AU section 319)

(2)

Were adequate tests of controls
to evaluate the effectiveness of
such
policies
and
procedures
performed?
(SAS No. 55; AU section 319)

d. If the client used computer processing
insignificant accounting applications,
did the assessment of risk in the in
ternal control structure include an
evaluation of the extent, as well as
the complexity of that processing, in
cluding those, if any, of an outside
service center?
(SAS Nos. 44, 48, and 55; AU sections
324, 311, and 319)
e. If the firm relied on the internal
control structure at a service or
ganization, was a service auditor’s
report
obtained
and
appropriately
considered? (SAS No. 44; AU section
324)
7. Was

a

written

audit

program

prepared?

(SAS No. 22; AU section 311)
a. Was it responsive to the needs of the
engagement identified during the plan-
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YES
ning process and in light of the in
ternal control structure?
(SAS No. 53, AU section 319)
b. Was consideration given to applicable
assertions in developing audit objec
tives and in designing substantive
tests?
(SAS No. 31, paragraphs 9 through 13;
AU section 326.09-.13)
c. If
conditions
changed
during
the
course of the audit, was the audit
program modified as appropriate in the
circumstances?
d. Have all audit program procedures been
performed and signed off?
8. If statistical or nonstatistical sampling
was used in performing tests of controls
to evaluate the effectiveness of the in
ternal control structures (SAS No. 35; AU
section 319):
a. In planning the sampling application,
was appropriate consideration given to
the relationship of the sample to the
objective of the test of controls,
maximum rate of deviations, allowable
risk of assessing control risk too
low, overreliance, and likely rate of
deviations?
b. Was the sample selected in such a way
that it could be expected to be rep
resentative of the population?
c. Were the results of the sample evalu
ated as to their effect on the nature,
timing, and extent of planned substan
tive procedures?
d. In evaluating the sample, was appro
priate consideration given to items
for which the planned tests of con
trols or appropriate alternative pro
cedure could not be performed, for
example, because the documentation was
missing?
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NO

N/A

YES
e. Was the documentation of the foregoing
considerations in accordance with firm
policy?
9. If statistical or nonstatistical sampling
was used for substantive tests and tests
of applicable laws and regulations, if
appropriate (SAS No. 39, paragraphs 15
through 30; AU section 350.15-.30):
a. In planning the sampling application,
was appropriate consideration given to
the specific audit objective, toler
able error, acceptable level of risk
of incorrect acceptance, and charac
teristics of the population?
b. Was the sample selected in such a way
that it could be expected to be repre
sentative of the population?
c. Were the error results of the sample
projected to the items from which the
sample was selected?
d. In evaluating the sample, was appro
priate consideration given to items
for which the planned substantive
tests or appropriate alternate pro
cedures could not be performed?
e. In the evaluation of whether the fi
nancial statements may be materially
misstated, was appropriate considera
tion given, in the aggregate, to pro
jected error results from all audit
sampling
applications
and
to
all
known errors from nonsampling applica
tions?
f . Was the documentation of the foregoing
considerations in accordance with firm
policy?
10. Were the guidelines of SAS No. 56, Ana
lytical Procedures
(AU section 329),
utilized in the performance of analyti
cal procedures for:
a. The planning of the audit?
b. Use as a substantive test?
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NO

N/A

YES
c. Overall reviews of the audit?
11. Did the firm obtain a timely and appro
priate letter of representation from
management?
(SAS No. 19; AU section 333)
12. Did the firm obtain timely and appro
priate responses from the entity's attor
ney concerning litigation, claims, and
assessments?
(SAS No. 12; AU section 337)
13. Have all questions, exceptions, or notes,
if any, posed during the audit been re
solved, including consideration of views
obtained from responsible officials of
the entity concerning the auditor's find
ings, conclusions, and recommendations?
14. Does it appear that appropriate consider
ation was given to all passed adjustments
and to the risk that the current period's
financial statements are materially mis
stated when prior-period likely errors
are considered with likely errors arising
in the current period? (SAS No. 47, AU
section 312)
15. If applicable, were adequate tests of
controls with applicable laws and regu
lations made?
16. Were all reportable conditions in the in
ternal control structure, all identified
instances of noncompliance with appli
cable laws and regulations, and all il
legal acts:
a. Adequately evaluated and documented?
b. Appropriately reported in accordance
with applicable standards?
(SAS No. 60, AU section 325; GAO's
Standards for Audit, pp. 28-29, and
OMB Circular A-128, paragraph 13)
II. Compliance With the Requirements of the Single
Audit Act of 1984
A.

.020

The Single Audit Act
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YES
1. If required or deemed necessary, is there
any indication that the firm discussed
and agreed on the scope of the engage
ment with the auditee?
2. Did the firm, by reviewing contract files
and receipts and disbursements, obtain
reasonable assurance that the auditee
appropriately identified all federal fi
nancial assistance and included that as
sistance within the audit scope?
3. If required, does the schedule of federal
financial assistance program expenditures
present the following:
a. Identification of each program as in
dicated in the Catalog of Federal Do
mestic Assistance (CFDA)?
b. Other federal assistance from programs
not included in the CFDA?
c. Total expenditures for each federal
financial assistance program by gran
tor, department, or agency?
d. Total federal financial assistance?
e. Other information, either required by
federal program managers or otherwise
deemed appropriate?
4. Was consideration given to the accounting
and auditing guidance issued by the Of
fice of Management and Budget, including
Circulars A-128 (Audits of State and Lo
cal Governments), A-87 (Cost Principles
Applicable to Grants and Contracts), and
A-102 (Uniform Requirements for Assis
tance to state and Local Governments)?
5. Did the firm obtain an understanding of
the internal control structure policies
and procedures, as it relates to:
a. Administering major federal financial

assistance

programs,

comparable

to

that which the auditor would perform
if he assessed control risk at below
the maximum level? (SAS No. 55; AU
section 319)
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NO

N/A

YES
b. Administering non-major programs to
the same extent as in question 5a
above, so that over at least 50% of
total federal assistance program ex
penditures are considered?
c. Other non-major federal financial as
sistance programs?
(SOP 90-9)
6. For those programs where the control risk
is assessed at the maximum level, is the
firm’s understanding of the internal con
trol structure as well as the conclusion
of the control risk documented?
(SAS No. 55; AU section 319)

NO

N/A

___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___

7. For categories of controls for which the
control risk is below the maximum level:
a. Do the working papers document the
fi r m ’s understanding of the internal
control structure?

___ ___ ___

b. Were tests of controls performed for
internal control structure?

___ ___ ___

c. Was the nature and extent of testing
sufficient to enable the firm to de
termine if the control procedures were
being applied as described?

___ ___ ___

d. Did the auditor examine the recipi
ent's control structure for ensuring
subrecipients' compliance and obtain
ing and acting on subrecipients' audit
reports?

___ ___ ___

e. Do the working papers adequately docu
ment the work performed and the con
clusions reached? (GAO, p. 26; SAS No.
41, paragraph 5)

___ ___ ___

8. Were all reportable conditions in the
internal control structure disclosed in
the auditor's reports?

___ ___ ___

9. In determining whether the entity has
complied with applicable laws and regu
lations that may have a material effect
on each major federal financial assis
tance program, did the auditor:
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YES
a. Consult appropriate sources, such as
the Compliance Supplement for Single
Audits of State and Local Governments,
statutes, regulations, and agreements
covering individual programs, in or
der to identify the compliance re
quirements that apply to each major
program and to determine which re
quirements to test?

___

b. Select a representative number
charges from each major program?

___

of

c. Perform tests to determine whether:
(1)

The amounts reported as expen
ditures
were
allowable
under
federal
regulations
and
con
tracts?

___

Only eligible persons or or
ganizations received services or
benefits?

___

(3)

Matching requirements were met?

___

(4)

Federal financial reports and
claims for advances and reim
bursements were supported by the
records supporting the financial
statements?

---

(2)

(5)

The entity complied with each of
the general requirements con
tained in the compliance supple
ment concerning:
(a)

Political activity?

---

(b)

Civil rights?

---

(c)

Davis-Bacon Act?

---

(d)

Cash management?

---

(e)

Relocation of assistance and
real property acquisition?

---

(f)

Federal financial reports?

___

(g)

Allowable
ciples?

—
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costs/cost

prin

NO

N/A

YES
(h)

Drug-free workplace?

___

(i)

Administrative requirements?

___

d. Consider projected error results from
all audit sampling applications and
all known errors from non-sampling
applications?

___

e. Consider whether his tests of compli
ance with the program's requirements
appear adequate to support his re
port(s) on compliance?
(SAS No. 68; AU Sec. 801)

___

10. Where transactions related to non-major
federal financial assistance programs
have been selected during other audit
procedures, have they been appropriately
tested for compliance
with applicable
laws and regulations in connection with
the audit of financial statements and
evaluations of internal control?

___

11. If warranted, did the firm communicate
with the cognizant agency to avoid or
minimize any disagreements or problems?

___

12. Did the firm submit the report(s) to the
organization
audited
and
to
those
requiring or arranging for the audit
within the required time?

___

13. Has the firm established policies or
procedures
for
complying
with
the
additional requirements concerning:
a. Retaining working papers and reports
for a minimum of three years from the
date of the audit report, unless the
auditor is notified in writing by the
cognizant
agency
to
extend
the
retention period?

___

b. Making the working papers available
upon request to the cognizant agency
or its designee or the GAO at the
completion of the audit?

___
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YES
14. Did the firm consider prior audits of
federal financial assistance programs
that disclosed questi
o nable or disallowed
costs, or instances of noncompliance?

___

III. Working Paper Areas
A.

.030 Cash
1. Was due consideration given to each
transaction shortly before and shortly
after the balance sheet date to determine
that transactions were recorded in the
proper period?

___

2. Were bank accounts confirmed and were re
conciling items existing at the balance
sheet date cleared by reference to subse
quent statements?

___

3. Do the working papers indicate that the
following were considered:
a. Restrictions on cash balances?

___

b. Confirmation of bank credit arrange
ments such as compensating balances?

___

c. Review of confirmation responses for
indication of related party transac
tions?

—

d. Confirmation of liabilities and con
tingent liabilities to banks?

___

e. Approval
tions?

—

of

interfund

cash

transac

f . Verification of collateral required of
depository institutions for public
funds?

___

g. Compliance with the laws and regula
tions governing the deposit of public
funds?

---

h. Determination that all cash accounts

have been identified and appropriately
recorded?

___
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NO

N/A

YES
i. Review of repurchase security transac
tions for consistency with the disclo
sures on the terms or circumstances of
the transactions?
4. Based on the assessed level of risk, do
the substantive tests of cash appear
adequate?
B. .040 Receivables
1. If accounts receivable are not confirmed,
document the reason.
One of the fol
lowing is acceptable:
a. Accounts receivable are immaterial to
the financial statements.
b. Use of confirmations would be ineffec
tive.
c. Combined assessed level of inherent
and control risk is low, as addressed
in internal control section, and the
assessed level, in conjunction with
other evidence (analytical procedures
or other substantive tests) reduced
audit risk to an acceptably low level
for applicable financial statement
assertions.
2. Was a summary properly classifying re
ceivables prepared or obtained (i.e.,
notes and accounts receivable, tax rev
enues, interfund transactions, and other
related party receivables, etc.)?
3. Were accounts receivable circularized and
appropriate follow-up steps taken, in
cluding second requests and alternate
procedures?
4. If confirmation work was performed prior
to year end, is there evidence that there
was an adequate review of transactions
from the confirmation date to the balance
sheet date?
5. If a significant number and amounts re
ceivable were not circularized, is there
evidence that other auditing procedures
were performed?
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YES
6. Were significant notes receivable con
firmed as of the balance sheet date?

___

7. Were the results of confirmation proce
dures summarized in the working papers?

___

8. Was collateral (if any) for receivables
examined with respect to existence, own
ership and value?

___

9. Were procedures performed to provide evi
dence that taxes receivable and the re
lated revenues have been recorded in the
correct period in accordance with GASB
Cod. Sec. P70?

___

10. Were adequate tests of discounts and al
lowances made?

___

11. Was the reasonableness of allowances for
doubtful accounts covered in the working
papers and collectibility for receiv
ables, including interfund receivables,
adequately considered?

___

12. Is there evidence in the working papers
that inquiry was made and consideration
given to whether receivables are pledged,
assigned or otherwise encumbered?

___

13. Was receivable work coordinated with test
revenues, including cut-off tests?

___

14. Were procedures performed to obtain evi
dence the carrying value of notes re
ceivable reasonably represents the pres
ent value of the consideration exchanged
and an appropriate interest rate?

___

15. Based on the assessed level of control
risk, do the substantive tests of receiv
ables appear adequate?

___

C. .050

Inventories

1. Was an inventory summary showing
basis prepared or obtained?

cost

2. Do the working papers indicate that a
lower of cost or market test (including
consideration of obsolete or slow-moving
inventory) was performed?
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___

___

NO

N/A

YES
3. Do the working papers indicate that there
were adequate tests of:
a. Physical observation,

if material?

b. The clerical accuracy of the compila
tion of the inventory?
c. Costing methods and substantiation of
costs used in pricing all inventory
elements?
4. Based on assessed level of control risk
do the substantive tests of inventory
appear adequate?
D. .060 Investments
1. Was a summary schedule prepared (or ob
tained) and details examined with respect
to description, purchase price and date,
changes during the period, income, market
value, etc., of investments?
2. Were all securities
confirmed?

either

examined

or

3. Were gains and losses on disposition of
securities properly computed?
4. Do the working papers reflect considera
tion of the appropriateness of carrying
values of marketable securities and their
classification?
5. Was investigation of carrying value and
possible cost impairment of long-term
investments made?
6. Do the working papers reflect to descrip
tion, purchase price and date, changes
during the period, income, market value,
etc., of investments?
7. For joint venture investments (accounted
for on the equity or other method), were
financial statements and other informa
tion reviewed to support the amounts pre
sented and the related footnote disclo
sures?
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NO

N/A

YES
8. Do the working papers indicate that ade
quate evidential matter had been accumu
lated for long-term investments?
9. Was a review made to determine whether
the investments are the types authorized
by law or comply with the applicable
statutes and investment policy?
10. Were income, gains and losses from in
vestments examined for proper allocation
to the individual funds?
11. For repurchase and reverse repurchase
agreements, were appropriate audit pro
cedures performed (e.g., confirmation,
inspection of collateral, etc.)?
12. Based on the assessed level of control
risk, do the substantive tests of invest
ments appear adequate?
E.

.070

Prepaid Expenses, Intangible Assets,
Deferred Charges, Etc.

1. Were adequate tests made and/or confirma
tions received for all material:
a. Prepaid expenses?
b. Intangible assets?
c. Deferred charges?
d . Other?
2. Is there adequate support for the defer
ral and amortization (or lack thereof) of
these types of assets?
3. Based on the assessed level of control
risk, do the substantive tests of prepaid
expenses,
intangible assets,
deferred
charges, e t c ., appear adequate?
F.

.080

Fixed Assets

1. Was a summary schedule by source prepared
(or obtained) to show beginning bal
ances, changes during the period, and
ending balances for:
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YES
a. Property, plant, and equipment?

___

b. Accumulated depreciation (where appli
cable)?

___

2. Do tests appear adequate with respect to:
a. Additions by the examination of sup
porting documents and/or physical in
spection?

___

b. Retirements, etc. (including examina
tion of miscellaneous income, scrap
sales, etc.)?

___

c. The adequacy of current and accumu
lated
provisions
for
depreciation
(where applicable)?

___

d. Status of idle facilities?

___

3. Do working papers indicate that the au
ditor considered the possibility that
property was subject to liens?

___

4. Was a review made to determine that capi
tal expenditures are classified in the
proper fund accounts and made in accor
dance with budgetary requirements?

___

5. Based on the assessed level of control
risk, do the substantive tests of prop
erty, plant, and equipment appear ade
quate?

___

G. .090 Liabilities
1. Were accounts and warrants payable ade
quately tested for propriety?

___

2. Were liabilities properly classified as
current or included in the general long
term debt account group?

___

3. Was an adequate test of subsequent trans
actions (i.e., cash disbursements, vouch
er register) made to determine if any
unrecorded liabilities existed that were
material individually or in the aggregate
in relation to the financial statements?

___
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NO

N/A

YES

NO

4. Was consideration given to expenditures
and expenses that might require accrual
(e.g., pensions, compensated absences—
See GASB Cod. Sec. 1600), and to whether
accrued expenses were reasonably stated?

--- ---

5. Were procedures performed to determine
whether deferred compensation plans are
appropriately
disclosed
or
reported?
(GASB Statement No. 2)

___ ___

6. Do the working papers include evidence as
to compliance with any loan restrictions?

___ ___

7. Were confirmations for significant notes
and bonds payable, together with verifi
cation of interest rates, repayment pe
riod, etc., received?

___ ___

8. Were audit procedures performed to obtain
evidence that the carrying value of debt
obligations are recorded at face value?

___ ___

9. Is there evidence that loan restrictions
and covenants to debt obligations are
being complied with?

___ ___

10. Was an
that:

examination

made

to

determine

a. New debt issues are properly issued as
required by the state constitution or
state/local statute and are recorded
in the correct fund and/or account
group?

___ ___

b. Debt restrictions,
guarantees,
and
other debt commitments are properly
disclosed?

___ ___

11. Do the tests of interfund borrowings ap
pear adequate with respect to:
a. Legal restrictions,
borrowings?

if any,

on

such
___ ___

b. Authorization?

___ ___

c. Classification?

___ ___

d. Appropriateness
and payments?

of

interest accruals
___ ___
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N/A

YES
12. Based on the assessed level of control
risk do the substantive tests of liabili
ties appear adequate?
H.

.100 Deferred Revenue
1. Do the working papers reflect considera
tion of whether the basis of deferring
revenue is reasonable and consistent with
restrictions imposed by the grantor or by
the special assessment?
2. Was consideration given to matching re
quirements, if any?
3. Based on the assessed level of control
risk, do the substantive tests of de
ferred revenue appear adequate?

I.

.110

Commitments and Contingencies

1. Do the working papers include indication
of the following:
a. Inspection of minutes of meetings of
the governmental body and key commit
tees thereof, provisions of the gov
ernmental u n i t ’s charter, and appli
cable statutes and changes therein?
b. Inspection of contracts, loan agree
ments,
leases,
correspondence from
taxing and other governmental agen
cies, and similar documents?
c. Accumulation and analysis of confirma
tion responses from banks and lawyers?
d. Inquiry and discussion with manage
ment (including management’s written
representations concerning liabilities
and litigation, claims and assess
ments )?
e. Inspection of long-term contracts with
non-governmental entities,
such as
construction contractors?
2. Is there indication that procedures were
performed to uncover the need for record
ing or disclosing events subsequent to
the date of the financial statements?(SAS
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YES
No. 1, section
560.10-.12)

J.

K.

560.10-.12;

Au

section
---

3. Have all material contingencies been
properly
considered,
documented,
and
reported (SFAS No. 5; AC C59 GASB Cod.
Sec. C50)?

---

4. Has adequate consideration been given to
loss contingencies in accordance with
SFAS No. 5 (AC C59)?

---

5. Was it determined that the entity will
continue as a going concern for a reason
able period of time, not to exceed one
year?

___

6. Based on the assessed level of control
risk, do the substantive tests of commit
ments and contingencies appear adequate?

___

.120 Fund Equity
1. Where appropriate, were authorization of
changes in reserves and designated bal
ances examined?

___

2. Do the working papers indicate that there
were appropriate inquiries, where appro
priate, as to proper classification, de
scription, and disclosures of components
of the fund equity?

___

3. Do the working papers indicate that fund
transfers were properly approved and re
corded?

___

4. Based on the assessed level of control
risk, do the substantive tests of fund
equity appear adequate?

___

.130 Revenues and Expenditures/Expenses
1. Were revenues and expenditures and/or ex
penses for the period compared with those
of the preceding period and reviewed for
reasonableness and were significant fluc
tuations explained?

___

2. Was adequate consideration given to the
entity’s revenue recognition policy?

___
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NO

N/A

YES
3. Do the working papers indicate that reve
nues and interfund transactions have been
recognized in the accounting period in
which they became available and measur
able under the applicable basis of ac
counting?

___

4. Do the working papers indicate that the
auditor considered the effect of program
income on federal grants and any related
activities?

___

5. Has it been determined that:
a. Expenditures are in accordance with
the approved budget as to amounts and
purpose?

___

b. Encumbrances are properly identified,
supported, and recorded?

___

6. Were tests of payrolls, including account
distribution, made?

___

7. With regard to pension plans, do the
tests made of the expenditures and lia
bilities appear adequate?

___

8. If the entity is reimbursed by a third
party for costs incurred in connection
with providing services to others:
a. Were pertinent sections of significant
third party contracts reviewed to de
termine the basis for reimbursement?

___

b. Were cost reimbursement reports
the underlying support reviewed?

___

and

c. Were appropriate allocations made of
indirect costs among the entity’s pro
grams?

___

d. Was the effect of audits, either re
quired or performed by third party
grantors, considered?

___

9. If grants are awarded to other organiza
tions, did the auditor review:
a. The classification of the grants?
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___

NO

N/A

YES
b. The effects of the grantees’ compli
ance or noncompliance with performance
requirements?
10. Based upon the assessed level of control
risk, did the substantive tests (review,
analysis, and testing) of revenues and
expenditures/expense appear adequate?
L. .140

Other

1. Have leases been examined to determine
that capital, sales, and direct financing
leases have been properly accounted for?
(GASB Cod. Sec. L20)
2. Were procedures applied to supplementary
information in accordance with SAS No. 29
(AU section 551)?
3. If the work of a specialist was used, did
the auditor apply the guidance in SAS No.
11 (AU section 336)?
4. Were specific procedures applied for de
termining the existence of related par
ties and examining identified related
party transactions? (SAS No. 45; AU sec
tion 334)
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NO

N/A

AAM Section 10,700
Accountants' Reports on Basic or General Purpose Financial state
ments for State and Local Governmental Units
.01 Unqualified Opinion on General Purpose or Component Unit
Financial Statements Only
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying general purpose* financial
statements of City of Example, Any State, as of December 31,
19XX, and for the year then ended.
These general purpose*
financial statements are the responsibility of City of Ex
ample, Any State management.
Our responsibility is to ex
press an opinion on these financial statements based on our
audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards.** Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material mis
statement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis,

* If the financial statements are for a component unit, the
term "general purpose financial statements" should not be
used.
In the case of a component unit other than the over
sight unit, the term "component unit financial statements" or
just "financial statements" should be used.
For the compo
nent unit financial statements of an oversight unit, see AAM
section 10,700.04.
** If an auditor is performing an audit for a state or local
governmental unit which is not under the Single Audit Act, a
reference to GAS is required by the "Yellow Book" on page 5-1
paragraph 3.
If the auditor is performing an audit for a
state or local governmental unit which is under the Single
Audit Act and a separate report is not being issued in con

nection with the Schedule for Federal Financial Assistance,
a reference to GAS is required.
However, if the audit is
under the Single Audit Act and a separate report is being
prepared for the Schedule of Federal Financial Assistance,
reference to GAS is not required in the audit report for the
general purpose or component unit financial statements be
cause the report on the Schedule of Federal Financial Assis
tance will refer to GAS.
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evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the fi
nancial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall general pur
pose* financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the general purpose* financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of City of Example, Any State as of
December 31, 19XX, and the results of its operations and cash
flows of its proprietary and similar trust fund types for the
year then ended in conformity with generally accepted ac
counting principles.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]
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.02 Unqualified Opinion on General Purpose or Component Unit
Financial Statements Submitted Together With Combining and
Individual Fund and Account Group Financial Statements and
Supporting Schedules as Supplementary Data1

Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying general purpose* financial
statements of City of Example, Any State as of December 31,
19XX, and for the year then ended as listed in the table of
contents.
These general purpose* financial statements are
the responsibility of City of Example, Any State management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general
purpose* financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about wheth
er the general purpose* financial statements are free of m a
terial misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
general purpose* financial statements.
An audit also in
cludes assessing the accounting principles used and signifi
cant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall general purpose* financial statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.

1 If a schedule of federal financial assistance is reported
on as supplementary data, Government Auditing Standards,
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States,
should be referenced in the second paragraph.
See AAM sec
tion 10,700.17 for guidance on issuing a separate report on
a schedule of federal financial assistance.
* If the financial statements are for a component unit, the
term "general purpose financial statements" should not be
used.
In the case of a component unit other than the over
sight unit, the term "component unit financial statements" or
just "financial statements" should be used.
For the compo
nent unit financial statements of an oversight unit, the
principles of AAM section 10,700.04 should be combined with
those of this section.
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In our opinion, the general purpose* financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the cash flows of City of Example, Any State as of December
31, 19XX, and the results of its operations and changes in
financial position of its proprietary, and similar fund types
for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on
the general purpose* financial statements taken as a whole.
The combining and individual fund and account group finan
cial statements and schedules listed in the table of contents
are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not
a required part of the general purpose* financial statements
of the City of Example, Any State. Such information has been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of
the general purpose* financial statements and, in our opin
ion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation
to the general purpose* financial statements taken as a
whole.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]
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.03 Unqualified Opinion on General Purpose or Component Unit
Financial Statements and Combining and Individual Fund and
Account Group Financial statements Presented Together With
Supporting Schedules Reported on as Supplementary Data
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial
statements and the combining and individual fund and account
group financial statements of City of Example, Any State, as
of December 31, 19XX, and for the year then ended as listed
in the table of contents. These financial statements are the
responsibility of City of Example, Any State management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material mis
statement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the fi
nancial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the general purpose* financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of City of Example, Any State as of
December 31, 19XX, and the results of its operations and cash
flows of its proprietary, and similar trust fund types for
the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
Also, in our opinion, the combining
and individual fund and account group financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of each of the individual funds and
account groups of the City of Example, Any State, as of
December 31, 19XX, and the results of operations of such
funds and its cash flows of the individual proprietary and
similar trust funds for the year then ended, in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on
the general purpose* financial statements taken as a whole
and on the combining and individual fund and account group
financial statements. The accompanying financial information
listed as supporting schedules in the table of contents is
presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a
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required part of the financial statements of the City of
Example, Any State.
Such information has been subjected to
the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general
purpose,* combining and individual fund and account group
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented
in all material respects in relation to the financial
statements of each of the respective individual funds and
account groups, taken as a whole.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]

* If the financial statements are for a component unit, the
term "general purpose financial statements” should not be
used.
In the case of a component unit other than the over
sight unit, the term "component unit financial statements" or

just "financial statement" should be used.

For the component

unit financial statements of an oversight unit, the princi
ples of AAM section 10,700.04 should be combined with those
of this section.
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.04 Unqualified Opinion on Component Unit Financial Statements
of an Oversight Unit That Omit the Financial Statements of All
other Component Units
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying component unit financial
statements of City of Example, Any State, as of December 31,
19XX, and for the year then ended. These component unit fi
nancial statements are the responsibility of City of Example,
Any State oversight unit management.
Our responsibility is
to express an opinion on these component unit financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about wheth
er the component unit financial statements are free of mate
rial misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
component unit financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant es
timates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
component unit financial statement presentation. We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The financial statements referred to above include only the
financial activities of the oversight unit. Financial acti
vities of other component units that form the reporting en
tity are not included.
In our opinion, the component unit financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of City of Example, Any State as of
December 31, 19XX, and the results of its operations and cash
flows of its proprietary and similar trust fund types for the
year then ended in conformity with generally accepted ac
counting principles.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]
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.05 Qualified Opinion on General Purpose Financial Statements
That Omit One or More, But Not All, Component Units of the
Reporting Entity
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial
statements of City of Example, Any State as of December 31,
19XX, and for the year then ended.
These general purpose*
*
financial statements are the responsibility of City of Exam
ple, Any State management. Our responsibility is to express
an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about wheth
er the general purpose* financial statements are free of ma
terial misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
general purpose* financial statements.
An audit also in
cludes assessing the accounting principles used and signifi
cant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall general purpose* statement presentation. We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose* financial statements referred to above
do not include financial activities of the [identify the com
ponent unit omitted], which should be included in order to
conform with generally accepted accounting principles.
If
the omitted component unit had been included,** the assets
and revenues of the [identify fund type(s), e.g., special

Note: If the omission was sufficiently material, the auditor
should express an adverse opinion on the general purpose
financial statements.
In such case, a separate explanatory
paragraph should state all the substantive reasons for the
adverse opinion and the principal effects of those matters.
See AAM section 10,700.06 for guidance.
* If the financial statements are for a component unit, the
term "general purpose financial statements" should not be
used.
In the case of a component unit other than the over
sight unit, the term "component unit financial statements" or
just "financial statement" should be used. For the component
unit financial statements of an oversight unit, the princi
ples of AAM section 10,700.04 should be combined with those
of this section.
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revenue fund type] would have increased by $XXX,XXX and $XXX,
XXX, respectively, there would have been an excess of expen
ditures over revenues in that fund type for the year of $XXX,
XXX, and the [identify fund type(s)] fund balance would have
been a deficit of $XXX,XXX.
In our opinion, except for the effects on the financial
statements of the omission described in the preceding para
graph, the general purpose* financial statements referred to
above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of City of Example, Any State as of December 31,
19XX, and the results of its operations and cash flows of its
proprietary and similar trust fund types for the year then
ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting prin
ciples.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]

** If the amounts applicable to the omitted component have
not been audited, insert the phrase "based on unaudited
information.”
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.06 Adverse Opinion on General Purpose Financial Statements
That Omit One or More, But Not All, Component Units of the
Reporting Entity
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying general purpose* financial
statements of City of Example, Any State as of December 31,
19XX, and for the year then ended.
These general purpose*
financial statements are the responsibility of City of Exam
ple, Any State management. Our responsibility is to express
an opinion on these general purpose* financial statements
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about wheth
er the general purpose* financial statements are free of m a 
terial misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
general purpose* financial statements.
An audit also in
cludes assessing the accounting principles used and signifi
cant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall general purpose* financial statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
The general purpose* financial statements referred to above
do not include financial activities of the [identify the
component unit omitted], which should be included in order to
conform with generally accepted accounting principles.
Because of the departure from generally accepted accounting
principles identified above, as of December 31, 19XX, the
assets and revenues of the [identify fund type(s), e.g.,
special revenue fund type] would have increased by $XXX,XXX
and $XXX,XXX, respectively, there would have been an excess
of expenditures over revenues in that fund type for the year
of $XXX,XXX, and the [identify fund type(s)] fund balance
would have been a deficit of $XXX,XXX.
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In our opinion, because of the effects of the matters dis
cussed in the preceding paragraphs, the general purpose*
financial statements referred to above do not present fairly,
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles,
the financial position of City of Example, Any State as of
December 31, 19XX, or the results of operations or cash flows
of its proprietary and similar trust fund types for the year
then ended.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]

* If the financial statements are for a component unit, the
term "general purpose financial statements" should not be
used.
In the case of a component unit other than the over
sight unit, the term "component unit financial statements" or

just "financial statements" should be used.

For the com

ponent unit financial statements of an oversight unit, the
principles of AAM section 10,700.04 should be combined with
those of this section.
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.07 Qualified Opinion on General Purpose or Component Unit
Financial Statements That Omit a Fund Type or Account Group
Independent Auditor’s Report
Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying general purpose* financial
statements of City of Example, Any State as of December 31,
19XX, and for the year then ended.
These general purpose*
financial statements are the responsibility of City of
Example, Any State management.
Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these general purpose* financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the general purpose* financial statements are free of
material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a
test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures
in the general purpose* financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and sig
nificant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall general purpose* financial statement presen
tation.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinion.
The general purpose* financial statements referred to above
do not include the [identify the fund type (account group)
omitted], which should be included to conform with generally
accepted accounting principles. The omitted fund type** has

Note: If the omission was sufficiently material, the auditor
should express an adverse opinion on the financial state
ments. In such case, a separate explanatory paragraph should
state all the substantive reasons for the adverse opinion and
the principal effects of those matters.
See AAM section
10,700.06 for guidance.
* If the financial statements are for a component unit, the
term "general purpose financial statements" should not be
used.
In the case of a component unit other than the

oversight unit, the term "component unit financial state
ments" or just "financial statements" should be used.
For
the component unit financial statements of an oversight unit,
the principles of AAM section 10,700.04 should be combined
with this section.
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assets, liabilities, revenues, and expenditures of $XXX,XXX,
$XXX,XXX, $XXX,XXX, and $XXX,XXX, respectively.
(The amount
that should be recorded in the general fixed assets account
group is not known.)
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general purpose*
financial statements of the omission described in the pre
ceding paragraph, the general purpose* financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of City of Example, Any State as of
December 31, 19XX, and the results of its operations and cash
flows of its proprietary and similar trust fund types for the
year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted ac
counting principles.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]

** If the amounts applicable to the omitted fund type have
not been audited, insert the phrase "based on unaudited
information."
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.08 Qualified Opinion on General Purpose or Component Unit
Financial Statements That Omit a Fund From a Fund Type
Independent Auditor’s Report

Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying general purpose* financial
statements of City of Example, Any State as of December 31,
19XX, and for the year then ended.
These general purpose*
financial statements are the responsibility of City of Exam
ple, Any State management. Our responsibility is to express
an opinion on these general purpose* financial statements
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about wheth
er the general purpose* financial statements are free of m a 
terial misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
general purpose* financial statements.
An audit also in
cludes assessing the accounting principles used and signifi
cant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall general purpose* financial statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
The general purpose* financial statements referred to above
do not include the [identify the omitted fund], which should
be included to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles.
If the omitted fund** had been included, the

Note: If the omission was sufficiently material, the auditor
should express an adverse opinion on the financial state
ments. In such case, a separate explanatory paragraph should
state all the substantive reasons for the adverse opinion and
the principal effects of those matters.
See AAM section
10,700.06 for guidance.
* If the financial statements are for a component unit, the
term "general purpose financial statements" should not be
used.
In the case of a component unit other than the over
sight unit, the term "component unit financial statements" or
just "financial statements" should be used.
For the compo

nent unit financial statements of an oversight unit,

the

principles of AAM section 10,700.04 should be combined with
this section.
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[identify fund type] assets, liabilities, revenues, and ex
penditures would have increased $XXX,XXX, $XXX,XXX, $XXX,XXX,
and $XXX,XXX, respectively.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general purpose*
financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general purpose* financial state
ments referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of City of Example, Any
State as of December 31, 19XX, and the results of its
operations and cash flows of its proprietary and similar
trust fund types for the year then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]

** If the amounts applicable to the omitted fund have not
been audited, insert the phrase "based on unaudited infor
mation."
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.09 Unqualified Opinion on General Fund Financial Statements
With an Explanatory Paragraph Calling Attention to the Fact
That the Financial Statements Do Not Represent the Financial
Position and Results of Operations of the Governmental Unit
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the
general fund of the City of Example, Any State as of December
31, 19XX, and for the year then ended.
These financial
statements are the responsibility of City of Example, Any
State management.
Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As discussed in Note __, the financial statements present
only the general fund and are not intended to present fairly
the financial position and results of operations of City of
Example, Any State, in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the general fund of City of Example, Any State as
of December 31, 19XX, and the results of its operations for
the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]
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.10 Unqualified Opinion on an Enterprise Fund's Financial
Statements With an Explanatory Paragraph Calling Attention to
the Fact That the Financial Statements Do Not Represent the
Financial Position and Results of Operations of the Governmen
tal Unit
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the
[identify enterprise fund] of the City of Example, Any State
as of December 31, 19XX, and for the year then ended. These
financial statements are the responsibility of City of
Example, Any State management.
Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these financial statements based on our
audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As discussed in Note __, the financial statements present
only the [identify enterprise fund] and are not intended to
present fairly the financial position of City of Example, Any
State and the results of its operations and cash flows of its
proprietary and similar trust fund types in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the [identify enterprise fund] of the City of
Example, Any State as of December 31, 19XX, and the results
of its operations and cash flows for the year then ended in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]
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.11 Unqualified Opinion on General Purpose or Component Unit
Financial Statements With an Explanatory Paragraph Added
Because of Substantial Doubt About the Ability of a Governmen
tal Unit to Meet Its Debts as They Come Due
[See criteria in SAS No. 58, Reports on Audited Financial
Statements, paragraphs 24 through 30 (AU section 508.24 through
.30), regarding uncertainties and see discussion of reporting
considerations when the auditor has substantial doubt about an
entity's ability to continue as a going concern for a reason
able period of time in SAS No. 59, The Auditor's Consideration
of an Entity's Ability to Continue as a Going Concern, para
graphs 12 through 16 (AU section 341.12 through .16).]
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying general purpose* financial
statements of City of Example, Any State as of December 31,
19XX, for the year then ended.
These general purpose*
financial statements are the responsibility of City of
Example, Any State management.
Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these general purpose* financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the general purpose* financial statements are free of
material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a
test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures
in the general purpose* financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and sig
nificant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall general purpose* financial statement presen
tation.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the general purpose* financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of City of Example, Any State as of
December 31, 19XX, and the results of its operations and cash
flows of its proprietary and similar trust fund types for the
year then ended in conformity with generally accepted ac
counting principles.
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As discussed in Note __, [include description of reason that
a question has arisen about the ability of the governmental
unit to meet its debts as they come d u e ] . The general pur
pose* financial statements do not include any adjustment
relating to the amounts and classification of liabilities
that might be necessary if City of Example, Any State is not
able to meet its debts as they come due or if such debts are
adjusted under the provisions of Chapter 9 of the Federal
Bankruptcy Code.
[Signature]
[Date}
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]

* If the financial statements are for a component unit, the

term "general purpose financial statements" should not be
used.
In the case of a component unit other than the
oversight unit, the term "component unit financial state
ments" or just "financial statements" should be used.
For
the component unit financial statements of an oversight unit,
the principles of AAM section 10,700.04 should be combined
with this section.
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.12 Qualified Opinion on General Purpose Financial Statements
That Include an Unaudited Organization, Function, or Activity
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying general purpose* financial
statements of City of Example, Any State as of December 31,
19XX, and for the year then ended.
These general purpose*
financial statements are the responsibility of City of
Example, Any State management.
Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these general purpose* financial
statements based on our audit.
Except as discussed in the following paragraph, we conducted
our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
general purpose* financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
general purpose* financial statements.
An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluat
ing the overall general purpose* statement presentation. We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
We were unable to obtain audited financial statements
supporting the financial activities of the [identify the
organization, function, or activity] because [state reasons
why audited information could not be obtained]. Those fi
nancial activities are included in the [identify fund type or
account group] and represent XX percent and XX percent of the
assets and revenues, respectively, of that fund type.
In our opinion, except for the effects of such adjustments,
if any, as might have been determined to be necessary had we
been able to audit the financial statements of [identify the
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organization, function, or activity] the general purpose*
financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of City of Example,
Any State as of December 31, 19XX, and the results of its
operations and cash flows of its proprietary and similar
trust fund types for the year then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditor's Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Un its.]

* If the financial statements are for a component unit, the
term "general purpose financial statements" should not be
used.
In the case of a component unit other than the
oversight unit, the term "component unit financial state
ments" or just "financial statements" should be used.
For
the component unit financial statements of an oversight unit,
the principles of AAM section 10,700.04 should be combined
with those of this section.
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.13 Unqualified Opinion on General Purpose Financial State
ments With Reference to Audit of Part of a Fund Type by Another
Auditor

Independent Auditor’s Report

Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying general purpose* financial
statements of City of Example, Any State as of December 31,
19XX, and for the year then ended.
These general purpose*
financial statements are the responsibility of City of
Example, Any State management.
Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these general purpose* financial
statements based on our audit.
We did not audit the finan
cial statements of [identify component unit or fund], which
represent XX percent and XX percent, respectively, of the
assets and revenues of the [identify fund type].
Those
financial statements were audited by other auditors whose
report thereon has been furnished to us and our opinion,
insofar as it relates to the amounts included for [identify
component unit or fund], is based solely upon the report of
the other auditors.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the general purpose* financial statements are free of
material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a
test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures
in the general purpose* financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and signi
ficant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall general purpose* financial statement presen
tation.
We believe that our audit and the report of other
auditors provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, based upon our audit and the report of other
auditors, the general purpose* financial statements referred
to above present fairly, in all material respects, the finan-

* If the financial statements are for a component unit, the
term "general purpose financial statements" should not be
used.
In the case of a component unit other than the over

sight unit, the term "component unit financial statements" or
just "financial statements" should be used.
For the com
ponent unit financial statements of an oversight unit, the
principles of AAM section 10,700.04 should be combined with
those of this section.
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cial position of City of Example, Any State as of December
31, 19XX, and the results of its operations and cash flows of
its proprietary and similar trust fund types for the year
then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]
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.14 Unqualified Opinion on General Purpose Financial State
ments With Reference to Audit of All of a Fund Type by Another
Auditor
Independent Auditor’s Report
Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying general purpose* financial
statements of City of Example, Any State as of December 31,
19XX, and for the year then ended.
These general purpose*
financial statements are the responsibility of City of
Example, Any State management.
Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these general purpose* financial
statements based on our audit.
We did not audit the finan
cial statements of [identify fund type], which represent the
amounts shown as the [identify fund type]. Those financial
statements were audited by other auditors whose report
thereon has been furnished to us and our opinion, insofar as
it relates to the amounts included for [identify fund type],
is based solely upon the report of the other auditors.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about wheth
er the general purpose* financial statements are free of ma
terial misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
general purpose* financial statements.
An audit also in
cludes assessing the accounting principles used and signifi
cant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall general purpose* financial statement presentation.
We believe that our audit and the report of other auditors
provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, based upon our audit and the report of other
auditors, the general purpose* financial statements referred
to above present fairly, in all material respects, the finan
cial position of City of Example, Any State as of December
31, 19XX, and the results of its operations and cash flows of

* If the financial statements are for a component unit, the
term "general purpose financial statements" should not be
used.
In the case of a component unit other than the over
sight unit, the term "component unit financial statements" or
just "financial statements" should be used.
For the com
ponent unit financial statements of an oversight unit, the
principles of AAM section 10,700.04 should be combined with
those of this section.
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its proprietary and similar trust fund types for the year
then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
[Signature]

[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]
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.15 Report on Financial Statements Prepared in Accordance With
a Comprehensive Basis of Accounting Other Than Generally A c 
cepted Accounting Principles
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the financial statements of City of Example,
Any State as of and for the year ended June 30, 19XX, as
listed in the table of contents. These financial statements
are the responsibility of City of Example, Any State manage
ment.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material mis
statement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As discussed in Note __, City of Example, Any State prepares
its financial statements on a prescribed basis of accounting
that demonstrates compliance with the cash basis and budget
laws of Any State, which is a comprehensive basis of ac
counting other than generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the cash and
unencumbered cash balances of City of Example, Any State at
June 30, 19XX, and the revenues it received and expenditures
it paid for the year then ended on the basis of accounting
described in Note _____ .
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors’ Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]
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.16 Unqualified Opinion on a Financial Statement of a Depart
ment Constituting Less Than a Fund
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of
Department of Example, Any State as of June 30, 19XX, and for
the year then ended.
These financial statements are the
responsibility of Department of Example, Any State manage
ment.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material mis
statement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As discussed in Note __, the financial statements of Depart
ment of Example, Any State are intended to present the
financial position and results of operations and cash flows
of proprietary fund types of only that portion of the funds
and account groups of the State that is attributable to the
transactions of the Department.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of Department of Example, Any State at June 30,
19XX, and the results of its operations and cash flows for
the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
[Signature]
[Date]

[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]
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.17 Report on Supplementary Information— Schedule of Federal
Financial Assistance
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose* financial statements of
City of Example, Any State for the year ended June 30, 19XX,
and have issued our report thereon dated August 15, 19XX.
These general purpose* financial statements are the re
sponsibility of City of Example, Any State management.
Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these general
purpose* financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and Government Auditing Standards, issued
by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general
purpose* financial statements are free of material mis
statement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
general purpose* financial statements.
An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluat
ing the overall financial statement presentation. We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on
the general purpose* financial statements of City of Example,
Any State taken as a whole.
The accompanying schedule of
federal financial assistance is presented for purposes of
additional analysis and is not a required part of the general
purpose* financial statements.
The information in that
schedule has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the general purpose* financial
statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all
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material respects in relation to the
financial statements taken as a whole.

general

purpose*

[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 89-6, Auditors1 Reports in Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units.]

* If the financial statements are for a component unit, the
term "general purpose financial statements" should not be
used.
In the case of a component unit other than the over
sight unit, the term "component unit financial statements" or
just "financial statements" should be used.
For the com
ponent unit financial statements of an oversight unit, the
principles of AAM section 10,700.04 should be combined with
those of this section.
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.18 Compliance Report Based on an Audit of General Purpose or
Basic Financial Statements Performed in Accordance With Govern

ment A uditing Standards

Independent Auditor's Report

Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State as of and for the year ended June
30, 19X1, and have issued our report thereon dated August 15,
19X1.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and Government Auditing Standards, issued
by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement.
Compliance with laws, regulations, contracts, and grants
applicable to City of Example, Any State, is the responsi
bility of City of Example, Any State management. As part of
obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the general
purpose financial statements are free of material misstate
ment, we performed tests of the City's compliance with
certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and
grants. However, the objective of our audit of the financial
statements was not to provide an opinion on overall compli
ance with such provisions.
Accordingly, we do not express
such an opinion.
The results of our tests indicate that, with respect to the
items tested, City of Example, Any State complied, in all
material respects, with the provisions referred to in the
preceding paragraph.
With respect to items not tested,
nothing came to our attention that caused us to believe that
the City of Example, Any State had not complied, in all
material respects, with those provisions.
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This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management and [specify legislative or regulatory
body]. However, this report is a matter of public record and
its distribution is not limited.*
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SAS No. 68, paragraph 25 (AU section 801.25)]

* If the report is not part of the public record,
sentence should not be included in the report.
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this

.19 Compliance Report Based on an Audit of General Purpose or
Basic Financial Statements Performed in Accordance With Govern
ment A uditing Standards When, Based on Assessments of Material
ity and Audit Risk, the Auditor Concluded it Was Not Necessary
to Perform Tests of Compliance With Laws and Regulations
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State as of and for the year ended June
30, 19X1, and have issued our report thereon dated August 15,
19X1.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and Government Auditing Standards, issued
by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement.
Compliance with laws, regulations, contracts, and grants
applicable to City of Example, Any State, is the responsi
bility of City of Example, Any State management. As part of
our audit, we assessed the risk that noncompliance with
certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and
grants could cause the financial statements to be materially
misstated.
We concluded that the risk of such material
misstatement was sufficiently low that it was not necessary
to perform tests of the City's compliance with such pro
visions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants.
However, in connection with our audit, nothing came to
attention that caused us to believe that City of Example,
State had not complied, in all material respects, with
laws, regulations, contracts, and grants referred to in
preceding paragraph.

our
Any
the
the

This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management and [specify legislative or regulatory
bo d y ] . However, this report is a matter of public record and
its distribution is not limited.*
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SAS No. 68, paragraph 26 (AU section 801.26)]

* See note in AAM Section 10,700.18
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.20 Compliance Report Based on an Audit of General Purpose or
Basic Financial Statements Performed in Accordance With Govern
ment A uditing Standards When Material Instances of Noncom
pliance are Identified
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State as of and for the year ended June
30, 19X1, and have issued our report thereon dated August 15,
19X1.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and Government Auditing Standards, issued
by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement.
Compliance with laws, regulations, contracts, and grants
applicable to City of Example, Any State, is the responsi
bility of City of Example, Any State management. As part of
obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the general
purpose financial statements are free of material misstate
ment, we performed tests of the C i t y ’s compliance with
certain provisions of laws and regulations, contracts, and
grants. However, the objective of our audit of the financial
statements was not to provide an opinion on overall compli
ance with such provisions.
Accordingly, we do not express
such an opinion.
Material instances of noncompliance are failures to follow
requirements or violations of prohibitions, contained in
statutes, regulations, contracts or grants, that cause us to
conclude that the aggregation of the misstatements resulting
from those failures or violations is material to the general
purpose financial statements.
The results of our tests of
compliance disclosed the following material instances of
noncompliance, the effects of which have been corrected in
the 19X1 general purpose financial statements of City of
[Include paragraphs describing the
Example, Any State.
material instances of noncompliance noted.]
We considered these material instances of noncompliance in
forming our opinion on whether the 19X1 general purpose
financial statements are presented fairly, in all material
respects, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles, and this report does not affect our report dated
August 15, 19X1 on those general purpose financial state
ments.
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Except as described above, the results of our tests of
compliance indicate that, with respect to the items tested,
City of Example, Any State complied, in all material re
spects, with the provisions referred to in the third para
graph of this report, and with respect to items not tested,
nothing came to our attention that caused us to believe that
the City had not complied, in all material respects, with
those provisions.
This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management and [specify legislative or regulatory
bo d y ] . However, this report is a matter of public record and
its distribution is not limited.*
[Signature]

[Date]
[Source: SAS No. 68, paragraph 28 (AU section 801.28)]

* See note in AAM Section 10,700.18
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.21 Single Audit Opinion on Compliance With Specific Re
quirements Applicable to Major Federal Financial Assistance
Programs
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State as of and for the year ended June
30, 19X1, and have issued our report thereon dated August 15,
19X1.
We have also audited City of Example, Any S t ate’s compliance
with the requirements governing [list specific requirements
tested] that are applicable to each of its major federal
financial assistance programs, which are identified in the
accompanying schedule of federal financial assistance, for
the year ended June 30, 19X1.
The management of City of
Example, Any State is responsible for City of Example, Any
State’s compliance with those requirements.
Our responsi
bility is to express an opinion on compliance with those
requirements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit of compliance with those requirements
in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards;
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States; and OMB Circular A-128, "Audits
of State and Local Governments."
Those standards and OMB
Circular A-128 require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether material noncompli
ance with the requirements referred to above occurred.
An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about
City of Example, Any State compliance with those require
ments. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
The results of our audit procedures disclosed immaterial
instances of noncompliance with the requirements referred to
above, which are described in the accompanying schedule of
findings and questioned costs. We considered these instances
of noncompliance in forming our opinion on compliance, which
is expressed in the following paragraph.
In our opinion, City of Example, Any State complied, in all
material respects, with the requirements governing [list
requirements tested] that are applicable to each of its major
federal financial assistance programs for the year ended June
30, 19X1.
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This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
bo d y ] . However, this report is a matter of public record and
its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SAS No. 68, paragraph 81 (AU section 801.81)]
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.22 Single Audit Opinion on Compliance With Specific Require
ments Applicable to Major Federal Financial Assistance Programs
— Qualified Because of a Scope Limitation
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State as of and for the year ended June
30, 19X1, and have issued our report thereon dated August 15,
19X1.
We have also audited City of Example, Any S t ate’s compliance
with the requirements governing [list specific requirements
tested] that are applicable to each of its major federal
financial assistance programs, which are identified in the
accompanying schedule of federal financial assistance, for
the year ended June 30, 19X1.
The management of City of
Example, Any State is responsible for City of Example, Any
State’s compliance with those requirements.
Our responsi
bility is to express an opinion on compliance with those
requirements based on our audit.
Except as discussed in the following paragraph, we conducted
our audit of compliance in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards; Government Auditing Standards, issued by
the Comptroller General of the United States; and OMB
Circular A-128, Audits of State and Local Governments. Those
standards and OMB Circular A-128 require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether material noncompliance with the requirements referred
to above occurred.
An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence about City of Example, Any State’s compliance
with those requirements. We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.
We were unable to obtain sufficient documentation supporting
City of Example, Any State's compliance with the requirements
of Major Program ABC governing types of services allowed or
unallowed; nor were we able to satisfy ourselves as to City
of Example, Any State’s compliance with those requirements of
Major Program ABC by other auditing procedures.
The results of our audit procedures disclosed immaterial
instances of noncompliance with the requirements referred to
above, which are described in the accompanying schedule of
findings and questioned costs. We considered these instances
of noncompliance in forming our opinion on compliance, which
is expressed in the following paragraph.
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In our opinion, except for the effects of such noncompliance,
if any, as might have been determined had we been able to
examine sufficient evidence regarding the City of Example,
Any State’s compliance with the requirements of Major Program
ABC governing types of services allowed or unallowed, City of
Example, Any State complied, in all material respects, with
[list requirements tested] that are applicable to each of its
major federal financial assistance programs for the year
ended June 30, 19X1.
This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
bo d y ] . However, this report is a matter of public record and
its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SAS No. 68, paragraph 83 (AU section 801.83)]
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.23 Single Audit Disclaimer of Opinion on Compliance With
Specific Requirements Applicable to Major Federal Financial
Assistance Programs

Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State as of and for the year ended June
30, 19X1, and have issued our report thereon dated August 15,
19X1.
We were engaged to audit City of Example, Any S tate’s com
pliance with the requirements governing [list requirements to
have been tested] that are applicable to each of its major
federal financial assistance programs, which are identified
in the accompanying schedule of federal financial assistance
for the year ended June 30, 19X1. The management of City of
Example, Any State is responsible for City of Example, Any
State’s compliance with those requirements.
The management of City of Example, Any State has refused to
provide us with written representations that generally ac
cepted auditing standards require us to obtain.
Because of the matter described in the preceding paragraph,
the scope of our audit work was not sufficient to enable us
to express, and we do not express, an opinion on City of
Example, Any State’s compliance with the requirements govern
ing [list requirements to have been tested] that are applica
ble to each of its major federal financial assistance pro
grams for the year ended June 30, 19X1.
This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
b o d y ] . However, this report is a matter of public record and
its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SAS No. 68, paragraph 84 (AU section 801.84)]
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.24 Single Audit Opinion on Compliance With Specific Require
ments Applicable to Major Federal Financial Assistance Programs
— Qualified Because of Noncompliance
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State as of and for the year ended June
30, 19X1, and have issued our report thereon dated August 15,
19X1.
We have also audited City of Example, Any S t a t e ’s compliance
with the requirements governing [list specific requirements
tested] that are applicable to each of its major federal
financial assistance programs, which are identified in the
accompanying schedule of federal financial assistance, for
the year ended June 30, 19X1.
The management of City of
Example, Any State is responsible for City of Example, Any
State’s compliance with those requirements.
Our responsi
bility is to express an opinion on compliance with those
requirements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit of compliance with those requirements
in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards;
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States; and OMB Circular A-128, "Audits
of State and Local Governments."
Those standards and OMB
Circular A-128 require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether material noncompli
ance with the requirements referred to above occurred.
An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about
City of Example, Any State’s compliance with those require
ments. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
The results of our audit procedures for Major Program ABC
disclosed that City of Example, Any State did not comply
with the requirement that City of Example, Any State match
the funds received from Major Program ABC.
In our opinion,
City of Example, Any State’s matching of funds received from
Major Program ABC is necessary for City of Example, Any State
to comply with the requirements applicable to Major Program
ABC.
The results of our audit procedures disclosed immaterial
instances of noncompliance with the requirements referred to
above, which are described in the accompanying schedule of
findings and questioned costs. We considered these instances
of noncompliance in forming our opinion on compliance, which
is expressed in the following paragraph.
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In our opinion, except for those instances of noncompliance
with the requirements applicable to Major Program ABC
referred to in the fourth paragraph of this report and
identified in the accompanying schedule of findings and
questioned costs, City of Example, Any State complied, in all
material respects, with the requirements governing [list
requirements tested] that are applicable to each of its major
federal financial assistance programs for the year ended June
30, 19X1.
This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
b o d y ] . However, this report is a matter of public record and
its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SAS No. 68, paragraph 85 (AU section 801.85)]
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.25 Single Audit Adverse Opinion on Compliance With Specific
Requirements Applicable to Major Federal Financial Assistance
Programs
Independent Auditor's Report

Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State as of and for the year ended June
30, 19X1, and have issued our report thereon dated August 15,
19X1.
We have also audited City of Example, Any State's compliance
with the requirements governing [list specific requirements
tested] that are applicable to each of its major federal
financial assistance programs, which are identified in the
accompanying schedule of federal financial assistance, for
the year ended June 30, 19X1.
The management of City of
Example, Any State is responsible for City of Example, Any
State's compliance with those requirements.
Our responsi
bility is to express an opinion on compliance with those
requirements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit of compliance with those requirements
in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards;
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States; and OMB Circular A-128, Audits
of State and Local Governments.
Those standards and OMB
Circular A-128 require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether material noncompli
ance with the requirements referred to above occurred.
An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about
City of Example, Any State's compliance with those require
ments. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
[Add a paragraph describing reasons for the adverse opinion.]
The results of our audit procedures disclosed immaterial
instances of noncompliance with the requirements referred to
above, which are described in the accompanying schedule of
findings and questioned costs. We considered these instances
of noncompliance in forming our opinion on compliance, which
is expressed in the following paragraph.
In our opinion, because of the noncompliance referred to in
the fourth paragraph, City of Example, Any State did not
comply, in all material respects, with the requirements
governing [list requirements tested] that are applicable to
each of its major federal financial assistance programs for
the year ended June 30, 19X1.
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This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
b o d y ] . However, this report is a matter of public record and
its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SAS No. 68, paragraph 86 (AU section 801.86)]
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.26 Single Audit Report on Compliance With the General Re
quirements Applicable to Federal Financial Assistance Programs

Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State as of and for the year ended June
30, 19X1, and have issued our report thereon dated August 15,
19X1.
We have applied procedures to test City of Example, Any
State's compliance with the following requirements applicable
to each of its major federal financial assistance programs,
which are identified in the schedule of federal financial
assistance, for the year ended June 30, 19X1.
[List the
general requirements tested.]
Our procedures were limited to the applicable procedures
described in the Office of Management and Budget's Compliance
Supplement for Single Audits of State and Local Governments
[or describe alternative procedures performed]. Our proce
dures were substantially less in scope than an audit, the
objective of which is the expression of an opinion on City of
Example, Any State's compliance with the requirements listed
in the preceding paragraph.
Accordingly, we do not express
such an opinion.
With respect to the items tested, the results of those
procedures disclosed no material instances of noncompliance
with the requirements listed in the first paragraph of this
report.
With respect to items not tested, nothing came to
our attention that caused us to believe that City of Example,
Any State had not complied, in all material respects, with
those requirements.
However, the results of our procedures
disclosed immaterial instances of noncompliance with those
requirements,
which are described in the accompanying
schedule of findings and questioned costs.
This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
b ody]. However, this report is a matter of public record and
its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SAS N o . 68, paragraph 52 (AU section 801.52)]
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.27 Single Audit Report on Compliance With Requirements
Applicable to Nonmajor Federal Financial Assistance Program
Transactions
Independent Auditor’s Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State as of and for the year ended June
30, 19X1, and have issued our report thereon dated August 15,
19X1.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements of
City of Example, Any State and with our consideration of City
of Example, Any State’s control structure used to administer
federal financial assistance programs, as required by Office
of Management and Budget Circular A-128, Audits of State and
Local Governments, we selected certain transactions applica
ble to certain nonmajor federal financial assistance programs
for the year ended June 30, 19X1.
As required by Circular
A-128, we have performed auditing procedures to test compli
ance with the requirements governing [list requirements
tested] that are applicable to those transactions.
Our
procedures were substantially less in scope than an audit,
the objective of which is the expression of an opinion on
City of Example, Any State’s compliance with these require
ments.
Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
With respect to the items tested, the results of those pro
cedures disclosed no material instances of noncompliance with
the requirements listed in the preceding paragraph.
With
respect to items not tested, nothing came to our attention
that caused us to believe that City of Example, Any State had
not complied, in all material respects, with those require
ments.
However, the results of our procedures disclosed
immaterial instances of noncompliance with those require
ments, which are described in the accompanying schedule of
findings and questioned costs.
This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
bo d y ] . However, this report is a matter of public record and
its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SAS No. 68, paragraph 90 (AU section 801.90)]
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.28 Report on the Internal Control Structure
With Government A uditing Standards

in Accordance

Independent Auditor’s Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State as of and for the year ended June
30, 19XX, and have issued our report thereon dated August 15,
19XX.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and Government Auditing Standards, issued
by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose
financial statements of City of Example, Any State for the
year ended June 30, 19XX, we considered its internal control
structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for
the purpose of expressing our opinion on the general purpose
financial statements and not to provide assurance on the
internal control structure.
The management of City of Example, Any State is responsible
for establishing and maintaining an internal control struc
ture.
In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and
judgments by management are required to assess the expected
benefits and related costs of internal control structure
policies and procedures.
The objectives of an internal
control structure are to provide management with reasonable,
but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded
against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that
transactions are executed in accordance with management's
authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation
of general purpose financial statements in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles.
Because of
inherent limitations in any internal control structure,
errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be
detected. Also projection of any evaluation of the structure
to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may
become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that
the effectiveness of the design and operation or policies and
procedures may become inadequate because of changes in
conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and
operation or policies and procedures may deteriorate.
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For the purpose of this report, we have classified the
significant internal control structure policies and pro
cedures in the following categories
[identify internal
control structure categories].
For all of the internal control structure categories listed
above, we obtained an understanding of the design of relevant
policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in
operations, and we assessed control risk.
We noted certain matters involving the internal control
structure and its operation that we consider to be reportable
conditions under standards established by the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
Reportable con
ditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to
significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the
internal control structure that, in our judgment, could
adversely affect the entity's ability to record, process,
summarize, and report financial data consistent with the
assertions of management in the general purpose financial
statements.*
[Include paragraphs
noted.]

to describe

the reportable

conditions

A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level
the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would
be material in relation to the general purpose financial
statements being audited may occur and not be detected within
a timely period by employees in the normal course of perform
ing their assigned functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not
necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control
structure that might be reportable conditions and, according
ly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions
that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined
above. However, we believe none of the reportable conditions
described above is a material weakness.
We also noted other matters involving the internal control
structure and its operation that we have reported to the
management of City of Example, Any State in a separate letter
dated August 15, 19XX.
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This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
bo d y ] . However, this report is a matter of public record and
its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SAS No. 68, paragraph 41 (AU section 801.41)]

* SAS No. 60, Communication of Internal Control Structure
Related Matters Noted in an Audit, Paragraph 17 [AU section
325.17], prohibits the auditor from issuing a written report
representing that no reportable conditions were noted during
an audit.
When the auditor notes no reportable conditions
during an audit, he may issue a report shown in AAM section
10,700.28 to satisfy the requirements of Government Auditing
Standards.
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.29 Report on Internal Control Structure When No Reportable
Conditions are Noted in Accordance With Government A uditing

Standards

Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State as of and for the year ended June
30, 19XX, and have issued our report thereon dated August 15,
19XX.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and Government Auditing Standards, issued
by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose
financial statements of City of Example, Any State for the
year ended June 30, 19XX, we considered its internal control
structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for
the purpose of expressing our opinion on the general purpose
financial statements and not to provide assurance on the
internal control structure.
The management of City of Example, Any State is responsible
for establishing and maintaining an internal control struc
ture.
In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and
judgments by management are required to assess the expected
benefits and related costs of internal control structure
policies and procedures.
The objectives of an internal
control structure are to provide management with reasonable,
but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded
against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that
transactions are executed in accordance with management's
authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation
of general purpose financial statements in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles.
Because of
inherent limitations in any internal control structure,
errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be
detected. Also projection of any evaluation of the structure
to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may
become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that
the effectiveness of the design and operation or policies and
procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the
significant internal control structure policies and pro-
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cedures in the following categories
control structure categories].

[identify

internal

For all of the internal control structure categories listed
above, we obtained an understanding of the design of relevant
policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in
operations, and we assessed control risk.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not
necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control
structure that might be material weaknesses under standards
established by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants. A material weakness is a condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level
the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would
be material in relation to the general purpose financial
statements being audited may occur and not be detected within
a timely period by employees in the normal course of perform
ing their assigned functions. We noted no matters involving
the internal control structure and its operations that we
consider to be material weaknesses as defined above.
However, we noted certain matters involving the internal
control structure and its operation that we have reported to
the management of City of Example, Any State in a separate
letter dated August 15, 19XX.
This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
body]. However, this report is a matter of public record and
its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SAS No. 68, paragraph 42 (AU section 801.42).]
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.30 Single Audit Report on the Internal Control Structure Used
in Administering Federal Financial Assistance Programs
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State, as of and for the year ended June
30, 19XX, and have issued our report thereon dated September
8, 19XX.
We have also audited City of Example, Any S t ate’s
compliance with requirements applicable to major federal
financial assistance programs and have issued our report
thereon dated September 8, 19XX.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards; Government Auditing Standards, issued by
the Comptroller General of the United States; and Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-128, Audits of State
and Local Governments.
Those standards and OMB Circular A128 require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose finan
cial statements are free of material misstatement and about
whether City of Example, Any State complied with laws and
regulations, non-compliance with which would be material to
a major federal financial assistance program.
In planning and performing our audits for the year ended June
30, 19XX, we considered the C i t y ’s internal control structure
in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose
of expressing our opinions on the C i t y ’s general purpose
financial statements and on its compliance with requirements
applicable to major programs and not to provide assurance on
the internal control structure.
This report addresses our
consideration of internal control structure policies and pro
cedures relevant to compliance with requirements applicable
to federal financial assistance programs. We have addressed
policies and procedures relevant to our audit of the general
purpose financial statements in a separate report dated
September 8, 19XX.
The management of City of Example, Any State is responsible
for establishing and maintaining an internal control struc
ture. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judg

ments by management are required to assess the expected bene
fits and related costs of internal control structure policies
and procedures. The objectives of an internal control struc
ture are to provide management with reasonable, but not ab
solute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss
from unauthorized use or disposition, that transactions are
executed in accordance with management's authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of general pur264

pose financial statements in accordance with generally ac
cepted accounting principles, and that federal financial as
sistance programs are managed in compliance with applicable
laws and regulations. Because of inherent limitations in any
internal control structure, errors, irregularities, or in
stances of noncompliance may nevertheless occur and not be
detected.
Also, projection of any evaluation of the struc
ture to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures
may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or
that the effectiveness of the design and operation of poli
cies and procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the signi
ficant internal control structure policies and procedures
used in administering federal financial assistance programs
in the following categories [identify internal control struc
ture categories].*

* Following are examples of different ways in which internal
control structure policies and procedures used in administer
ing federal financial assistance programs might be classi
fied. The auditor should modify these examples or use other
classifications as appropriate for the particular circum
stances on which the auditor is reporting. However, there is
no need to present detailed internal control structure poli
cies and procedures, even though test work may be performed
at that level.
General Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Political activity
Davis-Bacon Act
Civil rights
Cash management
Relocation assistance and real property management
Federal financial reports
Allowable costs/cost principles
Drug-free workplace
Administration requirements

Specific Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Types of services
Eligibility
Matching level of effort, or earmarking
Reporting
Cost allocation
Specific requirements, if any
Monitoring subrecipients

Claims for Advances and Reimbursements
Amounts Claimed or Used for Matching
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For all of the internal control structure categories listed
above, we obtained an understanding of the design of relevant
policies and procedures and determined whether they have been
placed in operation, and we assessed control risk.
During the year ended June 30, 19XX, City of Example, Any
State, expended X percent of its total federal financial
assistance under major federal financial assistance programs.
We performed tests of controls, as required by OMB Circular
A-128, to evaluate the effectiveness of the design and opera
tion of internal control structure policies and procedures
that we considered relevant to preventing or detecting mate
rial noncompliance with specific requirements, general re
quirements, and requirements governing claims for advances
and reimbursements and amounts claimed or used for matching
that are applicable to each of the C i t y ’s major federal
financial assistance programs, which are identified in the
accompanying schedule of federal financial assistance.
Our
procedures were less in scope than would be necessary to
render an opinion on these internal control structure poli
cies and procedures. Accordingly, we do not express such an
opinion.
We noted certain matters involving the internal control
structure and its operation that we consider to be reportable
conditions under standards established by the American Insti
tute of Certified Public Accountants. Reportable conditions
involve matters coming to our attention relating to signifi
cant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal
control structure that, in our judgment, could adversely
affect the Ci t y ’s ability to administer federal financial
assistance programs in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations.
[Include paragraphs
noted.]

to describe

the reportable

conditions

A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level
the risk that noncompliance with laws and regulations that
would be material to a federal financial assistance program
may occur and not be detected within a timely period by
employees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not
necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control
structure that might be reportable conditions and, according
ly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions
that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined
above. However, we believe none of the reportable conditions
described above is a material weakness.
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We also noted other matters involving the internal control
structure and its operation that we have reported to the
management of City of Example, Any State in a separate letter
dated September 8, 19XX.
This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
bo d y ] . This restriction is not intended to limit the distri
bution of this report, which is a matter of public record.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 90-9, The Auditor’s Consideration of the Inter
nal Control Structure Used in Administering Federal Financial
Assistance Programs Under the Single Audit Act.]
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.31 Single Audit Report on the Internal Control Structure Used
in Administering Federal Financial Assistance Programs (Total
Assistance Expended Under Major Federal Financial Assistance
Programs is Less Than 50 Percent of Total Federal Assistance
Expended by Recipient Organization During the Year Under Audit)
Independent Auditor’s Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State, as of and for the year ended June
30, 19XX, and have issued our report thereon dated September
8, 19XX.
We have also audited City of Example, Any S t ate’s
compliance with requirements applicable to major federal fi
nancial assistance programs and have issued our report there
on dated September 8, 19XX.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards; Government Auditing Standards, issued by
the Comptroller General of the United States; and Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-128, Audits of State
and Local Governments.
Those standards and OMB Circular A128 require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain rea
sonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial
statements are free of material misstatement and about wheth
er City of Example, Any State complied with laws and regula
tions, non-compliance with which would be material to a major
federal financial assistance program.
In planning and performing our audits for the year ended June
30, 19XX, we considered the C i t y ’s internal control structure
in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose
of expressing our opinions on the City's general purpose fi
nancial statements and on its compliance with requirements
applicable to major programs and not to provide assurance on
the internal control structure.
This report addresses our
consideration of internal control structure policies and pro
cedures relevant to compliance with requirements applicable
to federal financial assistance programs. We have addressed
policies and procedures relevant to our audit of the general
purpose financial statements in a separate report dated
September 8, 19XX.

The management of City of Example, Any State is responsible
for establishing and maintaining an internal control struc
ture. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judg
ments by management are required to assess the expected bene
fits and related costs of internal control structure policies
and procedures. The objectives of an internal control struc
ture are to provide management with reasonable, but not ab
solute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss
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from unauthorized use or disposition, that transactions are
executed in accordance with management’s authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of general pur
pose financial statements in accordance with generally ac
cepted accounting principles, and that federal financial
assistance programs are managed in compliance with applicable
laws and regulations. Because of inherent limitations in any
internal control structure, errors, irregularities, or in
stances of noncompliance may nevertheless occur and not be
detected.
Also, projection of any evaluation of the struc
ture to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures
may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or
that the effectiveness of the design and operation of poli
cies and procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the signi
ficant internal control structure policies and procedures
used in administering federal financial assistance programs
in the following categories [identify internal control struc
ture categories].*

* Following are examples of different ways in which internal
control structure policies and procedures used in administer
ing federal financial assistance programs might be classi
fied. The auditor should modify these examples or use other
classifications as appropriate for the particular circum
stances on which the auditor is reporting. However, there is
no need to present detailed internal control structure poli
cies and procedures, even though test work may be performed
at that level.
General Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Political activity
Davis-Bacon Act
Civil rights
Cash management
Relocation assistance and real property management
Federal financial reports
Allowable costs/cost principles
Drug-free workplace
Administration requirements

Specific Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Types of services
Eligibility
Matching level of effort, or earmarking
Reporting
Cost allocation
Specific requirements, if any
Monitoring subrecipients
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For all of the internal control structure categories listed
above, we obtained an understanding of the design of relevant
policies and procedures and determined whether they have been
placed in operation, and we assessed control risk.
During the year ended June 30, 19XX, City of Example, Any
State, expended X percent of its total federal financial
assistance under major federal financial assistance programs
and the following nonmajor federal financial assistance prog
rams:
[list appropriate nonmajor federal financial assis
tance programs].
We performed tests of controls, as required by OMB Circular
A-128, to evaluate the effectiveness of the design and opera
tion of internal control structure policies and procedures
that we considered relevant to preventing or detecting m a 
terial noncompliance with specific requirements, general
requirements, and requirements governing claims for advances
and reimbursements and amounts claimed or used for matching
that are applicable to each of the C i t y ’s major federal
financial assistance programs, which are identified in the
accompanying schedule of federal financial assistance and the
aforementioned nonmajor programs.
Our procedures were less
in scope than would be necessary to render an opinion on
these internal control structure policies and procedures.
Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
We noted certain matters involving the internal control
structure and its operation that we consider to be reportable
conditions under standards established by the American Insti
tute of Certified Public Accountants. Reportable conditions
involve matters coming to our attention relating to signifi
cant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal
control structure that, in our judgment, could adversely af
fect the Ci t y ’s ability to administer federal financial as
sistance programs in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations.
[Include paragraphs
noted.]

to describe

the reportable

conditions

A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level
the risk that noncompliance with laws and regulations that
would be material to a federal financial assistance program
may occur and not be detected within a timely period by
employees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions.
(Footnote Continued)
Claims for Advances and Reimbursements
Amounts Claimed or Used for Matching
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Our consideration of the internal control structure would not
necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control
structure that might be reportable conditions and, according
ly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions
that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined
above. However, we believe none of the reportable conditions
described above is a material weakness.
We also noted other matters involving the internal control
structure and its operation that we have reported to the
management of City of Example, Any State in a separate letter
dated September 8, 19XX.
This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
bo d y ] . This restriction is not intended to limit the distri
bution of this report, which is a matter of public record.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source:
SOP 90-9, The Auditor's Consideration of the
Internal Control Structure Used in Administering Federal
Financial Assistance Programs Under the Single Audit Act.]
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.32 Single Audit Report on the Internal Control Structure Used
in Administering Federal Financial Assistance Programs (if the
Recipient Organization had no Major Federal Financial Assis
tance Programs During the Year Under Audit)
Independent Auditor's Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State, as of and for the year ended June
30, 19XX, and have issued our report thereon dated September
8, 19XX.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards; Government Auditing Standards, issued by
the Comptroller General of the United States; and Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-128, Audits of State
and Local Governments.
Those standards and OMB Circular A128 require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain rea
sonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial
statements are free of material misstatement.
In planning and performing our audits for the year ended June
30, 19XX, we considered the C i t y ’s internal control structure
in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose
of expressing our opinion on the C i t y ’s general purpose fi
nancial statements and not to provide assurance on the inter
nal control structure.
This report addresses our consider
ation of internal control structure policies and procedures
relevant to compliance with requirements applicable to feder
al financial assistance programs. We have addressed policies
and procedures relevant to our audit of the general purpose
financial statements in a separate report dated September 8,
19XX.
The management of City of Example, Any State is responsible
for establishing and maintaining an internal control struc
ture. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judg
ments by management are required to assess the expected bene
fits and related costs of internal control structure policies
and procedures. The objectives of an internal control struc
ture are to provide management with reasonable, but not ab
solute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss
from unauthorized use or disposition, that transactions are
executed in accordance with management’s authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of general pur
pose financial statements in accordance with generally ac
cepted accounting principles, and that federal financial as
sistance programs are managed in compliance with applicable
laws and regulations. Because of inherent limitations in any
internal control structure, errors, irregularities, or in272

stances of noncompliance may nevertheless occur and not be
detected.
Also, projection of any evaluation of the struc
ture to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures
may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or
that the effectiveness of the design and operation of poli
cies and procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the
significant internal control structure policies and proce
dures used in administering federal financial assistance
programs in the following categories [identify internal
control structure categories].*
For all of the internal control structure categories listed
above, we obtained an understanding of the design of relevant
policies and procedures and determined whether they have been
placed in operation, and we assessed control risk.

* Following are examples of different ways in which internal
control structure policies and procedures used in administer
ing federal financial assistance programs might be classi
fied. The auditor should modify these examples or use other
classifications as appropriate for the particular circum
stances on which the auditor is reporting. However, there is
no need to present detailed internal control structure poli
cies and procedures, even though test work may be performed
at that level.
General Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Political activity
Davis-Bacon Act
Civil rights
Cash management
Relocation assistance and real property management
Federal financial reports
Allowable costs/cost principles
Drug-free workplace
Administration requirements

Specific Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Types of services
Eligibility
Matching level of effort, or earmarking
Reporting
Cost allocation
Specific requirements, if any

• Monitoring subrecipients
Claims for Advances and Reimbursements
Amounts Claimed or Used for Matching
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During the year ended June 30, 19XX, City of Example, Any
State, had no major financial assistance programs and expend
ed X percent of its total federal financial assistance under
nonmajor federal financial assistance programs:
[list
appropriate nonmajor federal financial assistance programs].
We performed tests of controls, as required by OMB Circular
A-128, to evaluate the effectiveness of the design and opera
tion of internal control structure policies and procedures
that we considered relevant to preventing or detecting mate
rial noncompliance with specific requirements, general re
quirements, and requirements governing claims for advances
and reimbursements and amounts claimed or used for matching
that are applicable to the aforementioned nonmajor programs.
Our procedures were less in scope than would be necessary to
render an opinion on these internal control structure poli
cies and procedures. Accordingly, we do not express such an
opinion.
We noted certain matters involving the internal control
structure and its operation that we consider to be reportable
conditions under standards established by the American Insti
tute of Certified Public Accountants. Reportable conditions
involve matters coming to our attention relating to signifi
cant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal
control structure that, in our judgment, could adversely af
fect the C i t y ’s ability to administer federal financial as
sistance programs in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations.
[Include paragraphs
n o t e d .]

to describe

the reportable

conditions

A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level
the risk that noncompliance with laws and regulations that
would be material to a federal financial assistance program
may occur and not be detected within a timely period by em
ployees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not
necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control
structure that might be reportable conditions and, according
ly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions
that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined
above. However, we believe none of the reportable conditions
described above is a material weakness.**

** If a material weakness
10,700.33.

is found,
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refer to AAM

section

We also noted other matters involving the internal control
structure and its operation that we have reported to the man
agement of City of Example, Any State in a separate letter
dated September 8, 19XX.
This report is intended for the information of the audit com
mittee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
b o d y ] . This restriction is not intended to limit the dis
tribution of this report, which is a matter of public record.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 90-9, The Auditor's Consideration of the Inter
nal Control Structure Used in Administering Federal Financial
Assistance Programs Under the Single Audit Act.]
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.33 Single Audit Report on the Internal Control structure Used
in Administering Federal Financial Assistance Programs, Mate
rial Weaknesses Noted
Independent Auditor’s Report
Addressee:
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of
City of Example, Any State, as of and for the year ended June
30, 19XX, and have issued our report thereon dated September
8, 19XX.
We have also audited City of Example, Any State's
compliance with requirements applicable to major federal
financial assistance programs and have issued our report
thereon dated September 8, 19XX.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards; Government Auditing Standards, issued by
the Comptroller General of the United States; and Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-128, Audits of State
and Local Governments.
Those standards and OMB Circular A128 require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement and
about whether City of Example, Any State complied with laws
and regulations, non-compliance with which would be material
to a major federal financial assistance program.
In planning and performing our audits for the year ended June
30, 19XX, we considered the City's internal control structure
in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose
of expressing our opinions on the City's general purpose
financial statements and on its compliance with requirements
applicable to major programs and not to provide assurance on
the internal control structure.
This report addresses our
consideration of internal control structure policies and
procedures relevant to compliance with requirements applica
ble to federal financial assistance programs.
We have
addressed policies and procedures relevant to our audit of
the general purpose financial statements in a separate report
dated September 8, 19XX.
The management of City of Example, Any State is responsible
for establishing and maintaining an internal control struc

ture.

In fulfilling that responsibility, estimates and judg

ments by management are required to assess the expected bene
fits and related costs of internal control structure policies
and procedures. The objectives of an internal control struc
ture are to provide management with reasonable, but not ab
solute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss
from unauthorized use or disposition, that transactions are
executed in accordance with management's authorization and
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recorded properly to permit the preparation of general pur
pose financial statements in accordance with generally ac
cepted accounting principles, and that federal financial
assistance programs are managed in compliance with applicable
laws and regulations. Because of inherent limitations in any
internal control structure, errors, irregularities, or in
stances of noncompliance may nevertheless occur and not be
detected.
Also, projection of any evaluation of the struc
ture to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures
may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or
that the effectiveness of the design and operation of poli
cies and procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the signi
ficant internal control structure policies and procedures
used in administering federal financial assistance programs
in the following categories:
[identify internal control
structure categories].*

* Following are examples of different ways in which internal
control structure policies and procedures used in administer
ing federal financial assistance programs might be classi
fied. The auditor should modify these examples or use other
classifications as appropriate for the particular circum
stances on which the auditor is reporting. However, there is
no need to present detailed internal control structure poli
cies and procedures, even though test work may be performed
at that level.
General Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Political activity
Davis-Bacon Act
Civil rights
Cash management
Relocation assistance and real property management
Federal financial reports
Allowable costs/cost principles
Drug-free workplace
Administration requirements

Specific Requirements
• Types of services
• Eligibility
• Matching level of effort, or earmarking

• Reporting
• Cost allocation
• Specific requirements, if any
• Monitoring subrecipients
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For all of the internal control structure categories listed
above, we obtained an understanding of the design of relevant
policies and procedures and determined whether they have been
placed in operation, and we assessed control risk.
During the year ended June 30, 19XX, City of Example, Any
State, expended X percent of its total federal financial
assistance under major federal financial assistance programs.
We performed tests of controls, as required by OMB Circular
A-128, to evaluate the effectiveness of the design and opera
tion of internal control structure policies and procedures
that we considered relevant to preventing or detecting
material noncompliance with specific requirements, general
requirements, and requirements governing claims for advances
and reimbursements and amounts claimed or used for matching
that are applicable to each of the C i t y ’s major federal
financial assistance programs, which are identified in the
accompanying schedule of federal financial assistance.
Our
procedures were less in scope than would be necessary to
render an opinion on these internal control structure
policies and procedures. Accordingly, we do not express such
an opinion.
We noted certain matters involving the internal control
structure and its operation that we consider to be reportable
conditions under standards established by the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
Reportable
conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating
to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the
internal control structure that, in our judgment, could
adversely affect the C i t y ’s ability to administer federal
financial assistance programs in accordance with applicable
laws and regulations.
[Include paragraphs
noted.]

to describe

the reportable

conditions

A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level
the risk that noncompliance with laws and regulations that
would be material to a federal financial assistance program
may occur and not be detected within a timely period by
employees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions.
(Footnote Continued)
Claims for Advances and Reimbursements
Amounts Claimed or Used for Matching
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Our consideration of the internal control structure would not
necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control
structure that might be reportable conditions and, accord
ingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable condi
tions that are also considered to be material weaknesses as
defined above.
However, we noted the following matters
involving the internal control structure and its operation
that we consider to be material weaknesses as defined above.
These conditions were considered in determining the nature,
timing, and extent of the procedures to be performed in our
audit of City of Example, Any State’s compliance with re
quirements applicable to its major federal financial assis
tance programs for the year ended June 30, 19XX, and this
report does not affect our report thereon dated September 8,
19XX.
[A description of the material weaknesses that have come to
the auditor's attention would follow.]
We also noted other matters involving the internal control
structure and its operation that we have reported to the
management of City of Example, Any State in a separate letter
dated September 8, 19XX.
This report is intended for the information of the audit
committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
bo d y ] . This restriction is not intended to limit the dis
tribution of this report, which is a matter of public record.
[Signature]
[Date]
[Source: SOP 90-9, The Auditor's Consideration of the Inter
nal Control Structure Used in Administering Federal Financial
Assistance Programs Under the Single Audit Act.]
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FSP 3000
CHECKLISTS AND ILLUSTRATIVE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNITS
These checklists and illustrative financial statements are not
designed to be applied to the financial statements of colleges,
universities, hospitals or nonprofit organizations.
The checklists and illustrative financial statements included in
this section have been developed by the staff of the Technical
Information Division of the AICPA as nonauthoritative technical
practice aids.
At the request of certain AICPA members, these
checklists and illustrative financial statements are also being
made available for purchase by AICPA members subject to their
recognition of the following:
•

The checklists and illustrative financial statements are
"tools" and in no way represent official positions or pro
nouncements of the AICPA.

•

The checklists and illustrative financial statements have
been updated through Codification of Governmental Account
ing and Financial Reporting Standards, Third edition
(GASB), GASB Statement of the Government Accounting Stan
dards Board No. 15 (Statement No. 11, Measurement Focus
and Basis of Accounting — Governmental Fund Operating
Statements, has not been included in the checklist due to
its requirements becoming effective beginning after June
15, 1994 with early application not permitted, Audits of
State and Local Governmental Units (AICPA), SAS No. 69,
FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 109,
FASB Interpretation No. 38, and FASB Technical Bulletin
No. 90-1. The checklist and illustrative financial state
ments should be modified, as appropriate, for subsequent
pronouncements. To determine the applicability of a pro
nouncement, its effective date also should be considered.

•

The checklists and illustrative financial statements
should be used by or under the supervision of persons
having adequate technical training and proficiency in the
application of generally accepted accounting principles
and generally accepted auditing standards.
A thorough
knowledge of the provisions of "Codification of Govern
mental Accounting and Financial Reporting Standards, (May,
1990)" and subsequent GASB pronouncements, The U.S. Gener
al Accounting Office’s Government Auditing Standards
(GAO’s Standards for Audit, 1988 Revision), and Interpre
tation of Continuing Education and Training Requirements,
the A I C P A ’s Audits of State and Local Governmental U n i t s .
(1986) as amended by AICPA Statement of Position 89-6,
Auditors' Reports in Audits of State and Local Govern
mental Units, and Statement of Position 90-9, The Audi
tor's Consideration of Internal Control Structure Used in
Administering Federal Financial Assistance Programs Under
the Single Audit A c t ; and Statement of Position 90-4,
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Auditors' Reports Under U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development's Audit Guide for Mortgagors Having HUDInsured or Secretary-Held Multifamily Mortgages, is re
quired for proper implementation of the checklists.
•

The checklists and illustrative financial statements do
not represent minimum requirements and do not purport to
be all-inclusive.
The referenced standards should be
reviewed if clarification is desired as to whether the
disclosures indicated are required or suggested and to
what extent each disclosure is relevant to the statements
being reviewed.

•

In addition to the checklist questionnaires Appendix B was
included to provide the additional questions which appear
in the President's Council on Integrity & Efficiency
(PCIE) Uniform Desk Review Guide for A-128 Aud i t s .

•

The checklists and illustrative financial statements are
applicable for audits done in accordance with Generally
Accepted Auditing Standards (GAAS) and Government Auditing
Standards (GAGAS). They may require some modification for
audits done in accordance with GAAS only.

Users
urged
when
AICPA

of the checklists and illustrative financial statements are
to refer directly to applicable authoritative pronouncements
appropriate.
If you have any further questions, call the
Technical Hotline (see back cover).
Susan L. Menelaides
Director
Technical Information
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FSP 3100
INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of state and local governments are preparing
financial statements in conformity with generally accepted account
ing principles (GAAP), and more of those statements are being au
dited in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
(GAAS). The increased demand for improved financial reporting has
resulted in a number of recent significant changes in government
financial reporting.
ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
Since its establishment in 1984, the Governmental Accounting
Standards Board (GASB) has been the primary source of generally
accepted accounting principles for governments.
According to SAS
No. 69, "The Meaning of Present Fairly in Conformity With Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles in the Independent Auditor's Report"
(AICPA Professional Standards. AU Sec. 411), statements and inter
pretations issued by the GASB are recognized within category (a) as
a source of established accounting principles, "Accounting princi
ples promulgated by a body designed by the AICPA Council to estab
lish such principles, pursuant to rule 203 (ET section 203.01) of
the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct." Technical Bulletins issued
by the GASB are included within category (b), "Pronouncements of
bodies composed of expert accountants that deliberate accounting
issues in public forums for the purpose of interpreting or estab
lishing accounting principles or describing existing accounting
practices that are generally accepted or pronouncements referred to
in category (b) that have been cleared by a body referred to in
category (a) but have not been exposed for public comment."
The
G A S B 's first pronouncement, Authoritative Status of NCGA Pro
nouncements and AICPA Industry Audit G uide, issued in June of 1984,
endorsed prior statements and interpretations of the National
Council on Government Accounting.
This position was codified by
GASB on November 1, 1984, with the publication of its Codification
of Governmental Accounting and Financial Reporting Standards. GASB
pronouncements issued after that date may alter, amend, supplement,
revoke, or supersede the guidance in the Codification.
The third
edition of the codification was issued in May 1990.
AUDITING STANDARDS
In 1972, the Comptroller General of the United States issued
Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activ
ities and Functions, (Standards for Audit issued by the GAO (U.S.
General Accounting Office)).
Those standards were revised and
reissued in 1981 and 1988 and are now referred to as Government
Auditing Standards. These government auditing standards adopt and
incorporate all of the existing AICPA's Statements on Auditing
Standards for field work and reporting for financial statement and
financial related audits. Additionally, all future Statements are
automatically included unless the General Accounting Office speci
fically excludes them by formal announcement.
The additional
governmental standards, beyond the generally accepted standards of
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the AICPA, relate principally to requirements for (a) performing
reviews and tests for compliance with federal laws and regulations
and including in a compliance report positive assurance on items
tested and certain other compliance reporting requirements; (b)
submitting a detailed report on an understanding of the entity’s
internal control structure and the assessment of control risk made
as part of a financial statement audit, of a financial related
audit, which is not required by the A I C P A ’s generally accepted
auditing standards; (c) stating the audit was performed in accor
dance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
In December 1991, the AICPA issued Statement on Auditing Standards
68, Compliance Auditing Applicable to Governmental Entities and
Other Recipients of Governmental Financial Assistance, to be
effective for fiscal periods beginning on or after June 15, 1992.
This SAS provides the standards for reporting on compliance and an
explanation of "compliance” as the term is used in conjunction with
(1) generally accepted auditing standards
(the AICPA); (2)
generally accepted government auditing standards (the G A O ) ; and (3)
the Single Audit Act (the Act of 1984 and O M B ’s Circular A-128,
which is the implementing regulation for the A c t ) .
In 1979 the federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB) estab
lished a single audit concept for federally assisted programs by
the issuance of attachment P to Circular A-102, the administrative
guidelines for federal grants and contracts awarded to state and
local governments. This concept was incorporated into law by the
passage, in October, of the Single Audit Act of 1984.
Later, in
April 1985, OMB issued Circular A-128, "Audits of State and Local
Governments," which superseded attachment P. Circular A-128 was
issued as the implementing regulation for the Single Audit Act.
The Act, along with Circular A-128, established more detailed
auditing and reporting requirements for those governmental units
receiving $100,000 or more of federal assistance in any fiscal
year.
THE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
The accounting system of governments, unlike the private sector, is
on a fund accounting basis.
A fund is a fiscal and accounting
entity with a self-balancing set of accounts recording cash and
other financial resources, together with all related liabilities
and residual equities or balances, and changes therein, which are
segregated for the purpose of carrying on activities or attaining
certain
objectives
in
accordance
with
special
regulations,
restrictions, or limitations. There are four governmental funds —
general, special revenue, capital projects, and debt service funds;
two proprietary funds— enterprise and internal service funds; one
fiduciary fund— trust and agency fund; and two account groups—
general fixed assets and general long-term debt account groups.
Only the minimum number of funds consistent with legal and opera
ting requirements should be established.
Fixed assets related to
specific proprietary funds or trust funds should be accounted for
through those funds. All other fixed assets of a governmental unit
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should be accounted for through the general fixed asset account
group. Long-term liabilities of proprietary funds and trust funds
should be accounted through those funds. All other unmatured gen
eral long-term liabilities of the governmental unit, including
special assessment debt for which the government is obligated in
some manner, should be accounted for through the General Long-Term
Debt Account Group.
BASIS OF ACCOUNTING
Governments use the accrual or modified accrual basis of accounting
as appropriate. Governmental funds use the modified accrual basis
of accounting to recognize revenues and expenditures. Revenues are
recognized in the accounting period in which they become available
and measurable. Available means then due, or past due and receiv
able within the current period, or expected to be collected soon
enough thereafter to be used to pay liabilities of the current
period.
Expenditures are recognized in the accounting period in
which the fund liability is incurred, if measurable, except for un
matured interest on general long-term debt which should be recog
nized when due. Property fund revenues and expenses are recognized
on the accrual basis.
Revenues are recognized in the accounting
period in which they are earned and become measurable and expenses
are recognized in the period incurred, if measurable.
Fiduciary
funds recognize revenues and expenses or expenditures on the basis
consistent with the fund’s accounting measurement objective. Non
expendable trust and pension trust funds are accounted for on the
accrual basis; expendable trust funds are accounted for on the mod
ified accrual basis. Agency fund assets and liabilities are ac
counted for on the modified accrual basis. GASB Statement No. 11,
Measurement Focus and Basis of Accounting— Governmental Fund Oper
ating Statements, effective for financial statements beginning
after June 15, 1994, will change the measurement focus and basis of
accounting standards for governmental fund operating statements.
BUDGETING
An annual budget should be adopted by every governmental unit. The
accounting system should provide the basis for appropriate budget
ary control.
A common terminology and classification should be
used consistently throughout the budget, the accounts, and the
financial reports of each fund.
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FSP 3200
Disclosure Checklist— General
Note 1:

The checklist covers GAAP disclosures applicable to
general purpose financial statements (GPFS) and does not
address additional disclosures applicable only to a
comprehensive annual financial report (CAFR).

.01 Many auditors and accountants find it helpful to use
checklists as practice aids to prepare financial statements and
reports. Some firms have developed their own checklists for
internal use, and may also have specialized checklists to meet the
needs of their practices, such as checklists for clients in
particular industries or clients that report to the SEC.
Some
state CPA societies have developed checklists as practice aids that
may be available to other practitioners as well as to their own
members.
Some commercial publishers also include checklists in
certain of their publications. However, authoritative literature
does not require the use of such checklists, nor does it prescribe
their format or content, which may vary.
.02 Checklists typically consist of a number of brief questions
or statements that are accompanied by references to a GASB or FASB
Statement or Interpretation, an APB Opinion, or an AICPA Accounting
Research Bulletin.
The extent of detail included in checklists
varies with the judgment of the preparers on how extensively to
refer to and highlight authoritative literature without developing
a checklist that is too long and unwieldy. Accordingly, checklists
may serve as convenient memory aids but cannot be used as a sub
stitute for direct reference to the authoritative literature.
.03 Checklists usually provide for checking off or initialling
each question or point to show that it has been considered.
The
format used in these sections is a typical one; it provides for
"yes,” "no," and "not applicable" answers and presumes that remarks
would be prepared on separate cross-referenced memorandums.
Some
preparers, however, prefer to include space for remarks in the body
of the checklist while others prefer alternative checklist formats.
For example, a checklist format may provide for the following set
of answers:
"not applicable," "not material," "in statements" and
"in note" (with provisions for indicating a cross-reference to the
specific statement caption or note). Another format may provide
for only two answers, "disclosed" and "not applicable." Firms and
practitioners who develop their own checklists should adopt formats
that suit their needs and preferences.
.04 Disclosure checklists are generally accompanied by caveats
that include all of the following points:
•

Use of the checklists requires the exercise of individual
professional judgment and may likely require some modifica
tion based on the circumstances of individual engagements.

•

The checklists are not all-inclusive and are not intended
to present minimum requirements.
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•

Users need to modify the checklists for any pronouncements
issued subsequent to those mentioned in the checklist.

If widespread circulation is expected, the preparers also generally
stress the nonauthoritative or unofficial status of the checklists
and disclaim responsibility for the way they may be used.
.05 Determine whether any pronouncements issued after December
1, 1991 have a bearing on the financial statements considered.
.06 Verify that all the comments and suggestions made by prior
reviewers have been checked for current applicability or whether
follow-up for the current year was advised.
(This applies to in
house or external reviewers, e.g., GAO, etc.)
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FSP 3400
Financial Section— Financial Statements
.01 This checklist has been developed by the staff of the
Technical Information division of the AICPA as a nonauthoritative
practice aid. Accordingly, the notice on page iii is incorporated
herein by reference.
.02

Explanation of References:

TPA
ARB
APB
SFAS
SAS
FASBI
TB

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

AC

=

AU

=

OMB
GPFS
CAFR
ASLGU

=
=
=
=

GASB
GASBI

=
=

.03
tions:

Technical Practice Aids
Accounting Research Bulletin
Accounting Principles Board Opinion
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
Statement on Auditing Standards
Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation
Technical Bulletin issued by the staff of the FASB
(The FASB staff issues FASB Technical Bulletins to
provide guidance concerning the application of FASB
Statements or Interpretations, APB Opinions, or Ac
counting Research Bulletins. FASB Technical Bulletins
do not establish new financial accounting and report
ing standards or amend existing standards.)
Reference to section number in FASB Accounting Stan
dards Current Text
Reference to section number in AICPA Professional
Standards (vol. 1) of SAS cited
Office of Management and Budget Circular No. A-110
General Purpose Financial Statements
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
Audits of State and Local Governmental U n i t s . AICPA,
1986
Governmental Accounting Standards Board Statement
Governmental Accounting Standards Board Interpreta
tions

This checklist is organized into the following classifica

I.General
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

Titles and Memoranda
Significant Accounting Policies
Accounting Changes
Comparative Financial Statements
Financial Instruments
Nonmonetary Transactions
Contingencies and Commitments
Subsequent Events
Related-Party Transactions
Component Units
Pension Disclosures
Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pension Benefits Dis
closures
Deferred Compensation Plans
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N.
O.
II.

Combined Balance Sheet
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

III.

Special Assessments
Risk Financing and Related Insurance Issues

Titles, References and Content
Cash and Investments
Notes and Accounts Receivable
Inventories
Investments
Fixed Assets
Lessors
Other Assets and Deferred Charges
Liabilities
Lessees
Other Liabilities and Deferred Credits
General Long-Term Debt
Fund Balance

Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in
Fund Balances— All Governmental Fund Types (and Similar Trust
Funds)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

General
Property
Sales Taxes
Income Taxes
Grants, Entitlements or Shared Revenues
Expenditures
Related-Party Transactions
Depreciation
Transfers
Operating Leases With Scheduled Rent Increases

IV. Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in
Fund Balances— Budget and Actual— General and Special Revenue
Fund Types
A.

General

V. Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in
Retained Earnings— All Proprietary Fund Types (and Similar
Trust Funds)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

General
Extraordinary Items
Grants, Entitlements or Shared Revenues
Interest
Residual Equity and Operating Transfers

Related-Party Transactions
Depreciation
Nonmonetary Transactions
Gains on Sales of Securities
Futures Contracts
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K.
L.
M.
VI.

Research and Development Costs
Changes in Fund Balances/Retained Earnings
Segment Information

Combined Statement of Cash Flows— All Proprietary Fund Types
(and Similar Trust Funds)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

•

Title
Format and Policy
Classification of Cash Receipts and Cash Payments
Content and Form
Noncash Investing, Capital, and Financing Activities

Appendix
A.
B.

.03

The Financial Reporting Entity
Additional Disclosures Required by the President’s
Council on Integrity and Efficiency (PCIE) Standards
Subcommittee Uniform Desk Review Guide for A-128 Audits.
CHECKLIST QUESTIONNAIRE
YES

I. GENERAL
A. Titles and Memoranda
1. Are
all
financial
statements
titled
properly?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.106 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.106); SAS 14, par. 7 (AU 621.07)]
2. If totals by account are presented in the
General Purpose or Component Unit (Com
bined) Financial Statements, are totals
noted as memoranda only?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.113 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.113); ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 9]
3. If the financial statements are prepared
in conformity with GAAP, do the fund
types used conform to those described in
GASB Sec. 1300.104?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1300.104 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1300.104)]
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NO

N/A

YES
B. Significant Accounting Policies
1. Is a summary of significant accounting
policies shown separately as a stand
alone summary?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2300.108 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2300.108); APB 22, par. 8 (AC A10.102)]
2. If the summary of significant accounting
policies is shown separately as a stand
alone summary, has each page of the GPFS
been referenced to the summary?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2300.108 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2300.108)]
3. Does the summary of significant account
ing policies address the following:
a. Criteria used to determine the scope
of the reporting entity?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2300.104a (GASB Cod.
Sec. 2300.104a); GASB 1, Sec. 2600.115
(GASB Cod. Sec. 2600.115)]
b. Revenue and expenditure recognition
policies (i.e., measurement focus and
basis of accounting)?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2300.104a (GASB Cod.
Sec. 2300.104a); GASB 1, Sec. 1600
.108 (GASB Cod. Sec. 1600.108)]
c. Method of encumbrance accounting and
reporting?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2300.104a (GASB Cod.
Secs. 2300.104a); GASB 1, Sec. 1700
.130 (GASB Cod. Sec. 1700.130)]
d. Policy with regard to reporting infra
structure assets, including budgetary
accounting?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2300.104a (GASB Cod.
Sec. 2300.104a); GASB 1, Sec. 1400
.109 (GASB Cod. Sec. 1400.109)]
e. Policy with regard to capitalization
of interest costs on fixed assets?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2300.104a (GASB Cod.
Sec. 2300.104a); GASB 1, Sec. 1400
.111 (GASB Cod. Sec. 1400.111)]
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NO

N/A

YES
f. Description of the specific reasons
for excluding any agencies or compo
nent units that meet the criteria in
NCGA Statement No. 3?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2100.121 and .122 (GASB
Cod. Secs. 2100.121 and .122)]
g. The extent to which fixed asset costs
have been estimated and the methods of
estimation?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1400.112 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1400.112);
GASB 1,
Sec.
2300.105n
(GASB Cod. Sec. 2300.105n)]
h. The use of the modified accrual basis
for governmental fund types?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1600.105 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1600.105)]
i. Nature and amount of inconsistencies
in financial statements caused by
transactions between component units
having different fiscal year-ends?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2300.105s (GASB Cod.
Sec. 2300.105s); GASB 1, Sec. 2600.113
(GASB Cod. Sec. 2600.113)]
j. Have changes in the fiscal year-ends
of component units included in the
reporting entity been disclosed?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2600.114 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2600.114)]
k. Basis of presentation-fund accounting,
including fund categories/generic fund
types, account groups, total columns
used in combined financial statements
and the effects of component units
with differing fiscal year-ends?
[GASB Cod. Sec. 2300.601]
1. The policy with regard to expenditure
recognition of inventories; purchases
or consumption method?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1600.122a (GASB Cod.
Sec. 1600.122a)]
m. Policy with regard
sick leave?
[GASB 1, Sec. C60
C60)]
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to

vacation

(GASB

Cod.

and
Sec.

NO

N/A

YES
n. Policy with regard to investments?
[GASB 3, (GASB Cod. Sec. I50)]
C. Accounting Changes
1. For an accounting change does disclosure
in the period of the change include:
a. Nature of the change?

---

b. Justification for the change and a
clear explanation of the newly adopted
principle and why it is preferable?

___

c. Effect on excess of revenues over
expenses/expenditures, as appropriate?
[APB 20, par. 17 (AC A06.113)]
2. Have the applicable AICPA Statements of
Position and Guides listed in Appendix A
to SFAS 83 (AC section A06 Exhibit 112A)
been considered in justification of a
change in accounting principle?
[SFAS 32, par. 11 and APB 20, par. 16 (AC
A06.112)]
3. If appropriate, is the cumulative effect
of an accounting change shown separately
between
the
captions
"extraordinary
items" and "excess of revenues over (un
der) expenditures"?
[APB 20, pars. 18-26 (AC A06.114-.122 and
E09.104)]
4. Are the effects of changes in accounting
estimate disclosed if they are material?
[APB 20, pars. 31-33 (AC A 0 6 .130.-.132)]
5. If a change in reporting entity has oc
curred, have the financial statements and
disclosures been made in accordance with
APB 20, pars. 34 and 35?
[APB 20, pars. 34 and 35 (AC A35.112.113)]
6. Is the nature of an error in previously
issued financial statements and the ef
fect of its correction on the excess of
revenues over (under) expenditures before
extraordinary items, and net income dis-
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---

___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
closed in the period in which the error
was discovered and corrected?
[APB 20, par. 37 (AC A35.105)]
7. For prior period adjustments:
a. Are the resulting effects on the net
income of prior periods disclosed in
the financial statement for the year
in which the adjustments are made?
b. For single period statements does the
disclosure indicate the effects of
such restatement on the balance of
fund balance/retained earnings at the
beginning of the period and on the
excess of revenues over (under) expen
ditures of the immediately preceding
period?
c. If financial statements for more than
one period are presented does the dis
closure include the effects for each
of the periods included in the state
ments?
[APB 9, par. 26 (AC A35.107)]
8. If the prior period adjustments pertain
to years presented in a comparative oper
ating statement as for example, historic
al summaries of financial data, have they
been reflected therein with appropriate
disclosure?
[APB 9, par. 27 (AC A35.108)]
9. For interim financial reports regarding
an adjustment related to prior interim
periods of the current fiscal year, was
the following disclosed:
a. The effect on excess (deficiency) from
continuing operations and excess (de
ficiency) for each prior interim per
iod of the current fiscal year,
and
b. Excess (deficiency) from continuing
operations and excess (deficiency) for
each prior interim period restated.
[SFAS 16, par. 15 (AC A35.111)]
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___

NO

N/A

YES
D. Comparative Financial Statements
1. Have comparative statements been consid
ered?
[ARB 43, Ch. 2A, pars. 1-2 (AC F43.101.102)]
2. Are the notes and other disclosures in
cluded in the financial statements of the
preceding year(s) presented, repeated or
at least referred to, to the extent that
they continue to be of significance?
[ARB 43, Ch. 2A, par. 2 (AC F43.102)]
3. If changes have occurred in the manner of
or basis for presenting corresponding
items for two or more periods, are appro
priate explanations of the changes dis
closed?
[ARB 43, Ch. 2A, par. 2 (AC F43.102)]

___

___

___

E. Financial Instruments
1. Does the entity have a financial instru
ment that i s :
a. cash in banks or on hand,

___

or
b. evidence of an ownership interest in
an entity,

___

or
c. a contract that both:
(1) imposes on one entity a contrac
tual obligation (liability):
(a) to deliver cash or financial
instrument to a second entity
or
(b) to exchange financial instru
ments on potentially unfavor

able terms with the second en
tity?
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___

YES
(2) Conveys to that second
contractual right:

entity

NO

N/A

a

(a) to receive cash or another
financial instrument from the
first entity
or
(b) to exchange other financial
instruments
on
potentially
favorable terms with the first
entity?
[FASB 105, par. 6 (AC F25.106)]
2. For
financial
instruments
with
offbalance-sheet risk (except for the in
struments specifically excluded by the
Statement) was the following disclosed
either in the body of the financial
statements or in the notes by class of
financial instrument:*
a. The face or contract amount (or no
tional principal amount if there is no
face or contract amount)?
b. The nature of terms, including,
minimum, a discussion of:
(1) The credit and market
those instruments?
(2) The cash requirements
instruments?

at a

risk
of

of

those

(3) The related accounting policy pur
suant to the requirements of APB
Opinion No. 22, "Disclosure of A c 
counting Policies"?
[SFAS 105, par. 17 (AC F25.112)]

* Practices for grouping and separately identifying— clas
sifying— similar financial instruments in statements of financial
position, in notes to financial statements and in various regula
tory reports have developed and become generally accepted, largely
without being codified in authoritative literature. In this State
ment, class of financial instrument refers to those classifica
tions .
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YES
3. For
financial
instruments
with
offbalance-sheet risk (except as noted in
2), was the following disclosed either in
the body of the financial statements or
in the notes by the class of financial
instrument:
a. The amount of accounting loss the en
tity would incur if any party to the
financial instrument failed completely
to perform according to the terms of
the contract and the collateral or
other security, if any, for the amount
due proved to be of no value to the
entity?
b. The entity’s policy of requiring col
lateral or other security to support
financial instruments subject to cred
it risk, information about the enti
t y ’s access to that collateral or
other security, and the nature and a
brief description of the collateral or
other security supporting those finan
cial instruments?
[SFAS 105, par. 18 (AC F25.113)]
4. Were disclosures of all significant con
centrations of credit risk arising from
all financial instruments, whether from
individual counterparty or groups of
counterparties (except for certain in
surance and investment contracts, pur
chase and pension obligations), included
in the following:
a. Information about the (shared) activ
ity, region, or economic character
istic that identifies the concentra
tion?
b. The amount of the accounting loss due
to credit risk the entity would incur
if parties to the financial instru
ments that make up the concentration
failed completely to perform according
to the terms of the contracts and the
collateral or other security, if any,
for the amount due proved to be of no
value to the entity?
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YES
c. The entity’s policy of requiring col
lateral or other security to support
financial instruments subject to cred
it risk, information about the enti
t y ’s security, and the nature and a
brief description of the collateral or
other security supporting those finan
cial instruments?
[SFAS 105, par. 20 (AC F25.115)]
F. Nonmonetary Transactions
1. Do disclosures for nonmonetary transac
tions during the period include:
a. Nature of the transactions?
b. Basis of accounting
transferred?

for

the

assets

c. Gains or losses recognized on
transfers?
[APB 29, par. 28 (AC C11.102 and
.120); FASBI 30 (AC N 3 5 .114-.119)]

the
N35

2. Are nonmonetary assets recorded in the
fund to which they relate at estimated
fair value?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1400.113 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1400.113)]
3. If nonmonetary assets are donated to a
governmental unit for use in general gov
ernment activities, have they been re
corded in the General Fixed Assets A c 
count Group?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1400.113 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1400.113)]
4. If the donation of nonmonetary assets re
duces the government’s current or future
expenditure requirements, has the govern
mental unit elected to report the dona
tion in the appropriate fund as an "other
financing use" and an "other financing
source" of resources?
[ASLGU, Ch. 9, par. 21]
G. Contingencies and Commitments
1. Is disclosure made in governmental funds
on the face of the financial statements
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YES
or in the notes of the nature and amount
of accrued loss contingencies necessary
to keep the financial statements from
being misleading showing the total claims
and judgments determined for the year u n
der FASB 5 "Accounting for Contingencies"
less (plus) the amount recorded as long
term obligations in the General Long-Term
Debt Account Group?
[SFAS 5, par. 9 (AC C59.108); FASBI 14,
pars. 3-7 (AC C 5 9 .124-.127); GASB 1, Sec.
1500.110 (GASB Cod. Sec. 1500.110); GASB
1, Sec. C50.112 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50.112)]
2. Where a loss pertains to proprietary
funds, have the criteria of FASB 5 been
followed without modification in making
disclosures?
[GASB 1, Sec. C50.115 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.115)]
3. For loss contingencies
disclosures indicate:

not

accrued,

do

a. Nature of contingency?
b. Estimate of possible loss or range of
loss, or a statement that such esti
mate cannot be made?
[SFAS 5, par. 10 (AC C59.109 and C59
.111); GASB 1, Sec. 1500.110 (GASB Cod.
Sec. 1500.110)]
4. Are guarantees of the entity, even if the
possibility of default is remote, dis
closed in the financial statements?
[ASLGU, Ch. 11, par. 28]
5. If the entity is assuming a moral obli
gation, is this disclosed in the finan
cial statements?
[ASLGU, Ch. 11, par. 28]
6. With respect to no-commitment debt, is
its existence disclosed in the financial
statements?
[ASGLU, Ch. 11, par. 28]
7. For unconditional purchase obligations
not recorded on the purchaser's balance
sheet, is the following disclosed:
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YES
a. The nature
tion (s)?

and

term

of

the

obliga

b. The amount of the fixed and determin
able portion of the obligation(s) as
of the date of the latest balance
sheet presented in the aggregate and,
if determinable, for each of the five
succeeding fiscal years?
c. The nature of any variable components
of the obligation?
d. The amounts purchased under the obli
gation(s) (for example, the take-orpay or throughput contract) for each
period for which a Statement of Reven
ue and Expenditures is presented?
[SFAS 47, par. 7 (AC C32.102)]
8. Is disclosure made of conditions that
raise a question about an entity’s abil
ity to continue in existence and viable
plans to overcome these difficulties?
[SAS 59, par. 10 (AU 340.10); ASLGU, Ch.
18, par. 18]
9. Encumbrances:
Where appropriations lapse at year-end,
even if encumbered, and the governmental
unit intends to honor them, do the notes
to financial statements disclose the out
standing encumbrances at year-end or is
disclosure affected by reserving a por
tion of the fund balance?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1700.129d (GASB Cod. Sec.
1700.129d)]
10. If a governmental unit is prohibited by
law from budgeting or appropriating pro
perty taxes recognized as revenue pur
suant to GASB 1, Sec. P70.104, was dis
closure made by a reservation of fund
balance, and was this explained in the
notes to financial statements?
[GASB 1, Sec. P70.104 (GASB Cod. Sec. P70
.104)]
11. Where payments have been made to an in
ternal service self-insurance fund to pay
claims and judgments of governmental
funds, and the claims were based on actu300

NO

N/A

YES
arially
determined
liabilities,
have
these transfers been classified as opera
ting transfers and not as an expenditure
of the insured fund?
[GASB 1, Sec. C50.117 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.117)]
12. Have any amounts that were transferred
which were in excess of the amount of the
actuarially determined amount been clas
sified as residual equity transfers?
[GASB 1, Sec. C50.117 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.117)]
13. Are the nature and amount of guarantees
disclosed
(for example,
guarantee of
indebtedness of others, obligations of
banks under standby letters of credit)?
[SFAS 5, par. 12 (AC C59.113); FASBI 34,
pars. 2-3 (AC C59.114)]
14. Are gain contingencies adequately dis
closed with care to avoid any misleading
implications about likelihood of reali
zation?
[SFAS 5, par. 17 (AC C59.118)]
15. Has disclosure been made of unused let
ters of credit, assets pledged as secur
ity for loans, working capital commit
ments, and dividend restructuring?
[SFAS 5, pars. 18-19
(AC C59.120)]
16. Are disclosures made of any material vio
lations of legal and contractual provi
sions?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2300.104h (GASB Cod. Sec.
2300.104h)]

___

___

___

___

___

—

H. Subsequent Events
1. Are the financial statements adjusted for
any changes in estimates resulting from
subsequent events that provided addition
al evidence with respect to conditions
that existed at the date of the balance
sheet?
[SFAS 5, par. 8 (AC C59.105); SAS 1,
Secs. 560.03-.04, 560.07 and 561.01-.09
(AU 560.03-.04, 560.07 and 561.01-.09)]
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___

NO

N/A

YES
2. Are subsequent events that provide evi
dence with respect to conditions that did
not exist at the date of the balance
sheet but arose subsequent to that date
adequately disclosed to keep the finan
cial statements from being misleading?
[SFAS 5, par. 11 (AC C59.112); APB 16,
par. 61 (AC B50.120); SAS 1, Secs. 560
.05-.07, 560.09 and 561.01-.09 (AU 560
.05-.07, 560.09 and 561-.01-.09); GASB 1,
Secs. 1500.110 and GASB 6, par. 13 (GASB
Cod. Sec. 1500.110); GASB 1, Sec. 2300
.104d (GASB Cod. Sec. 2300.104d)]

___

I. Related-Party Transactions
1. Do lease arrangements exist between state
and local governments and public authori
ties?
[GASB 1, Secs. L20.123 and 2300.150f and
g (GASB Cod. Secs. L20.123 and 2300.105f
and g ) ]
2. Have the nature and extent of leasing
transactions with related parties been
disclosed?
[GASB 1, Sec. L20.123 (GASB Cod. Sec. L20
.123); SFAS 13, par. 29 (AC L10.125)]

___

___

3. Are the following disclosures made of m a 
terial related party transactions, other
than compensation arrangements, expense
allowances, and other similar items in
the ordinary course of business:
a. The nature of the relationship(s)
volved?

in

b. A description of the transactions,
including transactions to which no
amounts or nominal amounts were as
cribed, for each of the periods for
which a Statement of Revenue and Ex
penditures
is presented,
and such
other information deemed necessary to
an understanding of the effects of the
transactions on the financial state
ments?
c. The dollar amount of transactions for
each of the periods for which State
ments of Revenue and Expenditures are
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___

___

NO

N/A

YES
presented and the effects of any
change in the method of establishing
the terms from that used in the pre
ceding period?
d. Amounts due from or to related parties
as of the date of each balance sheet
presented and, if not otherwise appar
ent, the terms and manner of settle
ment?
[SFAS 57, pars. 2-4 (AC R 3 6 .102-.104);
SAS 45, par. 11 (AU 334.11-.12)]

NO

N/A

___

—

J. Component Units
1. If a component unit has adopted account
ing principles that are not in conformity
with governmental accounting and report
ing standards but those principles are
considered to be generally accepted and
where the inclusion of the component unit
would distort a fund type of the report
ing entity, is the component unit pre
sented in a separate column on the finan
cial statements of the reporting entity
as a discrete presentation?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2600.109 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2600.109)]
2. If the answer to J . 1 is yes, do the ac
companying notes to the financial state
ments clearly disclose the accounting
policies of the component unit and the
relationship of the component unit to the
oversight unit?*
[GASB 1, Sec. 2600.109 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2600.109)]
3. Do the notes to the reporting entity’s
financial statements disclose the compo
nent units that have been combined to
form the reporting entity and the key
decision criteria that were considered?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2600.116 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2600.116)]

___

___

___

* GASB Statement No. 14, The Financial Reporting Entity,
effective for financial statements for periods beginning after
December 15, 1992, establishes new standards for defining and re
porting on the financial reporting entity.
See Appendix A for the
checklist questionnaire.
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4. Has financial information concerning each
component unit, as well as the oversight
unit, been provided in the notes to in
sure that the general purpose financial
statements communicate the information
that is necessary for fair presentation
and is not readily apparent from, or can
not be included in, the statements them
selves?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2600.116 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2600.116)]
5. Where separate component unit financial
statements are issued, was disclosure
made to clearly indicate that the com
ponent unit is an integral part of the
reporting entity?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2600.119 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2600.119)]
K. Pension Disclosures
1. Pension Plans — Separately Issued PERS
Reports— Defined Benefit Pension Infor
mation
For pension disclosures in separately
issued PERS financial reports, do the
notes to the financial statements dis
close the following:
a. Plan description
(1) Identification of the PERS as the
administrator of a single-employer
agent multiple-employer, or cost
sharing multi-employer plan, and
the reporting entity, if any, of
which it is a component unit; also
number and types of contributing
employers and non-employer contri
butors?
(2) Types of employees covered and
current membership, with separate
identification of the number of
(a)
retirees and beneficiaries
currently receiving benefits, and
terminated employees entitled to
benefits but not yet receiving
them and (b) fully vested, par
tially
vested,
and
non-vested
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NO

N/A

YES
active
plan?

employees

covered

by

the

(3) A brief statement about benefit
provisions, employee eligibility
requirements including eligibility
for vesting and the authority un
der which benefit provisions are
established?
(4) Employer and employee obligations
to contribute and the authority
under which those obligations are
established?
[GASB 5, par. 30a (GASB Cod. Sec. Pe6
.130a)]
b. Summary of Significant Accounting Pol
icies and Plan Asset Matters
(1) Significant accounting policies
including basis of accounting,
method used to value assets for
balance sheet purposes, and, if
assets are valued at cost, the
method used to account for ex
changes or "SWAPS” of securities?
(Also, disclose the effects on the
amount of net assets available for
benefits of any changes in ac
counting
policies
during
the
y e a r .)
(2) Investments (other than U.S. gov
ernment and U.S. government guar
anteed obligations)
in any one
organization that represents
5
percent or more of net assets
available for benefits?
(3) Investments
in,
loans
to,
or
leases with any PERS official,
governmental employer official,
party related to a PERS official
or governmental employer official
nonemployer contributor or organi
zation included in the reporting
entity of any participating em
ployer?
(Loans to employees from
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NO

N/A

YES
their own contributions, permitted
by the terms of the plan, should
not be listed.)
[GASB 5, par. 30b (GASB Cod. Sec. Pe6
.130b)]
c. Funding Status and Progress
(1) Explanation that the pension bene
fit obligation, which is the actu
arial present value of credited
projected benefits is a standar
dized disclosure measure of the
present value of pension benefits,
adjusted for the effect of pro
jected salary increases and any
step-rate benefits estimated to be
payable in the future as a result
of employee service to date?
(2) Date of the actuarial valuation
performed to determine the pension
benefit obligation?
(3) Significant actuarial assumptions
used to compute the pension bene
fit obligation, including rate of
return on investment of present
and future assets (discount rate)
projected salary increases due to
(1) inflation and (2) merit or
seniority, and postretirement be
nefit increases?
[The rate of return on investments
should be a rate based on an esti
mated long-term yield considering
(i) the nature and mix of current
and expected investment and (ii)
the basis used to value those
assets.
That rate and other as
sumptions should be determined by
taking into account all relevant
factors
and
expectations
and
should be calculated in accordance
with recognized actuarial princi
ples.]
(4) Pension
benefit
obligation
in
total and segregated as follows:
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NO

N/A

YES
(a) Retirees
and
beneficiaries
currently receiving benefits
and terminated employees en
titled to benefits but not yet
receiving them?

___

(b) Current employees—
1. Accumulated employee con
tributions including allo
cated investment income, if
any?

___

2. Employer-financed vested?

___

3. Employer-financed nonvested?

___

(5) Net assets available for benefits,
as of the same date as the pension
benefit obligation, determined in
accordance with the method used to
value assets for PERS balance
sheet purposes?
If assets are
valued at other than market, has
market value also been disclosed?

___

(6) Difference
between
the
total
amounts
in d.
and e.
labeled
"Unfunded [assets in excess of]
pension benefit obligation"?

___

(7) Explanation
including
separate
dollar effects on the pension
benefit obligation, of any cur
rent-year changes in (1) actuarial
assumptions or (2) benefit provi
sions?
[GASB 5, par. 30c (GASB Cod. Sec. Pe6
.130c)]

___

d. Contributions Required and Contribu
tions Made
(1) Funding Policy, including the role
of actuarially determined contri
bution requirements in carrying

out that policy?
(2) If contribution requirements are
actuarially determined, have these
disclosures been made:
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___

NO

N/A

YES
(a) Actuarial funding method and
the period and method for
amortizing any unfunded actu
arial accrued liability?
(b) Has a statement been included
that significant actuarial as
sumptions used to compute ac
tuarially determined contribu
tion requirements are the same
as those used to compute the
pension benefit obligation, or
explanation of the differen
ces?
(c) Actuarially determined contri
bution requirements and the
amounts intended to (i) cover
normal cost and (ii) amortize
any unfunded actuarial accrued
liability, and contributions
actually made by employer(s)
and employees. Single-employ
er
PERS
and
cost-sharing
multiple-employer PERS should
also disclose both employer
and
employee
contributions
actually made as percentages
of the current year covered
payroll?
(d) Explanation, including sepa
rate dollar effects on contri
bution requirements, of any
current-year changes in (i)
actuarial assumptions,
(ii)
benefit
provisions,
(iii)
actuarial funding methods, or
(iv) other significant fac
tors?
(3) If contribution requirements are
not actuarially determined, were
the following disclosed:
(a) The fact that the contribution
requirement was not actuarial
ly determined?
(b) How the requirement was estab
lished?
(For example, a rate
established by law)
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(c) Whether an actuary was used to
determine the actuarial impli
cations of the requirement
(for example, period of amor
tization of the unfunded actu
arial accrued liability), and
what those implications are?

___

(d) The amount of the contribution
requirement and the contribu
tion actually made by employ
er(s) and employees.
Single
employer PERS and cost sharing
multi-employer
PERS
should
also disclose both employer
and
employee
contributions
actually made as percentages
of current year covered pay
roll?

___

(e) Explanation, including sepa
rate dollar effects on contri
bution requirements, of any
current-year changes in the
method used to calculate or
establish
contribution
re
quirements,
for example,
a
change in the law?
[GASB 5, par. 30d (GASB Cod. Sec.
Pe6.130d)]
e. Location of the 10-year historical
trend information required to be dis
closed by paragraph 32 of Statement
No. 5 of the Governmental Accounting
Standards Board (see below), and an
explanation that this provides infor
mation about progress made in accumu
lating sufficient assets to pay bene
fits when due?
[GASB 5, par. 30e (GASB Cod. Sec. Pe6
.130e)]
f. Does the PERS reporting also include
disclosure of 10-year historical trend
information as required supplementary
information?

[GASB 5, par. 31 (GASB Cod. Sec. Pe6
.131)]
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___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
g. Does the 10-year historical trend
information disclose the following:
(1) Net assets available for benefits
(as of the same date as the pen
sion benefit obligation and as
valued for PERS balance sheet pur
poses), the pension benefit obli
gation, and the former expressed
as a percentage of the latter,
also unfunded [assets in excess
of] pension benefit obligation,
annual covered payroll, and the
former expressed as a percentage
of the latter?

___

(2) Revenues
by
sources
(employer
contributions,
employee contri
butions, investment income, and
other income) and expenses by type
(benefit payments, administrative
expenses, refunds of employee con
tributions, and other expenses)?

___

(3) Except for agent multiple-employer
PERS, were employer contributions
expressed both as dollar amounts
and as percentages of annual cov
ered payroll?
(The disclosure
should state whether contributions
were made in accordance with actu
arial requirements.)

___

(4) If contributions actually made for
particular years differed
from
actuarial or legal requirements,
both the contribution made and the
contribution required should be
presented for those years?

___

(5) Have the timing, nature and total
dollar effect of any changes in
actuarial
assumptions,
benefit
provisions,
actuarial
funding
methods, accounting policies, or
other factors that significantly
affect the information presented
in a, b and c above been disclosed
for the year in which the changes
are made?
[GASB 5, par.
32
(GASB Cod.
Sec.
Pe6.132)]
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___

YES
2. Pension Disclosures in Employer Financial
Reports— Defined Benefit Pension Informa
tion— Single-Employer and Agent MultipleEmployer Plans
Do employers disclose in their notes to
financial statements the information that
follows for each single-employer PERS and
each agent multi-employer PERS to which
they contribute:
a. Plan Description
(1) Identification of the PERS to
which contributions are made as
single employer or agent multi
employer?
(2) Amount of the employer’s current
year covered payroll and the em
ployer’s total current-year pay
roll for all employees?
(3) A brief statement about types of
employees covered, benefit provi
sions, employee eligibility re
quirements including eligibility
for vesting, and the authority
under which benefit provisions are
established?
(4) Employer and employee obligations
to contribute and the authority
under which those obligations are
established?
[GASB 5, par. 35a (GASB Cod. Sec.
P20.125a)]
b. The amounts and types of securities,
if any, of the employer and related
parties included in PERS assets, in
cluding
loans
to
the
employer?
(Whether in the form of notes, bonds,
or other instruments)
[GASB 5, par. 35b (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.125b)]
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NO

N/A

YES
c. Funding Status and Progress
(1) Explanation
that
the
pension
benefit obligation which is the
actuarial present value of cred
ited projected benefits,
is a
standardized disclosure measure of
the present value of pension bene
fits, adjusted for the effects of
projected salary increases and any
step-rate benefits, estimated to
be payable in the future as a re
sult of employee service to date?
(2) Date of the actuarial valuation
performed to determine the pension
benefit obligation?
(Actuarial valuations must be per
formed at least biennially, with
an actuarial update to the date 12
months after that biennial val
uation.)
(Balance sheet date val
uations are encouraged but not re
quired.)
(3) Significant actuarial assumptions
used to compute the pension bene
fit obligation, including rate of
return on investment of present
and future assets (discount rate),
projected salary increases due to
(a) inflation and (b) merit or
seniority,
and
postretirement
benefit increases?
The rate of return on investments
should be a rate based on an esti
mated long-term yield considering
(i) the nature and mix of current
and expected investments and (ii)
the basis used to value those as
sets.

___

___

___

(4) Pension benefit obligation appli
cable to the entity’s employees,
in total and segregated as fol
lows:
(a) Retirees
and
beneficiaries
currently receiving benefits
and terminated employees en
titled to benefits but not yet
receiving them?
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___

YES
(b) Current employees—
(i) Accumulated
employee
contributions including
allocated
investment
income, if any?
(ii) Employer-financed vest
ed?
(iii) Employer-financed
vested?

non-

(5) Net assets available for benefits,
as of the same date as the pension
benefit obligation, determined in
accordance with the method used to
value assets for PERS balance
sheet purposes?
Also, the method used to value as
sets for PERS balance sheet pur
poses?
If assets are valued at other than
market, is market value also dis
closed?
(6) Difference
between
the
total
amounts in 4 and 5 labeled "Un
funded [assets in excess of] pen
sion benefit obligation"?
(7) Explanation,
including separate
dollar effects on the pension be
nefit obligation, of any currentyear changes in
(1) actual assumptions? or
(2) benefit provisions?
[GASB 5, par. 35c (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.125c)]
d. Contribution Required and Contribution
Made
(1) Funding policy, including the role
of actuarially determined contri
bution requirements in carrying
out that policy?
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NO

N/A

YES
(2) If contribution requirements are
actuarially determined, have these
disclosures been made?
(a) Actuarial funding method and
the period and method for
amortizing any unfunded actu
arial accrued liability?
(b) Statement
that
significant
actuarial assumptions used to
compute actuarially determined
contributions requirements are
the same as those used to com
pute the pension benefits ob
ligation, or an explanation of
the differences?
(c) Actuarially determined contri
bution requirement and the
amounts intended to (a) cover
normal cost and (b) amortize
any unfunded actuarial accrued
liability, and contributions
actually made by the employer
and employees, expressed both
in dollar amounts and as per
centages of current-year cov
ered payroll?
(d) Explanation including separate
dollar effects on contribution
requirements, of any currentyear changes in (a) actuarial
assumptions, (b) benefits pro
visions, (c) actuarial funding
method, or (d) other signifi
cant factors?
(3) If contribution requirements are
not actuarially determined, have
the following disclosures been
made:
(a) The fact that the contribution
requirement was not actuari
ally determined?
(b) How the requirement was estab
lished (for example, a rate
established by law)?
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(c) Whether an actuary was used to
determine the actual implica
tions of the requirement (for
example, period of amortiza
tion of the unfunded actuarial
accrued liability), and what
those implications are?
(d) The amount of the contribution
requirement and the contribu
tion actually made by employer
and employees.
Also disclose
both the employer and employee
contribution actually made as
percentages of current year
covered payroll?
(e) Explanation including separate
dollar effects on contribu
tions required of any currentyear changes in the method
used to calculate or establish
contribution requirements, for
example, a change in the law?
[GASB 5, par. 35d (GASB Cod. Sec.
P20.125d)]
e. Three-Year Historical Trend Informa
tion (Until three years' data are
available; as many as are available
should be presented.)
(1) Net assets available for benefits
expressed as percentages of the
pension benefit obligation appli
cable to the entity's employees?
(2) Unfunded [assets in excess of]
pension benefit obligation, ex
pressed as percentages of annual
covered payroll?
(3) Employer contributions expressed
as percentages of annual covered
payroll.
This disclosure should
state whether contributions were
made in accordance with actuari
ally determined requirements?
[GASB 5, par. 35e (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.125e)]
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YES
f. Reference to 10-year historical trend
information in separately issued PERS
reports (or in employer reports:
see
Section K2g) and an explanation that
this provides information about pro
gress made in accumulating sufficient
assets to pay benefits when due?
[GASB 5, par. 35f (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.125f)]

___

g. Has the following required 10-year
trend information been disclosed:
(1) Net assets available for benefits?
(As of the same date as the pen
sion benefit obligation as valued
for PERS balance sheet purposes.)

___

(2) Pension benefits obligation, and
the net assets available for bene
fits expressed as a percentage of
the pension benefit obligation?

___

(3) Unfunded [assets in excess of]
pension benefit obligation, annual
covered payroll, and the percent
age of unfunded [assets in excess
of] pension benefits obligation as
a percentage of annual covered
payroll?

___

(4) The timing, nature and total dol
lar effect of any changes in actu
arial assumptions, benefits provi
sions, actuarial funding methods,
accounting policies or other fac
tors that significantly affect the
information presented for the year
in which the changes are made?
[GASB 5, par. 3 6 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.126)]
3. Single Employer PERS Included as a Pen
sion Trust Fund in the Employer Reporting
Entity— Defined Benefit Pension Informa
tion
Does the employer reporting on its parti
cipation in a single-employer PERS that
is included as a pension trust fund in
the employer reporting entity make the
following disclosures:
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___

NO

N/A

YES
a. A single set of disclosures represent
ing a combination of the disclosures
required by Section K1 and K2 of this
disclosure checklist adapted to cover
both the PERS and the employer?
b. In order to satisfy the requirements
of Section K2f of this disclosure
checklist (reference to 10-year his
torical trend information in separate
ly issued PERS reports or in employer
reports and an explanation that this
provides information about progress
made in accumulating sufficient assets
to pay benefits when d u e ) , has the em
ployer made reference to the required
10-year historical trend information
included in an employer CAFR or in a
separately issued PERS report, if that
report is publicly available?
[GASB 5, par. 37 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.127)]

---

___

4. Multi-Employer PERS Included as a Pension
Trust Fund in the Employer Reporting En
tity-Defined Benefit Pension Information
Does the employer reporting entity com
bine the disclosure requirements o f :
a. Section K 1 — "Pension Plan Disclosures
in Separately Issued PERS Reports —
Defined Benefit Information?"

---

b. Section K 2 — "Pension Disclosures in
Employer
Financial
Reports— Defined
Benefit Pension Information?"

___

c. Section K 2 f — certain
ical information?

---

10-year histor

d. Section K5— "Employers Contributing to
Cost-Sharing
Multi-Employer
PERS —
Defined Benefit Pension Information?"
[GASB 5, par. 38 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.128)]

5. Employers

Contributing

to

Cost-Sharing

Multi-Employer
PERS — Defined
Pension Information
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Benefit

---

NO

N/A

YES
Do the employers disclose in their notes
to financial statements the following in
formation for each cost-sharing multiemployer PERS to which they contribute:
a. Identification of the PERS as a cost
sharing multiple-employer PERS?
b. Amount of the employer’s current-year
covered payroll and the employer’s
total current-year payroll for all
employees?
c. A brief statement about types of em
ployees covered, benefit provisions,
changes in benefit provisions, employ
ee eligibility requirements including
eligibility for vesting, and the au
thority under which benefit provisions
are established?
d. Employer and employee obligations to
contribute and the authority under
which those obligations are estab
lished?
e. The entity’s actuarially determined
contribution requirement and the em
ployee
and
employer
contributions
actually made, expressed both in dol
lar amounts and as percentages of the
employer’s current-year covered pay
roll; also, disclose any current-year
changes in actuarial assumptions, be
nefit provisions, actuarial funding
method, or other significant factors
and the aggregate effect on the em
ployer's contribution rate, expressed
as a percentage of the employer's
current-year covered payroll?
f. Explanation that the pension benefit
obligation, which is the actuarial
present value of credited projected
benefits, is a standardized disclosure
measure of the present value of pen
sion benefits, adjusted for the ef
fects of projected salary increases
and any step-rate benefits, estimated
to be payable in the future as a re
sult of employee service to date. The
measure is intended to help users
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NO

N/A

YES

NO

N/A

assess the PERS funding status on a
going-concern basis, assess progress
made in accumulating sufficient assets
to pay benefits when due, and make
comparisons among PERS and among em
ployers?
g. The total PERS pension benefit obli
gation and the total PERS net assets
available for benefits (as of the same
date as the pension benefit obliga
tion)?*
h. The employer’s actuarially determined
contribution requirement expressed as
a percentage of total current-year ac
tuarially determined contribution re
quirements for all employers?
i. Reference to 10-year historical trend
information in separately issued PERS
reports and an explanation that this
provides information about progress
made in accumulating sufficient assets
to pay benefits when due?
j. The amounts and types of securities,
if any, of the employer and related
parties included in PERS assets, in
cluding loans to the employer (whether
in the form of notes, bonds, or other
instruments)?
[GASB 5, par. 39 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.129)]
6. Component Un i t s ’ Pension Information in
the Reporting Entity's Financial Reports—
Defined Benefit Pension Information
a. When separate financial reports of
component units are publicly available
(containing the pension disclosures

* An entity whose contribution to a cost-sharing multipleemployer PERS exceeds 50 percent of the actuarially determined
contribution requirements for all participating entities may dis
close its allocated share of the PERS pension benefit obligation
and net assets available for benefits instead of the disclosure
required by GASB No. 5, paragraph 39g.
That allocation should be
based on the percentage required to be disclosed in paragraph 39h,
and the method of allocation should be disclosed.
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YES
required by GASB Statement No. 5),
have the reporting entity’s disclo
sures been minimized by referring to
those reports and providing condensed
data?
[GASB 5, par. 40 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.130)]

___

b. Have disclosure requirements in Sec
tion K2 been limited to the following:
(1) Pension benefit obligation?

___

(2) Net assets available for benefits?

___

(3) A statement indicating whether actuarially determined employer con
tribution requirements were met?
[GASB 5, par. 40 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.130)]

___

c. Have Section K5 disclosures (employers
contributing to cost-sharing multi
employer PERS)
been limited to a
statement that actuarially determined
contribution requirements were met and
that the contributions were made to
the same cost-sharing multi-employer
PERS in which the oversight entity
participates, if that is the case?
[GASB 5, par. 40 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.130)]
7. Noncontributing Employers— Defined Bene
fit Pension Information
a. If the employer is not legally respon
sible for making contributions to a
PERS but its employers are covered by
a PERS because of contributions made
by another entity, as described in
GASB 5, par. 11, did the employer dis
close in its notes to financial state
ments the following information for
each of those situations:
(1) Name of the entity making contri
butions on behalf of the employ
er’s employees and the amount of
the contribution?
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___

YES
(2) Types of employees covered and em
ployee eligibility requirements,
including eligibility for vesting?

___

(3) The employer’s total current-year
payroll for all employees, and its
current-year covered payroll for
that plan?

___

(4) Employee and nonemployer contribu
tor obligations to contribute and
the authority under which those
obligations are established?
[GASB 5, par. 41 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.131)]
b. If the legal responsibility for making
contributions remains with the parti
cipating employer but another entity
pays the annual employer contribution
directly to the PERS as a matter of
convenience, did the entity comply
with the disclosure requirements of
Section K 2 — 5 of this checklist which
apply to the participating employer?
[GASB 5, par. 41 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.131)]
8. Unfunded Pension Arrangements — Defined
Benefit Pension Information
If the defined benefit pension arrange
ment is not being funded and no contribu
tions are made from any source before
benefits are actually paid to retirees
and other beneficiaries, has the employer
disclosed its pension obligations? Were
the disclosure requirements in Section
K2-5 of this checklist followed?
[GASB 5, par. 42 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.132)]
9. Reporting by Nonemployer Contributors—
Defined Benefit Pension Information
Have the following disclosures been con
sidered for each nonemployer contributor:
a. If the entity is legally responsible
for making contributions to PERS that
cover individuals other than their own
employees?
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___

___

NO

N/A

YES
b. If the nonemployer contributor
is
legally responsible for contributions
to a single-employer or agent multi
employer PERS, has disclosure been
made about its participation in the
PERS in accordance with Section K2-4,
as appropriate?
c. If the nonemployer contributor is res
ponsible for making contributions to a
cost-sharing multi-employer PERS, do
the disclosures conform to the re
quirements of Section K5?
d. Have disclosures made in accordance
with Section K.2a(2)
and K5b been
limited to the number of employees and
amount of payroll covered by the PERS
to which the contributions are made?
[GASB 5, par. 43 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.133)]
10. Defined Contribution Pension Information
Have the following disclosures been con
sidered for each defined contribution
pension plan:
a. If the pension plan has characteris
tics of both a defined benefit plan
and a defined contribution plan, have
the appropriate disclosures been made?
[GASB 5, par. 45 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.136)]
b. If the substance of the plan is to
provide a defined benefit in some
form, have disclosures been made in
accordance with Section Kl-9?
[GASB 5, par. 45 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.136)]
c. Do notes to separately issued finan
cial statements for defined contribu
tion pension plans include the follow
ing information:
(1) Plan Description
(a) Identification of the PERS as
the administrator of a single
employer or multi-employer de322

NO

N/A

YES
fined contribution plan, and
the reporting entity, if any,
of which it is a component
unit; also, number and types
of contributing employers and
nonemployer contributors?

___

(b) Types of employees covered and
current membership?

___

(c) A brief statement about plan
provisions, including the au
thority under which those pro
visions are determined, and
employee eligibility require
ments, including eligibility
for vesting?

___

(d) Employer and employee obliga
tions to contribute and the
authority under which those
obligations are established?

___

(2) Summary of Significant Accounting
Policies and Plan Asset Matters
(a) Significant accounting poli
cies including basis of ac
counting, method used to value
assets for balance sheet pur
poses, and, if assets are val
ued at cost, the method used
to account for exchanges or
"swap” of securities?
If as
sets are valued for balance
sheet purposes at other than
market, disclosure of market
value?
(Also, disclosure of
the effects on the amount of
net assets available for be
nefits of any changes in ac
counting policies during the
year?)
(b) Investments (other than U.S.
government and U.S. govern
ment-guaranteed obligations)
in any one organization that
represent 5 percent or more of
net assets available for bene
fits?
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___

NO

N/A

YES
(c) Investments in, loans to, or
leases with any PERS official,
governmental employer offici
al, party related to a PERS
official or governmental em
ployer official, nonemployer
contributor, or organization
included in the reporting en
tity of any participating em
ployer?
(Loans to employees
from their own contributions,
permitted by the terms of the
plan, should not be listed.)
[GASB 5, par. 46 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Pe6.137)]

NO

N/A

___

d. Do employers disclose in the notes to
financial statements the following in
formation for each defined contribu
tion plan to which they contribute,
whether administered by a PERS, in
surance company,
or other organi
zation:*
(1) Identification of the plan to
which contributions are made as a
defined contribution plan?

___

(2) Amount of the employer’s currentyear covered payroll and its total
current-year payroll for all em
ployees?

___

(3) Employer and employee obligations
to contribute and the authority
under which those obligations are
established; also, a brief state
ment about plan provisions and em
ployee eligibility requirements,
including types of employees cov
ered and eligibility for vesting?

___

* These disclosures are also required to be made by nonem

ployer contributors, as discussed in GASB 5, par. 12 (GASB Cod.
Sec. P20.123).
Employers that are not legally responsible
making contributions to a defined contribution plan but whose
ployees are covered by a plan because of contributions made by
other entity, as described in GASB 5, par. 11 (GASB Cod. Sec.
.122), should make the disclosures required by GASB 5, par.
(GASB Cod. Sec. P20.131).
[GASB 5, footnote 18 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20.137, ft. 17)]
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for
em
an
P20
41

YES
(4) Contribution requirement and the
contributions actually made by the
employer and employees, expressed
both in dollar amounts and as per
centages of the employer’s cur
rent-year covered payroll; also
the effects of any current-year
changes in plan provisions?
(5) The amounts and types of securi
ties, if any, of the employer and
related parties included in plan
assets, including loans to the
employer (whether in the form of
notes, bonds, or other instru
ments)?
[GASB 5, par. 47 (GASB Cod. Sec. P20
.137)]
L. Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pension
Benefits Disclosures
1. Does an employer that provides other
postemployment benefits [OPEB] disclose,
as a minimum, the following information
either separately for one or more types
of benefits or in the aggregate for all
OPEB provided:
a. A description of the OPEB provided;
employee groups covered; eligibility
requirements; and the employer and
participant obligations to contribute,
quantified in some manner (for exam
ple, the approximate percentage of the
total obligation to contribute that is
borne by the employer and the partici
pants, respectively, or the dollar or
percentage contribution rates)?
b. A description of the statutory, con
tractual, or other authority under
which OPEB provisions and obligations
to contribute are established?
c. A description of the accounting and
financing or funding policies fol
lowed, for example, a statement that
the
employer's
contributions
are
financed on a pay-as-you-go basis or
are advance-funded on an actuarially
determined basis?
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YES
d. If OPEB are advance-funded on an
actuarially determined basis did the
employer also disclose:
(1) The actuarial cost method and
significant actuarial assumptions
(including the interest rate and,
if applicable, the projected sa
lary increase assumption and the
health inflation assumption) used
to determine funding requirements?
(2) The method used to value plan as
sets?
e. The following expenditures/expenses
information, depending on how OPEB are
financed:
(1) If OPEB are financed on a pay-asyou-go basis:
(a) The amount of OPEB expendi
tures/expenses
recognized
during
the
period
by
the
employer (net of participant
contributions)?
(b) The number of participants
currently eligible to receive
benefits?
(c) If expenditures/expenses for
OPEB cannot readily be sepa
rated
from
expenditures/
expenses for similar types of
benefit provided to active
employees and their depen
dents, have reasonable methods
to approximate OPEB expendi
tures/expenses been used?
(d) If a reasonable approximation
cannot be made, has the em
ployer stated OPEB expendi
tures/expenses cannot be rea
sonably estimated?
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YES
(2) If OPEB are advance-funded on an
actuarially determined basis:
(a) The number of active plan par
ticipants?

___

(b) The employer’s actuarially re
quired and actual contribu
tions for the period (net of
participant contributions)?

___

(c) The
amount
of
net
available for OPEB?

___

assets

(d) The actuarial accrued liabil
ity and unfunded actuarial ac
crued liability for OPEB ac
cording to the actuarial cost
method in use?

___

f. A description (and the dollar effect,
if measurable) of any significant mat
ters that affect the comparability of
the disclosures required by this para
graph with those for the previous per
iod (for example a change in benefit
provisions)?

___

g. Any additional information that the
employer believes will help users
assess the nature and magnitude of the
cost of the employer’s commitment to
provide OPEB?
[GASB 12, par. 10 (GASB Cod. Sec. P50
.105)]

___

2. Do employers who advance-fund postemploy
ment health care benefits on an actuari
ally determined basis through a defined
benefit PERS or plan that provides re
tirement income and who elect to apply
the disclosure requirements of GASB Cod.
Sec. P20, "Pension Activities— Employer
Reporting," to postemployment health care
benefits (instead of disclosing the in
formation required by "A." above), comply
with the following requirements:
a. Disclose the health inflation assump
tion in addition to other significant
actuarial assumptions required by GASB
Cod. Sec. P20?
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___

NO

N/A

YES
b. Calculate information disclosed about
the funded status and funding progress
of postemployment health care benefits
in a manner consistent with the re
quirements of GASB Cod. Sec. P20 for
the calculation of the funded status
and the funding progress of pension
benefits?
[GASB 12, par. 11 (GASB Cod. Sec. P50
.106)]
3. Are the disclosures required by "1 and 2"
above made for the reporting entity as a
whole?
[GASB 12, par. 12 (GASB Cod. Sec. P50
.107)]
4. If the employer believes aggregate dis
closures would be misleading, are addi
tional or separate disclosures made for
one or more fund types or component
units?
[GASB 12, par. 12 (GASB Cod. Sec. P50
.107)]
M. Deferred Compensation Plans
Deferred Compensation Plans Under Internal
Revenue Code Section 457
1. Are IRC Section 457 deferred compensation
balances displayed in an agency fund?
[GASB 2, par. 9 (GASB Cod. Sec. D25.109)]
2. Is the following information disclosed
for deferred compensation plans under
Internal Revenue Code Section 457:
a. The plan assets remain the property of
the
employer
until
paid
or
made
available to participants,
subject
only to claims of the employer’s
general creditors?
b. The governmental unit’s fiduciary re
sponsibility, including uses of plan
assets for purposes other than paying
benefits?
c. If the plan is a multiple-jurisdiction
plan, the portion of the assets in the
fund to which the administering gov328

NO

N/A

YES
ernmental entity has legal access, as
distinguished from the assets held for
other participating governmental em
ployees?
[GASB 2, par. 13 (GASB Cod. Sec. D25
.113)]

NO

N/A

___ ___ ___

N. Special Assessments
Have the following disclosures been made:
1. If the government is obligated in some
manner for special assessment debt, do
the notes to financial statements dis
close the information required in GASB 1,
Sec. 2300 "Notes to Financial State
ments," as it applies to long term debt?
[GASB 6, par. 20 (GASB Cod. Sec. S40
.120)]
2. Do the notes identify and describe any
guarantee, reserve or sinking fund estab
lished to cover defaults by property
owners?
[GASB 6, par. 20 (GASB Cod. Sec. S40
.120)]
3. Do the notes disclose the amount of spe
cial assessment receivables that are de
linquent if not separately displayed on
the face of the financial statements?
[GASB 6, par. 20 (GASB Cod. Sec. S40
.120)]
4. If the government is not obligated in any
manner for special assessment debt, do
the notes disclose the amount of the debt
and the fact that the government is in no
way liable for repayment but is only act
ing as agent for the property owners in
collecting the assessments, forwarding
the collections to bondholders, and ini
tiating foreclosure proceedings, if ap
propriate?
[GASB 6, par. 21 (GASB Cod. Sec. S40
.121)]

5. If earlier application was elected for
GASB No. 6, were the accounting changes
adopted to conform to the provisions of
this statement applied retroactively, if
practicable,
and were
the
financial
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___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___

YES
statements for all prior periods present
ed restated?
[GASB 6, par. 27 (GASB Cod. Sec. Appendix
C)]

___

6. For the year in which Statement No. 6 is
first applied, have the following dis
closures been made:
a. The nature of the restatement and its
effect?
b. The reason for not restating any prior
periods presented?
[GASB 6, par. 27 (GASB Cod. Sec. Appendix
C)]

___
___

0. Risk Financing and Related Insurance Issues
1. Accounting by Public Entity Risk Pools
a. Do all public entity risk pools ac
count for their activities in an en
terprise fund regardless of whether
there is a transfer or pooling (shar
ing) of risk?
[GASB 10, par. 18 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.114)]
b. Are premiums or required contributions
ordinarily recognized over the con
tract period in proportion to the
amount of risk protection provided?
[GASB 10, par. 19 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po2 0
.115)]
c. If the period of risk differs signifi
cantly from the contract period, are
premiums recognized as revenue over
the period of risk in proportion to
the amount of risk protection pro
vided?
[GASB 10, par. 19 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.115)]
d. If premiums are subject to adjustment,
is
premium
revenue
recognized
as
follows:
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___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
(1) If the ultimate premium is rea
sonably estimable, is the esti
mated ultimate premium recognized
as
revenue
over
the
contract
period?
(a) Is
the
estimated
ultimate
premium revised to reflect
current experience?
(2) If the ultimate premium cannot be
reasonably estimated, is the cost
recovery or the deposit method
used until the ultimate premium
becomes reasonably estimable?
[GASB 10, par. 20 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.116)]
e. If a portion of the premium is speci
fically identified as being collected
for future catastrophe losses, is that
amount recognized as revenue over the
contract period?
[GASB 10, par. 21 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po2 0
.117)]
f . In No. ”5” above, is that amount sepa
rately identified as a reservation of
pool equity if it is contractually re
stricted for that specific future use
or if it is legally restricted for
that specific use by an organization
or individual outside the entity?
[GASB 10, par. 21 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.117)]
g. Is a liability for unpaid claims costs
(including estimates of costs relating
to incurred but not reported claims)
accrued when insured events occur or,
for
claims-made
policies,
in
the
period
in
which
the
event
that
triggers coverage under the policy or
participation contract occurs?
[GASB 10, par. 22 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.118)]
h. In ”g." above, is the liability based
on the estimated ultimate cost of set
tling the claims using past experience
adjusted for current trends, and any
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YES
other factors that would modify past
experience?
[GASB 10, par. 22 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.118)]
i. Are claim accruals for incurred but
not reported claims made if it is
probable that a loss has been incurred
and the amount can be reasonably
estimated?
[GASB 10, par. 22 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.118)]
j . Are changes in estimates of claims
cost resulting from the continuous
review process and differences between
estimates and payments for claims
recognized in results of operation of
the period in which the estimates are
changed or payments are made?
[GASB 10, par. 22 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.118)]
k. Are estimated recoveries on unsettled
claims, such as salvage or subroga
tion, evaluated in terms of their es
timated realizable value and deducted
from the liability for unpaid claims?
[GASB 10, par. 22 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.118)]

___

___

___

___

l. Are estimated recoveries on settled
claims deducted from the liability for
unpaid claims?
[GASB 10, par. 22 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.118)]

___

m. Are liabilities for claim adjustment
expenses accrued when the related lia
bility for unpaid claims is accrued?
[GASB 10, par. 23 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.119)]

___

n. Are claims liabilities associated with

structured settlements discounted if
they represent contractual obligations
to pay specific amounts on fixed or
determinable dates?
[GASB 10, par. 24 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.120)]
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___

NO

N/A

YES
o. If claims liabilities are discounted,
does the pool use a rate that is
determined by giving consideration to
the p o o l ’s settlement rate for those
liabilities and its investment yield
rate?
[GASB 10, par. 25 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.121)]
p. If
a
pool
purchases
an
annuity
contract in the claimant's name to
satisfy a claim liability and the
likelihood that the pool will be
required to make future payments on
the claim is remote, has the annuity
contract not been reported in, and the
related liability removed from, the
p o o l 's balance sheet?
[GASB 10, par. 26 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.122)]
q. Have the aggregate outstanding amount
of liabilities removed from the pool's
financial statements been disclosed as
long as those contingent liabilities
are outstanding?
[GASB 10, par. 26 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.122)]
r. If it is later determined that the
primary liability will revert back to
the pool, has the liability been rein
stated on the p o o l 's balance sheet?
(Annuity contracts used to settle
claims for which the claimant has
signed an agreement releasing the
entity from further obligation and for
which the likelihood that the pool
will be required to make future pay
ments on those claims is remote should
not be included in this disclosure.)
[GASB 10, par. 26 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.122)]
s. If no accrual is made for an insured
event, is disclosure made if there is
at least a reasonable possibility that
a loss or an additional loss may have
been incurred?
[GASB 10, par. 27 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.123)]
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___

___

___

___

___

YES
t. In "s.” above, does the disclosure
indicate the nature of the contingency
and give an estimate of the possible
loss or range of loss or state that
such an estimate cannot be made?
[GASB 10, par. 27 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.123)]
u. If it is considered probable that an
unreported claim will be asserted and
there is a reasonable possibility that
the outcome will be unfavorable, has
the appropriate disclosure been made?
[GASB 10, par. 27 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.123)]
v. Are commissions and other costs that
are primarily related to contracts
issued or renewed during the period in
which the costs are incurred con
sidered acquisition costs?
[GASB 10, par. 28 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.124)]

___

___

___

w. Are acquisition costs:
(1) Capitalized and charged to expense
in proportion to premium revenue
recognized?

___

(2) Allocated by groupings of types of
contracts
consistent
with
the
p o o l ’s manner of acquiring, serv
icing, and measuring the revenue
and
expense
elements
of
its
contracts?

___

(3) Classified as an asset if there
remains an unamortized portion?
[GASB 10, par. 29 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.125)]
(4) If they are determined based on a
percentage relationship of costs

incurred

to

premiums

from

con

tracts issued or renewed for a
specified period, are the per
centage relationship and the per
iod used, once determined, applied
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___

NO

N/A

YES
to applicable unearned premiums
throughout the contract period?
[GASB 10, par. 30 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .126)]
x. Are costs that are incurred during the
period, other than those relating to
claims (for example, investment man
agement, general administration, and
policy maintenance) that do not vary
with and are not primarily related to
the acquisition of new and renewal
contracts,
charged
to
expense
as
incurred?
[GASB 10, par. 31 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.127)]

___

___

y. For policyholder dividends:
(1) Are they based on the experience
of the pool or of a class of poli
cies, rather than on the experi
ence of an individual policyholder
or pool participant?

___

(2) Are they accrued as dividends ex
pense using an estimate of the
amount to be paid?

___

(3) If used by policyholders to reduce
premiums, are they reported as
premium income?

___

(4) Do they include amounts returned
to pool participants from excess
premiums for catastrophe losses?
[GASB 10, par. 32 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.128)]
z. If
experience
refund
arrangements
exist
under
experience-rated
con
tracts, is a separate liability ac
crued for these amounts, based on
experience and the provisions of the
contract?
[GASB 10, par. 33 (GASB Cod. Sec. Po20
.129)]
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___

___

NO

N/A

YES
aa. Are revenues reduced by amounts that
are expected to be paid in the form
of experience refunds?
[GASB 10, par. 33 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .129)]
bb. Are contracts grouped consistent with
the p o o l ’s manner of acquiring, serv
icing, and measuring the revenue and
expense elements of its contract to
determine if a premium deficiency
exists?
[GASB 10, par. 34 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .130)]
cc. Has a premium deficiency been recog
nized if the sum of expected claim
costs and all expected claim adjust
ment expenses, expected dividends to
policyholders or pool participants,
unamortized acquisition costs, and
incurred policy maintenance costs
exceeds related unearned premiums?
[GASB 10, par. 35 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .131)]
dd. If a premium deficiency exists, have
unamortized acquisition costs been
expended to the extent of the defi
ciency?
[GASB 10, par. 3 6 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .132)]
ee. Are deficiencies resulting from risk
sharing pool participation contracts
reported as revenue and assessment
receivable at the time the pool de
termines that a deficiency is reason
ably estimable?
(provided the pool
has an enforceable legal claim to the
amounts and the collectibility is
probable and reasonably estimable)
[GASB 10, par. 36 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .132)]
ff. For reinsurance:
(1) Are amounts that are recoverable
from reinsurers or excess insur
ers and that relate to paid
claims and claim adjustment ex-
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___

___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
penses classified as assets and
as reductions of expenses?

___

(2) Are estimated amounts recoverable
from reinsurers that relate to
the liabilities for unpaid claims
and claim adjustment expenses
deducted from those liabilities
rather than reported as assets?

___

(3) Are unearned premiums on con
tracts ceded to a reinsurer by a
pool netted with related premiums
paid to but not yet earned by the
reinsurer?

___

(4) Are receivables and payables from
the
same
insurer,
including
amounts withheld, netted?

___

(5) Are premiums paid and recoveries
on claims netted against related
earned
premiums
and
incurred
claims costs, respectively, in
the operating statement?
[GASB 10, par. 37 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .133)]
(6) Do proceeds that represent recov
ery of acquisition costs reduce
applicable unamortized acquisi
tion costs in such a manner that
net acquisition costs are capi
talized and charged to expense in
proportion to net revenue recog
nized?
(7) If the pool has agreed to service
all of the related ceded insur
ance contracts without reasonable
compensation,
has a liability
been accrued for excess future
servicing costs?
[GASB 10, par. 38 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .134)]
(8) To the extent it does not provide

for indemnification of the pool
by the reinsurer against loss or
liability, is the premium paid
less the premium to be retained
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___

___

NO

N/A

YES
by the reinsurer accounted for as
a deposit by the pool?
(9) Is a net credit resulting from
the contract reported as a lia
bility by the pool?
[GASB 10, par. 39 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .135)]
gg. Are bonds reported at amortized cost
if the pool has both the ability and
the intent to hold the bonds until
maturity and there is no decline in
the market value of the bonds other
than a temporary decline?
[GASB 10, par. 40 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .136)]
hh. If the pool is a trader in bonds and
does not intend to hold the bonds un
til maturity, are the bonds reported
at market, and are temporary changes
in the market value of the bonds
recognized as unrealized gains or
losses?
[GASB 10, par. 40 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .136)]
ii. Are common and nonredeemable pre
ferred stocks reported at market, and
temporary changes in market value of
those
securities
recognized
as
unrealized gains or losses?
[GASB 10, par. 41 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .137)]
jj. Are preferred stocks that by their
provisions must be redeemed by the
issuer reported at amortized cost if
the pool has both the ability and
intent to hold the stocks until
redemption and there is no decline in
the market value of the stocks other
than a temporary decline?
[GASB 10, par. 41 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .137)]
kk. If the pool does not have the ability
or intent to hold preferred stocks to
maturity,
are they reported like
investments in common and nonredeem
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NO

N/A

YES
able preferred stocks?
(See "ii.”
above.)
[GASB 10, par. 41 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .137)]
11. Are mortgage loans reported at out
standing principal balances if ac
quired at par value, or at amortized
cost if purchased at a discount or
premium,
with
an
allowance
for
estimated uncollectible amounts?
[GASB 10, par. 42 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .138)]
mm. For ”11.” above, are amortization and
other related charges or credits
charged or credited to investment
income?
[GASB 10, par. 42 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .138)]
nn. Are changes in the allowance for
estimated uncollectible amounts re
lating to mortgage loans included in
realized gains and losses?
[GASB 10, par. 42 (GASB Cod. Sec.
PO20.138)]
oo. Are real estate investments reported
at cost less accumulated depreciation
and any allowance for impairment in
value?
[GASB 10, par. 43 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .139)]
pp. For "oo." above, are depreciation and
other related charges or credits
charged or credited to investment
income?
[GASB 10, par. 43 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .139)]
qq. Are changes in the allowance for any
impairment in value relating to real
estate investments included in real
ized gains and losses?
[GASB 10, par. 43 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .139)]
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NO

N/A

YES
rr. Are all other investments reported at
cost plus or minus any unamortized
premium or discount?
[GASB 10, par. 44 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .140)]
ss. If the market value of such invest
ments declines below its carrying
amount and it is probable a loss will
be realized in the future, is an
estimated loss reported as a realized
loss in the p o o l ’s operating state
ment and as a reduction of the
carrying amount of the investment?
[GASB 10, par. 44 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .140)]
tt. Are loan origination and commitment
fees and direct loan origination
costs accounted as prescribed in FASB
91?
[GASB 10, par. 45 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .141)]
uu. Are the following requirements
FASB Statement 91 met:

___

___

___

of

(1) Are loan origination fees recog
nized over the life of the re
lated loan as an adjustment of
yield?

___

(2) Are certain direct loan origi
nation costs recognized over the
life of the related loan as a
reduction of the loan's yield?

___

(3) Are all loan commitment fees de
ferred except for certain retro
spectively determined fees?

___

(4) Are commitment fees meeting spe
cified criteria recognized over
the loan commitment period and
all other commitment fees recog
nized as an adjustment of yield
over the related loan's life or,
if the commitment expires unexer
cised, recognized in income on
expiration of the commitment?

___
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NO

N/A

YES
(5) Are loan fees, certain direct
loan origination costs, and pur
chase premiums and discounts on
loans recognized as an adjustment
of yield generally by the inter
est method based on the contrac
tual terms of the loan? (Prepay
ments may be anticipated in cer
tain specified circumstances.)
[GASB 10, par. 45 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .141)]
w.

___

For realized gains and losses on all
investments (except those that are
accounted for as foreign currency or
futures contracts hedges):
a.

b.

c.
d.

Are they recognized in the oper
ating statement as a component of
other income?

___

Is the amount of gains and losses
separately disclosed either by
presenting it as a separate item
in the operating statement or
disclosing it in the notes to
financial statements?

___

Are they not deferred,
directly or indirectly?

___

either

Are unrealized investment gains
and losses reported as a separate
component of equity?

Are unrealized gains or losses on
common stocks, preferred stocks,
or publicly traded bonds not
recognized in income until the
sale, maturity, or other dispo
sition of the investment?
[GASB 10, par. 46 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .142)]

___

e.

ww. If a decline in the value of common,
preferred
stock,
publicly
traded
bond, or other investment below its
cost or amortized cost is considered
to be other than temporary, is the
investment reduced to its net realiz-
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___

NO

N/A

YES
able value, which becomes the new
cost basis?
[GASB 10, par. 47 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .143)]
xx. In "ww." above, is the amount of the
reduction reported as a realized
loss?
[GASB 10, par. 47 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .143)]
yy. In "ww." above, is a recovery from
the new cost basis recognized as a
realized gain only at the sale,
maturity, or other disposition of the
investment?
[GASB 10, par. 47 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .143)]
zz. For real estate used in the pool's
operations, is it classified either
as an investment or as real estate
used
in
the
pool's
operations,
depending on its predominant use?
[GASB 10, par. 48 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .144)]
aaa. Are
depreciation
and
other
real
estate operating costs classified as
investment
expenses
or
operating
expenses consistent with the balance
sheet classification of the related
asset?
[GASB 10, par. 48 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .144)]
bbb. Is imputed investment income and
rental expense not recognized for
real estate used in the p o o l 's oper
ations?
[GASB 10, par. 48 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .144)]

___

___

___

___

___

___

ccc. Do public entity risk pools make the
following disclosures:
(1) A description of the risk trans
fer or pooling agreement, includ
ing the rights and responsibil
ities of the pool participants?
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___

NO

N/A

YES
(2) Provide a brief description of
the number and types of entities
participating in the pool?
(3) The basis for estimating the lia
bilities for unpaid claims and
claim adjustment expenses?
(4) State that the liabilities are
based on the estimated ultimate
cost of settling the claims, in
cluding the effects of inflation
and other societal and economic
factors?
(5) The nature of acquisition costs
capitalized, the method of amor
tizing
those
costs,
and
the
amount of those costs amortized
for the period?
(6) The face amount and carrying
amount of liabilities for unpaid
claims and claim adjustment ex
penses that are presented at pre
the
financial
sent
value
in
the
range
of
statements
and
annual interest rates used to
discount those liabilities?
(7) Whether the pool considers anti
cipated
investment
income
in
determining if a premium defi
ciency exists?
(8) The nature and significance of
excess insurance or reinsurance
transactions to the p o o l ’s oper
ations,
including
reinsurance
premiums ceded,
and estimated
amounts that are recoverable from
reinsurers and that reduce the
liabilities as of the balance
sheet date for unpaid claim and
claim adjustment expenses?
(9) A reconciliation of total claims
liabilities, including an analy
sis of changes in aggregate lia
bilities for claims and claim
adjustment expenses for the cur
rent fiscal year and the prior
343

NO

N/A

YES
fiscal year in
tabular format:

the

following

(a) Amount of liabilities for un
paid claims and claim adjust
ment expenses at the begin
ning of each fiscal year?

___

(b) or incurred claims and claim
adjustment expenses:
(1) A provision for insured
events of the current
fiscal year?

___

(2) Increase
(decrease)
in
the provision for in
sured events of prior
fiscal years?

___

(c) For payments:
(1) Claims and claim adjust
ment expenses attribu
table to insured events
of the current fiscal
year?

___

(2) Claims and claim adjust
ment expenses attribu
table to insured events
of prior fiscal years?

___

(3) Other items and provide
all explanation of each
material item?

___

(4) Amount
of
liabilities
for unpaid claims and
claim adjustment expen
ses at the end of each
fiscal year?

___

(10) The aggregate outstanding amount
of liabilities for which annuity
contracts have been purchased
from third parties in the claim
ants' names and the related lia
bilities that have been removed
from the balance sheet?
(Annu
ity contracts used to settle
claims for which the claimant
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NO

N/A

YES
has signed an agreement releas
ing the entity from further
obligation and for which the
likelihood that the pool will be
required to make future payments
on those claims is remote should
not be included in this dis
closure.)
[GASB 10, par. 49 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20.145)]
ddd. Is the following revenue and claims
development information included as
required supplementary information
immediately after the notes to finan
cial statements in pool separate fi
nancial reports:
(Pools that are
included as part of a combined gen
eral government reporting entity and
that do not issue separate financial
reports should present the informa
tion as statistical information in
the combined entity's comprehensive
annual financial report.)
(1) A table that presents the follow
ing information:
(a) Amounts of reported premium
or required contribution rev
enue (net of excess reinsur
ance) and reported investment
revenue for each of the past
ten fiscal years including
the latest fiscal year?
(b) Amounts of reported unallo
cated claim adjustment expen
ses and reported other costs
for each of the past ten fis
cal years including the lat
est fiscal year?
(c) Total
amount
of
incurred
claims and allocated claim
adjustment
expenses
(both
paid and accrued and net of
loss assumed by excess or
reinsurers)
as
originally
reported at the end of each
of the past ten policy years
including the latest policy
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YES
year?
(Amounts should be
limited to provisions for
claims resulting from events
that triggered coverage under
the policy or participation
contract
in
that
y e a r .)
(policy-year basis)
(d) the cumulative amount paid as
of the end of the policy year
and each succeeding year for
each of the incurred claims
and allocated expense amounts
presented in (c) above?
(e) The reestimated amounts for
incurred claims and claim ad
justment expenses as of the
end of each succeeding year
for each of the policy years
presented in (c) above?
(f) The change in incurred claims
and claim adjustment expenses
from the original estimate,
based on the difference bet
ween the latest reestimated
amount presented in (e) above
for each of the policy years
and the originally establish
ed incurred claims and claim
adjustment amounts reported
in (c)?
(2) In addition to the reconciliation
of total claims liabilities [”O .
cc.(9)" above], a reconciliation
of claims liabilities by type of
contract, including an analysis
of changes in liabilities for
claims and claim adjustment ex
penses for the current fiscal
year and the prior year, in the
same tabular format required by
"O .cc c . (9)" above?
[GASB 10, par. 50 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20 .146)]
eee. During the transition period when ten
years of information about claims
liabilities
and
claim
adjustment
expenses may not be available, is all
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NO

N/A

YES
information in "O.ddd.(l)” above,
should be presented only for as many
years as the information is avail
able?
[GASB 10, par. 50 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20.146)]
fff. If changes in a p o o l ’s loss, expense,
reinsurance,
excess
insurance,
or
other transactions materially affect
pool revenues, expenses, or liabil
ities in a manner not fairly dis
closed or presented in the tables
above, does the pool expand these
disclosures to show additional detail
(such as gross, ceded, and net rev
enues and liabilities or separate
information for each type of con
tract) to keep the schedules from
being misleading or to keep trends
from becoming obscured?
[GASB 10, par. 50 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20.146)]
ggg. For pools not involving transfer or
pooling of risk:
(1) Does the operating statement re
port claims-servicing revenue and
administrative costs?
(2) Are amounts collected or due from
pool participants and paid or to
be paid to settle claims reported
as a net asset or liability on an
accrual basis, as appropriate?
[GASB 10, par. 51 (GASB Cod. Sec.
Po20.147)]
2. Entities Other Than Pools— General Prin
ciples
a. If an internal service fund is used,
if risk of loss or a portion of risk
of loss has not been transferred to an
unrelated third party, is an estimated
loss from a claim reported as an ex
penditure/ expense and as a liability
if both of the following conditions
are met:
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NO

N/A

YES
(1) Information available before the
financial statements are issued
indicates that it is probable that
an asset had been impaired or a
liability had been incurred at the
date of the financial statements?
It is implicit in this condition
that it must be probable that one
or more future events will also
occur confirming the fact of the
loss.
(2) The amount of loss can be rea
sonably estimated?
[GASB 10, par. 53 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.110)]
b. If the conditions in ”O.2.a.(1)” above
are met, and the reasonable estimate
of the loss is a range [”O .2.a.(2)” is
me t ] , is an amount accrued for the
loss?
[GASB 10, par. 54 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.111)]
c. If an amount in the range appears to
be a better estimate than any other
amount within the range,
is that
amount accrued?
[GASB 10, par. 54 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.111)]
d. If no amount within the range is a
better estimate than any other amount
is the minimum amount in the range
accrued?
[GASB 10, par. 54 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.111)]
e. If an incurred but not reported loss
can be reasonably estimated and it is
probable that a claim will be assert
ed, is the expenditure/expense recog
nized?
[GASB 10, par. 56 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.113)]
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NO

N/A

YES
f. Are claims liabilities based on the
estimated ultimate cost of settling
the
claims
using
past
experience
adjusted for current trends and any
other factors that would modify past
experience?
[GASB 10, par. 57 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.114)]
g. Are estimates of incurred but not re
ported claims based on historical
experience?
[GASB 10, par. 57 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.114)]
h. When historical experience is used,
are the outstanding claims stratified
by amount and type of claim, and the
strata sufficiently refined to assure
that the estimation is reasonable?
[GASB 10, par. 57 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.114)]
i. Is disclosure of a loss contingency
made when there is at least a rea
sonable possibility that a loss or an
additional loss may have been in
curred?
[GASB 10, par. 58 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.115)]
j. For ”O .2.i" above, does the disclosure
indicate the nature of the contingency
and give an estimate of the possible
loss or range of loss or state that
such an estimate cannot be made?
[GASB 10, par. 58 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.115)]
k. Are claims and liabilities associated
with structured settlements discounted
if they represent contractual obliga
tions to pay money on fixed determin
able dates?
[GASB 10, par. 59 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.116)]
l. If claims and liabilities are dis
counted, is a rate used that is deter
mined by giving consideration to such
factors as the entity’s settlement
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NO

N/A

YES
rate for those liabilities and its
investment yield rate?
[GASB 10, par. 60 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.117)]
m. Has the annuity contract and the
related liability been removed from
the entity’s balance sheet if the
entity purchases an annuity contract
in the claimant’s name to satisfy a
claim liability and the likelihood
that the entity will be required to
make future payments on the claim is
remote?
[GASB 10, par. 61 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.118)]
n. In ”O.2.m." above, has the aggregate
outstanding
amount
of
liabilities
removed from the entity’s financial
statements been disclosed as long as
those contingent liabilities are out
standing?
[GASB 10, par. 61 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.118)]
o. In "O .2.m." above, if it is determined
that the primary liability will revert
back to the entity, has the liability
been reinstated on the entity’s bal
ance sheet?
[GASB 10, par. 61 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.118)]
p. Are investments associated with an en
tity's risk financing activities that
are maintained separately from other
investments of the entity valued in
the same manner as all other invest
ments reported in that fund type?
[GASB 10, par. 62 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.119)]
q. If a single fund is used to account
for an entity’s risk financing acti
vities, is that fund either a general
fund or an internal service fund?
[GASB 10, par. 63 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.120)]
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NO

N/A

YES
3. Risk Retention
Pools

by

Entities

Other

Than

a. If the entity uses the general fund to
account for its risk financing activi
ties:
(1) Are claims liabilities and expenditures/expenses recognized in ac
cordance with ”O .2.a.-h.” above?

___

(2) Are claims liabilities reduced by
amounts expected to be recovered
through excess insurance?

___

(3) Are claim amounts that are prob
able but not reasonably estimable
disclosed in accordance with ”O .2.
i .-j." above?

___

(4) Are disclosures made about losses
that are reasonably possible?

___

(5) If the total amount charged to
other funds exceeds total ex
penditures and liabilities deter
mined in accordance with ”2.a.-h."
above, are the excess amounts re
ported as operating transfers?
[GASB 10, par. 64 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.121)]
b. If an entity uses an internal service
fund to account for its risk financing
activities, does the fund recognize
claims expenses and liabilities in ac
cordance with "O .2.a.-h.” above?
[GASB 10, par. 65 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.122)]
c. In ”O .3.b.” above, are claims expenses
and liabilities reduced by amounts
expected to be recovered through ex
cess insurance?
[GASB 10, par. 65 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.122)]
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___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
d. In "O .3.b." above, are claim amounts
that are probable but not reasonably
estimable disclosed in accordance with
”O .2.i.” and ”O .2.j.” above?
[GASB 10, par. 65 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.122)]

___

e. Were the following conditions met when
considering the basis appropriate to
charge other funds of the entity:
(1) The total charge by the internal
service fund to the other funds
for the period is calculated in
accordance with ”O .2.a.-h." above?

___

(2) The total charge by the internal
service fund to the other funds is
based on an actuarial method or
historical cost information and
adjusted over a reasonable period
of time so that internal service
fund revenues and expenses are
approximately equal?

___

(3) In addition to item (2) above, the
total charge by the internal ser
vice fund to the other funds may
also include a reasonable provi
sion for expected future catas
trophe losses?
[GASB 10, par. 66 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.123)]
f. Were charges made in accordance with
the foregoing provisions recognized as
revenue by the internal service fund
and as expenditures/expenses by the
other funds of the entity?
[GASB 10, par. 67 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.124)]
g. Is a deficit fund balance of the in
ternal service fund disclosed in the
notes to financial statements?
[GASB 10, par. 67 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.124)]
h. Are retained earnings in the internal
service fund resulting from the appli
cation of ”O .3.c.” above, reported as
equity designated for future catas352

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
trophe losses in the notes to the fi
nancial statements?
[GASB 10, par. 67 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.124)]
i. If the charge by the internal service
fund to the other funds is greater
than the amount resulting from the
application of ”O .3.e.” above, is the
excess reported in both the internal
service fund and the other funds as an
operating transfer?
[GASB 10, par. 68 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.125)]
j . If the charge by the internal service
fund to the other funds fails to re
cover the full cost of claims over a
reasonable period of time, is any de
ficit fund balance in the internal
service fund charged back to the other
funds and reported as an expenditure/
expense of those funds?
[GASB 10, par. 68 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.125)]
4. Entities Participating in Public Entity
Risk Pools With Transfer or Pooling of
Risk
a. In a pool in which there is a transfer
or pooling (sharing) of risks among
the participants of that pool, does
the entity report its premium or re
quired contribution as insurance ex
penditure/expense?
[GASB 10, par. 69 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.126)]
b. If in ”O .4.a." above, the pooling
agreement permits the pool to make
additional assessments to its members,
does the entity consider the like
lihood of additional assessments and
report
an
additional
expenditure/
expense and a liability if an assess
ment is probable and can be reasonably
estimated?
[GASB 10, par. 69 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.126)]
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NO

N/A

YES
c. For "O .4.a." above, are assessment
amounts that are probable but not rea
sonably estimable disclosed in accor
dance with "O .2.i. and j." above?
[GASB 10, par. 69 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.126)]
d. If it appears that the pool will not
be able to meet its obligations and it
is probable that the entity will be
required to pay its own obligations if
the pool fails, is the amount of those
obligations reported as an expenditure/expense and as a liability if
they can be reasonably estimated?
[GASB 10, par. 70 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.127)]
5. Entities Participating in Public Entity
Risk Pools Without Transfer or Pooling of
Risk
a. If the entity contracts with other
entities to service its uninsured
claims and it participates in a pool
in which there is not transfer of risk
to the pool or pooling of risk with
other pool participants, does it re
cognize and measure its claims lia
bilities and related expenditures/
expenses in accordance with "O .2.a.j ." above?
[GASB 10, par. 71 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.128)]
b. In "O .5.a." above, are payments to the
pool reported either as deposits or as
reductions of the claim liability, as
appropriate?
[GASB 10, par. 71 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.128)]
6. Entities Other Than
Related Transactions

Pools — Insurance-

a. Under a claims-made policy did the
entity account for the estimated cost
of those claims and incidents not
reported to the insurer in accordance
with "O .2.a.-j." above?
[GASB 10, par. 72 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.129)]
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NO

N/A

YES
b. Is the entity with a retrospectively
rated policy or contract whose ulti
mate premium or required contribution
is based primarily on the entity’s
loss experience accounting for the
minimum premium as expenditure/expense
over the period of coverage under the
policy and does it accrue estimated
losses from reported and unreported
claims
in
excess
of
the
minimum
premium as indicated in "O .2.a.-h."
above?
[GASB 10, par. 73 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.130)]
c. In "O .6.b." above, if the entity can
not estimate losses from reported and
unreported claims, does the entity
disclose the existing contingency in
the notes to the financial statements?
[GASB 10, par. 73 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.130)]
d. Does the entity if it is insured under
a retrospectively rated policy or
contract with premiums or required
contributions based primarily on the
experience of a group of entities
amortize the initial premium to expen
diture/expense pro rata over the con
tract term?
[GASB 10, par. 74 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.131)]
e. In ”O.6.d.” above, does the entity
also accrue additional premiums or
refunds on the basis of the group's
experience
to
date,
which
should
include provisions for the ultimate
cost of reported and unreported claims
before the financial statement date,
whether reported or unreported?
[GASB 10, par. 74 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.131)]
f. Does the entity disclose (a) that it
is insured under a retrospectively
rated policy and (b) that premiums are
accrued based on the ultimate cost of
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---

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
the experience to date of a group of
entities?
[GASB 10, par. 74 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.131)]
g. In "O.6 .e." above,
if the entity
cannot estimate losses from reported
or unreported claims as indicated in
"O.2.a.-h.” above, does it disclose
the existing contingency in the notes
to financial statements in accordance
with "O.2.i." and ”O .2.j." above?
[GASB 10, par. 74 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.131)]
h. If an entity receives or is entitled
to receive a policyholder dividend or
return of contribution related to its
insurance or pool participation con
tract, is that dividend recognized as
a reduction of expenditures/expenses
at the time the dividend is declared?
[GASB 10, par. 75 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.132)]
7. Entities Providing Claims Servicing
Insurance Coverage to Others

or

a. If an entity provides insurance or
risk management coverage separate from
its own risk management activities to
individuals or organizations outside
the government reporting entity and
there is material transfer or pooling
of risk among the participants, is
that activity accounted for as a pub
lic entity risk pool?
[GASB 10, par. 76 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.133)]
b. If the entity provides risk transfer
or pooling coverage combined with its
own risk management activities to
individuals or organizations outside
its reporting entity, are those activ
ities reported in the general fund or
an internal service fund only as long
as the entity is the predominant par
ticipant in that fund?
[GASB 10, par. 76 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.133)]
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NO

N/A

YES
c. If the entity is not the predominant
participant in the fund, are the com
bined activities reported as a public
entity risk pool, using an enterprise
fund and the accounting and reporting
requirements in ”O .1 .b.-fff." above?
[GASB 10, par. 76 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.133)]
d. If an entity performs claims-servicing
functions, not insurance functions,
for individuals or organizations that
are not part of the governmental re
porting entity, are amounts collected
or due from those individuals and
organizations and paid or to be paid
to settle claims reported as a net
asset or liability on an accrual
basis, as appropriate?
[GASB 10, par. 76 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.133)]
e. In “O .7.d.” above, does the operating
statement report claims-servicing rev
enue and administrative costs as dis
cussed in "O.1 .ggg." above?
[GASB 10, par. 76 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.133)]
8. Entities Other Than Pools— Disclosures
a. Is the following information disclosed
in the notes to the financial state
ments, if applicable for entities oth
er than pools:
(1) A description of the risks of loss
to which the entity is exposed and
the way(s) in which those risks of
loss are handled (for example,
purchase of commercial insurance,
participation in a public entity
risk pool, risk retention)?
(2) A
description
of
significant
reductions in insurance coverage
from coverage in the prior year by
major categories of risk?
Also
indicate whether the amount of
settlements
exceeded
insurance
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NO

N/A

YES
coverage for each
three fiscal years.

of

the

past

(3) If the entity participates in a
risk pool, a description of the
nature of the participation, in
cluding the rights and the respon
sibilities of both the entity and
the pool?
-

___

___

(4) If an entity retains the risk of
loss:
(a) The basis for estimating the
liabilities for unpaid claims?

___

(b) The carrying amount of liabil
ities for unpaid claims that
are presented at present value
in the financial statements
and the range of discount
rates used to discount those
liabilities?

___

(c) The
aggregate
outstanding
amount of claims liabilities
for which annuity contracts
have been purchased in the
claimants’ names and for which
the related liabilities have
been removed from the balance
sheet?
(Annuity contracts
used to settle claims for
which the claimant has signed
an agreement releasing the
entity from further obligation
and for which the likelihood
that the pool will be required
to make future payments on
those claims is remote should
not
be
included
in
this
disclosure.)

___

(d) A reconciliation of changes in
the aggregate liabilities for
claims for the current fiscal
year and the prior fiscal
year, in the following tabular
format:
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NO

N/A

YES
(1) Amount of claims liabil
ities at the beginning of
each fiscal year?

___

(2) Incurred claims,
repre
senting the total of a
provision for events of
the current fiscal year
and any change (increase
or decrease) in the pro
vision for events of pri
or fiscal years?

___

(3) Payments on claims attri
butable to events of both
the current fiscal year
and prior fiscal years?

___

(4) Other?
(Provide an ex
planation of each mate
rial item.)

___

(5) Amount
of
claims
lia
bilities at the end of
each fiscal year?
[GASB 10, par. 77 (GASB Cod. Sec.
C50.134)]
b. If the disclosures required by GASB 10
are misleading in the aggregate is an
additional or separate presentation
made by fund or fund type?
[GASB 10, par. 78 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.135)]
c. If a pool included in the oversight
entity's combined financial report
issues its own separate report, does
the combined report emphasize over
sight entity disclosures about its
participation in a pool and provide
reference to the separate report of
the pool?
[GASB 10, par. 78 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.135)]
d. Do component units that participate in

their oversight entity's risk manage
ment internal service fund make the
disclosures required by "O.8.a.(1)"
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___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
above in their separately issued com
ponent unit financial statements?
[GASB 10, par. 79 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.136)]
e. Does the component unit also disclose
the fact that the unit participates in
the fund, include a description of the
nature of that participation,
and
state the rights and responsibilities
of both the unit and the oversight
entity?
[GASB 10, par. 79 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.136)]
f. If disclosure is deemed necessary due
to a contingency from a subsequent
event, does the financial statement
indicate the nature of the loss or
loss contingency and give an estimate
of the amount or range of loss or
possible loss or state that such
estimate cannot be made?
[GASB 10, par. 80 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.137)]

II. COMBINED BALANCE SHEET
A. Titles, References and Content
1. Is a combined balance sheet presented for
all fund types and account groups?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.108 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.108)]
2. Does the combined balance sheet have se
parate columns for each fund type and
account group?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.108 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.108)]
3. Are the separate columns for each fund
and/or account group properly captioned?

[GASB 1, Sec.

2200.108

(GASB Cod.

Sec.

2200.108)]
4. Have special assessment funds been elimi
nated?
[GASB 6, par. 13 (GASB Cod. Sec. S40
.113)]
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NO

N/A

YES
5. Are long-term debt and fixed assets only
reported in account groups, fiduciary or
proprietary fund types?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1400.102-.106 (GASB Cod.
Sec. 1400.102-.106); GASB 1, Sec. 1500
.102-.103 (GASB Cod. Sec. 1500.102-.103)]

___

B. Cash and Investments
1. Are cash and investments segregated into
individual funds?
[ASLGU, Ch. 7, par. 7]

___

2. If cash and investments are restricted to
comply with legal or contractual require
ments, are these amounts segregated?
[ARB 43, Chap. 3A, par. 6 (AC B05.107);
ASLGU, Ch. 7, par. 7]

___

3. Are restrictions on cash and investments
appropriately disclosed?
[SFAS 5, pars. 18-19 (AC C59.120)]

___

4. Pooled Accounts
a. If cash and investments are maintained
in pooled accounts and a particular
fund overdraws its share, is the over
draft reported as an interfund payable
or receivable?
[ASLGU, Chap. 7, par. 8]
b. Is disclosure made of the method used
to allocate income from investment or
pooled cash?
[ASLGU, Chap. 7, par. 9]
5. Was the need to record losses due to a
permanent decline in value considered?
[ASLGU, Chap. 7, par. 9]
6. Are material dollar amounts of held
checks (checks on the bank reconciliation
but not released until after the balance
sheet date) reclassified as accounts pay
able?
[TPA, Vol. 1, Sec. 2110.02]
7. Cost and Market Value
a. As of the date of each balance sheet
presented, with respect to marketable
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___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
securities owned, was disclosure made
of the aggregate cost and market value
(each segregated between current and
noncurrent portfolios when a classi
fied balance sheet is presented) with
identification as to which is the
carrying amount?
[SFAS 12, par. 12 (I89.106)]
b. Were the following disclosed as of the
date of the latest balance sheet pre
sented, segregated between current and
noncurrent portfolios when a classi
fied balance sheet is presented:
(1) Gross unrealized gains represent
ing the excess of market value
over cost for all marketable equi
ty securities in the portfolio
having such an excess?
(2) Gross unrealized losses represent
ing the excess of cost over market
value for all marketable equity
securities in the portfolio having
such an excess?
[SFAS 12, par. 12 (AC I89.106b)]
c. For each period for which an operating
statement is presented, were the fol
lowing disclosures made:
(1) Net realized gain or loss included
in the determination of income?
(2) The basis on which cost was deter
mined in computing realized gain
or loss (that is, average cost or
other method used)?
(3) The change in the valuation allow
ance(s) that has been included in
the equity section of the balance
sheet during the period and, when

a classified balance sheet is pre
sented, the amount of such change
included in the determination of
income?
[SFAS 12, par. 12 (AC I89.106c)]
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NO

N/A

YES
d. Where marketable securities are in
cluded in noncurrent assets in a clas
sified balance sheet, is the valuation
allowance shown separately?
[SFAS 12, par. 11 (AC I89.105)]
e. Where marketable securities are in
cluded in an unclassified balance
sheet for proprietary fund types, is
the valuation allowance shown sepa
rately?
[SFAS 12, par. 11 (AC I89.105)]
8. For
Investments
Agreements

Including

Repurchase

a. Has disclosure been made in the notes
to financial statements of the types
of investments authorized by legal or
contractual provisions?
[GASB 3, par. 65 (GASB Cod. Sec. I50
.161)]
b. Is disclosure made of significant
violations during the period of legal
and/or contractual provisions for de
posits and investments?
[GASB 3, par. 66 (GASB Cod. Sec. I50
.162)]
c. If bank balances of deposits as of the
balance sheet date are entirely insur
ed or collateralized with securities
held by the entity or by its agent in
the entity’s name, has this been dis
closed?
[GASB 3, par. 67 (GASB Cod. Sec. I50
.163)]
d. If the disclosure called for by para
graph 7c above was not made, has the
following information been disclosed:
(1) Carrying amounts of total deposits
if not separately displayed on the
balance sheet?
(2) The total bank balance classified
in these three categories of cred
it risk:
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NO

N/A

YES
(a) Insured or collateralized with
securities held by the entity
or by its agent in the enti
t y ’s name.

___

(b) Collateralized with securities
held by the pledging financial
institution’s trust department
or agent in the entity’s name.

___

(c) Uncollateralized.
(This in
cludes any bank balance that
is collateralized with securi
ties held by the pledging fi
nancial institution or by its
trust department or agent but
not in the entity’s name)
[GASB 3, par. 67 (GASB Cod. Sec. I50
.163)]
e. Are the carrying amount and market
value of investments (including repur
chase agreements) as of the balance
sheet date disclosed in total and for
each type of investment?

___

___

f. Is the disclosure of the carrying
amounts of investments broken down in
to the following three categories of
credit risk:
(1) Insured or registered or securi
ties held by the entity or its
agent in the entity’s name?

___

(2) Uninsured and unregistered, with
securities held by the counter
party’s trust department or agent
in the entity's name?

___

(3) Uninsured and unregistered, with
securities held by the counter
party, or by its trust department
or agent but not in the entity's

___

name?
[GASB 3, par. 68,
.164)]

(GASB Cod. Sec. I50

g. If unrealized investment losses in one
or more component units or funds may
not be apparent because of unrealized
investment gains
in the remaining
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NO

N/A

YES
funds, are the carrying amounts and
market value of that u n i t ’s or fund's
total investments disclosed?
[GASB 3, par. 71 (GASB Cod. Sec. I50
.167)]
h. If there are outstanding commitments
as of the balance sheet date to resell
securities under yield maintenance re
purchase agreements, have the market
value and carrying amount as of the
balance sheet date as well as a des
cription of the terms of the agreement
been disclosed?
[GASB 3, par. 72, (GASB Cod. Sec. I50
.168)]
i. If uncollateralized deposits or un
insured, unregistered securities held
by the counterparty, or by the trust
department or agent not in the enti
ty's name significantly exceed the
amounts in those categories as of the
balance sheet date, is that fact dis
closed?
[GASB 3, par. 73 (GASB Cod Sec. I50
.169)]
j . Does the entity disclose the types of
investments made during the period but
not owned as of the balance sheet
date?
[GASB 3, par. 74 (GASB Cod. Sec. I50
.170)]
k. Does the entity disclose losses recog
nized during the period resulting from
default by counterparties to deposit
or investment transactions and amounts
recovered from prior-period losses if
these are not shown separately on the
operating statements?
[GASB 3, par. 75 (GASB Cod. Sec. I50
.171)]
l. In connection with reverse repurchase
agreements indicate if the following
is disclosed:
(1) For reverse repurchase agreements,
other
than
yield
maintenance
agreements, which are outstanding
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NO

N/A

YES
as of the balance sheet date, has
the credit risk related to the
agreements been disclosed?
[GASB 3, par. 78 (GASB Cod. Sec.
R 1 0 .110)]
(2) Was disclosure made for commit
ments as of the balance sheet date
to repurchase securities under
yield maintenance agreements in
cluding the market value as of the
balance sheet date of the securi
ties to be repurchased and a
description of the terms of the
agreements?
[GASB 3, par. 79 (GASB Cod. Sec.

___

___

R10.111)]
(3) Is disclosure made for losses
recognized during the period due
to default by counterparties to
reverse repurchase agreements and
amounts
recovered
from
priorperiod losses if not shown sepa
rately on the operating statement?
[GASB 3, par. 80 (GASB Cod. Sec.
R 1 0 .112)]

___

C. Notes and Accounts Receivable
1. Are notes or accounts receivable due from
affiliated enterprises disclosed sepa
rately?
[ARB 43, Ch. 1A, par. 5 (AC R36.105)]

___

2. If a note is noninterest bearing or has
an inappropriate stated interest rate:
a. Is the discount or premium presented
as a deduction from or addition to the
face amount of the note?
[APB 21, par. 16 (AC I69.109)]
b. Does the disclosure include the effec
tive interest rate and face amount of
the note?
[APB 21, par. 16 (AC I69.109)]
c. Is amortization of discount or pre
mium reported as interest expense in
the operating statement?
[APB 21, par. 16 (AC I69.109)]
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___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
3. Have related receivables and payables
between what were previously separately
reported governmental units, which are
now included as component units of a
reporting entity, been reclassified as
amounts due to and due from other funds?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2600.112 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2600.112)]
4. If transactions between component units
having different fiscal years result in
inconsistencies in amounts reported as
due to/due from, transfer to/transfer
from etc., are the nature and amounts of
such transactions disclosed in the notes
to the financial statements?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2600.114 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2600.114)]
5. Are the amounts due to one fund from
other funds, as well as the amounts owed
to other funds, reflected in the fund
accounts and in fund financial state
ments? Or, are amounts being offset?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1300.110 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1300.110)]
6. Do the financial statements disclose the
amount of interfund receivables and pay
ables by fund?
[ASLGU, Ch. 8, par. 21]
7. Are property tax assessments recognized
in the period levied provided the "avail
able" criteria are met (then due, past
due and receivable within the current
period and collected within the current
period or within 60 days thereafter)?
[GASB 1, Sec. P70. 103 (GASB Cod. Sec.
P70.103)]
8. Are property taxes receivable expected to
be collected within 60 days following the
current period?
[GASB 1, Sec. P70.103 (GASB Cod. Sec. P70
.103); ASLGU, Ch. 8, par. 11]

9. Where the facts justify a period exceed
ing 60 days, has the governmental unit
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___

___

___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
disclosed the period used and the justi
fication for the recording practice used?
[GASB 1, Sec. P70.103 (GASB Cod. Sec. P70
.103); ASLGU, Ch. 8, par. 11]
10. Are allowances for uncollectible receiv
ables shown as deductions from the relat
ed receivables?
[APB 12, par. 3 (AC V18.102)]

NO

N/A

___

___

D. Inventories
1. Have significant amounts of inventory
been reported on the balance sheet?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1600.122 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1600.122)]
2. Has the basis for stating inventories
been disclosed, including the method of
determining cost?
[ARB 43, Ch. 3A, par. 9 and Ch. 4, par.
15 (AC 178.120)]
3. If substantial and unusual losses result
from write-down to market values, have
these been disclosed separately from
other expenditures/expenses, e.g., cost
of goods sold in the operating statement?
[ARB 43, Ch. 4, par. 14 (AC I78.117)]

___

___

___

E. Investments
Investments Accounted for
Method and Joint Ventures1

by

the

Equity

1. Have the following disclosures applicable
to the equity method of accounting for
investments in common stock been made:
a. The name of each investee and percent
age of ownership or other manifesta
tion of significant influence?

___

b. Accounting policies of the client re
lative to equity method investments?

___

1 GASB Statement No. 14, The Financial Reporting Entity, effec
tive for financial statements for periods beginning after December
15, 1992, will change the current disclosure and reporting of joint
ventures.
See appendix A.
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YES
c. Difference, if any, between the amount
at which the investment is carried and
the amount of underlying equity in net
assets and the accounting treatment of
the difference?

___

d. The aggregate market value of each
identified investment for which a mar
ket value is available?

___

e. When investments
in unconsolidated
subsidiaries or joint ventures are in
the aggregate material in relation to
financial position or results of oper
ations, has summarized information as
to assets, liabilities, and results of
operations been presented in the notes
or have separate statements been pre
sented for such subsidiaries or joint
ventures, either individually or in
groups, as appropriate?
[APB 18, par. 20 (AC I82.110)]
f . Are equity method investments shown in
the balance sheet as a single amount,
and the client’s share of operating
results of the investee shown in the
operating
statement
as
a
single
amount,
except
for
extraordinary
items, prior-period adjustments, etc.?
[APB 18, par. 19c and d (AC I82.109c
and d ) ]
2. If an investment in a joint venture does
not meet the criteria for inclusion with
in the reporting entity (refer to GASB
Cod. Sec. 2100.108— .112), was the equity
method used?
[GASB 1, Sec. J50.102 (GASB Cod. Sec.
J50.102)]
3. Were the following disclosures made
addition
to
disclosures
required
Section ”Ea-f” shown above?
a. A general description
venture, including:

of

each

___

___

in
in
___

joint

(1) Identifying the participants
their percentage shares?
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___

and
___

YES
(2) Describing the arrangements for
selecting the governing body or
management?
(3) Disclosing the degree of control
the participants have over budget
ing and financing?
b. Condensed or summary financial infor
mation on each joint venture includ
ing:
(1) Balance sheet date?
(2) Total assets,
equity?

liabilities,

and

(3) Total revenues expenditures/ex
penses, other financing sources
(uses), and net increase
(de
crease) in fund balance/retained
earnings?
(4) Reporting entity's share of as
sets,
liabilities,
equity,
and
changes therein during the year,
if known?
c. Joint venture debt, both current and
long-term, and the security for the
debt.
[GASB 1, Sec. J50.103 (GASB Cod. Sec. J50
.103)]
F. Fixed Assets
1. Are general fixed assets, other than
those accounted for in the proprietary
funds, trust or agency funds, accounted
for in the General Fixed Asset Account
Group rather than in the governmental
funds?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1400.106 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1400.106)]
2. In connection with assets capitalized in
the General Fixed Asset Account Group,
were the following disclosures generally
incorporated in the financial statements
or the notes:
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NO

N/A

YES
a. Details of general fixed assets, such
as land, buildings, and equipment?
b. The basis for carrying assets in the
General Fixed Asset Account Group, for
example, cost or estimated cost?
c. Whether infrastructure assets are in
cluded or excluded from the General
Fixed Assets Account Group?
d. Whether depreciation is recorded in
the General Fixed Assets Account Group
and, if so, the depreciable lives and
methods of computation?
e. A reconciliation of changes in the
General Fixed Assets Account Group
during the year?
f . Capitalization of interest during con
struction?
(FASB Statement Nos. 34 and 62)
g. Commitments under long-term construc
tion projects?
h. The status of capital grants?
i. Pertinent data regarding capital and
operating leases?
[ASLGU, Ch. 9, par. 22]
3. Regarding fixed assets, other than those
pertaining to the proprietary funds or
trust funds, have the following disclo
sures been made:
a. A breakdown of fixed assets by major
classes?
[APB 12, par. 5 (AC D40.105b)]
b. Changes in fixed assets by the various
classes?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.106b(4) (a) (GASB
Cod. Sec. 2200.106b(4)(a))]
c. The basis of donated fixed assets,
which should be estimated fair market
value at date of acquisition?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1400.113 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1400.113)]
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NO

N/A

YES
d. If recording accumulated depreciation
in the General Fixed Assets Account
Group was elected, was the accumulated
depreciation account(s) increased and
investment in general fixed assets ac
count(s) decreased?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1400.118 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1400.118)]
e. A general description of the method or
methods used in computing depreciation
in the GFAAG with respect to major
classes of depreciable assets?
[APB 12, par. 5 (AC D40.105d)]
4. Regarding proprietary funds, has depre
ciation expense been disclosed for the
period?
[APB 12, par. 5a (AC D40.105); GASB 1,
Sec. 1400.115 (GASB Cod. Sec. 1400.115)]

___

___

___

5. If interest has been incurred during the
construction period of certain assets:
a. Has the accounting policy for capital
ization of interest cost been dis
closed?
b. Has this policy been consistently ap
plied?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1400.111 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1400.111)]
6. Reporting public domain or infrastructure
"fixed assets— roads, bridges, curbs and
gutters, streets and sidewalks, drainage
systems, lighting systems, and similar
assets that are immovable and of value
only to the governmental unit— is option
al." Has the accounting policy regarding
those assets been consistently applied?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1400.109 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1400.109)]
7. Has the accounting policy for infrastruc
ture fixed assets been disclosed in the
notes to financial statements?
[GASB 1, Secs. 1400.109 and 2300(a)(4)
(GASB Cod. Secs. 1400.109 and 2300.104
(a)(4))]
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___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
G. Lessors
1. For
sales-type
and
direct
financing
leases do disclosures include:
a. Appropriate components of the net in
vestment in the leases as of the date
of each balance sheet presented?
b. Future minimum lease payments to be
received for each of the five succeed
ing fiscal years as of the date of the
latest balance sheet presented?
c. Total contingent rentals included in
operations for each period for which a
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
is presented?
[SFAS 13, par. 23a (AC L10.119a)]
d. For
direct
financing
leases,
the
amount of initial direct costs as part
of the investment?
[SFAS 91, par. 25d (AC L10.119a.1)]
2. For operating leases do disclosures
clude:

in

a. Cost and carrying amount of property
on lease or held for leasing by major
classes and the amount of accumulated
depreciation as of the date of the
latest balance sheet presented?
b. Minimum future rentals on noncancelable leases as of the date of the
latest balance sheet presented in the
aggregate and for each of the five
succeeding fiscal years?
c. Total contingent rentals included in
operations for each period for which a
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
is presented?
[SFAS 13, par. 23b (AC L10.119b)]
3. Do disclosures include a general descrip

tion

of the

lessor's

leasing

arrange

ments?
[SFAS 13, par. 23c (AC L10.119c); for
amendments of SFAS 13 see SFASs 22, 23,
27, 28, 29 and 98; for interpretations
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NO

N/A

YES
see FASBIs 19, 21, 23, 24, 26 and 27; for
Technical Bulletins see TBs 79-10, 79-12,
79-13, 79-14, 79-15, 79-16, 79-17 and
79-18]
4. Are leveraged leases appropriately ac
counted for and reported?
[SFAS 13, pars 41-47 (AC L 1 0 .143-.149)]
H. Other Assets and Deferred Charges
1. Are the costs of intangible assets ac
quired from other entities recorded as
assets?
[APB 17, pars. 24-26 (AC I60.105-.107)]
2. Are the costs of developing, maintaining
or restoring intangible assets which are
not specifically identifiable, have inde
terminate lives, or are inherent in a
continuing business and related to the
entity as a whole, expensed when in
curred?
[APB 17, par. 24 (AC I60.105)]
3. Regarding proprietary funds, are issue
costs
of
debt
reported
as
deferred
charges?
[APB 21, par. 16 (AC I69.109)]
4. Regarding funds other than proprietary
funds, are issue costs of debt charged to
operations immediately?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1600.117 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1600.117)]
5. For proprietary funds, is the method and
period of amortization for intangible
assets disclosed?
[APB 17, pars. 30 and 33 (AC I60.111);
APB 22, par. 13 (AC A10.106)]
6. Are the reasons for not amortizing preNovember 1, 1970 intangibles and the

amounts thereof disclosed?
[APB 17, par. 34 (AC I60.102b)]
7. Has the cash surrender value of life in
surance been disclosed?
[ARB 43, Ch. 3a, par. 6 (AC B05.107); TB
85-4]
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NO

N/A

YES
I. Liabilities
1. Do financial statements disclose the na
ture of any restrictions on assets relat
ed to debt?
[ASLGU, Ch. 11, par. 27]

___

2. Were the following disclosures made re
lated to debt:
a. The nature of outstanding debt, in
cluding significant bond covenants?

___

b. Debt service requirements to maturity?

___

c. Details of capital leases?

___

d. Amounts
debt?

of

authorized

but

unissued
___

e. Violations of significant bond cove
nants?

___

f. Nature and amount of guarantees, con
tingent and moral obligations, and no
commitment debt?

___

g. Changes in the
obligations?

___

h. The amount of
been defeased?

amount
unpaid

of
debt

long-term
that

has
___

i. Debt incurred subsequent to the bal
ance sheet date but before the finan
cial statements are issued?
j . An existing or anticipated inability
to pay debt when due?
[ASLGU, Ch. 11, par. 27]
3. Do governmental fund balance sheets re
flect only the current portion of the
liabilities left unpaid at the end of the
reporting period that normally would be
liquidated with expendable available fi
nancial resources?

[GASB 1, Sec. C50.113 (GASB Cod. Sec. C50
.113)]
4. Are only current liabilities, commonly
referred to as fund or short-term liabil375

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
ities, reported on the governmental fund
balance sheets?
[ASLGU, Ch. 10, par. 17]
5. Do the financial statements disclose the
following:
a. Basis of accounting for expenditures
and liabilities, for example, modified
accrual accounting?

___

b. Method of accounting for outstanding
encumbrances at year-end?

___

c. Disclosure of contingent liabilities?
[ASLGU, Ch. 10, par. 18 and Ch. 17, par.
13; GASB 1, Sec. 2300.104 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2300.104)]
6. Have significant categories been classi
fied and segregated, e.g., accounts pay
able;
accrued costs;
notes;
customer
deposits; interest payable; amounts due
to other funds or governments; officers
or employees; special termination bene
fits?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1800.114-.120 (GASB Cod.
Sec. 1800.114-.120)]
7. Have amounts payable from restricted
assets been separately disclosed and
properly classified, e.g.,:
Construction contracts?
Revenue Bonds?
Fiscal Agent?
Deposits?
Accrued interest?
[GASB Cod. Sec. 2200.603]
8. For convertible debt, if applicable, are
conversion features appropriately ac
counted for and disclosed?
[APB 14, pars. 12 & 16-18 (AC D10.103 and
D 1 0 .105-.107)]
9. Do current liabilities exclude short-term
obligations that the entity intends to
refinance on a long-term basis provided
the entity has demonstrated the ability
to consummate the long-term financing?
[SFAS 6, pars. 8-14 (AC B 0 5 .112-.116);
FASBI 8 (AC B05.117 and B 0 5 .138-.139)]
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___

___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
10. If a short-term obligation is to be ex
cluded from current liabilities per SFAS
6, do disclosures include:
a. General description of the financing
agreement?
b. Terms of any new obligation
or expected to be incurred,
sult of the refinancing?
[SFAS 6, par. 15 (AC B05.118);
par. 3 (AC B05.117); TB 79-3 (AC
.503)]

incurred
as a re
FASBI 8,
B05.501-

11. For governmental funds,
if all legal
steps have been taken to refinance bond
anticipation notes and the intent is sup
ported by an ability to consummate refi
nancing the short-term note on a long
term basis in accordance with FASB 6, are
they shown as part of the GLTDAG?
[GASB 1, Sec. B50.101 (GASB Cod. Sec. B50
.101)]
12. Are demand bonds reported as general
long-term debt or excluded from current
liabilities of proprietary funds if the
following conditions are met:
a. Before the financial statements are
issued, the issuer has entered into an
a r m ’s-length
financing
(take
out)
agreement to convert bonds "put" but
not resold into some other form of
long-term obligation?
b. The take out agreement does not expire
within one year from the date of the
issuer’s balance sheet?
c. The take out agreement is not cancelable by the lender or the prospective
lender during that year, and obliga
tions incurred under the take out
agreement are not callable by the len
der during that year?

d. The lender or the prospective lender
or investor is expected to be finan-
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NO

N/A

YES
cially capable of honoring
out agreement?
[GASBI 1, par. 10 (GASB Cod.
.108)]

the
Sec.

take
D30

13. If the conditions in 12 above are not
met, are they reported as fund liabil
ities or,
for proprietary funds,
as
current liabilities?
14. In addition to debt disclosures required
by GASB Cod. Sec. 2300, are the following
disclosures made for demand bonds out
standing:
a. A general description
bond program?

of

the

demand
___

b. Terms of any letters of credit or
other standby liquidity agreements
outstanding, commitment fees to obtain
the letters of credit, and any amounts
drawn on them outstanding as of the
balance sheet date?

___

c. A description of the take out agree
ment including its expiration date,
commitment fees to obtain the agree
ment, and the terms of any new obli
gations under the take out agreement?

___

d. The debt service requirements that
would result if the take out agreement
were to be exercised?
[GASBI 1, par. 11 (GASB Cod. Sec. D30
.109)]

___

15. If a take out agreement has been exer
cised converting the bonds to an install
ment loan, is the installment loan re
ported as general long-term debt and the
payment schedule under the installment
loan included as part of the schedule of
debt service requirements to maturity, as

required by Section 2300, paragraph 104i?
[GASBI
.110)]

1,

par.

12

(GASB

Cod.

Sec.

D30

16. If the conditions of paragraph .12 are
not met at the time a demand bond is
issued (or prior to issuance of the fi
nancial statements for that year), is the
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___

NO

N/A

YES
liability for demand bonds reported as a
liability of the fund used to account for
the proceeds of the bond issue?
[GASBI 1, par. 13 (GASB Cod. Sec. D30
.111)]
17. If, because a take out agreement expires,
it is necessary to report a fund liabil
ity for demand bonds previously reported
as general long-term debt, is the liabil
ity recorded as a liability of the fund
in which the proceeds of the issue were
initially recorded with a corresponding
debit to "other financing uses."
[GASBI 1, par. 13 (GASB Cod. Sec. D30
.111)]
18. If the answer to numbers 16 or 17 above
is "yes," are debt redemptions reported
as expenditures of the fund from which
debt service is normally paid and the
liability
(represented by the demand
bonds) reduced simultaneously by a credit
to "other financing sources."
[GASBI 1, par. 13 (GASB Cod. Sec. D30
.111)]
19. For periods after a troubled debt re
structuring, do disclosures include:
a. Extent to which amounts contingently
payable are included in the carrying
amount of restructured payables?
b. Total amounts contingently payable, if
applicable, and conditions under which
those amounts would become payable or
forgiven?
[SFAS 15, par. 26 (AC D22.122)]
20. Where the reporting entity is a creditor,
have the disclosures regarding troubled
debt restructurings been made in accor
dance with paragraph No. 27 of FASB 15?
[SFAS 15, par. 27 (AC D22.123)]
21. Has debt, as required, been considered
extinguished for financial reporting pur
poses because:
a. The debtor pays the creditor and is
relieved of all its obligations with
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NO

N/A

YES
respect to the debt?
This includes
the debtor’s reacquisiton of its out
standing debt securities in the public
securities
market,
regardless
of
whether the securities are cancelled
or held as so-called treasury bonds.
b. The debtor is legally released from
being the primary obligor and it is
probable that the debtor will not be
required to make future payments with
respect to that debt under any guaran
tee?
c. The debtor irrevocably places cash or
other assets in a trust to be used
solely for satisfying scheduled pay
ments of both interest and principal
of the defeased debt and the possibil
ity that the debtor will be required
to make future payments with respect
to that debt is remote?
[SFAS 76, par. 3 (AC D14.102A); GASB 7,
par. 3 (GASB Cod. Sec. D20.103)]
22. If debt is considered to be extinguished
(in an in-substance defeasance) under the
provision of D14.102A(c)
of SFAS 76,
paragraph 6, has a general description of
the transaction and the amount of debt
that is considered extinguished at the
end of the period been disclosed so long
as that debt remains outstanding?
[SFAS 76, par. 6 (AC D14.108); GASB 7,
pars. 1, 3 and 7 (GASB Cod. Sec. D20.101
and .102)]
23. For proprietary and similar fund types,
if there is an extinguishment of debt, is
the
difference
between
reacquisition
price and carrying amount recognized cur
rently in income and identified as a se
parate item?
[GASB 1, Sec. D20.107 (GASB Cod. Sec. D20
.107); APB 26, par. 20-21, FASB 4, par. 1
(AC D14.103-.104)]
24. If the difference is material is it dis
closed as an extraordinary item?
[SFAS 4, par. 8 (AC D14.107); GASB 1,
Sec. D20.105-.107 (GASB Cod. Sec. D20
.105-.107)]
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NO

N/A

YES
25. In an advance refunding resulting in a
defeasance of debt, for governmental fund
types, are the proceeds of the new debt
reported as an "other financing so u r c e proceeds of refunding bonds” in the fund
receiving the proceeds? Are payments to
the escrow agent from resources provided
by the new debt reported as an "other
financing use-payment to refunded bond
escrow agent"?
[GASB 7, par. 8 (GASB Cod. Sec. D20.108)]
26. Regardless of where the debt is reported,
for a defeasance of debt through an ad
vance refunding, was a general descrip
tion provided of the transaction in the
notes to the financial statements in the
year of the refunding?
[GASB 7, par. 11 (GASB Cod. Sec. D20
.111)]
27. At a minimum did the disclosures include:
a. The difference between the cash flows
required to service the new debt and
complete the refunding,
and
b. The economic gain or loss
from the transaction?
[GASB 7, par. 11 (GASB Cod.
.111)]

resulting
Sec.

D20

28. Were disclosures made by fund type
account group?
[GASB 7, par. 13 (GASB Cod. Sec.
.113)]

and
D20

29. In all periods following an advance re
funding for which debt defeased in sub
stance remains outstanding, is the amount
outstanding at period-end disclosed?
[GASB 7, par. 14 (GASB Cod. Sec. D20
.114)]
30. Are long-term obligations that are or
will be callable by the creditor because
the debtor's violation of the debt agree
ment at the balance sheet date makes the
obligation callable or because the viola
tion, if not cured within a specified
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NO

N/A

YES
grace period, will make the obligation
callable, classified as current unless
one of the following conditions is met:
a. The creditor waived or subsequently
lost the right to demand repayment for
more than one year
(or operating
cycle, if longer) from the balance
sheet date?
b. The obligation contains a grace period
within which the debtor may cure the
violation, is it probable that the
violation will be cured within that
period, thus preventing the violation
from becoming callable?
[SFAS 78, par. 5 (AC B05.109A and B05
.118)]
31. Has disclosure been made of defaults in
provisions of security,
indenture or
credit agreements?
(SFAS 78, par. 5 (AC B05.109A)]
32. If a waiver has been obtained for a stat
ed period of time, has disclosure been
made of the period?
[SFAS 78, par. 5 (AC B05.109A)]
33. Are guarantees and other commitments in
cluded in liabilities?
[ASLGU, Ch. 11, pars. 9-12]
34. Does a note describe the accounting poli
cies for recording such liabilities?
[ASLGU, Ch. 11, par. 28]
35. Have bonds, notes and other long-term
liabilities
(for example, for capital
leases, pensions, judgments, compensated
absences, special termination benefits,
and similar commitments) directly related
to and expected to be paid from proprie
tary funds, special assessment funds, and
[certain] trust funds been included in
the accounts of such funds?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1500.102 as amended by GASB
6, par. 13 (GASB Cod. Sec. 1500.102)]

382

YES
36. Has one amount been disclosed on the bal
ance sheet as the total liabilities for
each fund type?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.110 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.110)]
J. Lessees
1. For capital
clude:

leases

do

disclosures

in

a. Gross amounts of assets and the accu
mulated amortization recorded by major
classes as of the date of each balance
sheet presented?
b. The lease obligations classified as
current and long term?
[SFAS 13, par. 16a (AC L10.112a (1 )-(4));
GASB 1, Sec. L20.124 (GASB Cod. Sec. L20
.124); ASLGU, Ch. 9, par. 22]
c. Future minimum lease payments as of
the latest balance sheet presented in
the aggregate and for each of the five
succeeding fiscal years with appropri
ate separate deductions therefrom for
executory costs and imputed interest
to reduce net minimum lease payments
to present value?
[SFAS 13, pars. 10 & 16a (AC L10.106
and L10.112a (l)-(4))]
d. Total of future minimum sublease rent
als under noncancelable subleases as
of the date of the latest balance
sheet presented?
[SFAS 13, par. 16a (AC L10.112a (1)(4))]
e. Total contingent rentals actually in
curred for each period for which a
Statement of Revenue and Expenditures
is presented?
[SFAS 13, par. 16a (AC L10.112a (1)(4)) as amended 10/1/79 by SFAS 29,
par. 12]
2. For operating leases that have initial or
remaining noncancelable lease terms in
excess of one year, do disclosures in
clude:
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NO

N/A

YES
a. Future minimum rental payments re
quired as of the latest balance sheet
presented in the aggregate and for
each of the five succeeding fiscal
years?

___

b. Total of future minimum rentals under
noncancelable subleases as of the date
of the latest balance sheet presented?

___

c. Have the nature and extent of leasing
transactions with related parties been
disclosed?
[SFAS 13, par. 16b (AC L10.112b)]
3. For all operating leases do disclosures
include:
rental expense for each period
for which an operating statement is pre
sented with separate amounts for minimum
rentals, contingent rentals, and sublease
rentals?
[SFAS 13, par. 16c (AC L10.112c)]

___

___

4. Do disclosures include a general descrip
tion of the lessee’s leasing arrangements
including but not limited to:
a. Basis for determination of contingent
rentals?

___

b. Terms of any renewal or purchase op
tions or escalation clauses?

___

c. Restrictive convenants?
[SFAS 13, par. 16d (AC L10.112d); for
amendments of SFAS 13 see SFASs 17, 22,
23, 27, 28, 29, 91 and 98; for interpre
tations see FASBIs 19, 21, 23, 24, 26 and
27;
for technical bulletins see TBs
79-10, 79-12, 79-13, 79-14, 79-15, 79-16,
79-17, and 79-18]

___

K. Other Liabilities and Deferred Credits

1. Are estimated losses from loss contingen
cies accrued if both "probable” and the
amount can be reasonably estimated as ex
plained in SFAS 5?
[SFAS 5, par. 8 (AC C59.105); FASBI 14
(AC
C59.106-.107
and
C 5 9 .124-.127);
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___

NO

N/A

YES
ASLGU, Ch. 4, par. 16, Ch. 10, par. 10,
and Ch. 17, par. 13; GASB 1, Sec. C50.110
(GASB Cod. Sec. C50.110)]
2. Are liabilities appropriately accrued and
reported for employees’ compensation for
future absences?
[SFAS 43, pars. 6-7 (AC C44.104 and C44
.108); GASB 1, Sec. C50.112 (GASB Cod.
Sec. C50.112)]
a. Has the amount of the liability for
compensated absences which will be
liquidated with expendable available
financial resources been recorded as
current liabilities?
[GASB 1, Sec. C50.113 (GASB Cod. Sec.
C50.113)]
b. Has the remainder of the liability in
2 above been recorded in GLTDAG?
[GASB 1, Sec. C50.113 (GASB Cod. Sec.
C50.113)]
c. If the governmental unit has not ac
crued compensated absences because the
amount cannot be reasonably estimated,
has this been disclosed in the notes?
[SFAS 43, pars. 6-7 (AC C44.104)]

___

___

___

___

L. General Long-Term Debt
1. Are long-term liabilities of proprietary
funds and trust funds accounted for
through those funds?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1500.101 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1500.101);
GASB 1, Sec.
1500.102
as
amended by GASB 6, par. 13 (GASB Cod.
Sec. 1500.102)]
2. Are other unmatured general long-term
liabilities of the governmental unit
accounted for through the General LongTerm Debt Account Group (GLTDAG)?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1500.101 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1500.101); GASB 1, Sec. 1500.103; GASB 6,
par. 17 and GASBI 1, par. 10 (GASB Cod.

Sec. 1500.103)]
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___

___

NO

N/A

YES
3. Have the individual components of longterm debt been classified appropriately
as term bonds, serial bonds, and other
general long-term liabilities?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1500.105 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1500.105)]
4. For advance refundings resulting in de
feasance of debt, was the GLTDAG adjusted
for the increase or decrease in the
amount of long-term debt?
[GASB 7, par. 9 (GASB Cod. Sec. D.20
.109)]
M. Fund Balance
1. Is there a disclosure made of any deficit
fund balance or deficit retained earnings
of individual funds?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2300.104o (GASB Cod. Sec.
2300.104o)]
2. Has the designation "fund balance” only
been used in appropriate fund types,
i.e.,
General,
Special Revenue,
Debt
Service, Capital Projects, and Trust Fund
types?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.110 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.110)]
3. Have the fund balances (equity) of gov
ernmental funds been classified as either
reserved or unreserved?
[ASLGU, Ch. 12, par. 1]
4. Have all
ty) been
[APB 12,
12, par.

changes in fund balances (equi
disclosed?
par. 10 (AC C08.102); ASLGU, Ch.
11]

___

___

___

___

5. Have any differences between opening fund
balances and those previously reported
been disclosed?
[APB 9, par. 26 (AC A35.107); GASB 1,
Sec. 2200.117 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2200.117)]

___

6. Is the retained earnings reserve only
shown in proprietary funds,
such as
Enterprise and Internal Service Funds?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.116 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.116)]

___
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NO

N/A

YES
7. Are contributed equity and retained earn
ings separately disclosed in proprietary
fund types?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.603 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.603)]
8. Where certain proprietary assets net of
related proprietary liabilities are re
stricted in the balance sheet, is there
disclosure of a corresponding reserve in
retained earnings?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.603 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.603)]

III. COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES— ALL GOVERNMENTAL
FUND TYPES (AND SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS)
A. General
1. Is a combined statement titled "Combined
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and
Changes in Fund Balances— All Govern
mental Fund Types" being presented?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1900.112-.114 (GASB Cod.
Sec. 1900.112-.114) and GASB 1, Sec. 2200
.110 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2200.110)]
2. Is the primary classification of govern
mental fund revenues disclosed by fund
and source?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1800.114 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1800.114)]
3. Does the summary of significant account
ing policies indicate that the modified
accrual basis is used for recording all
material revenues for governmental and
similar
expendable
trust
and
agency
funds?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1600.108 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1600.108)]
4. Indicate whether the basis of accounting
used for recording revenues is determined
by the fund type in which the grant, en

titlement or shared revenue transactions
are recorded?
[GASB 1, Sec. G60.103 (GASB Cod. Sec. G60
.103)]
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NO

N/A

YES
5. Are the major sources of revenues sepa
rately disclosed, such as grants, enti
tlements and shared revenues, taxes, li
censes and permits,
intergovernmental
revenues, charges for services, fines and
forfeits and miscellaneous?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.110 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.110)]
6. Has a separate column been used for each
governmental fund type and similar trust
fund used which shows the combined data
for all such funds?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.110 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.110)]
7. If the combined statement contains a to
tal column that aggregates the columnar
statements by fund types and account
groups, is it captioned "Memorandum Only"
because the total column is not compar
able to a consolidation?
[ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 9]
8. Are interfund transfers and proceeds of
long-term debt, including capital leases,
classified separately from fund revenues
and expenditures?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1800.101 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1800.101) and GASB 1, Sec. 1800.106-.110
as amended by GASB 6 (GASB Cod. Sec. 1800
.106-.110)]
9. Are any grants, entitlements and shared
revenues, which may be used in more than
one fund at the discretion of the reci
pient, accounted for in an agency fund
pending final determination?
[GASB 1, Sec. G60.107 (GASB Cod. Sec. G60
.107)]
10. Have those assets being held in agency
funds pending a determination of the
fund(s) to be financed been disclosed in
the notes to financial statements?
[GASB 1, Sec. G60.107 (GASB Cod. Sec. G60
.107)]
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NO

N/A

YES
B . Property Taxes
1. Do the financial statements or the notes
disclose that property taxes have been
recorded on the modified accrual basis?
[GASB 1, Secs. P70.102-.103 (GASB Cod.
Secs. P70.102-.103)]
2. If the governmental entity desires to
exclude some property tax revenues from
appropriation to protect cash liquidity,
has this restricted revenue been dis
closed by a designation of fund balance
and an appropriate footnote?
[GASB 1, Sec. P70.105 (GASB Cod. Sec. P70
.105)]
3. Have the following details of the govern
mental u n i t ’s property tax calendar been
disclosed:
a. Lien dates?
b. Levy dates?
c. Due dates?
d. Collection dates?
[GASB 1, Sec. P70.109 (GASB Cod. Sec. P70
.109)]
4. If a governmental unit is prohibited by
law from budgeting or appropriating pro
perty taxes recognized as revenue pursu
ant to Section P70, GASB Cod., has such
prohibition been disclosed by a reserva
tion of fund balance and explained in the
notes to financial statements?
[GASB 1, Sec. P70.104 (GASB Cod. Sec. P70
.104)]
C. Sales Taxes
1. For the entity being audited are sales
tax revenues both measurable and avail
able, i.e., collectible within the cur
rent period or soon enough thereafter to
be used to pay liabilities of the current
period?
[GASB 1, Sec. S10.101 (GASB Cod. Sec. S10
.101)]
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NO

N/A

YES
2. If taxpayer liability has been estab
lished and collectibility is assured or
losses can reasonably be estimated, have
sales tax revenues been recorded on the
modified accrual basis?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1600.107 and footnote 1
(GASB Cod. Sec. 1600.107 and footnote 1)]
3. If taxpayer liability and collectibility
for sales taxes has clearly been estab
lished, as when tax returns have been
filed, but collection, while assured, is
delayed beyond the normal time of re
ceipt, have these revenues been recog
nized as cash is received rather than
recorded on the modified accrual basis?
[GASB 1, Sec. S10.102 (GASB Cod. Sec. S10
.102)]
4. Have sales taxes collected by merchants
which are not yet required to be remitted
to the taxing authority at the end of the
fiscal year not been accrued?
[GASB 1, Sec. S10.103 (GASB Cod. Sec. S10
.103)]
5. Where sales taxes have been collected and
held by one government agency for another
at year-end, have these taxes been accru
ed if they are remitted in time to be
used as a resource for payment of obli
gations incurred during the preceding
fiscal year?
[GASB 1, Sec. S10.103 (GASB Cod. Sec. S10
.103)]
6. Early or Delayed Receipts. Have material
sales tax revenues, otherwise not record
ed until they are received, been accrued
if receipt is delayed beyond the normal
time of receipt?
[GASB 1, Sec. S10.104 (GASB Cod. Sec. S10
.104)]
7. Have material sales tax revenues received
prior to normal time of receipt been re
corded as deferred revenue?
[GASB 1, Sec. S10.104 (GASB Cod. Sec. S10
.104)]
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___

___

___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
D . Income Taxes
1. Have taxpayer assessed income and gross
receipts taxes been recognized as cash is
received even though the tax returns have
been filed but collection, while assured,
is delayed beyond the normal time of re
ceipt?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1600.110 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1600.110)]
2. Have known refunds of income and gross
receipts taxes been recorded as a liabil
ity and a reduction of revenue as of the
time the refund claims are filed with the
taxing authority?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1600.110 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1600.110)]
E. Grants, Entitlements or Shared Revenues
1. Basis of Accounting.
For governmental
funds
have
grants,
entitlements,
or
shared revenues been recognized as rev
enue in the accounting period when they
become susceptible to accrual, i.e., both
measurable and available (modified accru
al basis)?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2300.105L (GASB Cod. Sec.
2300.105L); GASB 1, Sec. G60.103 (GASB
Cod. Sec. G60.103)]
2. Has the basis of recording grants, enti
tlements or shared revenues been dis
closed in the notes to financial state
ments?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2300.105L (GASB Cod. Sec.
2300.105K)]
3. Where such resources are restricted (more
in form than in substance) as for example
entitlements or shared revenues,
has
there been any failure on the part of the
recipient to comply with prescribed regu
lations which would cause a forfeiture of
the resources and has this been disclosed
in the notes to financial statements?
[GASB 1, Sec. G60.109 (GASB Cod. Sec. G60
.109); GASB 1, Sec. 2300.105L (GASB Cod.
Sec. 2300.105K)]
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NO

YES
4. Have entitlements or shared revenues been
recorded as revenue at the time of re
ceipt or earlier if the "susceptible to
accrual" criteria are met?
[GASB 1, Sec. G60.109 (GASB Cod. Sec. G60
.109)]
5. Has grant revenue been recognized when
the respective expenditures were made?
[GASB 1, Sec. G60.109 (GASB Cod. Sec. G60
.109)]
6. Have grant and entitlement receipts and
outlays been classified as revenues and
expenditures respectively?
[GASB 1, Sec. G60.115 (GASB Cod. Sec. G60
.115)]
7. Has the method selected for recognizing
profits under contracts been disclosed?
[ARB 45, par. 15 (AC Co4.112); APB 22,
par. 13 (AC A10.106); SOP 81-1, par. 21]
8. If the percentage of completion method of
accounting is being used by the entity,
has disclosure been made of the method(s)
of measuring extent of progress toward
completion?
[SOP 81-1, pars. 21, 25 and 45]
9. Have claims in excess of the
contract price been disclosed?
[SOP 81-1,
pars. 65-67]

agreed

F. Expenditures
1. Are expenditures classified by function
or program?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1800.115 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1800.115)]
2. Are these expenditures further classified
by character, e.g., current capital out
lays, and debt service?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1800.118 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1800.118)]
3. Has disclosure been made for the method
utilized for the following:
a. Have inventory items (materials and
supplies) been considered expenditures
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YES
either when purchased (purchase meth
od) or when used (consumption method)?
(Significant
amounts
of
inventory
should be reported in the balance
sheet.)
[GASB 1, Sec. 1600.122a (GASB Cod.
Sec. 1600.122a)]
b. Expenditures for insurance and similar
services which extend over more than
one accounting period need not be al
located between or among accounting
periods, but may be accounted for as
expenditures of the period of acqui
sition.
Has the method followed been
disclosed?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1600.122b (GASB Cod.
Sec. 1600.122b)]
c. If interest expenditures on special
assessment indebtedness approximately
offset
interest earned on special
assessment levies,
have both been
recorded when due rather than when
earned?
[GASB 1, Sec. S40.115 (GASB Cod. Sec.
S40.115)]
d. If debt service fund resources have
been provided during the current year
for payment of principal and interest
due early in the following year, have
the expenditure and related liability
been recognized in the debt service
fund and has the debt principal amount
been removed from the General LongTerm Debt Account Group or has dis
closure of subsequent year debt ser
vice requirements been made and has
the expenditure been accounted for in
the year of payment?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1600.121 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1600.121)]
G. Related-Party Transactions
If applicable, have related party transac
tions been disclosed separately both as to
revenue and related operating costs and
expenditures?
[SAS 45 (AU 1020.02); GASB 1, Sec. 2300
.105f (GASB Cod. Sec. 2300.105f)]
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NO

N/A

YES
H. Depreciation
Depreciation expense should not be recorded
in governmental funds. Has this policy been
followed in all governmental funds?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1400.116 (GASB Cod. Sec. 1400
.116)]
I. Transfers
1. Are residual equity transfers reported as
additions to or deductions from the be
ginning fund balance?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1800.107 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1800.107)]
2. Are operating transfers reported in the
"Other Financing Sources (Uses) ” section
in the statement?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1800.107 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1800.107)]
J. Operating
creases

Leases

With

Scheduled

Rent

In

1. Are transactions which arise from oper
ating leases with scheduled rent in
creases measured based on the terms of
the lease contract when the pattern of
the payment requirements, including the
increases, is systematic and rational?
[GASB 13, par. 5 (GASB Cod. Sec. L20
.110)]

___

2. If an operating lease with scheduled rent
increases contains payment requirements
in a particular year that are artificial
ly low when viewed in the context of ear
lier or later payment requirements, are
the operating lease transactions measured
using either of the following methods:
a. A straight-line basis over the lease
term?
or
b. Based on the estimated fair value of
the rental?
[GASB 13, par. 6 (GASB Cod. Sec. L20
.110)]
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___

YES
3. If the method in No. "2.b." above is fol
lowed, is the implicit financing by the
lessor of the lessee's cash flow account
ed for using the interest method? (Inter
est should be calculated for each period
so that it results in a constant rate of
interest.)
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.113 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.113)]
4. Is the budget prepared on a consistent
basis in conformity with generally ac
cepted accounting principles (GAAP)?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2400.104 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2400.104)]
5. However, if the legally prescribed bud
getary basis differs materially from
GAAP, has the budgetary data been com
pared with actual data on the budgetary
basis (e.g., which may include encum
brances)?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2400.104 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2400.104)]
6. Have differences between the budgetary
basis and GAAP (as well as other differ
ences) been explained in the notes to
financial statements?
[GASB 1, Secs. 2400.104 and 2400.113-.123
(GASB Cod. Secs. 2400.104 and 2400.113.123)]
7. Do the notes to financial statements dis
close the degree to which the reporting
entity's financial operations are subject
to a comprehensive "appropriated budget,"
"nonappropriated budget," or are nonbud
geted financial activities?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2400.111 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2400.111)]
8. When a separate budgetary report is pre
pared, do the notes to the general pur
pose financial statements make reference
to that report?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2400.112 (GASB Cod. Sec.

2400.112)]
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NO

N/A

YES
IV. COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES— BUDGET AND ACTUAL
— GENERAL AND SPECIAL REVENUE FUND TYPES
A. General
1. Has the combined statement been titled as
shown above for the general fund and all
special revenue funds and other govern
mental fund types for which annual bud
gets have been legally adopted?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2400.102 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2400.102)]
2. Has a column for each separate governmen
tal fund type used been presented showing
combined results for all funds of that
type?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.110 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.110)]
3. If a total column is shown, is it cap
tioned "Memorandum Only" because the
total column on a combined financial
statement is not comparable to a consoli
dation?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.113 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.113)]
4. Is there a note to the financial state
ments which discloses the nature of the
column and explains that it does not pre
sent consolidated financial information?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.113 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.113)]
5. Is the budget prepared on a consistent
basis in conformity with generally accep
ted accounting principles (GAAP)?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2400.104 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2400.104)]
6. However, if the legally prescribed bud
getary basis differs materially from
GAAP, has the budgetary data been com
pared with actual data on the budgetary
basis (e.g., which may include encum
brances)?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2400.104 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2400.104)]
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___

___

___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
7. Have differences between the budgetary
basis and GAAP (as well as other differ
ences) been explained in the notes to fi
nancial statements?
[GASB 1, Secs. 2400.104 and 2400.113-.123
(GASB Cod. Secs. 2400.104 and 2400.113.123)]
8. Do the notes to financial statements dis
close the degree to which the reporting
entity's financial operations are subject
to a comprehensive "appropriated budget,"
"nonappropriated budget," or are non
budgeted financial activities?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2400.111 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2400.111)]
9. When a separate budgetary report is pre
pared, do the notes to the general pur
pose financial statements make reference
to that report?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2400.112 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2400.112)]
V. COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES. EXPENSES. AND
CHANGES IN RETAINED EARNINGS— ALL PROPRIETARY
FUND TYPES (AND SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS)
A. General
1. Is a statement titled "Combined Statement
of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Re
tained Earnings— All Proprietary Fund
Types" presented?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.109-.110 (GASB Cod.
Secs. 2200.109-.110)]
2. If material, are the variations between
periods in the format of the statement of
changes and in the terms used to express
changes in financial position adequately
disclosed in the financial statements and
retroactively applied to all prior per
iods presented?
[SAS 1 (AU 420.15)]
3. If the disclosure and/or retroactive ap
plication in No. 2 above has not been
made, was this considered in the audi
tor's opinion regarding consistency?
[SAS 1 (AU 420.15)]
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NO

N/A

YES
4. Does the statement include all propri
etary fund types and similar trust funds?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.129 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.129)]
5. Is a separate column used for
prietary fund type being used
each column present combined
such funds?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.110 (GASB
2200.110)]

each pro
and does
data for
Cod.

Sec.

6. If a total column is shown, is it cap
tioned "Memorandum Only" and is there a
note explaining that it does not present
consolidated financial information?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.113 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2200.113)]
7. Are the major sources of operating and
nonoperating revenues and expenses shown
separately on the statement?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1800.121 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1800.121)]
8. Has disclosure been made regarding the
entity’s policy for recognizing propri
etary and nonexpendable pension and trust
funds revenues and expenses?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1600.125 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1600.125)]
9. If sales or revenues are made on the in
stallment or other deferred basis has the
method of recognizing income been dis
closed?
[GASB 1, Secs. 1600.116 and 125 (GASB
Cod. Secs. 1600.116 and 125)]
B. Extraordinary Items
1. Has gain or loss resulting from an invol
untary conversion of a non-monetary asset
to a monetary asset been classified as
either an extraordinary item or an unusu
al or infrequent item, whichever is ap
plicable?
[FASBI No. 30, par. 4 (AC N35.118)]
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YES
2. Was the following disclosure made for
gains or losses from extinguishment of
debt that are classified as extraordinary
items:
a. A description of the extinguishment
transactions, including the sources of
any funds used to extinguish debt if
it is practicable to identify the
sources?
[SFAS 4, par. 9 (AC D14.107)]

---

3. Regardless of where the debt is reported
for an advance refunding, has a general
description of the transaction been prov
ided including, as a minimum:
a. The difference between the cash flows
required to service the old debt and
the cash flows required to service the
new debt and complete the refunding?
b. The economic gain or loss resulting
from the transaction?
[GASB 7, par. 11 (GASB Cod. Sec. D20
.111)]
4. Have the following criteria for
ordinary items been considered:

___
___

extra

a. Have material events on transactions
that are unusual in nature or occur
infrequently but not both, and there
fore do not meet both criteria for
classification as an extraordinary
item, been reported as a separate com
ponent of income from continuing oper
ations?
[APB 30, par. 26 (AC 122.101)]
b. Have the nature and financial effect
of each transaction or event been dis
closed?
[APB 30, par. 26 (AC I22.101)]

___

___

c. In the absence of discontinued oper
ations and changes in accounting prin
ciples, have the following main cap
tions been disclosed where extraor
dinary items are reported:
(1) Income before extraordinary items?
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___

YES
(2) Extraordinary items?

(Note X)

(3) Net income?
[APB 30, par. 11 (AC I17.102)]
5. Do disclosures include descriptions of an
extraordinary event(s) or transaction(s)
and the principal items entering into the
determination of extraordinary gain(s) or
loss(es)?
[APB 30, par. 11 (AC I17.102)]
6. Have all extraordinary items been segre
gated from results of ordinary opera
tions?
[APB 30, par. 10]
7. For an adjustment of an extraordinary
item reported in a prior period:
a. Is the adjustment classified separate
ly as an extraordinary item in the
current period?
b. Are the nature, origin and amount of
the item disclosed?
[SFAS 16, par. 16(c) (AC I17.119)]
C. Grants, Entitlements or Shared Revenues
1. Have grants, entitlements, or shared rev
enues received for proprietary fund ope
rating purposes, or which may be utilized
for either operations or capital expendi
tures at the discretion of the recipient
government, been recognized as "nonoper
ating " revenues in the accounting period
in which they are earned and become mea
surable (accrual basis)?
[GASB 1, Sec. G60.110 (GASB Cod. Sec. G60
.110)]
2. When such resources in proprietary funds
have been restricted for the acquisition
or construction of capital assets, have
the resources been recorded as contribut
ed equity?
[GASB 1, Sec. G60.110 (GASB Cod. Sec. G60
.110)]
3. Have grants, entitlements or shared rev
enues recorded in trust funds been recog400

YES
nized as revenues on a basis consistent
with the fund's measurement objective
(governmental or proprietary)?
[GASB 1, Sec. G60.111 (GASB Cod. Sec. G60
.111)]
4. If the option was elected to show depre
ciation on grant and entitlement fixed
assets as a reduction of the contributed
capital account,
was a corresponding
amount shown after net income and labeled
similar to "Add depreciation on fixed
assets acquired by grants, entitlements,
and shared revenues externally restricted
for capital acquisitions and construction
that reduces contributed capital"?
[GASB 1, Sec. G60.116 (GASB Cod. Sec. G60
.116)]
D. Interest
Has the following information with respect
to interest cost been disclosed in the fi
nancial statements or related notes:
1. For an accounting period in which no in
terest cost is capitalized, the amount of
interest cost incurred and charged to ex
pense during the period?
2. For an accounting period in which some
interest cost is capitalized, the total
amount of interest cost incurred during
the period and the amount thereof that
has been capitalized?
[SFAS 34, par. 21 (AC I67.118)]
E. Residual Equity and Operating Transfers
1. Are residual fund transfers reported as
additions to contributed capital or as
reductions of retained earnings or con
tributed capital as appropriate in the
circumstances?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1800.107 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1800.107)]
2. Are operating transfers reported in the
"Operating Transfers Section" of the
statement?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1800.107 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1800.107)]
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NO

N/A

YES
F. Related-Party Transactions
Was disclosure made separately of material
revenues and related costs and expenses in
connection with transactions with related
parties?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2300.105f (GASB Cod. Sec. 2300
.105f); SFAS 57, par. 2 (AC R36.102)]
G. Depreciation
Have the following disclosures been made in
the financial statements or in notes thereto
(depreciation is provided on property and
equipment recorded in proprietary funds):
1. Depreciation expense for the period?
2. Balance of major classes of depreciable
assets, by nature or function at the bal
ance sheet date?
3. Accumulated depreciation, either by major
classes of depreciable assets or in total
at the balance sheet date?
4. A general description of the method or
methods used in computing depreciation
with respect to major classes of depre
ciable assets?
[GASB 1, Sec. 1400.114-.115 (GASB Cod. Sec.
1400.114-.115); APB 12, par. 5 (AC D40.105)]
H. Nonmonetary Transactions
If one or more nonmonetary transactions
occurred during the period, was disclosure
made in the financial statements of the
nature of the transactions, the basis of
accounting for the assets transferred, and
gains or losses recognized on transfers?
[APB 29, par. 28 (AC N35.120)]
I. Gains on Sales of Securities
For each period for which an income state
ment is presented has the following been
disclosed:
1. Net realized gain or loss included in the
determination of net income?
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YES
2. The basis on which cost was determined in
computing realized gain or loss (that is,
average cost or other method used)?
[ASLGU, Ch. 7, par. 10; SFAS 12, par. 12 (AC
I89.106)]
J . Futures Contracts
If the enterprise has entered into futures
contracts that have been accounted for as
hedges was the following disclosed:
1. The nature of the assets, liabilities,
firm commitments, or anticipated trans
actions that are hedged with futures con
tracts?
2. Method of accounting for the futures con
tracts?
The disclosure of the method
shall include a description of the events
or transactions that result in recogni
tion in income of changes in value of the
futures contracts.
[SFAS 80, par. 2 (AC F80.112)]
K. Research and Development Costs
Has disclosure been made in the financial
statements of the total research and devel
opment costs charged to expense in each
period for which an income statement is pre
sented?
[SFAS 2, par. 13 (AC R50.109)]
L. Changes in Fund Balances/Retained Earnings
1. Has disclosure been made of changes in
all fund balances/retained earnings?
[APB 12, par. 10 (AC Co8.102); GASB 1,
Sec. 2200.110 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2200.110)]
2. Where a difference exists between the
opening fund balances/retained earnings
and the ending balances/retained earnings
previously reported, have these been dis
closed?
[APB 9, par. 26 (AC A35.107)]
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NO

N/A

YES
M. Segment Information
1. Have segment disclosures been made for
all
"major nonhomogeneous"
enterprise
funds?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2500.104 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2500.104)]
2. If segment disclosures are necessary to
make the general purpose financial state
ments (GPFS) not misleading have they
been presented?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2500.104 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2500.104)]

___

___

3. Have the following segment disclosures
necessary to make the financial state
ments not misleading been disclosed:
a. Material intergovernmental operating
subsidies to an enterprise fund?

___

b. Material intragovernmental operating
subsidies to or from an enterprise
fund?

___

c. Material enterprise tax revenues?

___

d. A material enterprise fund operating
income or loss?

___

e. A material enterprise fund net income
or loss?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2500.105 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2500.105)]

___

4. Have the following disclosures been made
for each "major nonhomogeneous" enter
prise fund and in the aggregate for all
other enterprise funds:
a. Types of goods or services provided?

___

b. Operating revenues
(total revenues
from sales of goods or services)?
(Sales to other funds of the govern
mental unit, if material, should be
separately disclosed.)

___

c. Depreciation, depletion and amortiza
tion expenses?

___
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NO

N/A

YES
d. Operating income or loss (operating
revenues less operating expenses)?
e. Operating grants,
shared revenues?

entitlements,

f. Operating interfund transfers
out?

and

in and

g . Tax revenues?
h. Net income or loss (total
less total expenses)?
i. Current
capital
transfers?

revenues

contributions

and

j. Property, plant, and equipment addi
tions and deletions?
k. Net working capital (current
less current liabilities)?

assets

l. Total assets?
m. Bonds and other material long-term
liabilities outstanding (amounts pay
able solely from operating revenues
should be disclosed separately from
amounts also potentially payable from
other sources)?
n. Total equity?
o. Has disclosure been made of any other
material facts necessary to make the
GPFS not misleading?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2500.107 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2500.107)]
VI. COMBINED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS— ALL PROPRI
ETARY FUND TYPES (AND SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS)
A. Title
1. Is the statement titled "Combined State
ment of Cash Flows"?
[GASB 9, par. 6 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.103)]
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NO

N/A

YES
B. Format and Policy
1. Is a statement of cash flows presented
for each period for which results of op
erations are presented?
[GASB 9, par. 6 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.103)]
2. Does the statement of cash flows report
the cash effects during the reported
period of the entity's operations, its
noncapital financing transactions, its
capital and related financing transac
tions, and its investing transactions?
[GASB 9, pars. 7 and 15 (GASB Cod. Sec.
2450.104 and .112)]
3. Is related information reported on in
vesting, capital, and financing trans
actions that affect the entity's finan
cial position but do not directly affect
cash flows during the period?
[GASB 9, par. 7 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.104)]
4. Was a reconciliation of operating income
(or net income if operating income is not
separately identified on the operating
statement) to net cash flow from operat
ing activities provided about the net
effects of operating transactions and
other events that affect operating income
and operating cash flows in different
periods?
[GASB 9, par. 7 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.104)]
5. Does the statement of cash flows explain
the changes in cash and cash equivalents
regardless of whether there are restric
tions on their use?
[GASB 9, par. 8 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.105)]
6. Does the statement use a descriptive term
such as cash or cash and cash equivalents
rather than the term funds?
[GASB 9, par. 8 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.105)]
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___

___

___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
7. Did the entity
cerning which
investments it
valents?
[GASB 9, par.
.108)]

disclose its policy con
short-term highly liquid
will treat as cash equi
—
11

(GASB

Cod.

Sec.

2450

8. If there was a change in policy was it
considered a change in accounting prin
ciple reported by restating financial
statements for earlier years presented
for comparative purposes?
[GASB 9, par. 11 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.108)]
C. Classification
Payments

of

Cash

Receipts

and

---

Cash

1. Are cash receipts and cash payments for
the following transactions classified as
cash flows from operating activities:
a. Cash inflows
services?

from sales

of goods

or
___

b. Cash receipts from quasi-external op
erating transactions with other funds?

___

c. Cash receipts from grants for speci
fic activities that are considered to
be operating activities of the grantor
government?

___

d. Cash receipts from other funds for re
imbursement of operating transactions?

___

e. Cash payments to acquire materials for
providing services and manufacturing
goods for resale?

___

f. Cash payments to other suppliers for
other goods or services?

___

g. Cash payments
vices?

___

to

employees

for

ser

h. Cash payments for grants to other gov
ernments or organizations for specific
activities that are considered to be
operating activities of the grantor
government?
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___

NO

N/A

YES
i. Cash
payments
for
taxes,
duties,
fines, and other fees or penalties?

___

j. Cash payments for quasi-external oper
ating transactions with other funds,
including payments in lieu of taxes?

___

k. All other cash receipts and payments
that do not result from transactions
defined as capital and related finan
cing, non-capital financing, or in
vesting activities?
[GASB 9, pars. 17-18 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.114 and .115)]
2. Are transactions of loan programs under
taken to fulfill a governmental responsi
bility classified as transactions from
operating activities?
[GASB 9, par. 19 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.116)]

___

___

3. Are cash receipts and payments for the
following transactions classified as cash
flows from noncapital financing activi
ties:
a. Proceeds from issuing bonds, notes,
and other short- or long-term borrow
ing not clearly attributable to acqui
sition, construction, or improvement
of capital assets?

___

b. Cash receipts from grants or subsidies
except those specifically restricted
for capital purposes and those for
specific activities that are consider
ed to be operating activities of the
grantor government?

___

c. Cash received from other funds except
those amounts that are clearly attri
butable to acquisition, construction,
or improvement of capital assets,
quasi-external operating transactions,
and reimbursement for operating trans
actions?

___

d. Cash received from property and other
taxes collected for the governmental
enterprise and not specifically re
stricted for capital purposes?

___
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YES
e. Repayments of amounts borrowed for
purposes other than acquiring, con
structing or improving capital assets?

---

f . Interest payments to lenders and other
creditors on amounts borrowed or cred
it extended for purposes other than
acquiring, constructing, or improving
capital assets?

---

g. Cash paid as grants or subsidies to
other governments or organizations,
except those for specific activities
that are considered to be operating
activities of the grantor government?

___

h. Cash paid to other funds, except for
quasi-external operating transactions?
[GASB 9, pars. 21-22 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.118 and .119)]
4. Are cash receipts and cash payments for
the following transactions classified as
cash flows from capital and related fi
nancing activities:
a. Proceeds from issuing or refunding
bonds, mortgages, notes, and other
short- or long-term borrowing clearly
attributable to the acquisition, con
struction, or improvement of capital
assets?
b. Receipts from capital grants awarded
to the governmental enterprise?
c. Receipts from contributions made by
other funds, other governments, and
other organizations or individuals for
the specific purpose of defraying the
cost of acquiring, constructing, or
improving capital assets?
d. Receipts from sales of capital assets;
also, proceeds from insurance on capi
tal assets that are stolen or des
troyed?
e. Receipts from special assessments or
property and other taxes levied speci
fically to finance the construction,
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___

NO

N/A

YES
acquisition, or improvement of capital
assets?
f. Payments to acquire, construct, or im
prove capital assets?
g. Repayments or refundings of amounts
borrowed specifically to acquire, con
struct, or improve capital assets?
h. Other principal payments to vendors
who have extended credit to the gov
ernmental enterprise directly for pur
poses of acquiring, constructing, or
improving capital assets?
i. Cash payments to lenders and other
creditors for interest directly re
lated to acquiring, constructing, or
improving capital assets?
[GASB 9, pars. 24-25 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.121 and .122)]
5. Are cash receipts and cash payments for
the following transactions classified as
cash flows from investing activities?
a. Receipts from collections of loans
(except program loans) made by the
governmental enterprise and sales of
other
entities’
debt
instruments
(other than cash equivalents) that
were purchased by the governmental
enterprise?
b. Receipts from sales of equity instru
ments and from returns of investment
in those instruments?
c. Interest and dividends received as re
turns on loans (except program loans),
debt instruments of other entities,
equity securities, and cash management
of investment pools?
d. Withdrawals from investment pools that
the governmental enterprise is not us
ing as demand accounts?
e. Disbursements for loans (except pro
gram loans) made by the governmental
enterprise and payments to acquire
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NO

N/A

YES
debt instruments of other entities
(other than cash equivalents)?
f. Payments
ments?

to

acquire

equity

instru

g. Deposits into investment pools that
the governmental enterprise is not
using as demand accounts?
[GASB 9, pars. 27-28 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.124 and .125)]

---

D. Content and Form
1. Does the statement of cash flows report
net cash provided or used in each of the
four categories, as well as the net ef
fect of those flows on cash and cash
equivalents during the period in a manner
that reconciles beginning and ending cash
and cash equivalents?
[GASB 9, par. 30 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.127)]
2. In reporting cash flows from operating
activities were major classes of gross
cash receipts and gross cash payments and
their arithmetic sum, the net cash flow
from operating activities (the direct
method), reported?
[GASB 9, par. 31 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.128)]

___

___

3. If "yes,” were the following classes of
operating cash receipts and payments sep
arately reported:
a. Cash receipts from customers?

___

b. Cash
receipts
from
quasi-external
operating
transactions
with
other
funds?

___

c. Other operating cash receipts, if any?

___

d. Cash payments to other
goods or services?

___

e. Cash payments
vices?

to

suppliers

employees

for

of

ser
___
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NO

N/A

YES
f . Cash payments for quasi-external oper
ating transactions with other funds,
including payments in lieu of taxes?
g. Other operating cash payments, if any?
[GASB 9, par. 31 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.128)]
4. Were net cash flows from operating activ
ities reported indirectly by adjusting
operating income (or net income if oper
ating is not separately identified on the
operating statement) to reconcile it to
net cash flow from operating activities?
[GASB 9, par. 32 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.129)]

___
___

___

a. If yes was the following done:
(1) Was operating income adjusted to
remove the effects of deprecia
tion,
amortization,
and
other
deferrals of past operating cash
receipts and payments,
such as
changes during the period in in
ventory, deferred revenue, and the
like, and all accruals of expected
future operating cash receipts and
payments, such as changes during
the period in receivables and pay
ables?
(2) If the reconciliation was to net
income rather than operating in
come, were the effects of all
items whose cash effects were
capital and related financing,
noncapital financing, or investing
cash flows removed?
[GASB 9, par. 32 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.129)]
5. Was a reconciliation of operating income
(or net income if operating income is not
separately identified on the operating
statement) to net cash flow from operat
ing activities provided regardless of
whether the direct or indirect method of
reporting net cash flow from operating
activities was used?
[GASB 9, par. 33 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.130)]
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___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
6. Did the reconciliation separately report
all major classes of reconciling items,
at a minimum, changes during the period
in receivables pertaining to operating
activities, in inventory, and in payables
pertaining to operating activities?
[GASB 9, par. 33 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.130)]
7. If the direct method was used was the
reconciliation of operating income (or
net income if operating income is not
separately identified on the operating
statement) to net cash flow from operat
ing activities provided in a separate
schedule?
[GASB 9, par. 34 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.131)]
8. If the indirect method was used was the
reconciliation reported within the oper
ating activities section of the statement
of cash flows or provided in a separate
schedule?
[GASB 9, par. 33 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.130)]
9. If the reconciliation was presented with
in the operating activities section of
the statement of cash flows, were all the
adjustments to operating income (or net
income if operating income is not sepa
rately identified on the operating state
ment) to determine cash flow from oper
ating activities clearly identified as
reconciling items?
[GASB 9, par. 34 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.131)]
E. Noncash Investing, Capital, and Financing
Activities
1. Was information about all investing, cap
ital, and financing activities of a gov
ernmental enterprise during a period that
affected recognized assets or liabilities
but did not result in cash receipts or
cash payments for the period reported?
[GASB 9, par. 37 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.134)]
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NO

N/A

YES
2. Was the information presented in a sepa
rate schedule (narrative or tabular)?
[GASB 9, par. 37 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.134)]
3. Did it clearly describe the cash and non
cash aspects of transactions involving
similar items?
[GASB 9, par. 37 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2450
.134)]
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NO

N/A

FSP 3600
APPENDIX A1
YES

NO

N/A

A. The Financial Reporting Entity
.01 Component Units
a. Do the financial statements of the re
porting entity provide an overview of the
entity based on financial accountability?
[GASB 14, par. 42]
b. Does the overview in "A .01 a." above, en
able users to distinguish between the pri
mary government and its component units?
[GASB 14, par. 42]
c. Does the component unit financial data
that are included into a reporting en
tity's financial statements include the
data from all of its component units?
[GASB 14, par. 43]
d. If the component units are included in the
financial reporting entity by discrete
presentation, does the reporting entity's
combined balance sheet include one or more
columns to display the combined balance
sheets of the component units?
[GASB 14, par. 44]
e. Are the discrete column(s) located to the
right of the financial data of the primary
government, distinguishing between the fi
nancial data of the primary government and
those of the discretely presented compo
nent units by providing descriptive column
headings?
[GASB 14, par. 44]

___

___

___

___

___

f. Does
the
reporting
entity's
combined
statement of revenues, expenditures, and
changes
in
fund
balance — governmental
funds, include one or more columns to
display the revenues, expenditures, and
changes in fund balances for discretely

1 GASB Statement No. 14, The Financial Reporting Entity, is
effective for financial statements for periods beginning after
December 15, 1992.
This appendix will incorporate the disclosure
and reporting requirements in that statement.
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YES
presented component units that use govern
mental fund accounting?
[GASB 14, par. 45]
g. In "A .01 f." above, are the column(s) of
the discretely presented component units
located to the right of the financial data
of the primary government, distinguishing
between the financial data of the primary
government and those of the discretely
presented component units by providing
descriptive column headings?
[GASB 14, par. 45]
h. Is the discrete presentation of component
units that use proprietary fund accounting
the same as the display method in ”A .01
d.-f." above, for both the combined state
ment of revenues, expenses, and changes in
retained earnings/fund balances or fund
equity and the combined statement of cash
flows?
[GASB 14, par. 46]
i. If a component unit that uses both govern
mental and proprietary methods uses a sin
gle operating statement approach
(all
operations are included in one statement),
is the results of operations using the
other method of accounting reduced to a
single amount and presented as a separate
line item, such as "Net income from pro
prietary operations” or "Excess of rev
enues over expenditures from governmental
operations"?
[GASB 14, par. 47]
j. Does the reporting entity financial state
ments for discretely presented component
units that use the AICPA College Guide in
clude a statement of changes in fund bal
ances and a statement of current funds
revenues, expenditures, and other changes?
[GASB 14, par. 48]
k. In "A .01 j ." above, are these statements
presented in the format described in "A
.01 f.-g." if the reporting entity in
cludes institutions that are component
units and institutions that are part of
the primary government’s legal entity?
[GASB 14, par. 48]
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___

___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
l. In "A .01 j." above, are the discrete col
umns located to the right of the financial
data of the primary government's institu
tions?
[GASB 14, par. 48]
m. If the reporting entity chooses to provide
a total column for the primary government,
is the column labeled "memorandum only"?
[GASB 14, par. 49]
n. If the reporting entity's combined state
ments include a total column for the re
porting entity as a whole, is it labeled
"memorandum only"?
[GASB 14, par. 49]
o. If the entity provides a total column for
the entity as a whole, is a total column
for the primary government also presented?
[GASB 14, par. 49]
p. Are combining financial statements for
discretely
presented
component
units
included in the reporting entity's com
prehensive annual financial report using
the same methodology as combining state
ments of the fund types of the primary
government?
[GASB 14, par. 50]
q. In "A .01 p." above, is the data presented
for each component unit in the combining
statements generally its aggregated to
tals?
[GASB 14, par. 50]
r. If the entity chooses to present more than
one column for the discretely presented
component units, (for example, separate
columns for component units that use gov
ernmental fund accounting and those that
use proprietary fund accounting), are se
parate combining statements presented for
each column in the combined statements?
[GASB 14, par. 50]
s. Is certain information disclosed about
each major component unit included in the
component units column(s) in the general
purpose financial statements
(GPFS) by
either (a) including the combining state417

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
merits required in "A .01 p.-r.” in the re
porting entity’s GPFS or (b) by presenting
condensed financial statements
in the
notes to the reporting entity’s financial
statements?
[GASB 14, par. 51]

___

t. In ”A .01 r." above, if the condensed fi
nancial statement disclosure approach is
taken, at a minimum, are the following de
tails separately presented:
(1) Condensed balance sheet:
(a) Current assets? (Amounts due from
the primary government and other
component units should be sepa
rately identified.)

___

(b) Property,
plant,
and equipment
(including general fixed assets)?

___

(c) Amounts to be provided (and avail
able) for the retirement of gen
eral long-term debt?

___

(d) Current liabilities? (Amounts due
to the primary government and
other component units should be
separately identified.)

___

(e) Bonds and other long-term liabil
ities outstanding? (Amounts due to
the primary government and other
component units should be sepa
rately identified.)
[GASB 14, par. 51]

___

(2) Condensed statements of revenues, ex
penses, and changes in equity for com
ponent units that use proprietary fund
accounting:
(a) Operating revenues (total revenues
from sales of goods or services)?
(Sales to the primary government
and other component units should
be separately identified.)
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___

NO

N/A

YES
(b) Operating expenses? (Depreciation,
depletion, and amortization ex
pense should be separately iden
tified.)
(c) Operating income or loss (oper
ating
revenues
less
operating
expenses)?
(d) Operating grants,
entitlements,
and shared revenues?
(e) Transfers to/from the primary gov
ernment and other component units?
(f) Tax revenues?
(g) Net income or loss (total revenues
less total expenses)?
(h) Current capital contributions?
[GASB 14, par. 51]
(3) Condensed statements of revenues, ex
penditures, and changes in fund bal
ances for component units that use
governmental fund accounting:
(a) Revenues?
(b) Current expenditures?
(c) Capital outlay expenditures?
(d) Debt service expenditures?
(e) Transfers
to/from
the
primary
government and other component
units?
(f) Excess (deficiency)
and expenditures?
[GASB 14, par. 51]

of

revenues

u. Is information for all nonmajor discretely
presented component units presented in the
aggregate?

[GASB 14, par. 51]
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NO

N/A

YES
v. Is a component unit included in the re
porting entity financial statements using
the blending method in either of these
circumstances?

___

(1) The component u n i t ’s governing body is
substantively the same as the govern
ing body of the primary government?

___

(2) The component unit provides services
entirely, or almost entirely, to the
primary government or otherwise exclu
sively, or almost exclusively, bene
fits
the
primary
government
even
though it does not provide services
directly to it?
[GASB 14, par. 53]
w. Is the general fund of the reporting enti
ty only the general fund of the primary
government?
[GASB 14, par. 54]
x. Is the general fund of a blended component
reported as a special revenue fund?
[GASB 14, par. 54]
y. If the intent of the primary government in
obtaining a for-profit corporation is to
directly enhance its ability to provide
governmental services (rather than just as
an investment), is the corporation pre
sented as a component unit (rather than as
an investment)?
[GASB 14, par. 55]
z. Are transfers between the primary govern
ment and its blended component units re
ported as required by GASB Cod. Sec. 1800
.102-.107, for interfund transfers?
[GASB 14, par. 57]
aa. Are receivables and payables between the
primary government and its blended compo
nent units reported as amounts due to and
due from other funds?
[GASB 14, par. 57]
bb. Are balances and transfers between the
primary government and component units
that are discretely presented reported in
accordance with GASB Cod. Sec. 1800.102420

___

___

___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
.107, except that the amounts of the bal
ances and transfers should be reported
separately from interfund balances and
transfers?
[GASB 14, par. 57]
cc. Are lease arrangements between the primary
government and blended component units
reported in accordance with GASB Cod. Sec.
L20. 126?
[GASB 14, par. 58]
dd. Are capital lease arrangements between the
primary government and discretely present
ed components reported in accordance with
GASB Cod. Sec. L20.127?
[GASB 14, par. 58]
ee. In A .01 dd. above, are related receiv
ables and payables reported separately
from other amounts due to or from com
ponent units and separately from capital
lease receivables and payables from orga
nizations outside the reporting entity?
[GASB 14, par. 58]
ff. If a common fiscal year-end is impractical
for the primary government and its compo
nent units, does the reporting entity
(which reports using the primary govern
m e n t ’s fiscal year) incorporate financial
statements for the component unit's fiscal
year-end during the reporting entity’s
fiscal year?
[GASB 14, par. 59]
gg. If transactions between component units
that have different fiscal year ends re
sult in inconsistencies in amounts report
ed as due to or due from, transfer to or
transfer from, and so forth, is the nature
and amount of those transactions disclosed
in the notes to the financial statements?
[GASB 14, par. 60]

___

___

___

___

___

___

hh. Is the fiscal year of the component units
included in the reporting entity consis
tent from year to year, and changes in

fiscal years disclosed?
[GASB 14, par. 60]
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___

NO

N/A

YES
ii. Do the notes to the reporting entity’s
financial statements include a brief des
cription of the component units of the fi
nancial reporting entity and their rela
tionships to the primary government which
includes:
(1) A discussion of the criteria of in
cluding the component units in the
financial reporting entity?

___

(2) How the component units are reported?

___

(3) Information about how the separate fi
nancial statements for the individual
component units may be obtained?
[GASB 14, par. 61]

___

jj. Does the reporting entity’s general pur
pose financial statements
include the
following notes:
(1) The fund types and account groups of
the primary government including its
blended component units?
(2) Individual discretely presented
ponent units considering both:

___

com

(a) The u n i t ’s significance relative
to the total discretely presented
component units?
(b) The nature and significance of the
unit's relationship to the primary
government?
[GASB 14, par. 63]
kk. If the financial statements present only
the data of the primary government, is it
acknowledged that they do not include the
data of the component units necessary for
reporting in conformity with generally ac
cepted accounting principles?

___

___

___

[GASB 14, par. 64]
11. Do the separately issued financial state
ments of a component unit acknowledge that
it is a component unit of another govern
ment?
[GASB 14, par. 65]
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mm. In ”A .01 11." above, do the notes to the
financial statements identify the primary
government in whose financial reporting
entity it is included and describe its re
lationship with the primary government?
[GASB 14, par. 65]

___

.02 Related Organizations
a. Does the primary government disclose in
the notes to the financial statements the
nature of its accountability for related
organizations?
b. Does the financial statements of the re
lated governmental organization disclose
the primary government that it is account
able for and describe its relationship
with that primary government?
[GASB 14, par. 68]

___

___

.03 Joint Ventures
a. Proprietary funds
(1) Does the "investment in joint venture"
account reported in a proprietary fund
report the participating government *s
equity interest calculated in accor
dance with the joint venture agree
ment?

___

(2) Initially, is the investment in the
joint venture reported at cost?

___

(3) Is the equity interest adjusted for
the participant’s share of the joint
venture's net income or loss, regard
less of whether the amount is actually
remitted?

___

(4) In calculating the participant's share
of the net income or loss of the joint
venture, is any profit on the operat
ing transactions between the proprie
tary fund and the joint venture eli
minated?

___

(5) Do nonoperating transactions between
the joint venture and the proprietary
fund increase or decrease the equity
interest?

___
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NO

N/A

YES
(6) Is the equity interest reported in the
proprietary f u n d ’s balance sheet as a
single amount?
(7) Is the fund's share of the joint ven
ture's net income or loss reported in
its operating statement as a single
amount?
[GASB 14, par. 73]
b. Governmental funds
(1) Is all or a portion of the equity in
terest reported in the general fixed
asset account group in accordance with
the joint venture agreement?
(2) Is the amount reported in the general
fixed asset account group the total
equity adjusted for any portion of the
equity interest that is included in
the balance sheet of the governmental
fund?
(3) Do governmental fund operating state
ments report changes in joint venture
equity only to the extent that the
amounts received or receivable from
the joint venture or the amounts paid
or payable to the joint venture satis
fy the revenue or expenditure recog
nition for governmental funds?
[GASB 14, par. 74]
c. Regardless of whether there is an equity
interest, do joint venture participants
make the following disclosures in the
notes to the financial statements:
(1) A general description
venture, including:

of

each

joint

(a) A description of the participating
government's ongoing financial in
terest (including its equity in
terest, if applicable) or ongoing
financial responsibility?
(b) Enough information to allow the
reader to evaluate whether the
joint venture is accumulating sig
nificant financial resources or is
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NO

N/A

YES
experiencing fiscal stress that
may cause an additional financial
benefit or burden on the partici
pating government in the future?
(c) Information about the availability
of separate financial statements
of the joint venture?
[GASB 14, par. 75]
(2) Disclosure of any other information
required by GASB Cod. Sec. 2300.105f?
[GASB 14, par. 75]
d. For joint building or finance authorities,
if the capital assets are leased back to
the participating government, did the gov
ernment report their respective shares of
the assets, liabilities, and operations of
the joint venture?
[GASB 14, par. 76]

___

___

___

___

04 Jointly Governed Organizations
If a participant does not retain an ongoing
financial interest or responsibility in the
organization, were the disclosures in "A .03
c . (1).(c)." complied with?
[GASB 14, par. 77]

___

05 Component Units and Related Organizations
with Joint Venture Characteristics
a. If the participant appoints a voting ma
jority of the organization’s governing
body (and joint control is precluded be
cause the participant has the ability to
make decisions unilaterally) and the or
ganization is either a component unit or a
related organization of that participating
government, is that organization reported
in that participating government’s finan
cial statements in accordance with ”A .01
a.-w.” and "A .02 a.-b.” above?

___

b. Do the other minority participants report
their participation in the organization in
accordance with "A .03-.04” above?

___

c. Does the organization itself, when includ
ed as a component unit in the majority
participant’s financial reporting entity,
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NO

N/A

YES
report any equity interests of the minor
ity participants as fund balance or re
tained earnings "reserved for minority
interests"?
d. If a jointly controlled organization is
considered a component unit of one of the
participating governments because of fis
cal dependency, is it reported in the same
manner as "A .05 a.-c." above?
[GASB 14, par. 78]
.06 Public Entity Risk Pools
Is the guidance in GASB Cod.
"Claims and Judgments" followed?
[GASB 14, par. 79]

Sec.

C50,

.07 Undivided Interests
a. Does a government that participates in an
undivided interest (no entity or organiza
tion is created by the participants and
two or more parties own property in which
title is held individually to the extent
of each pa r t y ’s interest) report its as
sets, liabilities, expenditures/expenses,
and revenues that are associated with the
joint operation?
b. If a separate organization is created but
there is an undivided interest in specific
assets and liabilities and equity inter
ests in the other net resources of the
organization (a hybrid arrangement), did
the participant report their undivided
interest in accordance with the provisions
of "A .07 a." and "A .03 a.-b." above?
[GASB 14, par. 80]
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N/A

APPENDIX B1
YES

NO

N/A

B. Additional Questions Included in the President’s
Council on Integrity & Efficiency (PCIE) Stan
dards Subcommittee Uniform Desk Review Guide for
A-128 Audits
1. Is the report free of indications that the
auditor is not a CPA, a public accountant
licensed on or before December 31, 1970, or a
government auditor?
(If a question arises
concerning the licensing of a public account
ant, State licensing authorities should be
able to provide the necessary information.)
[GAS, Ch. 3, par. 10]
2. Is the report free of indications that the
auditor is not independent? If not, follow up
to determine if independence was impaired in
appearance or in fact.
[GAS, Ch. 3, pars. 11-25]

___

___

3. If there are questioned or unsupported costs
that are material in relation to the financial
statements:
a. Are they reflected in the financial state
ments or notes, as appropriate, and does
the auditor's report include an explanatory
paragraph discussing the uncertainty?
[GASB 10, pars. 7-10, 16, 52-57; SAS 58,
pars. 23-73; GASB Cod. Sec. C50.105-.112
(AU 508.23-.33)]
b. If not appropriately reflected or disclosed
in the financial statements, is the opinion
properly modified?
[SAS 58, pars. 17-22 (AU 508.17-.22)]

1 Appendix B is composed of questions which appear in the
President's Council on Integrity & Efficiency (PCIE) Uniform Desk
Review Guide for A-128 Audits but are not included in this disclo
sure checklist.
The guide is intended for use by all cognizant
agency audit organizations when performing desk reviews of A-128
single audit reports as the cognizant agency.
The President's
Council on Integrity & Efficiency Standards Subcommittee also
issued a Uniform Quality Control Review Guide For A-128 Single
Audits. The purpose of that guide is to help assure that the scope
of quality reviews (1) is sufficient to fulfill the objective of a
QCR
and
(2)
is
consistent
among
cognizant
agency
audit
organizations.
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4. Are the notes free of disclosures indicating
any condition that negatively affects Federal
awards or that should be reported to Federal
officials?
(If not, explain below.)
5. Does the internal fund type have a reasonably
low fund equity?
(Note:
If internal service funds have a sig
nificant fund equity, it could be an indica
tion of excessive user fees being charged for
central or interagency services, including
those services provided to Federal programs.
If the reviewer concludes that the financial
statements indicate excess user fees, then
he/she may want to identify this as an audit
lead for follow-up.)
6. Does the auditor’s report cover all periods
presented in the financial statements?
[SAS 58, par. 74 (AU 508.74)]
7. If a modified report was issued due to a scope
limitation, was it evaluated to determine the
acceptability of the report?
8. Are all programs known by the reviewer to have
been received and those identified elsewhere
in the report, included in the schedule?
(Note:
This question is intended to be an
swered based on the reviewer's prior knowledge
and the review of the report.
It is not in
tended that the reviewer conduct research to
determine what programs the entity received.)
9. If a modified opinion or a disclaimer on the
schedule is issued, evaluate its effect on the
acceptability of the report.
[SAS 29, par. 6 (AU 551.06)]
10. If noncompliance is reported, do(es) the re
port(s) on compliance (or accompanying Sched
ule of Findings and Questioned Costs) for each
finding:
[ASLGU, Appendix F, par. 13; GAS, Ch. 5, pars.
7-9 and Ch. 7, pars. 33-35, 43, and 55-69]
a. Indicate the Federal assistance award(s)
for which noncompliance was found by award
(grant) number and year?
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NO

N/A
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b. Identify the specific requirement(s) with
which the grantee did not comply, including
any requirement to maintain records, by
regulatory,
statutory or other specific
citation?

___

c. Clearly identify the condition found, in
cluding the facts relied on that indicate
that noncompliance occurred?

___

d. Identify the questioned costs associated
with each condition of noncompliance, along
with an indication of what the questioned
costs represent (i.e, how it was computed)?

___

e. Put the finding in perspective by relating
the extent (number and dollar amount) of
noncompliance to the number of cases exam
ined, dollar amount tested and the uni
verse?

___

f. Include
recommendations
for
corrective
action to prevent future occurrences of
noncompliance?

___

g. Include pertinent views of responsible
officials of the audited entity concerning
the findings and recommendations, and what
corrective action is planned?
(Note:
OMB A-128 requires a corrective
action plan from the entity.
The auditor
may reference the corrective action plan,
if it is prepared and available to the au
ditor when preparing the report, to des
cribe the views of responsible officials.)

___

h. Include the auditor's reasons for rejecting
the views of the entity's officials when
these views oppose the auditor's findings
and conclusions?

---

i. Contain other information that would be
cessary in order for Federal, State,
local officials to determine the effect
cause in order for them to take timely
proper corrective action?

___

ne
and
and
and

11. Considering the nature and extent of findings
reported, does the opinion on major programs
appear appropriate?
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___

YES
12. Based on the reviewer's knowledge, are all
instances of noncompliance disclosed? If not,
the report should not be accepted until it is
amended.
13. If the report indicates the existence of a
separate management letter, was a copy ob
tained?
If not, obtain a copy.
[GAS, Ch. 5, pars. .8, .25]
14. Are all instances of noncompliance or material
weaknesses in internal control affecting Fed
eral financial assistance that are included in
the management letter, disclosed in the re
ports on compliance and internal control for
Federal assistance programs?
[ASLGU, Appendix F, par. 13]
15. Has the recipient provided a corrective action
plan to eliminate material noncompliance with
Federal laws and material weaknesses in inter
nal controls?
[ASLGU, Appendix F, par. 13]
16. If the recipient has determined that correc
tive action is not warranted, has it provided
a statement describing the reason(s) that cor
rective action is not necessary?
[ASLGU, Appendix F, par. 13]
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FSP 3300
Financial Section— Auditor's Report
This checklist has been developed by the staff of the Technical
Information Division of the AICPA as a nonauthoritative practice
aid. Accordingly, the notice on page iii is incorporated herein by
reference.
Explanation of References:
GAS

=

GAO
SAS
AU

=
=
=

GASB

=

SFAS
FASB

=
=

ASLGU

=

SOP

=

Government auditing standards— Those auditing stan
dards set forth the publication Government Auditing
Standards ("Yellow Book"), issued by GAO, 1988 Revi
sion
General Accounting Office
Statements on Auditing Standards
Reference to section number in AICPA Professional
Standards (Vol. 1) of SAS cited
Codification of Governmental Accounting and Financial
Reporting Standards, second edition, by the Governmen
tal Accounting Standards Board (revised May 1990)
Statements of Financial Accounting Standards
Reference to FASB number in Accounting Standards,
Original Pronouncements or to Accounting Standards,
Current Text
Audit and Accounting Guide, AICPA, 1986, Audits of
State and Local Governmental Units
AICPA Statement of Position

CHECKLIST QUESTIONNAIRE
YES
1. Does the auditor’s report include appropriate:
a. Addressee?
[SAS 58, par. 9 (AU 508.09)]
2. Does the report of the independent auditor pre
cede the basic financial statements?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2200.102 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2200
.102)]
3. Does the auditor’s report:
a. Adequately identify the governmental report
ing entity?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2100.122 (GASB Cod. Sec. 2100
.122)]
b. Cover all funds and account groups of the
reporting entity and include both (a) the
general purpose financial statements (GPFS)
by fund type and account group and (b) com 431

NO

N/A

YES
bining statements by fund type and individual
fund statements?
[GASB 1, Sec. 2100.102, 2200.100 and .101
(GASB Cod. Sec. 2100.102, 2200.100 and .101)]
c. Indicate that all includable component units
have been audited?
[ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 29]
d. Indicate the division of responsibility and
the magnitude of the portion of the financial
statements audited by the other auditor?
[SAS 58, pars. 12-13 and SAS No. 1, Sec. 543,
par. 7 (AU 508.12-.13 and AU 543.07)]
e.

[If the answer to 3d is "yes,"] disclose the
magnitude of the financial statements audited
by the other auditors, as well as identifi
cation of the fund types and account groups
in which the amounts are included?
[SAS 1, par. 543 (AU 543.03); SAS 58, par. 12
(AU 508.12); ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 38]

f. Indicate, in the scope section, the division
of responsibility between that portion of the
work they conducted and that conducted by
others, and the magnitude of the audit work
completed by others when the auditors decided
to rely on the work of others, but do not
take full responsibility for that work?
[GAS, Ch. 3, p. 16]
g. Cover the general purpose or component unit
financial statements?
[ASLGU, Ch. 18, pars. 30-31]
h. Cover a period of not more than one year?
i. If the
year:

audit

period

covers

(1) Is the audit biennial,
years within the period?

more

than

covering

one

both

(2) Does the auditee have an administrative
policy (allowable only for fiscal years
ending before January 1, 1987) or a re
quirement by constitution or statute for
less frequent audits?
[ASLGU, Ch. 17, par. 25]
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NO

N/A

YES
4. If the auditor is not independent, has the ap
propriate disclaimer been expressed regardless
of the extent of services provided?
[SAS 1, Sec. 220 (AU 220)]

---

5. Does the reporting language conform with the au
ditor's standard report on:
a. Financial statements of a single year or per
iod?
[SAS 58, par. 8 (AU 508.08)]
b. Comparative financial statements?
[SAS 58, par. 8 (AU 508.08); ASGLU,
par. 27]

—
___

Ch.

18,

6. Does the report include appropriate language in
respect of the following:
a. Date (or dual dates) of the report?
[SAS 1, sec. 530 (AU 530); SAS 26, pars. 15
-17 (AU 504.15-.17); SAS 58, par. 74 (AU 508
.74)]
b. Comparative financial statements with differ
ing opinions on individual financial state
ments?
[SAS 58, pars. 74-76 (AU 508.74-.76)]
c. Does the report on the general purpose or
component unit financial statements cover all
the required matters concerning the financial
position and results of financial operations
of the entire governmental unit and, if ap
plicable, changes in financial position for
all proprietary and similar trust funds?
[ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 21]
d. Does the wording of the report contain a
statement that the examination was made in
accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards as well as in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards?
[GAS, Ch. 5, p. 1]
e. If the report is on one basic financial
statement, does the report indicate that
there are no scope limitations?
[SAS 58, par. 47]
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___

___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
f . Audited and unaudited financial statements in
comparative form?
[SAS 26, pars. 9 and 27 (AU 504.14-.17)]
g. Is abuse or illegal acts that auditors become
aware of covered in either the overall or a
separate report if including them in the
overall report would compromise investigation
or legal proceedings or otherwise preclude
the report from being released to the public?
[GAS, Ch. 7, p. 9]
7. Has explanatory language been added to the stan
dard auditor’s report i f :
a. The auditor’s opinion is based in part on the
report of another auditor?
[SAS 58, pars. 12 and 13 (AU 508.12-.13)]
b. The financial statements contain a departure
from an accounting principle promulgated by a
body designated by the AICPA Council to es
tablish such principles?
[SAS 58, pars. 14 and 15 (AU 508.14-.15)]
c. The financial statements are affected by un
certainties concerning future events, the
outcome of which is not susceptible of rea
sonable estimation at the date of the audi
tor’s report?
[SAS 58, pars. 16-33 (AU 508.16-.33)]
d. The auditor concludes substantial doubt about
the entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern for a reasonable period of time
remains and that conclusion is expressed
through the use of the phrase "substantial
doubt about its (the entity's) ability to
continue as a going concern”?
[SAS 64, par. 1 (AU 341.12)]
e. There has been a material change between per
iods in accounting principles or in the meth
od of their application?
[SAS 58, pars. 34-36 (AU 508.34-.36)]
f. In an updated report on comparative financial
statements the opinion(s) on the prior per
iod(s) is different from the one(s) previous
ly expressed?
[SAS 58, pars. 77, 78 and 81-83 (AU 508.77.78 and .81-.83)]
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NO

N/A

YES
g. Supplementary information required by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
or the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board (GASB) has been omitted, the presenta
tion of such information departs materially
from FASB or GASB guidelines, the auditor is
unable to complete prescribed procedures with
respect to such information, or the auditor
is unable to remove substantial doubts about
whether the supplementary information con
forms to FASB or GASB guidelines?
[SAS 52, par. 2 (AU 558)]
h. Other information in a document containing
audited financial statements is materially
inconsistent with information appearing in
the financial statements?
[SAS 8 (AU 550)]
i. A matter regarding the financial statements
needs to be emphasized?
[SAS 58, par. 37 (AU 508.37)]
8. If the financial statements of a prior period
have been audited by a predecessor auditor whose
report is not presented, has the successor audi
tor indicated in the introductory paragraph:
a. The financial statements of the prior period
were audited by another auditor?
b. The date of the report?
c. The type of report issued by the predecessor
auditor?
d. If the report was other than a standard re
port, the substantive reasons therefor?
[SAS 64, par. 2 (AU 508.83)]
9. If the financial statements have been restated,
does the introductory paragraph indicate a pre
decessor auditor reported on the financial
statements of the prior period before restate
ment?
[SAS 64, par. 2 (AU 508.83)]
10. If the successor auditor is engaged to audit and
applies sufficient procedures to satisfy himself
or herself as to the appropriateness of the re-
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NO

N/A

YES
statement adjustments, did he or she report on
it in accordance with SAS No. 64, par. 2?
[SAS 64, par. 2 (AU 508.83)]
11. If a modified report was issued due to a scope
limitation:
a. Does the report include an explanatory para
graph that precedes the opinion paragraph and
is referred to in both the scope and opinion
paragraphs?
b. Does the opinion paragraph indicate that the
qualification pertains to the possible ef
fects on the financial statements and not to
the scope limitation itself (i.e., the quali
fication is because the auditor is unable to
reach a conclusion on one or more matters
material to the financial statements, rather
than because his or her procedures were re
stricted)?
[SAS 58, pars. 43 and 44 (AU 508.43-.44)]
12. Has a qualified opinion or disclaimer of opinion
been considered if:
a. Scope limitations precluded application of
one or more auditing procedures considered
necessary in the circumstances?
[SAS 31, par. 22 (AU 326.23), SAS 58, pars.
40-44 (AU 508.40-.44)]
b. As a result of the criteria established by
GASB Cod. Sec. 2100, many governmental u n i t s ’
financial reports have been expanded to in
clude component units that were previously
reported separately.
Where the financial
statements of those units are unaudited, has
the auditor’s opinion on the general purpose
financial statements been qualified or dis
claimed, depending on the materiality of the
unaudited component unit to the governmental
u n i t ’s financial statements?
[ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 37]
13. If the auditor is engaged to audit the combining
and individual fund and account group financial
statements in addition to a GPFS or CUFS, does
the auditor’s opinion address each presentation
as a primary statement? If supporting schedules
accompany those financial statements, does the
auditor’s opinion state whether the information
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NO

N/A

YES
in those schedules is presented fairly in con
formity with GAAP in all material respects in
relation to the financial statements of each of
the individual funds and account groups taken as
a whole or disclaim an opinion on such informa
tion?
[ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 31]
14. If additional information, including statistical
data, accompanies the general purpose or compo
nent unit financial statements, does the auditor
indicate in his report the degree of responsi
bility, if any, he is taking?
[SAS 29, par. 5 (AU 551.05)]
15. Has a qualified opinion or adverse opinion been
expressed if the following circumstances are
present:
a. Lack of conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles (including inadequate
disclosure)?
[SAS 32, par. 3 (AU 431.03); SAS 58, pars.
49-66 (AU 508.49-.66); SAS 54, par. 18 (AU
317.18)]
b. The reporting entity has included some, but
not all, component units in the reporting en
tity financial statements?
[ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 33]
c. If financial statements for funds, fund types
or account groups that should be included in
the GPFS or CUFS (such as the general fixed
assets account group or an enterprise fund)
are omitted, has the auditor expressed a
qualified or an adverse opinion because of a
GAAP departure?
[ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 34]
(1) Does the qualified or adverse auditor’s
report include an explanatory paragraph
that describes the omitted fund or ac
count group?
(2) Does the explanatory paragraph disclose
the effects on the financial statements,
if reasonably determinable?
[ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 34]
16. If the auditors did not follow an applicable
standard was the scope section of their report
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NO

N/A

YES
modified to disclose the applicable standard was
not followed, the reasons therefor, and the
known effect not following the standard had on
the result of the audit?
[GAS, Ch. 5, p. 1-2]
17. Where the circumstances are such that an over
sight unit issues its separate component unit
financial statements that exclude all other com
ponent units considered a part of the reporting
entity, are the limitations of the financial
statements clearly disclosed so as to prevent
the misinterpretation that these are the com
plete financial statements of the reporting en
tity?
[ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 32]
18. If the auditor has been engaged to audit finan
cial statements of only a specified fund or
group of funds that are not intended to present
fairly financial position, results of opera
tions, or changes in financial position of ei
ther the reporting entity or component unit in
conformity with GAAP, does the auditor’s report
include a middle paragraph calling attention to
the fact that the financial statements are not
intended to present financial position and re
sults of operations of the reporting entity or
component unit?
[ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 35]
19. If the independent auditor was engaged to audit
financial statements presented in conformity
with neither GAAP nor any other comprehensive
basis of accounting, was the standard form of
report used and modified because of the depar
ture from GAAP?
[ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 40]
20. Where local or state governmental regulations
require that larger CPA firms employ minority or
smaller firms or both to participate in the au
dit, is the report on the examination signed by
the individual or firm that has complied with
GAAS and is in a position to justify being the
only signatory of the report?
[ASLGU, Ch. 18, par. 41; SAS 1, sec. 543, par. 4
(AU 543.04)]
21. If a qualified opinion, adverse opinion or dis
claimer of opinion is expressed:
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NO

N/A

YES
a. Are all the substantive reasons for the opin
ion or disclaimer disclosed?
[SAS 58, pars. 39 and 71 (AU 508.39 and .71)]

---

b. Is the reporting language clear and appropri
ate for the—
(1) Qualified opinion?
[SAS 58, pars. 38-66 (AU 508.38-.66)]

---

(2) Adverse opinion?
[SAS 58, pars. 67-69

--(AU 508.67-.69)]

(3) Disclaimer of opinion?
[SAS 58, pars. 70-72 (AU 508.70-.72)]
22. Does the report include modification,
cable, for the following:

if appli

a. Conditions that precluded application of ne
cessary auditing procedures to opening inven
tories and/or long-term investments?
[SAS 58, par. 42 (AU 508.42)]
b. Inadequate disclosure?
[SAS 58, par. 55 (AU 508.55)]
c. Client representations about
transactions?
[SAS 45, par. 2 (AU 334.12)]

---

___
___

related

party

d. Client's refusal to provide written represen
tation?
[SAS 19, par. 11 (AU 333.11)]

___

—

e. Limitations on scope of lawyer's response?
[SAS 12, pars. 12-14 (AU 337.12-.14)]

---

f. Unresolved matters involving specialists?
[SAS 11, par. 9 (AU 336.09)]

---

g. Financial statements materially affected by
an irregularity?
[SAS 53, par. 26 (AU 316.26)]
h. Illegal acts by clients?
[SAS 54 (AU 317)]

-----

i. Material misstatement of the financial state
ments?
[SAS 47, par. 31 (AU 312.31)]
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—

NO

N/A

YES
j . Financial statements issued before the effec
tive date of a Statement of Governmental Ac
counting and Financial Reporting Standards
(GAFRS) or Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards (SFAS) when disclosure is not made
of the effect of a restatement which will be
required in the future as a result of the
GASB or FASB Statement?
[Interpretation 3 of SAS 1, section 410 (AU
9410.13-.15)]
23. Has a piecemeal opinion been avoided?
[SAS 62, par. 14 (AU 623.14); SAS 58,
(AU 508.73)]

par.

73

24. For Special Reports, have the provisions of SAS
Nos. 35 and 62 been complied with regarding:
a. Statements prepared in accordance with a com
prehensive basis of accounting other than
generally accepted accounting principles?
[SAS 62, pars. 2-8 (AU 623.02-.08)]
b. Specified elements, accounts or items of a
financial statement?
[SAS 62, pars. 11-18 (AU 623.11-.18); SAS 35
(AU 622)]
c. Compliance with aspects of agreements or reg
ulatory requirements relating to audited fi
nancial statements?
[SAS 62, pars. 19-21 (AU 623.19-.21)]
d. Financial presentations to comply with con
tractual or regulatory provisions?
[SAS 62, pars. 22-30 (AU 623.22-.30)]
e. Financial information that requires a pre
scribed form of auditor's report?
[SAS 62, pars. 32-33 (AU 623.32-.33)]
25. Was additional explanatory language added to the
Special Report in the following situations?
a. If there has been a lack of consistency in
accounting principles was an explanatory
paragraph added to the report, following the
opinion paragraph, that describes the change
and refers to the note to the financial pre
sentation (or specified elements, accounts,
or items thereof) that discusses the change
and its effect thereon?
440

YES
b. If the financial statements are affected by
uncertainties concerning future events, the
outcome of which is not susceptible of rea
sonable estimation at the date of the audi
t o r ’s report, did the auditor add an explana
tory paragraph after the opinion paragraph if
the uncertainties are considered relevant to
the presentation?
c. If the auditor has substantial doubt about
the entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern for a reasonable period of time not
to exceed one year beyond the date of the
financial statements did the auditor add an
explanatory paragraph after the opinion para
graph of the report only if the auditor's
substantial doubt is relevant to the presen
tation?
d. When the auditor decides to make reference to
the report of another auditor as a basis, in
part, for his or her opinion did he or she
disclose that fact in the introductory para
graph of the report and refer to the report
of the other auditors in expressing his or
her opinion?
e. If the auditor expresses an opinion on priorperiod financial statements
(or specified
elements, accounts, or items thereof), that
is different from the opinion he or she
previously expressed on that same information
did he or she disclose all of the substantive
reasons for the different opinion in a sepa
rate explanatory paragraph preceding the
opinion paragraph of the report?
[SAS 62, par. 31 (AU 623.31)]
26. If the auditor is reporting on financial state
ments prepared on a comprehensive basis of ac
counting other than generally accepted account
ing principles,
has the auditor considered
whether the financial statements (including the
accompanying notes) include all informative dis
closures that are appropriate for the basis of
accounting used?
[SAS 62, par. 9 (AU 623.09)]
27. Do the notes include a summary of significant
accounting policies that discusses the basis of
presentation and describes how that basis dif-
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NO

N/A

YES
fers from generally accepted
ciples?
[SAS 62, par. 9 (AU 623.09)]

accounting

prin

28. When the financial statements prepared on an
other comprehensive basis of accounting contain
items that are the same or similar to those in
financial statements prepared in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles, were
similar disclosures made?
[SAS 62, par. 10 (AU 623.10)]
29. Were disclosures made related to matters that
are not specifically identified on the face of
the financial statements, such as, (a) related
party transactions, (b) restrictions on assets
and owners' equity, (c) subsequent events, and
(d) uncertainties?
[SAS 62, par. 10 (AU 623.10)]
30. Does the report on compliance with laws and re
gulations cover the auditor's tests of compli
ance with laws and regulations and include all
significant
instances
of
noncompliance
and
abuse?
[GAS, Ch. 5, p. 2 and Ch. 7, p. 7]

___

___

___

___

31. Does the compliance report contain:
a. A statement of positive assurance for those
items which were tested for compliance and
negative assurance on those items not tested?
b. All material instances of noncompliance, and
all instances or indications of illegal acts
which could result in criminal prosecution?
[GAS, Ch. 5, p. 2 and Ch. 7, p. 7; SAS 68, par.
21 (AU 801.21)]
32. Does the report on compliance with laws and re
gulations conform to the provisions of SAS 68,
par. 24?
[SAS 68, par. 24 (AU 801.24)]
33. When the financial audit did not require tests
of compliance with laws and regulations, did the
report contain a statement that the auditor did
not test for compliance with laws and regula
tions?
[GAS, Ch. 5, p. 3]
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___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
34. If the auditing procedures disclosed material
instances of noncompliance, have the statements
of positive and negative assurance been modi
fied?
[SAS 68, par. 27 (AU 801.27)]
35. Does the qualified report include:
a. The definition of material instances of non
compliance?
b. An identification of material
noncompliance noted?

instances

of

c. A statement that the noncompliance noted was
considered in forming an opinion on whether
the entity’s financial statements are pre
sented fairly, in all material respects, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles?
[SAS 68, par. 27 (AU 801.27)]
36. If the report contains material instances of
noncompliance, is a statement included about
whether the misstatements have been corrected or
a statement describing the effect of such mis
statements on his or her report on the basic fi
nancial statements?
[SAS 68, par. 28 (AU 801.28)]
37. If the report
noncompliance
communication
[SAS 68, par.

contains immaterial instances of
are they reported in a separate
to the audited entity?
30 (AU 801.30)]

38. If a separate letter describing immaterial in
stances of noncompliance has been issued, is the
report that was prepared in accordance with pa
raraphs 24, 26 or 27 of SAS 68 modified to in
clude a statement such as the following, ”We
noted certain immaterial instances of noncom
pliance that we have reported to the management
of [name of entity] in a separate letter dated
August 15, 19X1"?
[SAS 68, par. 30 (AU 801.30)]
39. Does the auditor's report on internal control
cover their understanding of the entity's inter
nal control structure and the assessment of con
trol risk made as part of a financial statement
audit, or a financial related audit?
[GAS, Ch. 5, p. 6]
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NO

N/A

YES
40. Does the report on the internal control struc
ture include, as a minimum:
a. The scope of the auditor’s work in obtaining
an understanding of the internal control
structure and in assessing the control risk?

___

b. The entity’s significant internal controls or
control structure established to ensure com
pliance with laws and regulations that have a
material impact on the financial statements
and results of the financial related audit?

___

c. The reportable conditions,
including the
identification of material weaknesses, iden
tified as a result of the auditor’s work in
understanding and assessing the control risk?
[GAS, Ch. 5, pp. 5-6 and Ch. 7, pp. 5-6]
41. Does the report on the internal control struc
ture comply to the provisions of SAS 68, par.
40?
[SAS 68, par. 40 (AU 801.40)]
42. If no reportable conditions were noted during
the audit was a report in accordance with SAS
68, par. 42 issued?
[SAS 68, par. 42 (AU 801.42)]

___

___

___

43. If an audit was required by the Single Audit
Act, does the auditor’s report(s) include re
ferences to the G A O ’s Government Auditing Stan
dards (1988 Revision), where required, and con
tain the following:
a. The auditor’s report on an audit of the
general purpose or basic financial statements
of the entity as a whole, or the department,
agency,
or establishment covered by the
audit?
[ASLGU, Ch. 17, par. 28 and Ch. 23, par. 1]
b. The auditor’s report on a supplementary
schedule of the entity’s Federal financial
assistance programs, showing, at a minimum,
total expenditures for each federal assis
tance program?
[ASLGU, Ch. 17, par. 29 and Ch. 23, par. 1]
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___

___

NO

N/A

YES
c. The additional information accompanying the
financial statements?
[SAS 8, par. 6 (AU 551.06)]
d. A Schedule of Federal Financial Assistance
Program Expenditures which identifies:
(1) Programs by CFDA number?
(2) Total expenditures for each Federal fi
nancial assistance program by grantor and
whether the program is direct or indi
rect?
(3) Total Federal financial
pended?
[ASLGU, Ch. 23, pars. 6-7]

assistance

ex

(4) The value of food stamps issued and com
modities distributed?
(5) The existence and value of Federal guar
antee, loan or insurance programs?
[Questions and Answers on the Single Audit
Provisions of OMB Circular A-128 of State and
Local Governments, published by OMB November,
1987]
e. If a modified or disclaimer of opinion on the
basic financial statements was issued, did
the auditor consider the effects on the
Schedule of Federal Financial Assistance?
(Note: If the report on the basic financial
statements is qualified, the auditor should
consider the effect of the qualification on
the Schedule.
If the report on the basic
financial statements is adverse or a dis
claimer, the auditor should not express an
opinion on the Schedule.)
[SAS 29, par. 10 (AU 551.10)]
f. Does the report include either
whether the schedule is fairly
material respects in relation
financial statements taken as
disclaimer of opinion?
[SAS 29, par. 6 (AU 551.06)]
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an opinion on
stated in all
to the basic
a whole or a

NO

N/A

YES
g. If a separate report is issued, does it state
that the audit was conducted in accordance
with generally accepted governmental auditing
standards and generally accepted auditing
standards?
[GAS, Ch. 5, p. 1]

___

h. The auditor’s report on internal controls
(accounting and administrative) identifying:
(1) The entity’s significant internal ac
counting controls and those controls de
signed to provide reasonable assurance
that Federal programs are being managed
in compliance with laws and regulations?
[SOP 90-9]

___

(2) The controls that were evaluated? (Note:
Controls over major federal programs must
be studied and evaluated, no exceptions
permitted.)

___

(3) The controls that were not evaluated?

___

(4) The material weaknesses identified as a
result of the evaluation?
[ASLGU, Appendix F; OMB Circular No. A-128,
item 1 3 a (2)]
44. If an entity falls under the Single Audit Act,
for major programs, does the report on compli
ance with specific requirements comply with the
provisions of SAS 68, par. 80?
[SAS 68, par. 80 (AU 801.80)]
45. If the opinion is other than unqualified, is it
clear which findings result in the opinion modi
fication and to which program(s) the modifica
tion pertains?
[SAS 68, pars. 82-86 (AU 801.82-.86)]

___

___

___

46. If restrictions on the scope of an audit on com
pliance require the auditor to qualify or dis
claim his or her opinion, are the reasons for
such qualification or disclaimer described in

the auditor's report?

___

[SAS 68, par. 82 (AU 801.82)]
47. If the auditor is disclaiming his or her opinion
due to a scope limitation:
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YES
a. Were the reasons indicated, in a separate
paragraph, why the audit did not comply with
generally accepted auditing standards, Gov
ernment Auditing Standards issued by the
Comptroller General of the United States, or
OMB Circular A-128?

___

b. Did the auditor state that the scope of his
or her audit was not sufficient to warrant
the expression of an opinion?

___

c. Did the auditor disclose any reservations he
or she had regarding compliance with appli
cable laws and reservations?
[SAS 68, par. 84 (AU 801.84)]
48. If an auditor expresses a qualified or adverse
opinion due to noncompliance with requirements
governing a major federal financial assistance
program did the auditor state the basis for such
an opinion in his or her report?
[SAS 68, par. 85 (AU 801.85)]
49. If an entity falls under the Single Audit Act,
whether or not it has a major program, does the
report on compliance with general requirements
comply with the provisions of SAS 68, par. 51?
[SAS 68, par. 51 (AU 801.51)]
50. If an entity falls under the Single Audit Act,
for nonmajor programs does the report on compli
ance specific requirements comply with the pro
visions of SAS 68, par. 89 (AU 801.89)?
[SAS 68, par. 89 (AU 801.89)]
51. When appropriate, did the auditor issue a sepa
rate report on fraud, abuse, or illegal acts, or
indications of such acts?
[ASLGU, Ch. 23, par. 1]
52. If required by contractual obligations, were
findings presented in accordance with the guid
ance in the GAO's Standards for Audit (1988 Re
vision) regarding reporting on performance au
dits?
[GAS, Ch. 2, pp. 3-5]
53. If the auditors are not able to follow an appli
cable standard and are not able to withdraw from
an audit, did the auditors disclose in the scope
section of their report the fact that an appli
cable standard was not followed, the reasons
447

___

___

___

___

___

___

NO

N/A

YES
therefor, and the known effect not following the
standard had on the results of the audit?
[GAS, Ch. 3, p. 10]
54. Was the determination that certain standards do
not apply to the audit documented in the working
papers?
[GAS, Ch. 3, p. 10]
55. Does the auditor’s report disclose the status of
known but uncorrected significant or material
findings and recommendations from prior audits
that affect the current audit objective?
[GAS, Ch. 3, p. 16]
56. Does the auditor’s report disclose audit scope
impairments in the scope section of their report
and the known effect it had on the results of
the audit?
[GAS, Ch. 3, p. 17]
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NO

N/A
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_

_

_

-

$XXX,XXX

Restricted assets:
Cash and investments,
at cost or amortized
cost

Fixed assets (net of
accumulated
depreciation)

Amount available in
Debt Service Funds

Amount to be provided
for retirement of
general long-term
debt

Total assets

XX,XXX

Advance to Internal
Service Fund

X ,XXX
_

XX,XXX

Due from other
governments

Inventory, at cost
Prepaid expenses

XX,XXX

Due from other funds

_

$XXX,XXX

-

_

_

X,XXX
_

_

XX,XXX

_

XX

_
XX

_

Accrued interest

Loans

X,XXX
X,XXX
_

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

$XXX,XXX

X ,XXX
_

XX,XXX

$XXX,XXX

General

Special
Revenue

_

-

_

_

_

$XX,XXX

_

-

_

-

_

_

X,XXX

_

$XX,XXX

Debt
Service

_

_

XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

-

_

_

_

XXX,XXX

_

-

_

_

_

_

$ XXX,XXX

Capital
Projects

_____________ Governmental Fund Types_____________

Receivables (net,
where applicable, of
allowances for
uncollectibles):
Taxes, including
interest,
penalties,
and liens

Accounts
Notes

ILLUSTRATIVE COMBINED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

X,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

-

_

X ,XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX
X ,XXX

_

_

-

_

XX,XXX
X ,XXX

_

_

$ XXX,XXX

-

XXX,XXX

_

XX,XXX
_

$XXX,XXX

_

_

_

XX,XXX

-

_

_
_

_

_

$ XX,XXX

Proprietary Fund Types
Internal
Enterprise
Service

_

_

December 3 1 , 19X2

-

-

_

_
_

$X,XXX,XXX

_

XX,XXX

X,XXX

XX,XXX

_
_

XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

$ XXX,XXX

Fiduciary
Fund Type
Trust and
Agency

_

_

-

_

X,XXX,XXX

_

_
_

_

-

-

-

_
_

-

-

-

$X,XXX,XXX

$

XX,XXX

-

_

_
_

_

-

-

-

_
_

-

-

-

$X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

$

Account Groups
General
General
Fixed
Long-Term
Assets
Debt

$XX,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX
X ,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

X,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX
X ,XXX

XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

$XX,XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

X ,XXX

XX,XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX
XXX

XX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

X ,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX
X,XXX

XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

$ X,XXX,XXX

Totals
(Memorandum Only)
19X2
19X1

$ X,XXX,XXX

Illustrative Combined Balance Sheet—All Fund Types and Account Groups

Investments, at cost
or amortized cost

Cash

Assets

FSP 3700
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$XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
_

_

XX,XXX
$XX,XXX

$XX,XXX

XXX,XXX
$XXX,XXX

$XXX,XXX

-

_

_
XX,XXX

_
XXX,XXX

_
-

_

_

-

XX,XXX
X,XXX

_

_
_

_
_

_
_

_

_

_

_
_
$X,XXX

_
_
$ XX,XXX

_

_
X,XXX
_

_
X,XXX
X,XXX
_

_

_

_

_
_
_

_

_
_

_

_

$ _

_
_
_

_

_

$ XX,XXX
XX,XXX
X,XXX
_

_

_

_

_

_

_
X,XXX
_
_

_
_
_

_

_

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
_

$X,XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
$ XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

_
_

_

_

XXX,XXX
-

_
_

_

_

_
_
$ XXX,XXX

$

_
_

_
-

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XXX

_
-

_

$X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
$X,XXX,XXX

_

_

_
_

_
_

XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

_

X,XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
$X,XXX,XXX

_

_

_

X,XXX

$ XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
_
XX,XXX

_

_

XX,XXX

_
XX,XXX

_
_
_

-

-

_

_

_

_

$XXX,XXX

X,XXX
$XXX,XXX

_

_

_

_

_
X,XXX

_

XX,XXX

_
_
$ XX,XXX

_

_

—

$ XX,XXX
_
_
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
_

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

_

_
_

_

_

$X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
$X,XXX,XXX

(XXX,XXX)

X,XXX,XXX

_

_

_

XXX,XXX
_

_
_
_

-

X,XXX

_

X.XXX
_

_
_
$ XXX,XXX

_

$

_

_

_

_

_

_
_
-

_

_

_
_
_

_
-

—

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

$X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

_
-

-

-

_
-

_

_
_

X,XXX,XXX

$

_

_

_
_
_

_
-

—

_

_

$X,XXX,XXX

-

_
-

-

-

_
-

_

_
_

-

_

X,XXX,XXX
_
$X,XXX,XXX

$

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XXX

XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

_

_

_

X,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

$XX,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
$XX,XXX,XXX

XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

X,XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
$ X,XXX,XXX

$

XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

X,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XXX,XXX
X,XXX

XX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

$XX,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
$ X,XXX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
$ X,XXX,XXX

$

See accompanying notes to financial statements._____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Fund Equity
Contributed capital
_
Investment in general
fixed assets
_
Retained earnings:
Reserved for revenue
bond retirement
_
Unreserved
_
Fund balance:
Reserved for
encumbrances
XX,XXX
Reserved for inventory
X,XXX
Reserved for advance
to Internal Service
Fund
XX,XXX
Reserved for loans
_
Reserved for
endowments
_
Reserved for employees’
retirement system
_
Reserved for debt service
—
Unreserved:
Designated for subsequent
years’ expenditures
XX,XXX
Undesignated
XX,XXX
Total retained
earnings/fund
balance
XXX,XXX
Total fund equity
$XXX,XXX
Commitments and
contingent liabilities
Total liabilities and
fund equity
$XXX,XXX

Other accrued expenses
_
Payable from restricted assets:
Construction contracts
_
Fiscal agent
_
Matured revenue
_
Matured revenue
bond interest
_
Accrued interest
_
Revenue bonds
_
Deposits
_
Due to:
Other taxing units
_
Other funds
XX,XXX
Deferred revenues
XX,XXX
Advance from General Fund
_
General obligation
bonds payable
_
Revenue bonds payable
_
Total liabilities
$XXX,XXX

Liabilities
Vouchers and accounts
payable
Contracts payable
Judgments payable
Accrued general
obligation interest

451

Fiduciary
Fund Type
Totals

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

$ XXX,XXX

$ XXX,XXX

—

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

X,XXX

-

(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX

XXX,XXX

_
—
—

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

_
—
(XX,XXX)

-

_
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
_
_
_
XXX,XXX
_
_

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX
_

-

$ XXX,XXX
_
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
_
XX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$ XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
_

$XX,XXX

—

X,XXX

X,XXX

-

_
—
—

X,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

XX,XXX
_
_
X,XXX
XX,XXX

$XX,XXX
_

$ XXX,XXX

—

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
—

(XXX,XXX)

X,XXX,XXX

-

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
X,XXX,XXX

$
_
X,XXX,XXX
_
_
X,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
_

XXX
XXX

—

XX,XXX

XXX

X,XXX

X,XXX
—

(X,XXX)

X,XXX

-

_
_
_
_
_
_
X,XXX
-

_
_

-

$ XX,XXX

$

$X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

(XXX,XXX)

XX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$ XXX,XXX

—

X,XXX,XXX

(XXX,XXX)

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

(XXX,XXX)

XX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

See accompanying notes to financial statements.___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Revenues:
Taxes and special
assessments
Licenses and permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for services
Fines and forfeits
Miscellaneous
Total revenues
Expenditures:
General government
Public safety
Highways and streets
Sanitation
Health
Welfare
Culture and recreation
Education
Capital projects
Debt service:
Principal retirement
Interest and fiscal
charges
Total expenditures
Excess (deficiency)
revenues over
expenditures
Other financing sources
(uses):
Proceeds of general
obligation bonds
Operating transfers in
Operating transfers out
Total other financing
sources (uses)
Excess (deficiency)
of revenues and
other financing
sources over
expenditures and
other uses
Fund balance at
beginning of year
Increase in reserve for
inventory
Fund balance at end
of year

Special
Debt
Capital
Expendable
_________ (Memorandum Only)_________
____________________________ General___________________ Revenue_________________ Service__________________Projects____________________Trust_____________________ 19X2______________________19X1

________________________________Governmental Fund Types_______________________________

Year Ended December 3 1 , 19X2

Illustrative Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in
Fund Balances—All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds

NAME OF GOVERNMENT
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—
(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX

_

XXX,XXX

_
—
(XX,XXX)

(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX

XXX,XXX

$ XXX,XXX

$

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

X,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX
_
X,XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX
_
X,XXX,XXX

-

$ XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$ XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

Revenues:
Taxes
Licenses and permits
Intergovernmental
Charges for services
Fines and forfeits
Miscellaneous
Total revenues
Expenditures:
General government
Public safety
Highways and streets
Sanitation
Health
Welfare
Culture and recreation
Education
Capital projects
Total expenditures
Excess (deficiency)
of revenues over
expenditures
Other financing sources
(uses):
Proceeds of general
obligation bond
issues
Operating transfers in
Operating transfers out
Total other financing
sources (uses)
Excess (deficiency)
of revenues and
other sources over
expenditures and
Other uses
Fund balance at
beginning of year
Increase in reserve for
inventory
Fund balance at end
of year
_

_

$ (X,XXX)

X,XXX

-

(X,XXX)

-

—
—

(X,XXX)

XX,XXX

X,XXX
XX,XXX
(XXX)
(X,XXX)
X,XXX
X,XXX
X,XXX
XX,XXX

$ (X,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
X,XXX
XXX
(X,XXX)
(XX,XXX)

___________________General Fund___________________
Variance—
favorable
Budget
Actual
(unfavorable)

_

_

$ XXX,XXX

-

XXX,XXX

(XX,XXX)

-

—
—

(XX,XXX)

X,XXX,XXX

_
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
_
_
_
XXX,XXX
_

$ XXX,XXX
_
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

_

_

$

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

_

XXX,XXX

-

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

-

—
—

XX,XXX

_
X,XXX,XXX

_

_
_
_

_

$ XXX,XXX
_
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
-

_

_
_
_

_

_
(X,XXX)
X,XXX

(XXX)

$ XX,XXX

-

-

XX,XXX

-

—
—

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)

$

____________ Special Revenue Fund Types____________
Variance—
favorable
Budget
Actual
(unfavorable)

Year Ended December 31,19X2

,

-

_

_
_
_

_

_

-

$ XXX,XXX

-

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
—

(XXX,XXX)

X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

_

_
_

X,XXX,XXX
_
XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$

Budget

_

_
_
_

_

_

_
X,XXX,XXX
_

-

_
_
_

_

$ XXX,XXX

-

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
—

(XXX,XXX)

_
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

_

_
_

X,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$

Actual

$

$(XX,XXX)

-

-

(XX,XXX)

(XXX)

(XXX)
—

(XX,XXX)

(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)

_

_
_

_
X,XXX
X,XXX

-

Variancefavorable
(unfavorable)

____________ Capital Projects Fund Types____________

Illustrative Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances—
Budget (GAAP Basis) and Actual—General, Special Revenue, and Capital Projects Fund Types

NAME OF GOVERNMENT

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
NAME OF GOVERNMENT

Illustrative Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in
Retained Earnings/Fund Balances—All Proprietary Fund Types
and Similar Trust Funds
Year Ended December 31,19X2

Enterprise
Operating revenues:
Charge for services
Interest
Contributions
Gifts

Pension
Trust

Internal
Service

XXX,XXX
—
—
—

$xx,xxx
—
—
—

XX,XXX
XXX,XXX
—

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX
—
—

XX,XXX
XXX

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

Total operating expenses

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

Operating income

XXX,XXX

x,xxx

XXX,XXX

Total operating revenues
Operating expenses:
Personal services
Contractual services
Supplies
Materials
Heat, light, and power
Depreciation
Benefit payments
Refunds

Nonoperating revenues (expenses):
Operating grants
Tap fees
Interest
Rent
Interest and fiscal charges
Total nonoperating revenues
(expenses)
Income before operating transfers
Operating transfers in (out)
Net income
Retained earnings/fund balances at
beginning of year
Retained earnings/fund balances
at end of year

$

x,xxx
XX,XXX

x,xxx
x,xxx

Total
(Memorandum Only)

Fiduciary Fund Types

Proprietary Fund Types

$

Nonexpend
able Trust

$

19X2

—
XX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

xx,xxx

xx,xxx
xx,xxx
xx,xxx
xx,xxx

xx.xxx

xx,xxx
xx,xxx

—

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

-

x,xxx

XX,XXX

$

19X1

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

xx,xxx
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

$

XXX,XXX

xx,xxx
XXX,XXX
—

XXX,XXX

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

xx,xxx
xx,xxx
x,xxx
x,xxx

xx,xxx
xx,xxx
x,xxx
x,xxx

(XX,XXX)

—
—
—
—
—

(XX,XXX)

(XXX,XXX)

x,xxx

—

—

—

x,xxx

(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

x,xxx
x,xxx

XXX,XXX
—

x,xxx
—

XXX,XXX
—

XX,XXX
(X,XXX)

XXX,XXX
(X,XXX)

XXX,XXX
(X,XXX)

XXX,XXX

x,xxx

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

x,xxx

X,XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

$ x,xxx

$X,XXX,XXX

$ XXX,XXX

$ X,XXX,XXX

$ X,XXX,XXX

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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See accompanying notes to financial statements.

—
—
—
—
(XX,XXX)
XX,XXX
$ XX,XXX

$(XXX,XXX)
XX,XXX
X,XXX
(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
XXX,XXX
$ XXX,XXX

Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchase of investment securities
Proceeds from sale and maturities of investment securities
Interest and dividends on investments
Net cash used in investing activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

—
—
—
—

$ XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
—
—
XX,XXX

—
(XX,XXX)
—
—
—
—
(XX,XXX)

$(XX,XXX)
(X,XXX)
XXX,XXX
(XX,XXX)
X,XXX

$ XXX,XXX
(XXX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX

Internal
Service

Cash flows from capital and related financing activities:
Proceeds from sale of revenue bonds
$ XXX,XXX
Acquisition and construction of capital assets
(XXX,XXX)
Principal paid on revenue bond maturities and equipment contracts (XX,XXX)
Interest paid on revenue bonds and equipment contracts
(XX,XXX)
Proceeds from sale of equipment
XX,XXX
Capital contributed by subdividers
XX,XXX
Net cash used for capital and related financing activities
(XXX,XXX)

Cash flows from noncapital financing activities:
Net borrowings (repayments) under revolving loan agreement
Interest paid on revolving loan
Operating grants received
Operating transfers-out to other funds
Net cash provided by noncapital financing activities

Cash flows from operating activities:
Cash received from customers
Cash payments to suppliers for goods and services
Cash payments to employees for services
Payments in lieu of taxes
Other operating revenues
Net cash provided by operating activities

Enterprise

Proprietary Fund Types

$

$

x,xxx

x,xxx
(XX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
$(XXX,XXX)

x,xxx

XXX,XXX
(XXX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

(XX,XXX)
(X,XXX)
XXX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

(XXX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)
XXX,XXX

$ XXX,XXX

(X,XXX)
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX

(X,XXX)
(X,XXX)

(XXX,XXX)
XX,XXX
(XXX,XXX)

-

(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)
$ XXX,XXX

_____

(XXX,XXX)

x,xxx

$ XXX,XXX

19X2____________________

(XXX,XXX)
XX,XXX

$

Nonexpend
able Trust

Total
(Memorandum Only)

(XX,XXX)

(XXX,XXX)
XX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

-

Pension
Trust *

Fiduciary Fund Types

Year Ended December 3 1 , 19X2

Illustrative Combined Statement of Cash Flows—All Proprietary Fund Types (and Similar Trust Funds)

NAME OF GOVERNMENT

455

* [Editor’s Note: Not required by GASB No. 9. j

Net cash provided by operating activities:

Operating income
Adjustments to reconcile operating income to net cash provided
by operating activities:
Depreciation
Change in assets and liabilities:
Investments
Receivables
Due from other funds
Inventory
Prepaid expenses
Vouchers payable
Contracts payable
Accrued general obligation bond interest
Other accrued expenses
Total adjustments
X,XXX

$ XXX,XXX

X,XXX

(X,XXX)
XX,XXX

$ X,XXX

$ XXX,XXX

________
XXX,XXX

X ,XXX

—

—
(XX,XXX)
(X,XXX)
XX,XXX
XXX
(XX,XXX)
XXX,XXX
XXX
X,XXX
XXX,XXX

______
X,XXX

(X,XXX)

X,XXX

XXX,XXX

$ XXX,XXX

$ X ,XXX

$ XXX,XXX
$XX,XXX

_____
XXX,XXX

x,xxx

(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX
(XX,XXX)
XXX,XXX
XXX

XXX,XXX

$ XXX,XXX

___________19X2__________

Total
(Memorandum Only)

XX,XXX

(XXX)

XX,XXX
XXX

$XX,XXX

Nonexpend
able Trust

Fiduciary Fund Types
Pension
Trust *

$XXX,XXX

Enterprise

Internal
Service

Proprietary Fund Types

Reconciliation of operating income to net cash provided by operating activities:

NAME OF GOVERNMENT

Illustrative Notes to Financial Statements
December 3 1 , 19X2
I. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
The Name of Government accounts for its financial position and results of operations in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles applicable to governmental units. Accordingly, the city uses several
funds and account groups which are described below.
A. Fund Types and Account Groups
A fund or account group is an accounting entity with a self-balancing set of accounts established to record
the financial position and results of operations of a specific governmental activity. The City maintains the
following fund types and account groups:
Governmental fund types, that include the General Fund, special revenue funds and the Capital Projects
Fund, are used to record the general operations of the City;
Proprietary fund types, that are used to account for activities conducted on a fee for service basis in a man
ner similar to commercial enterprises, provide services to the City (internal service funds) and the public
(enterprise funds);
Fiduciary fund types (trust and agency funds), that are used to account for assets held by the City as an
agent for private individuals or organizations or in trust;
General fixed assets and general long-term obligation account groups, that are used to account for prop
erty and equipment and long-term obligations of governmental funds. General long-term bonded debt was
repaid through the General Fund, because it was the City's policy to allocate property tax collections first
to debt service requirements, then to other purposes.
The combined financial statements include total columns that aggregate the financial statements of the vari
ous fund types and account groups. The columns are designated "memorandum only" because the totals
are not comparable to a consolidation in that interfund transactions are not eliminated. Comparative infor
mation presented for 19X1 contains certain reclassifications to conform to the 19X2 presentation.
B. Reporting Entity
All significant activities and organizations on which the City exercises oversight responsibility have been
included in the City's general purpose financial statements, for the year ended December 3 1 , 19X2. The fol
lowing criteria regarding manifestation of oversight were considered by the City in its evaluation of City
organizations and activities:
Financial interdependency—The City is responsible for its debts and is entitled to surpluses. No separate
agency receives a financial benefit nor imposes a financial burden on the City.
Election of the government authority—The locally elected City Council is exclusively responsible for all
public decisions and accountable for the decisions it makes.
Designation of management—The City Council appoints the City Manager and the Water Commissioner.
The City Manager hires other members of City management and the Water Commissioner appoints a Water
Commission manager who hires other members of the Water Commission management. The activities
under the purview of management are within the scope of the reporting entity and management is account
able to the City Council for the activities being managed.
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Ability to significantly influence operations—The City Council has the statutory authority under the
provisions of the Revised Statutes to significantly influence operations. This authority includes, but is not
limited to, adoption of the budget, control over all assets, including facilities and properties, short-term
borrowing, signing contracts, and developing the programs to be provided.
Accountability of fiscal matters—The responsibility and accountability over all funds is vested in the City
management.
C. Basis of Accounting
Governmental fund types, agency funds and the expendable trust fund use a modified accrual basis of
accounting. Revenues are recognized when available and measurable. Revenues that are accrued include
federal and state grants and subventions, property taxes, transient occupancy taxes, sales taxes collected by
the State on behalf of the City prior to year-end, interest, and certain charges for current services. Revenues
that are not considered susceptible to accrual include certain licenses, permits, fines, forfeitures, penalties
and other taxes. Expenditures, other than interest on long-term debt, are recorded when the liability is
incurred.
Proprietary fund types and the nonexpendable trust fund are accounted for on the accrual basis. The Water
and Wastewater Enterprise Funds bill for services on a staggered, bimonthly basis. This billing method does
not capture all amounts receivable by the City at the end of each fiscal year. The unbilled amounts and the
variance between such amounts at December 31, 19X2 and 19X1 are not material and have not been
recorded.
D. Fixed Assets and Long-Term Liabilities
The accounting and reporting treatment applied to the fixed assets and long-term liabilities associated with
a fund are determined by its measurement focus. All governmental funds and Expendable Trust Funds are
accounted for on a spending or "financial flow" measurement focus. This means that only current assets
and current liabilities are generally included on their balance sheets. Their reported fund balance (net
current assets) is considered a measure of "available spendable resources." Governmental fund operating
statements present increases (revenues and other financing sources) and decreases (expenditures and other
financing uses) in net current assets. Accordingly, they are said to present a summary of sources and uses
of "available spendable resources" during a period.
Fixed assets used in governmental fund type operations (general fixed assets) are accounted for in the
General Fixed Assets Account Group, rather than in governmental funds. Public domain ("infrastructure")
general fixed assets consisting of certain improvements other than buildings, including roads, bridges,
curbs and gutters, streets and sidewalks, drainage systems, and lighting systems, are capitalized along with
other general fixed assets. No depreciation has been provided on general fixed assets.
All fixed assets are valued at historical cost or estimated historical cost if actual historical cost is not available.
Donated fixed assets are valued at their estimated fair value on the date donated.
Long-term liabilities expected to be financed from governmental funds are accounted for in the General
Long-Term Debt Account Group, not in the governmental funds.
The two account groups are not "funds." They are concerned only with the measurement of financial posi
tion. They are not involved with measurement of results of operations.
Noncurrent portions of long-term receivables due to governmental funds are reported on their balance
sheets, in spite of their spending measurement focus. Special reporting treatments are used to indicate,
however, that they should not be considered "available spendable resources," because they do not represent
net current assets. Recognition of governmental fund type revenues represented by noncurrent receivables
is deferred until they become current receivables. Noncurrent portions of long-term loans receivable are
offset by fund balance reserve accounts.
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Special reporting treatments also are applied to governmental fund inventories to indicate that they do not
represent "available spendable resources," even though they are a component of net current assets. Such
amounts generally are offset by fund balance reserve accounts.
Because of their spending measurement focus, expenditure recognition for governmental fund types is
limited to exclude amounts represented by noncurrent liabilities. Because they do not affect net current
assets, such long-term amounts are not recognized as governmental fund type expenditures or fund
liabilities. They instead are reported as liabilities in the General Long-Term Debt Account Group.
All proprietary funds and Nonexpendable Trust and Pension Trust Funds are accounted for on a cost of
services or "capital maintenance" measurement focus. This means that all assets and all liabilities (whether
current or noncurrent) associated with their activity are included on their balance sheets. Their reported
fund equity (net total assets) is segregated into contributed capital and retained earnings components.
Proprietary fund type operating statements present increases (revenues) and decreases (expenses) in net
total assets.
Depreciation of all exhaustible fixed assets used by proprietary funds is charged as an expense against their
operations. Accumulated depreciation is reported on proprietary fund balance sheets. Depreciation has
been provided over the estimated useful lives using the straight line method. The estimated useful lives are
as follows:
Buildings
Improvements
Equipment

25-50 years
10-20 years
3-10 years

E. Budgets and Budgetary Accounting
The City follows these procedures in establishing the budgetary data reflected in the financial statements:
1. Prior to September 1, the City Manager submits to the City Council a proposed operating budget for the
fiscal year commencing the following January 1. The operating budget includes proposed expenditures
and the means of financing them.
2. Public hearings are conducted at locations throughout the City to obtain taxpayer comments.
3. Prior to November 1, the budget is legally enacted through passage of an ordinance.
4. The City Manager is authorized to transfer budgeted amounts between departments within any fund;
however, any revisions that alter the total expenditures of any fund must be approved by the City Council.
5. Formal budgetary integration is employed as a management control device during the year for the
General Fund, Special Revenue Funds, and Capital Projects Funds. Formal budgetary integration is not
employed for Debt Service Funds because effective budgetary control is alternatively achieved through
general obligation bond indenture provisions.
6. Budgets for the General, Special Revenue, and Capital Projects Funds are adopted on a basis consistent
with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).
7. Budgeted amounts are as originally adopted, or as amended by the City Council on June 27, 19X2.
Individual amendments were not material in relation to the original appropriations which were amended.
F. Encumbrances
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts, and other commitments for the
expenditure of monies are recorded to reserve that portion of the applicable appropriation, is employed as
an extension of formal budgetary integration in the General Fund, Special Revenue Funds, and Capital
Projects Funds. Encumbrances outstanding at year end are reported as reservations of fund balances
because they do not constitute expenditures or liabilities.
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G. Investments
Investments are stated at cost or amortized cost, which approximates market.
H. Inventory
Inventory is valued at the lower of cost (first-in, first-out) or market. Inventory in the General and Special
Revenue Funds consists of expendable supplies held for consumption. The cost is recorded as an expendi
ture at the time individual inventory items are purchased. Reported inventories are equally offset by a fund
balance reserve which indicates that they do not constitute "available spendable resources" even though
they are a component of net current assets.
I.

Advance to Other Funds
Noncurrent portions of long-term interfund loans receivable (reported in "Advance to" asset accounts) are
equally offset by a fund balance reserve account which indicates that they do not constitute "available
spendable resources" because they are not a component of net current assets. Current portions of long-term
interfund loans receivable (reported in "Due from" asset accounts) are considered "available spendable
resources."

J.

Accumulated Unpaid Vacation, Sick Pay, and Other Employee Benefit Amounts
Accumulated unpaid vacation, sick pay, and other employee benefit amounts are accrued when incurred in
proprietary funds (using the accrual basis of accounting). Such amounts are not accrued in governmental
funds (using the modified accrual basis of accounting). At December 31, 19X2, unrecorded General and
Special Revenue Fund liabilities included approximately $32,000 vacation pay, $17,000 sick pay, and $19,000
employee health benefits. These amounts do not exceed normal year's accumulations.

K. Comparative Data
Comparative total data for the prior year have been presented in the accompanying financial statements to
provide an understanding of changes in the City's financial position and operations. However, comparative
(i.e., presentation of prior year totals by fund type) data have not been presented in each of the statements
because their inclusion would make the statements unduly complex and difficult to read.
L . Statement of Cash Flows
In 19X2 the City adopted GASB Statement 9, "Reporting Cash Flows of Proprietary and Nonexpendable
Trust Funds and Governmental Entities That Use Proprietary Fund Accounting". For purposes of reporting
cash flows all highly liquid investments (including restricted assets) with a maturity of three months or less
are considered to be cash equivalents.
II. Cash and Investments
Cash and investments stated at cost consisted of the following:
Cash
$ (XXX,XXX)
Certificates of deposit
XX,XXX,XXX
Pooled investments
XX,XXX,XXX
Cash and investments in deferred compensation plan
X,XXX,XXX
The City maintains a cash and investment pool for all funds except those of the Civic Center Lease Trust Fund
and certain restricted assets of the Parking Authority Enterprise Fund, that are held separately at the Bank of
America as trustee for the City, and the Deferred Compensation Fund that are held by ICMA Retirement Corpo
ration (ICMA). Investment income generally is allocated to the various funds based upon the funds' average
cash and investment balances.
All cash and time deposits are entirely insured or collateralized. The name of state Government Code requires
name of state banks and savings and loan associations to secure a City's deposits by pledging government
securities as collateral. The market value of pledged securities must equal at least 110% of a City's deposits.
Name of state law also allows financial institutions to secure City deposits by pledging first trust deed mortgage
notes having a value of 150% of a City's total deposits.
The City may waive collateral requirements for deposits that are fully insured up to $100,000 by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) or Savings Association Insurance Fund (SAIF).
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The surplus funds of the City may be invested in any of the following list of eligible securities. This list is drawn
from the approved investments contained in the [name of state] Government Code Sections 53600 et seq.,
limited further by the investment policy adopted by City Council.
Type

Dollar limits

General instruments
Local Agency Investment Fund (LAIF)

$10 million

U.S. Treasury Bonds, Notes and Bills
U.S. Government Agencies
Collateralized investments
Reverse Repurchase Agreements
Time Deposits—Banks and Savings Associations
Financial options
Uncollateralized instruments
Negotiable Certificates of Deposit
Certain Corporate Medium Term Notes
Commercial Paper
Bankers Acceptances

Maximum
term

Liquid

None
None

Available
on demand
5 years
5 years

$15 million
$15 million
$15 million

6 months
1 year
60 days

By agreement
No
Yes

30%
15%
30%
30%

5 years
5 years
90 days
180 days

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

of total portfolio
of total portfolio
of total portfolio
of total portfolio

Yes
Yes
Yes

At year end, the carrying amount of the City's investments was $XXX,XXX,XXX with a market value of
$XXX,XXX,XXX,
The City's investments are shown by type, carrying amount, market value and level of risk assumed in the
holding of the various securities.
The levels of risk assumed in the various investments are categorized as follows:
Category 1: includes investments that are insured or registered or for which the securities are held by the City
or its agent in the City's name.
Category 2: includes uninsured and unregistered investments for which the securities are held by the bank's
or dealer's trust department or agent in the City's name.
Category 3: includes uninsured and unregistered investments for which the securities are held by the bank or
dealer, or by its trust department or agent but not in the City's name.
____________ Category____________
1
2
3
U.S. Government
Securities
Bankers' Acceptances
Certificates of Deposit
Corporate Term
Medium Notes
Commercial Paper
Investment in State
Treasurer's
investment pool

$

X,XXX,XXX

$ XX,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
XX,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

$xxx,xxx,xxx

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
XX,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

Total
cost

Total
market

$ XX,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
XX,XXX,XXX

$ XX,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
XX,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
XX,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
XX,XXX,XXX

$xxx,xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx,xxx

Reverse Repurchase Agreement
On December 1 , 19X2 the City entered into a reverse repurchase agreement with First Interstate Bank. In this
agreement the City put up a $X,XXX,XXX U.S. Treasury note with a coupon rate of interest of 6.375% as
collateral for a loan of $X,XXX,XXX at 6.5% for thirty days. The loan proceeds were used to purchase a
$X,XXX,XXX Imperial Savings Certificate with an interest rate of 7.1% which matures on January 1, 19X3.
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III. Property Tax
Property taxes attach as an enforceable lien on property as of January 1. Taxes are levied on March 1 and payable
in two installments on June 1 and September 1. The City bills and collects its own property taxes and also taxes
for the County School District. Collections of the county taxes and remittance of them to the District are
accounted for in the School District Tax Agency Fund. City property tax revenues are recognized when levied
to the extent that they result in current receivables.
The City is permitted by the Municipal Finance Law of the state to levy taxes up to $5.00 per $100 of assessed
valuation for general governmental services other than the payment of principal and interest on long-term debt
and in unlimited amounts for the payment of principal and interest on long-term debt. The combined tax rate
to finance general governmental services other than the payment of principal and interest on long-term debt
for the year ended December 3 1 , 19X2, was $3.74 per $100, which means that the City has a tax margin of $1.26
per $100 and could raise up to $XXX,XXX additional a year from the present assessed valuation of
$XX,XXX,XXX before the limit is reached.
IV. Due From Other Governments
Amounts due from other governments include $XXX,XXX due from the County in connection with the con
struction of the Civic Center, which is expected to cost $X,XXX,XXX, with $X,XXX,XXX to be financed through
a grant from the County ($XXX,XXX of this amount was paid during 19X8). The $XXX,XXX still due from the
County is expected to be received when the project is 50 percent complete. Construction is expected to be 50
percent complete by April 1, 19X3, and fully complete by November 1, 19X3.
V.

Changes in General Fixed Assets
A summary of changes in general fixed assets follows:
Balance
Jan. 1, 19X2
Land
Buildings
Improvements other than buildings
Equipment
Construction in progress
Total

Additions

$X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

$

XX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

Deletions

Balance
Dec. 31, 19X2

XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

$

Construction in progress is composed of the following:

Civic Center
Mill Street Bridge
Improvement District No. 80
Total

Project
authorization

Expended to
Dec. 31, 19X2

Committed

Required
future financing

$X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

$ XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

None
None
None

$X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX
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A summary of proprietary fund type property, plant, and equipment at December 31, 19X2 follows:

Land
Buildings
Improvements other than buildings
Equipment
Construction in progress

Enterprise

Internal Service

$ XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XX1
X,XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

$ XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
—

X,XXX,XXX
(XXX,XXX)

Total
Less accumulated depreciation

XXX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

$xxx,xxx

$X,XXX,XXX

Net
VI. Changes in Long-Term Debt

The following is a summary of bond transactions of the City for the year ended December 31, 19X2 (in
thousands of dollars):
General
obligation

Revenue

Total

Bonds payable at January 1, 19X2
New bonds issued:
19X2 Civic Center
19X2 Richard Craddock
Memorial Recreation Center
Bonds retired

$x,xxx

$x,xxx

$x,xxx

Bonds payable at December 31, 19X2

XXX

—

XXX
(XXX)

—
(XX)

XXX
(XXX)

$x,xxx

$x,xxx

$x,xxx

XXX

Bonds payable at December 31, 19X2 are comprised of the following individual issues (in thousands of dollars):
General obligation bonds:
$X,XXX,XXX 19W2 Waterworks serial bonds due in annual installments of $XX,XXX through
January 1, 19Y6; interest at 4 percent (this issue is being serviced—principal and interest—by the
Water and Sewer Enterprise Fund)

$

XXX

$X,XXX,XXX 19W2 Street, Bridge, and Drainage Improvements serial bonds due in annual
installments of $XX,XXX to $XX,XXX through December 1, 19Y2; interest at 3 percent

XXX

$XXX,XXX 19X2 Civic Center serial bonds due in annual installments of $XX,XXX through
December 1, 19Z2; interest at 4 percent

XXX

$XXX,XXX 19X2 Richard Craddock Memorial Recreation Center serial bonds due in annual install
ments of $XX,XXX through December 1, 19Z2; interest at 5 percent

XXX

Revenue bonds:

$X,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX Water and Sewer serial bonds due in annual installments of $XX,XXX to $XX,XXX
through January 1, 19Z2; interest at 3½ percent

$X,XXX

$XXX,XXX 19W8 Water and Sewer serial bonds due in annual installments of $XX,XXX to $XX,XXX
through January 1, 19Z2; interest at 3½ percent
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XXX
$X,XXX

The annual requirements to amortize all debt outstanding as of December 31, 19X2, including interest pay
ments of $X,XXX,XXX, are as follows:
Annual Requirements to Amortize Long-Term Debt
December 3 1 , 19X2
(in thousands of dollars)
Year ending
December 31
19X3
19X4
19X5
19X6
19X7
19X8-Y2
19Y3-Y7
19Y8-Z2

General
obligation

Revenue

XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

$x,xxx

$x,xxx

$

$

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

x,xxx

Total
$

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

x,xxx
x,xxx
XXX

$x,xxx

$12,572 is available in the Debt Service Funds to serve the general obligation bonds.
There are a number of limitations and restrictions contained in the various bond indentures. The City is in
compliance with all significant limitations and restrictions.
VII. Other Required Individual Fund Disclosures
Generally accepted accounting principles require disclosure, as part of the Combined Statements—Overview,
of certain information concerning individual funds including:
A. Segment information for certain individual Enterprise Funds. This requirement is effectively met in this
report by The Combined Balance Sheet—All Fund Types and Account Groups, The Combined Statement
of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Retained Earnings/Fund Balances—All Proprietary Fund Types
and Similar Trust Funds and the Combined Statement of Changes in Financial Position—All Proprietary
Fund Types and Similar Trust Funds because the City maintains only one Enterprise Fund.
B. Summary disclosures of debt service requirements to maturity for all types of outstanding debt. This
requirement is met by Note 6.
C. Summary disclosures of changes in general fixed assets by major asset class. This requirement is met
by Note 5.
D. Summary disclosures of changes in general long-term debt. This requirement is met by Note 6.
E. Excess of expenditures over appropriations in individual funds. Civic Center Capital Projects Fund
expenditures of $X,XXX,XXX exceeded appropriations of $X,XXX,XXX, Mill Street Bridge Capital Projects
Fund expenditures of $XX,XXX exceeded appropriations of $XX,XXX,
F. Individual fund interfund receivable and payable balances. Such balances at December 31, 19X2 were:
Fund
General Fund
Special Revenue Fund: Parks Fund
Capital Projects Fund: Mill Street Bridge Fund
Enterprise Fund: Water and Sewer Fund
Internal Service Fund: Central Garage Fund
Pension Trust Fund: Employees' Retirement System
Expendable Trust Fund: Endowment Revenues
Fund

Interfund
Receivables

Interfund
Payables

$XX,XXX

$XX,XXX
X,XXX
X,XXX

X,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
X,XXX

$xx,xxx
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XX,XXX

$XX,XXX

VIII. Pension Plans
The City has historically presented the financial statements of its pension plan in accordance with the official
pronouncements of the National Council on Governmental Accounting (NCGA) and the Financial Account
ing Standards Board (FASB).
In preparing the financial statements of the Municipal Pension Fund for Fiscal 19X2, the City has considered
the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statements 1 and 4. These statements list several
pronouncements that provide alternate methods of acceptable accounting and reporting principles for public
employee retirement systems and state and local government employers. Where practicable, the City has
adopted the disclosure requirements of GASB Statement 5.
A. Municipal Pension Plan
1. PLAN DESCRIPTION—The City is required by the Home Rule Charter to maintain an actuarially
sound pension and retirement system (PERS), as a single employer plan, covering all officers and
employees of the City, and the officers and employees of certain other governmental and quasigovernmental organizations. Court decisions have interpreted this requirement to mean that the City
must make contributions to the Municipal Pension Fund sufficient fo fund:
a. Accrued normal costs, which are actuarially computed amounts necessary to be contributed to the
pension fund to provide, in the future, the pension and survivor benefits earned by the work force
during the year.
b. Amortization in level installments (which include interest) over periods of 20 and 40 years, of
certain unfunded prior service costs as ordered by the Court of Common Pleas of the County in two
class action suits brought by pension fund beneficiaries.
c. Interest on the remaining unfunded accrued liability of the pension plans.
In Fiscal 19X2 the city contributed the amounts prescribed in (a) and (b) above plus a scheduled
amount sufficient to amortize (inclusive of interest) the remaining unfunded accrued liability over
a 36-year period.
The schedule has been determined on the basis of a formula which produces amounts expected to
be a level percentage of each year's aggregate payroll. The level percentage of payroll funding
method is deemed actuarially sound and is in common use by public jurisdictions in the United
States. Under this method, the unfunded accrued liability of $X .X billion at December 3 1 , 19X1 will
increase to $X ,X billion by the year 2005 as unpaid interest on that liability compounds. Scheduled
payments through the year 2019 will reduce the liability to zero. At January 1, 19X1 City Pension
Plan membership consisted of:
(1) Retirees and beneficiaries currently receiving benefits
and terminated employees entitled to benefits but not
yet receiving them
(2) Current employees
(3) Total Membership

24,758
31,970
56,728

The Pension Plan provides retirement benefits as well as death and disability benefits. Retirement
benefits vest after 10 years of credited service. Employees who retire are entitled to an annual retire
ment benefit, payable monthly for life.
a. Uniformed Personnel (Police and Fire) who retire at or after age 45 are eligible to receive a service
pension equal to 2½ % of the employee's average final compensation multiplied by his years of
credited service, subject to a maximum of 100% of average final compensation.
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b. Municipal employees who retire at or after age 55 are eligible to receive a service pension equal to
the sum of: 2½ % of the employee's average final compensation multiplied by his years of credited
service to a maximum of 20 years; plus 2% of the employee's average final compensation multiplied
by his years of credited service in excess of 20; limited to 80% of the employee's average final
compensation.
Average final compensation is defined as follows:
(1) Uniformed Personnel—the highest of the total compensation received during the 12-month
period that produces the highest figure; or the annual base rate of pay excluding longevity
payments, calculated from the final pay period; or the arithmetic average of the total
compensation received during the five calendar years of employment that produces the highest
average.
(2) Municipal Employees represented by the American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employee Union (AFSCME) and certain court employees—the arithmetic average of the total
compensation received during the three calendar or anniversary years that produces the
highest average.
(3) Elected and appointed officials and other positions not represented by a union—the arithmetic
average of the total compensation received during the three calendar or anniversary years that
produces the highest average.
Covered employees who participate in the Social Security System, contribute 3 ¾ % of his or her
total compensation up to the taxable wage base and 6% of total compensation above the taxable
wage base to the Retirement System. Each employee who does not participate in the Social
Security System contributes 6% of his or her total compensation to the Retirement System.
2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND PLAN ASSET MATTERS
a. Basis of Accounting—Pension Plan financial statements are prepared using the accrual basis of
accounting. Employee and employer contributions are recognized as revenues in the period in
which employee services are performed.
b. Method Used to Value Investments—Pension Plan securities are reported at cost; investment
income is recognized as earned. Gains and losses on sales and exchanges of fixed-income securities
are recognized on the transaction date. The market value of Pension Fund investments held at
December 31, 19X2 totalled $X,XXX .X million.
3. FUNDING STATUS AND PROGRESS
The amount shown below as "pension benefit obligation" is a standardized disclosure measure of the
present value of pension benefits, adjusted for the effects of projected salary increases, estimated to be
payable in the future as a result of employee service to date. The measure is the actuarial present value
of credited projected benefits and is intended to help users assess the Pension Plan's funding status on
a going-concern basis, assess progress made in accumulating sufficient assets to pay benefits when
due, and make comparisons among PERS and is independent of the actuarial funding method used
to determine contributions to the PERS.
The pension benefit obligation was determined as part of an actuarial valuation at January 1, 19X1.
Significant actuarial assumptions used include (a) a rate of return on the investment of present and
future assets of 9% per year compounded annually; (b) projected salary increases of 6% per year com
pounded annually, and (c) age 65 assumed retirement age.
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At January 1, 19X1, the unfunded pension benefit obligation was $X,XXX .X million, as follows:
(Amounts
in Thousands)
Pension Benefit Obligation:
Retirees and beneficiaries currently receiving benefits and terminated
employees not yet receiving benefits
Current employees—
Accumulated employee contributions including
allocated investment income
Employer-financed vested
Employer-financed nonvested
Total pension benefit obligation
Net assets available for benefits, at cost value
Unfunded pension benefit obligation

$X,XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
$X,XXX,XXX

4. CONTRIBUTION REQUIRED AND CONTRIBUTIONS MADE
The Pension Plan funding policy provides for periodic employer contributions at actuarially deter
mined rates that, expressed as percentages of annual covered payroll, are sufficient to accumulate
sufficient assets to pay benefits when due. Level percentage of payroll employer contribution rates are
based on the unfunded accrued pension liability as determined by using the Entry Age actuarial cost
method. This method differs from the Projected Unit Credit method that was used to determine the
unfunded liability at December 3 1 , 19X1. The effect of this change is to increase the unfunded accrued
liability and Fiscal 1987 contributions by $XXX .X million and $X .X million, respectively.
Contributions totalling $XXX .X million were made in accordance with actuarially determined contri
bution requirements determined through an actuarial valuation performed at January 1 , 19X1. These
contributions consisted of (a) $XX.X million normal cost and (b) $XX.X million amortization of the
unfunded actuarial accrued liability less $X,X million credit for advance payments.
Significant actuarial assumptions used to compute contribution requirements are the same as those
used to compute the standardized measure of the pension obligation in (3) above.
5. TEN-YEAR HISTORICAL TREND INFORMATION
Ten-year historical trend information designed to provide information about the Pension Plan's pro
gress made in accumulating sufficient assets to pay benefits when due is presented following the notes
to the financial statements.
B. School District Pension Plan
School districts in the Commonwealth participate in a State administered pension program established
under legislative authority, which is a cost-sharing multiple-employer PERS. Under this program,
contributions are made by each of three parties—The District, the Commonwealth and the employee. All
the District's full-time employees, part-time employees salaried over eighty days and hourly employees
working more than five hundred hours per year participate in the program. Currently, each party to the
program contributes a fixed percentage of employees' gross earnings.
The pension program is wholly administered by the statewide, autonomous Public School Employees
Retirement Systems (PSERS). The School District has no responsibility or authority for the operation and
administration of the pension program nor has it any related liability except for the current contribution
requirements.
There are approximately 200,000 contributing participants in the pension program and approximately
90,400 members including beneficiaries receiving benefits.
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A brief statement of the terms of the pension plan follows:
1. PENSION BENEFITS—A participant may retire with a normal retirement allowance at the age of sixtytwo with one full year of service, age sixty with thirty or more years of service or with thirty-five years
of service regardless of age. The normal retirement allowance paid monthly for life and then to
beneficiaries if certain options are exercised, equals 2% o f the average of the highest three earning
years multiplied by the number of years of credited service.
Early retirement is permitted at age fifty-five or older with twenty-five years or more of credited service
with a reduction of 3% per year of normal retirement benefits.
2. DEFERRED ALLOWANCE—A participant leaving employment before attaining retirement age but
completing ten years of service may elect to vest his accumulated contributions and defer receipt of a
retirement annuity until a later date.
3. DEATH BENEFITS—When a participant dies in active service after attaining normal retirement age
and service, the beneficiary is entitled to a death benefit of the present value of the normal retirement
allowance computed in (1) above. If a participant dies before attaining normal retirement age but after
ten years of credited service, the beneficiary is entitled to a death benefit as indicated above but
reduced by an early retirement factor provided by PSERS.
4. DISABILITY BENEFITS—After five years of credited service a participant who becomes disabled and
meets the PSERS medical standards is eligible for an annuity which equals 2% o f the highest three
years earnings multiplied by the number of years of credited service. The disability determination is
subject to periodic review.
Both the School District's current-year payroll and its total current-year payroll for all employees
amount to $XXX .X million.
The School District's and the Commonwealth percentages are equal and were 9.95% in Fiscal 19X2 and
were decreased to 9.77% on January 1 , 19X3. The employees rate was 5.25% but on July 2 2 , 1983, a State
law was passed which increased the rate to 6.25% for employees hired after that date.
Total contributions made during Fiscal 19X2 amounted to $XXX,X million, of which $XX,X million was
contributed by the School District and $XX,X million by School District employees. These contri
butions represented 10.02% and 6.15%, respectively, of covered payroll.
The amount of the total pension benefit obligation is based on standardized measurement established
by GASB Statement 5 that, with some exceptions, must be used by a PERS. The standardized measure
ment is the actuarial present value of credited projected benefits. This pension valuation method
reflects the present value of estimated pension benefits that will be paid in future years as a result of
employee services performed to date, and is adjusted for the effects of projected salary increases. A
standardized measure of the pension benefit obligation was adopted by the GASB to enable readers
of PERS financial statements to (a) assess the PERS funding status on a going-concern basis, (b) assess
progress made in accumulating sufficient assets to pay benefits when due, and (c) make comparisons
among PERS and among employers.
Total unfunded pension benefit obligation of the State PERS as of December 31, 19X2 was as follows:
(Amounts
in Billions)
Total Pension Benefit Obligations
Net Assets Available for Pension Benefits, at Market
Unfunded Pension Benefit Obligation
The measurement of the total pension benefit obli
gation is based on an actuarial valuation as of
December 31, 19X1. Net assets available to pay
pension benefits were valued as of the same date.
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$xx.x
x.x
$ x.x

The School District's 19X2 required contribution to the State PERS represents 9.95% of the total
current-year actuarially determined contribution requirements for all employers covered by the
pension plan.
Ten-year historical trend information is presented in the 19X2 State PERS Comprehensive Annual
Financial Report. This information is useful in assessing the pension plan's accumulation of sufficient
assets to pay pension benefits as they become due.
During 19X2 and as of December 31, 19X2, the State PERS held no securities issued by the School
District or other related parties.
IX, Deferred Compensation Plan
The City offers its employees a deferred compensation plan created in accordance with Internal Revenue Code
Section 457. The plan, available to all City employees, permits them to defer a portion of their salaries until
future years. The City does not make any contributions to the plan. The deferred compensation is not available
to employees until termination, retirement, or unforeseeable emergency. Deferred compensation is available to
employees' beneficiaries in case of death.
All amounts of compensation deferred under the plan, all property and rights purchased with those amounts,
and all income attributable to those amounts, property or rights are (until paid or made available to the
employee or other beneficiary) solely the property and rights of the City (without being restricted to the provi
sions of benefits under the plan), subject only to the claims of the City's general creditors. Participants' rights
under the plan are equal to those of general creditors of the City in an amount equal to the fair market value
of the deferred account for each participant.
In management's opinion, the City has no liability for losses under the plan. However, the City does have the
duty of due care that would be required of an ordinary prudent investor. The City believes it is unlikely that it
will use the assets to satisfy the claims of general creditors in the future.
All assets of the Plan are held by an independent administrator. It is appropriate to include this entity in the
City's 19X2 financial statements since the City has title to these assets. The Deferred Compensation Fund is
reported as an Agency Fund and its assets are presented at market value at September 30, 19X2.
X,

Intergovernmental Revenues—Debt Service Funds
Under the provisions of state law, the state reimburses the City for a portion of the financing costs of various
approved projects. Payments totaling $XXX,XXX have been made through December 31, 19X2 including
$XX,XXX in 19X2 for projects financed by the proceeds of the 19V5 Street, Bridge and Drainage Improvement
bonds. These amounts must be used to abate a portion of the tax levied for principal and interest payments due
on the approved project bonds. These reimbursements represent approximately 45 percent of the debt service
on the 19V5 Street, Bridge and Drainage Improvement bonds and are expected to average approximately
$XX,XXX annually until the bonds mature.

XI. Litigation
The City Council and the City are defendants in litigation seeking damages of $XXX,XXX for violation of civil
rights in a zoning decision. The suit alleges that the defendants conspired to down-zone property and refused
to accept an application for a building permit by the plaintiff resulting in a violation of his civil rights. Outside
counsel for the City is of the opinion that the defendants will prevail.
There are several other pending lawsuits in which the City is involved. The City Attorney estimates that the
potential claims against the City not covered by insurance resulting from such litigation would not materially affect
the financial statements of the City.
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XII. Commitments
Commitments under lease agreements for facilities and equipment provide for minimum annual rental pay
ments as follows:

19X3
19X4
19X5
19X6
19X7
Thereafter
Total

Facilities

Equipment

Total

$ XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX

$ XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
—

$ XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

19X2 rent expense was $XX,XXX, Commitments under construction contracts are described in Note 4.
XIII. Contingent Liabilities
The City participates in a number of federally assisted grant programs, principal of which are the General
Revenue Sharing, Community Development Block Grant, Comprehensive Employment Training Act, and
Local Public Works programs. These programs are subject to program compliance audits by the grantors or
their representatives. The audits of these programs for or including the year ended December 31, 19X2 have
not yet been conducted. Accordingly, the City's compliance with applicable grant requirements will be
established at some future date. The amount, if any, of expenditures which may be disallowed by the granting
agencies cannot be determined at this time although the City expects such amounts, if any, to be immaterial.
XIV. Subsequent Event
On February 13, 19X3, the City Council was officially notified that its application for a construction grant from
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was approved. Under the grant, the City is to construct a
wastewater treatment plant at a total cost of approximately $X,XXX,XXX, EPA will finance 75 percent of the
total cost, approximately $X,XXX,XXX, with the City financing the balance of $XXX,XXX by issuing water and
sewer revenue bonds. Construction is expected to commence in late 19X3 with completion currently
scheduled for mid-19X5.
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Unqualified Opinion on the
Financial Statements Submitted
Together With Combining and Individual Fund and
Account Group Financial Statements and Supporting
Schedules as Supplementary Data*
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of [name of entity] as of December 31, 19X2, and for the
year then ended, as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of City of Example,
Any State, management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of City of Example, Any State, as of December 3 1 , 19X2, and the results of its operations and cash flows of its proprietary
and similar trust fund types for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the financial statements taken as a whole. The combining
and individual fund and account group financial statements and schedules listed in the table of contents are presented
for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the financial statements of [name of entity]. Such
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the financial statements and, in
our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the financial statements taken as a whole.
[Signature]
[Date]

*If a schedule of federal financial assistance is reported on as supplementary data, Government Auditing Standards, issued by
the Comptroller General of the United States, should be referenced in the second paragraph.
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Compliance Report Based on an Audit of
the Basic Financial Statements Performed in
Accordance With G overnm ent A uditing Standards
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the financial statements of [name of entity] as of and for the year ended December 3 1 , 19X2, and
have issued our report thereon dated March 15, 19X3.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government Auditing Standards,
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit
to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
Compliance with laws, regulations, contracts, and grants applicable to City of Example, Any State, is the responsi
bility of City of Example, Any State, management. As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the
general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement, we performed tests of the City's compliance with
certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants.* However, our objective was not to provide an opinion
on overall compliance with such provisions. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.

*Based on assessments of materiality and audit risk, auditors may decide not to perform tests of compliance with certain provi
sions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants. For example, an auditor may conclude that transactions and balances directly
affected by laws and regulations are not material to the financial statements taken as a whole. In such circumstances, Govern
ment Auditing Standards, in paragraph 6 on page 5-2, states that ".. .the report should contain a statement that the auditor did
not test for compliance with laws and regulations." The auditor's report should not include a statement of positive assurance;
however, the assessments of materiality and audit risk provide a basis for the auditor to conclude that the likelihood of material
instances of noncompliance is low. Thus, the auditor has a basis for expressing negative assurance about compliance under
Government Auditing Standards. The following is an illustration of the auditor's report on compliance when, based on assess
ments of materiality and audit risk, the auditor concluded that it was not necessary to perform tests of compliance with laws
and regulations:
[First two paragraphs are the same as in the above report.]
Compliance with laws, regulations, contracts, and grants applicable to City of Example, Any State, is the responsibility of
City of Example, Any State, management. As part of our audit, we assessed the risk that noncompliance with certain provi
sions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants could cause the financial statements to be materially misstated. We con
cluded that the risk of such material misstatement was sufficiently low that it was not necessary to perform tests of the City's
compliance with such provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants.
However, in connection with our audit, nothing came to our attention that caused us to believe that City of Example, Any
State, had not complied, in all material respects, with the laws, regulations, contracts, and grants referred to in the preceding
paragraph.
[Fifth paragraph, signature, and date are the same as in the report illustrated above.]
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The results of our tests indicate that, with respect to the items tested, City of Example, Any State, complied, in all
material respects, with the provisions referred to in the preceding paragraph.** With respect to items not tested,
nothing came to our attention that caused us to believe that the City had not complied, in all material respects, with
those provisions.
This report is intended for the information of the audit committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
body]. However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]

**Material instances of noncompliance are failures to follow requirements or violations of prohibitions, contained in statutes, regula
tions, contracts, or grants, that cause the auditor to conclude that the aggregation of the misstatements (that is, the auditor's
best estimate of the total misstatement) resulting from those failures or violations is material to the financial statements. When
the auditor's procedures disclose material instances of noncompliance, the auditor should modify the statements of positive
and negative assurance included in the report. The following is an illustration of the auditor's report on compliance when
material instances of noncompliance are identified:
[First three paragraphs are the same as in the report illustrated above.]
Material instances of noncompliance are failures to follow requirements or violations of prohibitions, contained in statutes,
regulations, contracts, or grants, that cause us to conclude that the aggregation of the misstatements resulting from those
failures or violations is material to the general purpose financial statements. The results of our tests of compliance disclosed
the following material instances of noncompliance, the effects of which have been corrected in the 19X2 general purpose
financial statements of City of Example, Any State.
[Include paragraphs describing the material instances of noncompliance noted.]
We considered these material instances of noncompliance in forming our opinion on whether the 19XX general purpose
financial statements are presented fairly, in all material respects, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles, and this report does not affect our report dated March 15, 19X3 on those general purpose financial statements.
Except as described above, the results of our tests of compliance indicate that, with respect to the items tested, City of Exam
ple, Any State, complied, in all material respects, with the provisions referred to in the third paragraph of this report, and
with respect to items not tested, nothing came to our attention that caused us to believe that the City had not complied, in
all material respects, with those provisions.
[Last paragraph, signature, and date are the same as in the above report.]
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Report on the Internal Control Structure in
Accordance With G overnm ent A uditing Standards
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the financial statements of [name of entity] as of and for the year ended December 31, 19X2, and
have issued our report thereon dated March 15, 19X3.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government Auditing
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and per
form the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of
material misstatement.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of [name of entity] for the year
ended December 31, 19X2, we considered its internal control structure in order to determine our auditing proce
dures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to provide
assurance on the internal control structure.
The management of [name of entity], is responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal control structure.
In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by management are required to assess the expected
benefits and related costs of internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control
structure are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded
against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with manage
ment's authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation of the financial statements in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure,
errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure
to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or
that the effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control structure policies and procedures
in the following categories [identify internal control structure categories].
For all of the internal control structure categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of the design of rele
vant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we assessed control risk.
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We noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to be reportable
conditions under standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Reportable con
ditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the
internal control structure that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the entity's ability to record, process,
summarize, and report financial data consistent with the assertions of management in the financial statements.*
[Include paragraphs to describe the reportable conditions noted. ]
A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation of the specific internal control struc
ture elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would
be material in relation to the general purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected
within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control
structure that might be reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable condi
tions that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined above. However, we believe none of the reporta
ble conditions described above is a material weakness.
We also noted other matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that we have reported to the
management of [name of entity], in a separate letter dated March 15, 19X3.
This report is intended for the information of the audit committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
body]. However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]

*Paragraph 17 of SAS No. 60, Communication of Internal Control Structure Related Matters Noted in a Financial Statement Audit,
prohibits the auditor from issuing a written report representing that no reportable conditions were noted during an audit.
When the auditor notes no reportable conditions during an audit, he or she may issue a report, such as the following, to satisfy
the requirements of Government Auditing Standards:
[First through sixth paragraphs of the report are the same as those illustrated in the above example.]
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control structure
that might be material weaknesses under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accoun
tants. A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the specific internal
control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would
be material in relation to the general purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within a
timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters involving the
internal control structure and its operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as defined above.
However, we noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that we have reported to the
management of [name of entity], in a separate communication dated March 15, 19X3.
[Last paragraph of the report is the same as that illustrated in the above example.]
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Single Audit Opinion on Compliance With
Specific Requirements Applicable to Major
Federal Financial Assistance Programs
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the financial statements of [name of entity] as of and for the year ended December 3 1 , 19X2, and have
issued our report thereon dated March 15, 19X3.
We have also audited [name of entity]'s compliance with the requirements governing [list specific requirements tested]
that are applicable to each of its major federal financial assistance programs, which are identified in the accompanying
schedule of federal financial assistance, for the year ended December 3 1 , 19X2. The management of [name of entity]
is responsible for [name of entity]'s compliance with those requirements. Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on compliance with those requirements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit of compliance with those requirements in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards; Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and OMB Circular
A-128, "Audits of State and Local Governments." Those standards and OMB Circular A-128 require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether material noncompliance with the requirements
referred to above occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about [name of entity ]'s compliance
with those requirements. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The results of our audit procedures disclosed immaterial instances of noncompliance with the requirements
referred to above, which are described in the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs. We considered
these instances of noncompliance in forming our opinion on compliance, which is expressed in the following
paragraph.
In our opinion, [name of entity] complied, in all material respects, with the requirements governing [list requirements tested]
that are applicable to each of its major federal financial assistance programs for the year ended December 3 1 , 19X2.
This report is intended for the information of the audit committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
body]. However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]
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Single Audit Report on Compliance With
the General Requirements Applicable to
Federal Financial Assistance Programs
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the financial statements of [name of entity] as of and for the year ended December 3 1 , 19X2, and have
issued our report thereon dated March 15, 19X3.
We have applied procedures to test [name of entity]'s compliance with the following requirements applicable to its
federal financial assistance programs, which are identified in the schedule of federal financial assistance, for the
year ended December 31, 19X2. [List the general requirements tested.]
Our procedures were limited to the applicable procedures described in the Office of Management and Budget's
Compliance Supplement for Single Audits of State and Local Governments [or describe alternative procedures performed]. Our
procedures were substantially less in scope than an audit, the objective of which is the expression of an opinion on
[name of entity]'s compliance with the requirements listed in the preceding paragraph. Accordingly, we do not
express such an opinion.
With respect to the items tested, the results of those procedures disclosed no material instances of noncompliance
with the requirements listed in the second paragraph of this report. With respect to items not tested, nothing came
to our attention that caused us to believe that [name of entity] had not complied, in all material respects, with those
requirements. However, the results of our procedures disclosed immaterial instances of noncompliance with those
requirements, which are described in the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs.
This report is intended for the information of the audit committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
body]. However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]
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Single Audit Report on Compliance With Specific
Requirements Applicable to Nonmajor Federal
Financial Assistance Program Transactions
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the financial statements of [name of entity] as of and for the year ended December 3 1 , 19X2, and have
issued our report thereon dated March 31, 19X3.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements of [name of entity] and with our consideration of [name o f entity]'s
control structure used to administer federal financial assistance programs, as required by Office of Management
and Budget Circular A-128, ''Audits of State and Local Governments," we selected certain transactions applicable to
certain nonmajor federal financial assistance programs for the year ended December 3 1 , 19X2. As required by Circular
A-128, we have performed auditing procedures to test compliance with the requirements governing [list requirements
tested] that are applicable to those transactions. Our procedures were substantially less in scope than an audit, the
objective of which is the expression of an opinion on [name o f entity]'s compliance with these requirements. Accord
ingly, we do not express such an opinion.
With respect to the items tested, the results of those procedures disclosed no material instances of noncompliance with
the requirements listed in the preceding paragraph. With respect to items not tested, nothing came to our attention
that caused us to believe that [name of entity] had not complied, in all material respects, with those requirements.
However, the results of our procedures disclosed immaterial instances of noncompliance with those requirements,
which are described in the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs.
This report is intended for the information of the audit committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
body]. However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not limited.
[Signature]
[Date]
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Single Audit Report on the Internal
Control Structure Used in Administering
Federal Financial Assistance Programs
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the financial statements of [name of entity], as of and for the year ended December 31, 19X2, and
have issued our report thereon dated March 15, 19X3. We have also audited [name of entity's] compliance with
requirements applicable to major federal financial assistance programs and have issued our report thereon dated
March 15, 19X3.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards; Government Auditing Standards,
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-128,
Audits of State and Local Governments. Those standards and OMB Circular A-128 require that we plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-purpose financial statements are free of material
misstatement and about whether [name of entity] complied with laws and regulations, noncompliance with which
would be material to a major federal financial assistance program.
In planning and performing our audits for the year ended December 31, 19X2, we considered the City's internal
control structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinions on the
[name of entity's] financial statements and on its compliance with requirements applicable to major programs and
not to provide assurance on the internal control structure. This report addresses our consideration of internal control
structure policies and procedures relevant to compliance with requirements applicable to federal financial
assistance programs. We have addressed policies and procedures relevant to our audit of the financial statements
in a separate report dated March 15, 19X3.
The management of [name of entity] is responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal control structure. In
fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by management are required to assess the expected benefits
and related costs of internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure
are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss
from unauthorized use or disposition, that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization
and recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles, and that federal financial assistance programs are managed in compliance with applicable
laws and regulations. Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors, irregularities, or
instances of noncompliance may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the
structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in con
ditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control structure policies and procedures
used in administering federal financial assistance programs in the following categories [identify internal control
structure categories].1
1Following are examples of different ways in which internal control structure policies and procedures used in administering federal
financial assistance programs might be classified. The auditor should modify these examples or use other classifications as
appropriate for the particular circumstances on which the auditor is reporting. However, there is no need to present detailed
internal control structure policies and procedures, even though test work may be performed at that level.
Specific Requirements
General Requirements
• Types of services
• Political activity
• Eligibility
• Davis-Bacon Act
• Matching, level of effort, or earmarking
• Civil rights

• Reporting

• Cash management

• Cost allocation
• Special requirements, if any
• Monitoring subrecipients

• Relocation assistance and real property management
• Federal financial reports
• Allowable costs/cost principles
• Drug-free workplace
• Administration requirements
Claims for Advances and Reimbursements
Amounts Claimed or Used for Matching
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Bor all of the internal control structure categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of the design of relevant
policies and procedures and determined whether they have been placed in operation, and we assessed control risk.2
During the year ended June 30, 19XX, [name of entity], expended X percent of its total federal financial assistance
under major federal financial assistance programs.3
We performed tests of controls, as required by OMB Circular A-128, to evaluate the effectiveness of the design and
operation of internal control structure policies and procedures that we considered relevant to preventing or detect
ing material noncompliance with specific requirements, general requirements, and requirements governing claims
for advances and reimbursements and amounts claimed or used for matching that are applicable to each of the
City's major federal financial assistance programs, which are identified in the accompanying schedule of federal
financial assistance. Our procedures were less in scope than would be necessary to render an opinion on these
internal control structure policies and procedures. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
We noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to be reportable
conditions under standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Reportable
conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of
the internal control structure that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the City's ability to administer federal
financial assistance programs in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.
[Include paragraphs to describe the reportable conditions noted.]
A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that noncompliance with laws and regulations
that would be material to a federal financial assistance program may occur and not be detected within a timely
period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control
structure that might be reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions
that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined above.

2If a cyclical approach is used, the sixth paragraph of this report should be modified, and a paragraph that clearly describes the
coverage provided for nonmajor programs should be added after the sixth paragraph, as follows:
Because of the large number of nonmajor programs and the decentralized administration of these programs, we performed
procedures to obtain an understanding of the internal control structure policies and procedures relevant to nonmajor programs
on a cyclical basis. Our procedures during the current year covered X percent of the nonmajor programs administered by
the City as a whole. The nonmajor programs not covered during the current year have been or are expected to be subject
to such procedures at least once during the X year cycle.
3If total assistance expended under major federal financial assistance programs is less than 50 percent of total federal assistance
expended by the recipient organization during the year under audit, the auditor should follow the guidance in Statement of
Position 90-9, The Auditor's Consideration of the Internal Control Structure Used in Administering Federal Financial Assistance Programs Under
the Single Audit Act, paragraph 10 to satisfy the objectives of the Single Audit Act. When such guidance is followed the seventh
and eighth paragraphs of the report on the internal control structure used to administer federal financial assistance programs
should be modified as follows:
During the year ended December 31, 19X2, [name of entity] expended X percent of its total federal financial assistance under
major federal financial programs and the following nonmajor federal financial assistance programs: (list appropriate nonmajor
federal financial assistance programs.]
We performed tests of controls, as required by OMB Circular A1128, to evaluate the effectiveness of the design and operation
of internal control structures policies and procedures that we considered relevant to preventing or detecting material
noncompliance with specific requirements, general requirements, and requirements governing claims for advances and

reimbursements and amounts claimed or used for matching that are applicable to each of the City's major federal financial
assistance programs, which are identified in the accompanying schedule of federal financial assistance, and the aforementioned
nonmajor programs. Our procedures were less in scope than would be necessary to render an opinion on these internal
control structure policies and procedures. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
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However, we believe none of the reportable conditions described above is a material weakness.4
We also noted other matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that we have reported to the
management of [name of entity] in a separate letter dated March 15, 19X3.
This report is intended for the information of the audit committee, management, and [specify legislative or regulatory
body]. This restriction is not intended to limit the distribution of this report, which is a matter of public record.
[Signature]
[Date]

(Footnote Continued)
If the recipient organization had no major federal financial assistance programs during the year under audit, the auditor should
follow the guidance in paragraph 12 of SOP 90-9, to satisfy the objectives of the Single Audit Act. When such guidance is followed,
the seventh and eighth paragraphs of the auditor's report on the internal control structure should be modified as follows:
During the year ended December 3 1 , 19X2, [name of entity] had no major federal financial assistance programs and expended
X percent of its total federal financial assistance under the following nonmajor federal financial assistance programs: [list
appropriate nonmajor federal financial assistance programs].
We performed tests of controls, as required by OMB Circular A-128, to evaluate the effectiveness of the design and operation
of internal control structures policies and procedures that we have considered relevant to preventing or detecting material
noncompliance with specific requirements, general requirements, and requirements governing claims for advances and
reimbursements and amounts claimed or used for matching that are applicable to the aforementioned nonmajor programs.
Our procedures were less in scope than would be necessary to render an opinion on these internal control structures policies
and procedures. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Also, the report would omit references to an audit of compliance with requirements applicable to major federal financial
assistance programs.
4If conditions believed to be material weaknesses are disclosed, the report should describe the weaknesses that have come to
the auditor's attention and may state that these weaknesses do not affect the report on the audit of compliance with require
ments applicable to major federal financial assistance programs. The last sentence of this paragraph of the report should be
modified as follows:
However, we noted the following matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to be
material weaknesses as defined above. These conditions were considered in determining the nature, timing, and extent of
the procedures to be performed in our audit of [name of entity] compliance with requirements applicable to its major federal
financial assistance programs for the year ended December 3 1 , 19X2 and this report does not affect our report thereon dated
March 15, 19X3.
[A description of the material weaknesses that have come to the auditor's attention would follow..]
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Report on Supplementary Information—Schedule of
Federal Financial Assistance
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the financial statements of [name of entity], for the year ended December 3 1 , 19X2, and have issued
our report thereon dated March 15, 19X3. These financial statements are the responsibility of [name of entity]'s
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government Auditing Stan
dards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the financial statements of [name of entity], taken as
a whole. The accompanying schedule of federal financial assistance is presented for purposes of additional analysis
and is not a required part of the financial statements. The information in that schedule has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all
material respects in relation to the financial statements taken as a whole.
[Signature]
[Date]
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State and Local Governmental
Developments—1992
Economic and Industry Conditions
The econom ic distress of 1990 and 1991 has continued into 1992
and is continuing to affect governments in many ways. M any of the
econom ic factors that had a significant impact on the finances and
operations of governments last year are present this year as well.
Declining tax bases continue to cause property tax revenues to fall below
budgeted levels, decreases in consum er spending continue to result in
declining sales tax revenues, and higher unemployment figures continue
to translate into lower incom e tax revenues. At the same time, dem and
for the services rendered by governments continues to increase, resulting
in upward pressure on expenditures. Increasing expenditures and
declining revenues place more and more pressure on governments
to balance their budgets. To m eet requirem ents to adopt balanced
budgets, some governments use fund balance to reduce or eliminate
the shortfall of revenues over expenditures. Others may consider using
accounting adjustm ents to reduce or eliminate such shortfalls. "O neshot adjustments" similar to those used by some governments in the past
may be used by still others this year. Such adjustm ents have included—
•

Delaying payment of employee salaries or benefits to reduce
expenditures reported in cash-based budgets.

•

M aking transfers to the general fund from other funds, to decrease
the budgeted and generally-accepted-accounting-principles(GAAP-) based deficit of the general fund without improving the
financial condition of the government.

•

Selling assets, restructuring debt, reducing scheduled contributions
to pension funds, and deferring scheduled m aintenance, all of
w hich can give the appearance of improving a government's
current financial position.

•

Delaying payments to internal service funds for insurance and
other services.

W hen such m easures are taken, auditors should consider w hether
any existing legal or contractual requirements have been violated, and
whether adequate disclosure has been made in the financial statements.
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T he P o lit ic a l E n viron m en t
Because governments operate in a politically sensitive environment,
the potential impact of m ismanagement, defalcations, and noncom pli
ance with laws and regulations usually attracts a greater amount of
attention than in other environments. M any governments have
adopted legislation on financial accountability and internal controls
because of the increased public focus on the fiscal accountability of
elected officials and government employees. Such legislation often
includes—
•

G uidelines on conflicts of interest and ethics.

•

Requirements for competitive bidding for purchases of goods or
services.

•

Restrictions on the use of discretionary funds.

•

Restrictions on travel and entertainm ent expenses.

•

Restrictions on the private use of publicly owned property (for
example, automobiles).

•

Restrictions on outside political activities.

•

Restrictions on lobbying.

•

Tax reporting requirements (for example, Internal Revenue Service
Form 1099 and arbitrage interest rebates).

•

Guidelines governing investment policies.

•

Requirements to im plem ent controls to prevent budgets from
being exceeded or am ended.

T he A u d it E n viron m en t
Audit quality and high-risk federal financial assistance programs
continue to be of great concern to federal grantor agencies as well as the
Office of M anagem ent and Budget (OMB) and the General Accounting
Office (GAO). Recent semiannual reports of the President's Council on
Integrity and Efficiency (PCIE) Standards Subcom m ittee indicate that
federal Inspectors General (IGs) continue to find significant reporting
and auditing deficiencies that have caused audit reports to be rejected.
The deficiencies include the following:
•

Reports on internal control structure do not identify the categories
of significant controls.

•

Schedules of federal financial assistance do not identify the source
of federal funds.

•

Working papers do not document the audit plan or audit program.
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•

Working papers do not support the reports on compliance.

•

Written representations from m anagem ent and attorneys are not
obtained.

•

The status of findings in prior audits is not addressed.

•

Reports on compliance, internal controls, or both are missing.

The AICPA has formed a task force to work with the federal IG s to
determine the causes of these deficiencies. Auditors who issue deficient
audit reports or perform inadequate procedures may be subject to
remedial or corrective action, including suspension or debarm ent from
performing further audits of recipients of federal funds.
S p ecific In d u stry C o n d itio n s o r R is k F actors
Federal Programs. Activities related to participation by state and local
governments in federally sponsored programs are subject to a num ber
of federal laws and regulations. Auditors should be alert to the potential
for mismanagement of federally sponsored programs as well as to instances
of noncompliance with the requirements applicable to those programs:
for example, using federal funds for personal travel, making payments to
ineligible persons, false reporting, reporting unallowable costs either as
direct or indirect costs, not adhering to administrative cost limits, and using
federal funds to inappropriately support general government activities.
Complex Laws and Regulations. The complexity of the laws and regulations
to which state and local governments may be subject increases the risk
of noncom pliance. Areas of noncom pliance may include, for example:
expenditures in excess of legally adopted budgets; failure to follow
prescribed collateralization requirements for deposits and investments;
failure to comply with investment restrictions; failure to comply with
arbitrage regulations and rebate rules; and improper withholding,
reporting, and remitting of payroll taxes.
Statem ent on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 54, Illegal Acts by Clients,
requires that audits be designed to detect noncompliance with those laws
and regulations that could have a direct and material effect on the determi
nation of financial statement amounts. In order to meet that requirement,
auditors should assess w hether m anagem ent has identified laws and
regulations that have a direct and material effect on the determination
of amounts in the governmental entity's financial statements. In
addition, written representations obtained from m anagem ent should
include an acknowledgment of the fact that all laws and regulations,
noncom pliance with which would have a direct and material effect on
the determination of financial statement amounts, have been identified
and disclosed to the auditor.
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Going-Concern Review. In the past, governments were assum ed to have
an unlimited ability to raise revenues to support their operations and
to service long- and short-term debt. However, the current economic
environment and taxpayer initiatives, as well as limitations on the
incomes and resources of taxpayers, have restricted governments' ability
to raise revenues through their taxing powers. SAS No. 59, The Auditor's
Consideration o f an Entity's Ability to Continue as a Going Concern, states
that, as part of every audit, the auditor has a responsibility to evaluate
w hether there is substantial doubt about the entity's ability to continue
as a going concern for a reasonable period of time, not to exceed one
year beyond the date of the financial statements being audited. In
performing an audit of a state or local government, the auditor might
identify conditions such as those listed below that may indicate that
there could be substantial doubt about the government's ability to
continue as a going concern for a reasonable period of time.
•

Defaults on debt (for example, w hen revenues are less than origi
nally forecasted for the repayment of revenue bonds).

•

Large unfunded pension obligations com bined with diminishing
revenues and a declining tax base (for example, a declining popu
lation; lower school enrollm ent; reduced per capita personal
incom e; and reductions in the num ber and value of building
permits, business licenses, or retail sales).

•

An increasing reliance on external funding.

•

Reliance by a fund incurring large deficits on continued support
from other funds to support its activities or operations (for example,
reliance by a transit system on support from a general fund, or reli
ance by general government operations on support from a lottery).

Deposits and Investing Activities. The following factors relating to
deposits and investments may increase audit risk:
•

Undocum ented, unapproved, or inadequate investment policies,
procedures, and controls

•

Lack of required collateral, or insufficient collateral based on current
market values, for uninsured deposits

•

Certain investments and investing activities, such as repurchase
and reverse-repurchase agreements, margin accounts, venture
capital, securities with maturities that exceed the period in which
the funds will be required to meet short-term cash needs, securities
with high rates of return and corresponding high market risk, and
trading and "churning"

Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 3,
Deposits With Financial Institutions, Investments (Including Repurchase
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Agreements), and Reverse Repurchase Agreements, provides guidance on
the disclosure of deposits and investment activities of governmental
entities. In Decem ber 1991, the GA SB issued guidance on the
implementation of GASB Statement No. 3. The Implementation Guide,
Guide to Implementation o f GASB Statement 3 on Deposits with Financial
Institutions, Investments (Including Repurchase Agreements), and Reverse
Repurchase Agreements, is the first in a series of question-and-answ er
(Q&A) publications to be issued and was specifically developed to aid
financial statement preparers in the im plementation and application of
GASB Statem ent No. 3 and Technical Bulletin No. 87-1, Applying
Paragraph 68 of GASB Statement 3.
Self-Insurance Arrangements and Incurred-But-Not-Reported (IBNR) Claims.
Self-insurance or pool insurance arrangements have become increasingly
popular as a result of increases in premiums charged by insurance
com panies. These arrangements typically cover employee medical,
workers' compensation, vehicle collision, general liability, and property
insurance. Government funding of many of these risks is often deter
m ined based on available resources rather than on sound actuarial
m ethodologies and assumptions. In such cases, a government may
have inadequate reserves to cover losses. Furthermore, improper
accounting for IBNR claims may result in underreporting of liabilities
and inadequate disclosures.
Guidance on accounting for and reporting on self-insurance activities
and IBNR claims can be found in chapter 10 of the AICPA Audit and
Accounting Guide Audits of State and Local Governmental Units. GASB
Statem ent No. 10, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Risk Financing
and Related Insurance Issues, is not yet effective for entities other than
public entity risk pools, although som e governments have elected to
comply with its requirements.
Auditors should call their clients' attention to possible problems,
such as inadequate loss experience data, that may arise w hen GASB
Statement No. 10 is initially implemented. The statement's requirements
affecting public entity risk pools were effective for financial statements
for periods beginning after June 15, 1990.

Regulatory Developments
R e v is io n o f O M B C ircu lar A -21
In October 1991, the OM B published Revised Transmittal M em oran
dum No. 4 (which revised Circular A -21, Cost Principles for Educational
Institutions) in the Federal Register. In releasing Revised Transmittal
M emorandum No. 4, the OM B noted that its revisions represent the
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initial step in a broader effort to com prehensively revise Circular A -21.
For costs charged directly to sponsored agreements, the revision to
Circular A -21 is effective for agreements awarded or am ended on or
after October 1, 1991; for costs charged indirectly, the revision is
applicable on October 1 , 1991; the certifications with respect to unallow
able costs apply to all indirect cost proposals submitted on or after
October 1, 1991; and the 26 percent limitation on administrative costs
applies to all agreements awarded or am ended on or after the start of
the institution's first fiscal year beginning on or after October 1, 1991.
A -133 C o m p lia n c e S u p p lem en t Is s u e d
Also in October 1991, the OMB issued its Compliance Supplement for
Audits o f Institutions o f H igher Learning and Other Non-Profit Institutions
(A-133 Compliance Supplem ent). As is the case with the Compliance
Supplement for Single Audits o f State and Local Governments, the A-133
Compliance Supplem ent sets forth the com pliance requirem ents that
are to be considered in organization-wide audits of universities and
other not-for-profit institutions that receive federal assistance. It describes
general requirements that are considered in all financial and compliance
audits, common requirements for research and development programs
and student financial aid programs, and requirements that are specific
to the larger agency programs. Each requirement is accom panied by
suggested audit procedures. While the general requirements are similar
to those applicable to single audits of state and local governments, the
A-133 Compliance Supplement contains eight, rather than nine, general
requirements. The general compliance requirement relating to reloca
tion assistance and real property acquisition is excluded from the A-133
Compliance Supplem ent.
C o n s o lid a te d A u d it G u ide Is s u e d b y H U D
In late 1991, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) issued the Consolidated Audit Guide for Audits o f HUD Programs
(HUD Guide). The HUD G uide prescribes requirements for audits
of HUD-assisted programs for entities other than those covered by OMB
Circulars A-128, Audits o f State and Local Governments, and A-133, Audits
o f Institutions o f H igher Education and O ther Non-Profit Institutions, and
is effective for audits of fiscal years ended Decem ber 31, 1991, and
thereafter. It supplants the HUD audit guides for: Mortgagors Having
HUD-Insured or Secretary-Held Multifamily Mortgages, Issuers o f GNMA
Mortgage-Backed Securities; HUD-Approved Nonsupervised Mortgages, Loan
Correspondents, and Coinsuring Mortgages; and Auditing Development
Costs o f HUD-Insured Multifamily Projects. In response to members'
concerns about the im plementation of the guide, the AICPA and HUD
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have developed a list of unofficial questions and answers. The list is
available from the AICPA Washington office.
In d irect O v e r h e a d B ille d to F ed era l A gen cies
Several federal agencies are continuing their inquiries of universities
that receive federal research grants. Federal research grants generally
represent reimbursements for direct costs related to research projects
and indirect costs representing overhead items not directly related
to projects. The inquiries are focusing on the nature of the costs
billed to federal agencies in conjunction with research conducted
by the institutions. Auditors should be m indful of the growing con
cern that indirect cost pools may include costs that might eventually
be disallowed.

Auditing Federal Financial Assistance
Depending on the amount and source of federal financial assistance
they receive, state and local governments may be required to satisfy
audit and reporting requirements described in Government Auditing
Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States (often
called the "Yellow Book"); the Single Audit Act of 1984; other federal
agency policies and regulations; and agreements or contracts with
federal agencies.
Federal IG s are required by law to ensure that audit work conducted
by nonfederal auditors of government organizations, programs, activities,
and functions complies with government auditing standards as set
forth in Government Auditing Standards. These standards include require
m ents for reporting on financial-related audits, com pliance with laws
and regulations, and internal controls. Nonfederal auditors are required
to follow these standards w hen they assert that their audits are con
ducted in accordance with Government Auditing Standards.
The Single Audit Act of 1984 requires each state and local government
that receives a total am ount of federal financial assistance equal to or in
excess of $100,000 in any fiscal year to have an audit perform ed for that
year in accordance with its requirements. Governments that provide
federal grant funds to other organizations through a subgrant relation
ship are required to monitor the subrecipient organization's compliance
with the applicable federal audit requirements.
O th er A u d it R eq u irem en ts
O ther federal policies and regulations (such as OM B circulars and
related com pliance supplem ents) and federal departm ent audit guides
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or handbooks also may contain audit requirements. OM B compliance
supplem ents are intended to provide uniform audit and reporting
requirements for federal agencies and departments. Agreements or
contracts betw een a state or local government and a federal departm ent
or agency also may specify additional audit requirements. W hen
performing a program or grant audit, auditors should determine whether
there are audit guide requirements in addition to those contained in
the program or grant agreement or contract.
The PCIE Standards Subcom m ittee has prepared a sum m ary of
program audit guides that classifies program audit guides as active or
inactive and indicates planned revision dates as of October 1991. The
summary is available from the PCIE distribution center (see "References
for Additional Guidance").
S in gle A u d it R ep o rtin g Is s u e s
Single audit reporting issues continue to arise as a result of changing
professional standards and federal regulations. Listed below are several
single-audit reporting issues that are frequently encountered in practice.
Required Reports. A n illustration of the reports required is provided in
exhibit 1.
Reporting on Compliance With Laws and Regulations. Both Government
Auditing Standards and OMB Circular A-128 require auditors to prepare
reports on com pliance with laws and regulations. Government Auditing
Standards requires auditors to prepare a written report on compliance
with laws and regulations that may have a material effect on the financial
statements. That report is based on the results of procedures performed
as part of the audit of financial statements. OM B. Circular A-128
requires that, in addition to the report required by Government Auditing
Standards, auditors report on com pliance with specific laws and regula
tions that may have a material effect on each m ajor federal financial
assistance program, as defined by the Single Audit Act of 1984, on
compliance with certain laws and regulations applicable to nonm ajor
federal financial assistance programs, and on com pliance with the
general requirements applicable to the federal financial assistance.
SAS No. 68, Compliance Auditing Applicable to Governmental Entities and
O ther Recipients of Governmental Financial Assistance, provides detailed
guidance on these reporting requirements.
Reporting Instances o f Noncompliance. Government Auditing Standards
require that the auditor's report on compliance with laws and regulations
that may have a material effect on the financial statements include all
material instances of noncom pliance. However, w hen reporting on
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Exhibit 1
Levels of Reporting in Governmental Single Audits*

GAAS vs. GAGAS vs. SINGLE AUDIT

Report on
Financial
Statements
“Reg ular Audit”

GAGAS and
“Yellow Book"
Report on
entity’s
internal
control
structure

Report on
FFA
Statement

Report on
internal
controls
over FFA

Report on
entity's
compliance
with laws
and
regulations

Report on
FFA general
compliance

Report
Report
on FFA
on FFA
"non-major"
“major”
compliance compliance

REPORTS O N FRAUD, WASTE A N D ABUSE

GAAS = 1 Report
GAGAS = 3 (possibly 4) Reports
Single Audit = 8 (possibly 9) Reports

*See also the section of this ARA entitled "Revision of SAS No. 63."
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Single Audits — OMB Circulars A -128 & A -133

GAAS

com pliance with laws and regulations applicable to federal financial
assistance programs as required by OMB Circular A-128, the auditor is
to report all instances of noncom pliance as findings. Materiality is
considered, however, in expressing an opinion on com pliance with
laws and regulations in such audits.
Reporting on Internal Controls. W hen reporting on internal controls as
required by Government Auditing Standards, the auditor should describe
the significant categories of internal control structure policies and
procedures that were considered as part of the financial statement
audit, including the controls established to assure com pliance with
laws and regulations having a direct and material effect on financial
statement amounts.
W hen federal financial assistance is material to the financial statements,
the auditor's report on internal controls should describe the control
categories related to ensuring com pliance with the general and specific
requirements.
Statem ent of Position (SO P) 90-9, The Auditor's Consideration o f the
Internal Control Structure Used in Administering Federal Financial Assistance
Programs Under the Single Audit Act, issued in November 1990, provides
guidance on the auditor's responsibilities for considering the internal
control structure used in administering federal financial assistance
programs and reporting on the internal control structure in audits
conducted in accordance with the Single Audit Act and OM B Circular
A-128. The SOP amends chapter 21 of the AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guide Audits o f State and Local Governmental Units and supersedes
example 26 of SO P 89-6, Auditor's Reports in Audits o f State and Local
Governmental Units. SO P 90-9 updates the guide and SO P 89-6 to include
conclusions set forth in statements on auditing standards that were
issued since the guide was originally published. SO P 90-9 is effective
for audits performed in accordance with the Single Audit Act of 1984
for fiscal periods beginning on or after January 1, 1991.
SO P 90-9 requires auditors to perform tests of controls to evaluate the
effectiveness of the design and operation of internal control structure
policies and procedures relevant to detecting or preventing noncom 
pliance with applicable requirements to m ajor programs. The SO P
prescribes a minimum requirement, the 50 percent rule, for determining
the sufficiency of those tests of controls. The 50 percent rule stipulates
that if m ajor programs constitute less than 50 percent of total federal
expenditures, or if there are no m ajor programs, the auditor should
perform tests of controls used in administering the largest programs
until systems related to the administration of at least 50 percent of
federal financial assistance program expenditures are subject to tests
of controls. The rule applies only to tests of controls to evaluate the
effectiveness of the design and operation of internal control structure
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policies and procedures relevant to preventing or detecting material
noncom pliance with specific, general, and certain other requirements.
It does not apply to performing substantive tests of com pliance with
laws and regulations. The results of tests of controls performed to satisfy
the 50 percent rule should be considered by the auditor in determining
the extent of substantive testing required to form a basis for issuing an
opinion on compliance with laws and regulations applicable to major
federal financial assistance programs, as described in SAS No. 68.

Audit Developments
SAS on th e C o n firm a tio n P ro cess
The AICPA Auditing Standards Board issued SAS No. 67, The Confirma
tion Process, in November 1991. It provides guidance on the confirmation
process in audits performed in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards (GAAS). It supersedes paragraphs 3 through 8 of
SAS No. 1, Codification o f Auditing Standards and Procedures (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 331.03-.08) and the portion of para
graph 1 of AU sec. 331 that addresses the confirmation of receivables.
It is effective for audits of fiscal periods ending after June 15, 1992,
although early application is permissible.
R ev isio n o f SAS N o. 63
Since the issuance of SAS No. 63, Compliance Auditing Applicable to
Governmental Entities and O ther Recipients o f Governmental Financial
Assistance, certain developments that affect the guidance provided by
that Statement have occurred. Such developments include the issuance
of OMB Circular A-133 and a revision of the OMB Compliance Supplement
for Single Audits o f State and Local Governments. In addition, the Auditing
Standards Board became aware of other issues related to the implementa
tion of SAS No. 63 that required clarification. To address these matters,
the Auditing Standards Board has issued SAS No. 68.
SAS No. 68 supersedes SAS No. 63 and—
•

Provides guidance on the auditor's responsibility when, during an
audit in accordance with GAAS, the auditor becom es aware that
the entity is subject to an audit requirement that may not be
encom passed in the terms of the engagement.

•

Requires the issuance of a report on the general requirements in
an audit conducted in accordance with the Single Audit Act of
1984 and OMB Circular A-128, w hether or not the entity has major
programs. (SAS No. 63 required this report only w hen the entity
had m ajor programs.)
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•

Provides guidance on the auditor's compliance auditing responsi
bilities under OMB Circular A-133.

•

Provides guidance on the auditor's responsibilities w hen engaged
to conduct a program-specific audit.

•

Eliminates from the appendixes of SAS No. 63 certain excerpts of
the Compliance Supplement for Single Audits o f State and Local Govern
ments that have been superseded. (To ensure that they are using
up-to-date guidance, practitioners should refer to the appropriate
federal sources to obtain the applicable federal requirem ents.)

SAS No. 68 is effective for audits of financial statements and of
compliance with laws and regulations for fiscal periods ending after
June 1 5 , 1992.
P r o p o s e d S O P on S in gle A u d its
An exposure draft of a proposed SOP, Audits o f State and Local Govern
mental Entities Receiving Federal Financial Assistance, was issued in 1991
to update the chapters of the Audit and Accounting Guide Audits of
State and Local Governmental Units that provide guidance on audits
conducted in accordance with the Single Audit Act of 1984. The proposed
SO P incorporates the guidance in the 1988 revision of Government
Auditing Standards, SO P 89-6, SO P 90-9, SAS No. 68, and the 1990
revision of the OMB's Circular A-128 Compliance Supplem ent. The
proposed SO P is intended to provide detailed guidance to auditors. It
also provides additional reporting guidance w hen there is uncertainty
about the resolution of instances of noncom pliance with specific or
general requirem ents applicable to an entity's federal financial
assistance programs. A complete revision of the chapters of Audits of
State and Local Governmental Units dealing with matters other than the
Single Audit Act of 1984 is underway, and an exposure draft of those
revisions is expected to be issued in late 1992.
A ccess to W orkin g P ap ers
An increasing num ber of agencies have requested access to or photo
copies of working papers from auditors. Such requests raise concerns
that copies of working papers may be used inappropriately without the
auditor's knowledge or consent, resulting in increased risks of allegations
of malpractice associated with performing these audits. Agency
requests usually refer to contracts with the auditor, engagem ent letters
signed by the auditor, the Yellow Book, AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guides, and existing or proposed legislation as requiring auditors to
comply with such requests.
An AICPA task force has been established to address questions
arising from these requests. The task force is developing guidance on
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whether primary regulators should share working papers with other
regulators, and whether working papers so obtained are then subject
to public access under the Freedom of Information Act. The guidance
will be discussed in the CPA Letter w hen it is finalized.
C on d en sed F in a n c ia l R ep o rtin g
Condensed (or summary) financial reporting is becom ing a popular
reporting m ethod with certain governments. Condensed financial
statements present a summary of all or some of the fund types and
account groups maintained by the government. A com m on m ethod is
to present the financial statements for an entire government's operations
in a single column.
O ften the auditor is engaged, or required by professional standards,
to report on condensed financial statements (for example, w hen the
condensed financial statements are presented in an auditor-submitted
document that contains audited financial statements and the auditor's
report thereon). The form and content of the data presented and the
nature of the document in which the data are presented generally dictate
the reporting guidance to be followed.
Guidance on reporting on summary financial information is found
in SAS No. 29, Reporting on Information Accompanying the Basic Financial
Statements in Auditor-Submitted Documents (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1, AU sec. 551), and SAS No. 42, Reporting on Condensed Financial
Statements and Selected Financial Data (AU sec. 552). SAS No. 29 provides
guidance on reporting on condensed financial statements or selected
financial data that accompany audited financial statements in an
auditor-submitted document. SAS No. 42 provides guidance on report
ing in a client-prepared document on condensed financial statements
or selected financial data derived from audited financial statements.
Although these Statements allow certain reporting if condensed finan
cial statements accompany general-purpose financial statements from
which they were summarized, current auditing literature requires that
an auditor's opinion about com pliance with GAAP be adverse because
of inadequate disclosure w hen condensed financial statements are
presented as stand-alone statements.
Additional guidance on reporting on summary financial inform a
tion is being developed by the AICPA Government Accounting and
Auditing Committee.
H iera rch y o f G en era lly A c cep ted A ccou n tin g P rin c ip les
SAS No. 69, The M eaning o f P resen t Fairly in Conformity With G ener
ally Accepted Accounting Principles in the Independent Auditor's Report,
creates a hierarchy specifically for state and local governments. SAS
No. 69 raises AICPA SO Ps and audit and accounting guides to a level
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of authority above that of industry practice. U nder the new hierarchy
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) pronouncem ents will
not apply to state and local governments unless the GA SB issues a
standard incorporating them into GAAP for state and local govern
ments. SAS No. 69 is effective for audits of financial statements for
periods ending after March 15, 1992.

Accounting Developments
D isclo su res A b o u t th e F a ir Value o f F in a n c ia l In stru m en ts
The GASB's Codification o f Governmental Accounting and Financial
Reporting Standards states that proprietary funds should use GAAP that
are used by similar businesses in the private sector. Thus, governmental
entities that use enterprise fund accounting should be cognizant of the
requirements of FASB Statem ent No. 107, Disclosures about the Fair Value
o f Financial Instruments, which requires that the fair value of financial
instrum ents, both assets and liabilities recognized and not recognized
in the statement of financial position, be disclosed either in the body of
the financial statements or in the accompanying notes. Statem ent
No. 107 is effective for fiscal years ending after Decem ber 15, 1992;
however, entities with less than $150 million in total assets in the
current balance sheet may defer application of the statement until fiscal
years ending after Decem ber 1 5 , 1995.
An example of a financial instrum ent held by a governmental unit
using enterprise fund accounting is loans receivable for residential
mortgages held by a state housing authority. The fair value of such a
financial instrum ent might be estimated by using quoted market prices
for securities backed by similar loans, adjusted for differences in loan
characteristics. If such quoted market prices are not available, fair value
could be estimated by discounting the future cash flows using the current
rates at w hich similar loans would be made to borrowers with similar
credit ratings and for the same remaining maturities.
M ea su rem en t F ocu s a n d B a s is o f A ccou n tin g
The GASB is currently reexamining the basic concepts underlying
governmental accounting and financial reporting. A fundam ental step
in this reexamination process was the issuance of G ASB Statem ent
No. 11, Measurement Focus and Basis o f Accounting—Governmental Fund
Operating Statements, which is effective for financial statements for periods
beginning after June 1 5 , 1994. The extended effective date is necessary
to allow adequate time for the GASB to develop, expose, and issue the
other recognition and m easurem ent standards that will be necessary to
im plem ent the flow-of-financial-resources m easurem ent focus for
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governmental fund operating statements and to develop a reporting
model. Because of the significance of the accounting and display issues
remaining to be addressed, the GASB decided to implement Statement
No. 11 within the context of the current reporting model rather than delay
the effective date of Statement No. 11. Therefore, the GASB is currently
working on a document to present preliminary views on implementing
Statement No. 11 within the current reporting model.
As the GASB reexamines other areas of governmental accounting
and financial reporting, additional statements will be issued. Early
application of GASB Statement No. 11 is prohibited.
C o m p en sa ted A b sen ces
In Decem ber 1991 the GASB issued an exposure draft of a proposed
Statement, Accounting for Compensated Absences. The proposed Statement
would provide guidance on the m easurem ent of accrued com pensated
absences liabilities by state and local governmental entities. The GASB is
expected to issue a final Statement by the end of the year. The Statement
is expected to be effective for financial statements for periods beginning
after June 15, 1993. However, for governmental and other similar trust
funds, only the current portion of the liability would be reported in the
funds; the remainder would be reported in the General Long-Term
Debt Account Group, and com pensated absences expenditures would
be recognized using the modified accrual basis of accounting. The
provisions of the proposed statement for recognizing governmental
and similar trust fund expenditures using an accrual basis of accounting
would take effect at the same time as GASB Statement No. 11 takes effect.
R ep o rtin g E n tity
In July 1991 the GASB issued Statem ent No. 14, The Reporting Entity,
which is effective for financial statements for periods beginning after
December 1 5 , 1992 (earlier application is encouraged). Statement No. 14
establishes standards for defining and reporting on the financial report
ing entity and applies to financial reporting by primary governments as
well as to separately issued financial statements of governmental
component units. Statement No. 14 defines the financial reporting entity
as consisting of (1) the primary government, (2) organizations for which
the primary government is financially accountable, and (3) other organi
zations for which the nature and significance of their relationship with
the primary government are such that exclusion would cause the
reporting entity's financial statements to be misleading or incomplete.
A primary government is financially accountable for those organ
izations that make up the legal entity as well as legally separate organiza
tions if the primary government appoints a voting majority of an
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organization's governing body, and either it can im pose its will on that
organization or there is a potential for the organization to provide
specific financial benefits to, or to im pose specific financial burdens on,
the primary government. Currently, the definition of the reporting
entity is based on the inclusion of those units over w hich the primary
government has oversight responsibility.
M ost organizations determined to be com ponent units under State
m ent No. 14 should be included in the financial reporting entity by
discrete presentation—that is, by presentation in one or more columns
separate from the financial data of the primary government. However,
some com ponent units may, in substance, be the same as the primary
government and should be reported as part of the reporting entity—
that is, the com ponent unit's balances and transactions are reported in
a m anner similar to those of the primary government, by "blending."
It is likely that an organization considered to be a com ponent unit
under existing standards and "blended" will continue to be considered
a com ponent unit under Statem ent No. 14; however, according to
Statem ent No. 14, that com ponent unit will probably be reported by
discrete presentation. If the primary government has an equity interest
in a joint venture, Statem ent No. 14 requires that the equity interest be
reported as an asset of the fund that has the equity interest. For
proprietary funds, an equity interest should be reported in the balance
sheet and the share of the joint venture's net incom e or loss should be
reported in the operating statement. For governmental funds, all or a
portion of the equity interest should be reported in the general fixed
assets account group.
R ep o rtin g a n d A ccou n tin g M o d e l f o r G o v ern m en tal C olleg es
a n d U n iv ersities
In October 1991, the GASB issued Statem ent No. 15, Governmental
College and University Accounting and Financial Reporting Models, to clarify
GAAP for governmental colleges and universities. Statem ent No. 15 is
effective for financial statements for periods beginning after June 15,
1992, with early application encouraged.
In general, governmental colleges and universities currently report
using one of two m odels: (1) the AICPA model, following the Industry
Audit Guide Audits o f Colleges and Universities, as amended by SO P 74-8,
Financial Accounting and Reporting by Colleges and Universities, or (2) the
government model, established by the National Council on Govern
mental Accounting Statem ent No. 1, Governmental Accounting and
Financial Reporting Principles. However, research indicated that some
governmental colleges and universities do not conform completely
with either model. Further, the research also indicated that, contrary to
the current hierarchy, some governmental colleges and universities
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believe that G ASB disclosure requirements do not apply to entities
following the AICPA model. GASB Statem ent No. 15 recognizes that
either the AICPA or the governmental m odel is acceptable, and that the
model used must be followed completely. Statem ent No. 15 also states
that those following the AICPA model are required to adopt all applicable
GASB pronouncem ents. (Som e respondents to the exposure draft
expressed concern about the lack of guidance on defining what is
"governm ental" for purposes of distinguishing betw een "govern
m ental" and "private" colleges. In the "Basis for Conclusions" section,
the GASB notes that such a definition is being developed for approval
by the Financial Accounting Foundation.)

References for Additional Guidance
A ICPA
The following are some publications that may be of interest to auditors
of state and local governmental units:
•

Checklists and Illustrative Financial Statements for State and Local
Governmental Units (April 1992) (No. 008503; $20.00).

•

Financial Report Survey: Illustrations o f Compliance Findings in Single
Audit Reports of Local Governmental Units (No. 037989; $21)—This is
a survey of reporting under the Single Audit Act of 1984 and OMB
Circular A-128. It is primarily intended to help auditors of local
governmental units prepare a schedule of com pliance findings
and questioned costs, as required by the Single Audit Act of 1984.
This publication presents, by federal agency, more than 100
examples of com pliance findings and questioned costs.

•

Local Governmental Accounting Trends and Techniques (No. 009717;
$60.00)—This survey is based on a line-by-line analysis of 500 local
governmental reports with fiscal years ending in July 1989.

•

Local Governmental Audit and Accounting Manual (No. 007302; $35.00).
This manual includes sample auditor's reports, a local governmental
audit program, disclosure checklists and illustrative financial
statements, illustrative internal control structure questions, and
a partner's engagement review program for state and local govern
mental units.

AICPA CPE Courses. The AICPA Governmental Accounting and Auditing
Certificate of Educational Achievement program consists of the following
series of Continuing Professional Education (CPE) courses:
•

"Governm ental Accounting Principles and Financial Reporting"
(GAA1)
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•

"Financial Audits of Governmental Entities" (GAA2)

•

"Auditing and Reporting Under Government Auditing Standards"
(GAA3)

•

"Auditing Under the Single Audit Act" (GAA4)

On successful completion of the program, the participant is awarded
a certificate.
In addition, the AICPA offers the following group-study and selfstudy courses:
•

Group study:
—"Accounting for Governmental Units Under G A SB"
—"Audit Requirements of OMB Circular A-133"
—"Audits of HUD-Assisted Projects"
—"Advanced Accounting for Governmental Units Under G A SB"
—"Advanced Government Auditing and Reporting Issues"
—"Audits of State and Local Governmental Units"
—"Audits of Student Financial Assistance Programs"
—"How to Communicate Material Noncom pliance and Material
Internal Control W eaknesses"
—"Com pliance Auditing"
—"Interm ediate Auditing of Federal, State and Local Compliance
Requirements"
—"Im pact of the Single Audit Concept on Your Practice"
—"Governm ent Accounting and Auditing Update"
—"Introduction to Accounting Requirements for Government
Contracts"
—"Perform ance Auditing"
—"1988 Yellow Book: Government Auditing Standards"

•

Self-study:
—"Introduction to Governmental Accounting"
—"Performing a Single Audit"
—"Audits of State and Local Governmental Units"
—"Understanding Federal Audit Policies and Procedures"
—"Working with the 1988 Revised Yellow Book on Government
Auditing Standards"
—"Audit Requirements of OMB Circular A-133"
—"Audits of HUD-Assisted Projects"

For more information about AICPA CPE courses, call the AICPA infor
mation hotline at (800) 242-7269 (except New York) or (212) 575-5696
(New York only).
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GASB
The Governmental Accounting Standards Board has the following
publications and services:
•

Codification o f Government Accounting and Financial Reporting Stand
ards, as of May 3 1 , 1990 (GCD90).

•

Original Pronouncements, as of May 3 1 , 1991 (GOP91).

•

Implementation Guides—T h ese Question and Answer Special Reports
are an occasional service containing im plementation guidance for
GASB standards. The first in the series (on GASB Statement No. 3),
Guide to Implementation o f GASB Statement 3 on Deposits with Financial
Institutions, Investments (including Repurchase Agreements), and Reverse
Repurchase Agreements, is now available. A nother Im plem entation
Guide (on GASB Statement No. 9), Reporting Cash Flows of Proprietary
and Nonexpendable Trust Funds and Governmental Entities That Use
Proprietary Fund Accounting, is expected to be issued in the second
quarter of 1992.

•

Action Report, a m onthly newsletter.

•

Software—An information-base software package that will allow
research on GASB literature is being developed and will probably be
available in 1992.

G ASB publications and services can be obtained by calling the GASB
Order Departm ent at (203) 847-0700, extension 10.
Single A u d it In fo r m a tio n S ervice
The Single Audit Information Service is a loose-leaf reference service
offered by the Thom pson Publishing Group. It explains how to im ple
m ent the single audit and provides an update of current events in the
governmental audit community. The Single Audit Information Serv
ice can be ordered by calling the Thom pson Publishing Group at
(202) 872-1766.
F ed era l A g en cies—A d m in istra tiv e R eg u la tio n s
The various federal agencies issue general administrative regulations
that apply to their programs. These regulations provide general rules
on how to apply for grants and contracts, how grants are made, the
general conditions that apply to grantees and contractors, their adminis
trative responsibilities, and the compliance procedures used by the
various agencies. These regulations are included in the Code of Federal
Regulations.
In 1988 a revised OMB Circular A-102, Grants and Cooperative Agreements
With State and Local Governments, was published, establishing a "common
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rule" designed to create consistency and uniformity among federal
agencies in the administration of grants to and cooperative agreements
with state, local, and federally recognized Indian tribal governments.
The com m on rule has been codified in each federal agency's portion of
the Code of Federal Regulations.
It should also be noted that federal agencies have also codified OMB
Circular A-128 in each agency's portion of the Code of Federal Regula
tions. Although the OMB Compliance Supplement for Single Audits o f State
and Local Governments sets forth the com pliance requirements for
programs contributing a great majority of funding to state and local
governments, federal agencies also develop specific com pliance
supplem ents for use in auditing programs not included in the OMB
document. These can be obtained directly from the regional office of
the appropriate federal agency.
Auditors should also be aware that many agencies have programspecific and other audit requirements that are not covered by Circular
A-128. Such requirements may relate to certain programs (such as stu
dent financial assistance or HUD-insured mortgage programs), as well
as contract audit requirements.
F ed era l A g en cies—A u d it G u ides
Federal agencies issue audit guides for various programs and activities.
HUD has issued the following consolidated audit guide:
•

Consolidated Audit Guide for Audits o f HUD Programs (stock num ber
0 -1 6 -0 3 5 9 8 8 -0 IG 2000.4)

This prescribes HUD requirements for Independent Public Accoun
tants (IPAs) who conduct audits of HUD-assisted programs for auditees
other than those covered by OMB Circulars A-128 and A-133 and cancels
the following four Handbooks:
No.

Title

IG 4372.1

Audit Guide for Mortgagors Having HUD-insured or Secretary-Held
Multifamily Mortgages

IG 5500.3

Audit Guide for Issuers of GNMA Mortgage-Backed Securities

IG 4000.3
REV-2

Audit Guide for HUD-Approved Nonsupervised Mortgages,
Loan Correspondents, and Coinsuring Mortgages

IG 4200.1A

Audit Guide for Auditing Development Costs of HUD-insured
Multifamily Projects

The HUD guide is available from the Government Printing Office (GPO),
Superintendent of Documents, Mail Stop: SSOP, Washington, DC
20402-9328.
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The U.S. Departm ent of Education, Office of the Inspector General,
has issued an audit guide, Audits o f Student Financial Assistance Programs
(March 1990). It is available from the Office of the Inspector General,
U.S. Departm ent of Education, Washington, DC, and from Offices of
Regional Inspectors General for Audit.
G en eral A ccou n tin g O ffic e (GAO)
GAO publications include the following:
•

Government Auditing Standards—The standards relate to audits of
government organizations, programs, activities, and functions and
of government funds received by contractors, nonprofit organiza
tions, and other nongovernmental organizations. The standards
incorporate the AICPA Statements on Auditing Standards but
prescribe additional standards needed to meet the more varied
interests of users of reports on government audits. These standards
are available from the GPO, Superintendent of Documents,
Washington, DC 20401. The stock num ber is 020-000-00234-3.

•

Interpretation o f Continuing Education and Training Requirements—
This provides guidance to audit organizations and individual
auditors on im plementing the CPE requirements of Government
Auditing Standards. The stock num ber and publication date are
020-000-00250-6 and April 1991, respectively. This interpretation,
and Government Auditing Standards, are available from the GPO,
Superintendent of Documents, Mail Stop: SSOP, Washington,
DC 20402-9328.

•

"Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations"—This
booklet, issued by the GAO Office of Policy, is intended to help the
auditor im plem ent requirements for detecting noncom pliance.
The number and publication date are GAO/OP-4.1.2 and December
1989, respectively.

•

Assessing the Reliability o f Computer-Processed Data—This guidebook is
intended mainly for auditors and evaluators, not for experts in data
processing. It provides some guidelines on what auditors must do to
satisfy the standards of Government Auditing Standards. Government
Auditing Standards requires auditors to satisfy themselves that com
puter-processed data are relevant and reliable. The number and
publication date are GAO/OP-8.1.3 and September 1990, respectively.

•

Assessing Internal Controls in Performance Audits—This guidebook
relates specifically to perform ance audits. Nonetheless, it is also
relevant to audits conducted under the Single Audit Act, which
states that auditors must assess compliance with applicable
laws and regulations. The num ber and publication date are
GAO/OP-4.1.4 and Septem ber 1990, respectively.
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•

"Guide to Federal Agencies' Procurement of Audit Services from Indepen
dent Public Accountants" —This booklet provides a basic understand
ing of how IPA contracts should be awarded to officials unfamiliar
with federal procurements. It discusses the special requirements of
the Chief Financial Officers (CFO) Act. The number and publication
date are GAO/AFMD-12.19.3 and April 1991, respectively.

•

How to Get Action on Audit Recommendations—T his guide is intended
to help auditors get more action and better results from their audit
work on government programs and operations. The num ber and
publication date are GAO/OP-9.2.1 and July 1991, respectively.

•

The C hief Financial Officers Act: A Mandate for Federal Financial
Management Reform—This booklet helps agency managers and other
interested parties becom e familiar with the act and its im plem en
tation. The num ber and publication date are GAO/AFMD-12.19.4
and Septem ber 1991, respectively.

Requests for copies of these booklets should be sent to: U.S. General
Accounting Office, P.O. Box 6015, Gaithersburg, MD 20877. The telephone
num ber is (202) 275-6241.
O ffic e o f M a n a g em en t a n d B u dget—C irculars
The OM B—in consultation with grant-making agencies, the GAO,
and representatives of grant recipien ts—developed a series of
financial circulars that establish uniform policies and rules to be
observed by all executive branch agencies of the federal government.
Circulars and other documents relevant to audits of state and local
governmental units are listed below. For copies of circulars and
bulletins, call the Executive Office of the President, Publications
Office, at (202) 395-7332; for com pliance supplem ents and the Catalog
of Federal Domestic Assistance, call the Government Printing Office at
(202) 783-3238.
O M B C irculars R e le v a n t to A u d its o f S ta te a n d L o c a l G overn m en ts
Circular Number
A-21 (Revised)

Applicability
Cost principles for educational
institutions

Issue Date
October 1991

A -50 (Revised)

Audit follow-up

September 1982

A-73 (Revised)

Audit of federal operations
and programs

June 1983

A -87 (Revised)

Cost principles for state and
local governments

January 1981
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Circular Number

Applicability

Issue Date

A-102 (Revised)

Grants and cooperative
agreements with state and
local governments

March 1988

A-122

Cost principles for non-profit
organizations

June 1980

A-128

Audits of state and local
governments (see also
related question-andanswer document under
“ Office of Management
and Budget—Other
Guidance")

April 1985

A-133

Audits of institutions of higher
education and other non
profit institutions

March 1990

O ffic e o f M a n a g e m e n t a n d B u d g et—O th er G u id an ce
O ther documents issued by the OMB that have accounting and
auditing applications are listed below.
•

OM B Bulletin No. 91-14, Audit Requirements for Federal Financial
Statements, issued in Septem ber 1991, establishes initial require
m ents for audits of federal financial statem ents. It im plem ents
the audit provisions of the Chief Financial Officers Act of 1990
(P.L. 101-576).

•

OMB Bulletin No. 91-15, Guidance on Form and Content o f Financial
Statements on FY1991 Financial Activity, also issued in Septem ber
1991, provides specific guidance for the preparation of financial
statem ents of Executive departm ents and agencies for fiscal year
1991 and establishes minimum disclosure requirem ents for these
statem ents.
Both bulletins were effective immediately.

•

Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance—The Catalog is a governmentwide com pendium of federal programs, projects, services, and
activities that provide assistance or benefits to the American public.
The G eneral Services Adm inistration (G SA ) is responsible for the
dissemination of federal domestic assistance information through
the Catalog and m aintains the inform ation data base from which
program information is obtained. The OMB serves as an intermedi
ary betw een other federal agencies and the G SA , thus providing
oversight relative to the collection of federal domestic assistance
program data.
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Program inform ation provided by the Catalog includes authorizing
legislation and audit requirements. The G SA distributes copies to speci
fied national, state, and local governm ent offices. Catalog staff may be
contacted at (202) 708-5126.
Program information is also available on machine-readable magnetic
tape. The tape may be purchased by writing the Federal Dom estic
Assistance Catalog Staff, G eneral Services Adm inistration, Ground
Floor, Reporters Building, 300 Seventh Street, S .W ., W ashington, DC
20407, or calling (202) 708-5126.
O ther publications include the following:
•

Compliance Supplement for Single Audits o f State and Local Governments—
This sets forth the m ajor federal com pliance requirem ents that
should be considered in a single audit of state and local govern
ments that receive federal assistance. It supplements OMB Circular
A -128. The latest revision, which includes the three new general
requirem ents, was issued in Septem ber 1990.

•

Questions and Answers on the Single Audit Provisions o f OMB Circular
A -128, Audits o f State and Local Governments—T his document
provides guidance relative to the single audit process through a
series of questions and answ ers. The docum ent is available from
the Executive Office of the President, Publications Office, at
(202) 395-7332.

•

Compliance Supplement for Audits o f Institutions o f H igher Learning
and Other Non-Profit Institutions—This supplements OMB Circular
A -133, and sets forth the m ajor compliance requirem ents that
should be considered in an organization-wide audit of universities
and other nonprofit institutions that receive federal assistance.

Inform ation regarding the two Com pliance Supplem ents may be
obtained by contacting the OM B Financial System s and Policy Branch
at (202) 395-3993.
P C IE S u b c o m m itte e G u id an ce
The PCIE Standards Subcom m ittee pu blishes supplem ental,
nonauthoritative guidance for federal officials dealing with issues arising
from the implementation of the Single Audit Act; OMB Circular A-128,
which im plem ents the Act; and OM B Circular A -133, which extends
the single audit concept to institutions of higher education and other
nonprofit institutions.
The PCIE Standards Subcommittee has issued the following position
statem ents:
•

PCIE Statem ent No. 1 provides guidance on determ ining w hen a
series of audits of individual federal departm ents, agencies, and
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establishm ents may be considered an audit for purposes of the
Single Audit Act.
•

PCIE Statem ent No. 2 provides guidance to cognizant agencies
on determ ining w hether an audit report that does not m eet the
50 percent rule on internal control coverage prescribed in the
AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Audits o f State and Local
Governmental Units should be accepted.

•

PCIE Statem ent No. 3 provides guidance on using a cyclical
approach to internal control reviews of nonm ajor programs.

•

PCIE Statem ent No. 4 establishes uniform procedures for
referrals of substandard audits to state boards of accountancy and
the AICPA.

•

PCIE Statem ent No. 5 provides guidance for certain not-for-profit
entities other than institutions of higher education or hospitals
not covered by OMB Circular A -110, Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and O ther Agreements With Institutions o f
H igher Education, Hospitals, and O ther Nonprofit Organizations.

•

PCIE Statement No. 6 provides clarifications and additional practi
cal working guidance to Inspectors General and others participating
in audits of not-for-profit organizations perform ed under OMB
Circular A -133. It contains questions and answers on OMB Circular
A -133 and was developed from questions frequently asked. It is
expected to be issued in spring 1992.

These are available in one document (stock num ber P C IE -06-058).
The PCIE has also issued the following:
•

Uniform Desk Review Guide o f A -128 Single Audits (stock num ber
PC IE -06-057)

•

Uniform Quality Control Review Guides for A -128 Single Audits
(stock num ber PC IE -06-058)

•

Program Audit Guide Survey (stock num ber PC IE -06-064)

Copies of PCIE publications may be obtained by writing the Treasury
Office of the Inspector General, Room 7210, ICC Building, 1201 Consti
tution A ve., N .W ., W ashington, DC 20220.
G o v ern m en t F in a n ce O fficers A s s o c ia tio n (G FO A )
The G FO A 's address and telephone num ber are: 180 N. M ichigan
Avenue, Suite 800, Chicago, IL 60601-7476; (312) 977-9700. Its publica
tions include the following:
•

Governmental Accounting, Auditing, and Financial Reporting (GAAFR)—
The GAAFR provides nonauthoritative guidance, and Includes
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im plementation guidance, on the practical application of GAAP
for governm ents. The GAAFR also includes im plementation
guidance on the many pronouncem ents of the G A SB, detailed
journal entries and explanations that cover a multitude of common
and complex transactions, a com plete sample com prehensive
annual financial report, discussion and illustration of single audit
requirem ents, a glossary and chart of accounts, and a detailed
index. (The GAAFR Study Guide is also available.)
•

Audit Management Handbook—This handbook on audit management
is intended for state and local governm ents and CPA firms that
are involved in obtaining or performing financial audits. It provides
inform ation on all aspects of the audit m anagem ent process,
including establishing the scope of the audit, procuring the audit
(including model requests for proposal), monitoring the audit,
and resolving audit issues and findings.

•

Financial Reporting Series—This set of books contains inform ation
and examples of how governm ents present specific financial
reporting information. It includes—
1. Illustrations of Notes to the Financial Statements o f State and Local
Governments (1983).
2. Illustrations of Introductory Sections o f Comprehensive Annual
Financial Reports o f State and Local Governments (1984).
3. Illustrations o f Statistical Sections o f Comprehensive Annual
Financial Reports o f State and Local Governments (1985).
4. Illustrations o f Supplementary Financial Data in Comprehensive
Annual Financial Reports of State and Local Governments (1985).
5. Illustrations of Interim Financial Statements o f State and Local
Governments (1985).
6. How to Understand Local Government Financial Statements: A
User's Guide (1986).
7. Illustrations of Combined, Combining, and Individual Fund and
Account Group Financial Statements o f State and Local Govern
ments (1986).
8. Suggested Solutions to Governmental Accounting and Financial
Reporting Practice Problems in Applying Authoritative Standards
(1987).
9. Illustrations o f Popular Reports o f State and Local Governments
(1988).
10. A Public Manager's Guide to Government Accounting and Finan
cial Reporting (1989).

* * * *
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This Audit Risk alert supersedes State and Local Governmental
Developments—1991.
*

*

*

*

Auditors should also be aware of the economic, regulatory, and
professional developments that may affect the audits they perform, as
described in Audit Risk A lert—1991 (No. 022087). Audit Risk A lert—1991
was printed in the November 1991 issue of the CPA Letter. Additional
copies can be obtained from the AICPA Order Departm ent.
Copies of AICPA publications may be obtained by calling the AICPA
Order Department at (800) 334-6961 (outside New York) or (800) 248-0445
(New York only).
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TECHNICAL HOTLINE
The AICPA Technical Information Service answers
inquiries about specific audit or accounting problems.
Call Toll Free
(800) 223-4158 (Except New York)
(800) 522-5430 (New York Only)
This service is free to AICPA members.
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